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Aircraft landing gear comprise of safety-critical structural components that are exposed to large
cyclic loads over long in-service design lives. To prevent the occurrence of fatigue crack initiation,
fatigue analysis methods are employed to identify the ‘safe-life’ at which the component must be
retired, to guarantee the structural integrity of the component. However, the engineering para-
meters relating to the fatigue design of landing gear components, including material properties
and loading, demonstrate significant variability. This variability is currently mitigated using
design conservatism.
Design conservatism can ultimately lead to over-weight components and as a result, proba-
bilistic design approaches have been proposed to better represent design parameter variability
within fatigue analysis processes. Unfortunately, a large number of inhibiting factors, or ‘blockers’,
currently prevent the wider-scale implementation of probabilistic fatigue design approaches.
The aim of this research is to develop a probabilistic fatigue methodology that overcomes the
blockers to a probabilistic design approach. It is hypothesised that careful selection of a Monte
Carlo Simulation based methodology, definition of systematic processes and frameworks, along
with the exploitation of recent advances in surrogate modelling and ‘big-data’ sources, can help
to combat the blockers to probabilistic design.
Following application of the developed probabilistic fatigue methodology to landing gear
component case studies, it was demonstrated that probabilistic methodologies can support the
fatigue design of landing gear components through identifying the conservatism in existing
practices, along with highlighting areas of component over-design. From implementing the
methodology, it was observed that the proposed methodology could overcome the blockers to
probabilistic design concerning computational expense, required assumptions, availability of data,
accuracy of data characterisation and the large amount of required knowledge to implement such
approaches. The remaining blockers to probabilistic design approaches therefore concern the
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A ircraft landing gear must provide reliable performance under some of the most demandingconditions within aircraft operations. This thesis focuses on component reliability withinstructural design. Fatigue design and analysis plays a fundamental part in ensuring the
structural integrity of landing gear in-service. However, the engineering parameters relating to
fatigue design demonstrate significant variability, which currently must be mitigated using design
conservatism and safety factors. Probabilistic approaches to design have been proposed to better
represent the variability in design parameters, with a view to increasing the efficiency and safety
of structural components in-service. Despite the potential utility of probabilistic approaches, they
are yet to be used on a wide-scale within engineering design. Beyond providing the necessary
background on fatigue design, this chapter asks the question of: “why are probabilistic design
approaches not more widely exploited?". This chapter also lays out the proposed research questions
that are aimed at increasing the utility of probabilistic approaches for fatigue design.
1
CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
1.1 Fatigue of Aircraft Landing Gear and Probabilistic Design
Aircraft landing gear comprise of the sophisticated structure and systems required to provide
directional control of the aircraft during ground operations (e.g., taxiing, takeoff and landing) and
also to support the weight of aircraft on the ground [1, 2]. The design of landing gear requires
expertise from all areas of mechanical, structural and manufacturing engineering [3], resulting
in a complex and unique assembly [1], such as the landing gear of a civil transport aircraft shown
in Figure 1.1.
FIGURE 1.1. Main landing gear of a wide-body civil aircraft.
Original images attributed to Julian Herzog and are used under the GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.2 GFDL and Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License CC-BY-4.0.
Source: Wikimedia Commons [A] [B]
Concerning the structural design of landing gear assemblies and components, landing gear
must be designed to sustain the high static loads experienced during ground manoeuvres such
as landing touchdown, as well as the repeated cyclic loads from taxiing, braking and turning
[1, 2, 4, 5]. Repeated application of cyclic loads (which result in cyclic stresses within components)
can cause the failure of structures, even if the magnitude of the stresses are well below the static
strength of the component material [6, 7]. The failure mechanism through which this achieved is
known as fatigue, and encompasses the accumulation of fatigue damage and the initiation and
subsequent propagation of cracks within materials under cyclic loading [6–8].
Fatigue failure and design is often concerned with estimating crack initiation as a result of
the applications of a large number (> 105) of cyclic stresses in the elastic domain of the material
during High Cycle Fatigue (HCF). Landing gear components are exposed to HCF from the
repeated loads applied to the landing gear during ground manoeuvres. However, due to the large
load variations that occur during the ground-air-ground cycle of a flight, landing gear components
are also exposed to Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) [9], which typically results in materials being cycled
in the plastic domain, with shorter expected fatigue lives in the order of < 104 cycles [6]. As a
result, landing gear fatigue design and analysis must consider both LCF and HCF.
2
1.1. FATIGUE OF AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR AND PROBABILISTIC DESIGN
Fatigue failures have been documented since the mid-1800s by engineers and scientists such
as Braithwaite, Rankine and Wöhler [10] and designing against fatigue has continued to remain a
high priority within all fields of engineering ever since [6, 11]. The consequences of fatigue failure
can range from the economic impacts of replacing failed components in-service, to catastrophic
accidents resulting from the complete failure of structures [6, 8].
Regarding aircraft landing gear, historic studies have suggested that landing gear exhibit
a higher rate of fatigue failure in-service when compared to other types of aircraft structural
assemblies [12–14], with 43% of landing gear failures being as a direct result of fatigue [15]. A
more recent study by Schmidt has demonstrated that the occurrence of fatigue failures in landing
gear has reduced over the last six decades such that one to two component failures due to fatigue
are expected per year in civil transport aircraft [16]. Whilst this failure rate will appear low
in comparison to other engineering sectors, due to the single load-path nature of landing gear
structural assemblies, fatigue failure of landing gear components can result in catastrophic events
(e.g. loss of the aircraft, or loss of life) [16]. Landing gear structural assemblies are therefore a
safety-critical aspect of all aircraft [1].
Even though it has also been suggested that the majority of landing gear fatigue failures
occur during less critical ground manoeuvre phases (e.g. historically, 82% of fatigue failures
were observed during taxiing [14]) and that only a limited number of fatigue failures result
in a catastrophic accident [16], the economic impact of landing gear fatigue failures can be
significant. As a landing gear structural failure can cause damage to the remainder of the aircraft,
landing gear fatigue failures have resulted in aircraft being written-off and scrapped, resulting
in significant economic and operational impacts for the aircraft operator [17–19]. In other cases,
the need to replace landing gear components that have failed prematurely due to fatigue across a
fleet of military transport aircraft has been shown to cost in excess of $150 million USD through
re-design and replacement of components [20].
The objective of mitigating fatigue failure in landing gear components is to ensure the
structural integrity of the safety-critical landing gear assembly throughout the intended design
life, to prevent the occurrence of catastrophic accidents. As with other aspects of aerospace
structural design, this must be achieved whilst minimising the component weight, to reduce
aircraft fuel burn and operating costs, especially when considering that the landing gear remains
unused once the aircraft is in-flight [1, 4]. This design challenge is poetically demonstrated by the
quote from Conway: “The landing gear of an aircraft has been described on the one hand as the
essential intermediary between the aeroplane and catastrophe, and on the other hand, the obstacle
between the aircraft and freedom" [3].
In order to mitigate fatigue failure in landing gear components, they are designed using a
‘safe-life’ philosophy [1, 21]. The ‘safe-life’ (also known as a ‘life-limit’) of a component represents
the design life at which the component must be retired from service, regardless of whether
evidence of fatigue crack initiation and propagation is present in the component or not [1, 21].
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For aircraft landing gear, the safe-life is typically defined in terms of the number of flight cycles
(e.g. 60,000 flights) [2, 4]. A safe-life philosophy infers a crack-free in-service life, and therefore,
landing gear fatigue design only considers fatigue as a failure mode during fatigue damage
accumulation up to crack initiation [1, 21].
A safe-life philosophy is required for aircraft landing gear due to their safety-critical function,
single-load path configuration and widespread utilisation of high-strength metallic alloys, which
typically have a low fracture toughness and therefore exhibit rapid propagation of fatigue cracks
following initiation [1]. These characteristics of landing gear structural components mean that
aircraft landing gear cannot currently be reliably inspected in-service for crack propagation prior
to catastrophic component failure and as a result, a crack-free life is required [1, 21].
Safe-Life Fatigue Design and Analysis
Fatigue design is the process of selecting the final component design, as defined by material
selection, component properties, intended loading in-service, etc., with the aim of mitigating
fatigue failure of the component during its intended design life [22]. Fatigue design is achieved by
making decisions regarding the component design based upon the results of assessing whether a
proposed component design will satisfy the requirement for a crack-free in-service life [11].
In order to assess whether a proposed component design will satisfy the requirement for a
crack-free in-service life, safe-life fatigue analysis methods are employed [21]. This is in harmony
with the modern approach to engineering design, where analysis and simulation processes are
extensively used to assess whether a proposed design satisfies the design requirements [23]. The
final landing gear component design is also tested during a full-scale fatigue test of the landing
gear assembly [5, 24].
The safe-life fatigue analysis process represents the ‘toolbox’ of methods and processes
employed to simulate the fatigue damage accumulation that will occur within components when
in-service. As stated by Osgood “all machine and structural designs are problems in fatigue. . . ”
and therefore, the safe-life fatigue analysis process shares many similarities with the fatigue
analysis methods used across different industrial sectors [22]. The safe-life fatigue analysis
process is based upon classical crack initiation analysis methods, such as a Stress-Life (S-N)
approach, based upon S-N curves and Miner’s rule for damage accumulation [16, 21]. Strain-Life
(E-N) analysis approaches, which are more representative of LCF, can also be used within the
safe-life fatigue analysis process [9].
The cornerstone of S-N fatigue analysis is the generation of S-N curves, which establish
the fatigue ‘response’ of the component material [6]. The material fatigue response represents
how the number of cycles to failure ‘N f ’ varies with the applied cyclic stress amplitude ‘σ0’. An
example of an S-N curve is shown in Figure 1.2 [6, 25]. S-N curves are usually derived using
fully-reversed (i.e. zero mean stress ‘σm’) uniaxial cyclic testing of material coupons at different
σ0 values and the N f value to cause failure is recorded for each coupon [6]. Repeated coupons
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are tested at each selected σ0, which demonstrate significant variability within the S-N dataset
as shown in Figure 1.2 [25]. Whilst safe-life fatigue analysis is typically based upon uniaxial
testing of coupons, multiaxial testing of specimens representative of component geometries is









FIGURE 1.2. An example of an S-N curve for 4340 high tensile steel. Reproduced with
permission from IHS ESDU [25].
The loading for the component is then considered. The component loading is typically defined
in the form of a load-time history, which details the magnitude and sequence of individual loading
events applied to the component [7, 26]. The applied loading is intended to be representative of
the loading that the component will be exposed to in-service and is often in the form of loading
spectra derived using load measurements from in-service components [7]. The load-time history
is then converted into a stress-time history based upon the component geometry through either
analytical (e.g. hand-calculation style) stress analysis or stress analysis performed using linear
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [7]. Cycle counting methods such as ‘rainflow counting’ are then
used to extract the stress cycles resulting from the load-time history, resulting in the definition of
stress cycles with a stress amplitude ‘σa’ and mean stress level ‘σm’ [6, 7].
The next stage of the S-N fatigue analysis process is to convert the extracted stress cycles from
rainflow counting into equivalent fully-reversed stress cycles ‘σ0’ such that they are compatible
with the S-N dataset and S-N curve [7]. A range of mean stress corrections are presented in the
literature, with the Goodman mean stress correction being the most prevalent. The Goodman
mean stress correction is shown in Equation 1.1, where σUTS is the ultimate tensile strength of
the material [7].
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Using the S-N curve, the N f for each of the fully-reversed stress cycles σ0 can be identified.
The fatigue damage accumulated ‘d’ by each σ0 can be computed using Miner’s rule for linear
damage accumulation shown in Equation 1.2, where ‘n’ is the number of times the σ0 stress cycle




The total damage ‘DT ’ resulting from the extracted stress cycles is computed using Equation
1.3. Failure is assumed to occur when DT = 1, as this represents that all of the available fatigue
life within the material has been consumed [6, 7]. As result, the Miner’s rule failure criterion is






Within landing gear safe-life fatigue analysis, the load-time history typically represents the
load-time history for the design safe-life. As a result, providing the DT value is shown to be less
than D f ail , it can be inferred that the component will remain crack-free for the design safe-life. In
the context of fatigue design, DT can be considered as the ‘performance function’ of the safe-life
fatigue analysis process and therefore, provides an assessment of whether the landing gear
component will satisfy the requirement of a crack-free safe-life. A flowchart summarising the
S-N approach to the safe-life fatigue analysis process is shown in Figure 1.3.
, 












Analytical or Finite 
Element (Linear)
FIGURE 1.3. The S-N fatigue analysis process.
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Variability and Uncertainty in Fatigue Design
As highlighted by the quote from Shigley and Mischke, “variation is omnipresent" and therefore,
all engineering parameters, including component design parameters and parameters relating to
the in-service environment, should be expected to demonstrate variability or ‘scatter’ [23, 27].
The presence of variability in design parameters and operating conditions is acknowledged in
a wide range of engineering and structural design reference texts [6, 7, 22, 28–35]. Variability
originates from ‘randomness’ in the value that engineering parameters take, and in the context
of structural and fatigue design is expected to be observed in engineering parameters relating
to component material properties, the component geometry and the loads that are applied to
the component in-service [30]. Variability in engineering parameters can be represented by
the coefficient of variation ‘cv’, which is computed as the standard deviation (i.e. the statistical
measure of variability) divided by the mean value of the parameter.
Firstly, regarding material properties, the S-N datasets generated for safe-life fatigue analysis
demonstrate that materials show significant variability in the N f for a given stress amplitude
[36]. As visualised previously in Figure 1.2, the variability in the number of cycles to failure for a
material at a given stress amplitude can vary by two orders of magnitude [6, 36], representing a
significant source of variability in fatigue design. Therefore, the value of N f within S-N datasets
can show variability of the order cv = 25% to cv = 75% [37]. The cv values for N f are significantly
higher than the variability observed in static material properties, such as for σUTS of cv ≈ 5%
[22]. It is typical to observe that the variability in N f increases with reducing stress amplitude
[6]. For the high tensile strength steels used in landing gear components, S-N datasets also show
variability in the fatigue limit ‘σFL ’, which represents the stress amplitude below which the
material can be theoretically cycled indefinitely without failure1 [7, 22]. The value of σFL is also
derived from experimental testing and is expected to demonstrate variability [6, 35]. Whilst the
variability in cyclic material properties is typically larger, static material properties such as σUTS
and Young’s (Elastic) Modulus ‘E’ also exhibit variability [29, 31].
During the manufacture of components, many forming, machining, assembly and joining
processes are required. Each process performed will have its own individual sources of variability
and these will ultimately result in variability of the component dimensions (e.g. thicknesses,
widths, hole diameters, cross-sectional properties, etc.), with typical cv values in the range of 0.1%
to 1% [31]. Component dimensional variability will consequently alter the stresses generated
in a component under load, and can also impact the stress concentration caused by specific
engineering features [29].
Significant variability is also present in the loads that a component will be exposed to
in-service [38, 39]. Variability in in-service loads can be decomposed into the variability in
the magnitude of the applied loads, the occurrence of specific loads (i.e. the number of load
applications) and the sequence in which the loads are applied to the component [36, 38]. The
1When using Miner’s rule it is assumed stress amplitudes below σFL do not accumulate fatigue damage [7, 22].
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variability in the magnitude of applied loads across engineering design range from cv = 1% to
cv = 50%, with landing gear touchdown loads typically demonstrating a cv ≈ 10% [29, 40].
To account for variability in engineering parameters within fatigue design, and to ensure
components retain their structural integrity in-service, a deterministic approach has been used
[6, 8]. Within a deterministic approach, design conservatism along with large safety factors are
used to mitigate the presence of variability, by setting engineering design parameters to single,
‘safe’ values [8]. The aerospace sector has employed a deterministic approach to safe-life fatigue
design since the 1940s and 1950s [41]. A more detailed consideration of the safety factors used
within safe-life fatigue design is presented in Chapter 2.
Whilst inherent ‘randomness’ results in variability within design parameters (known as
aleatoric uncertainty [42]), lack-of-knowledge can also be present in analysis methods and
performance functions, resulting in uncertainty in the results generated from such processes.
Lack-of-knowledge, known as epistemic uncertainty, can be reduced by increased data collection or
improved analysis methods and models and is therefore also known as ‘model-based’ uncertainty
[42]. Consequently, epistemic uncertainty typically manifests itself in design approaches as
engineering assumptions.
On the other hand, aleatoric uncertainty or design parameter variability cannot be reduced as
the ‘randomness’ observed in certain design parameters is an inherent physical property [42]. This
thesis focuses solely on representing variability or aleatoric uncertainty within fatigue design,
and the reader is directed to Sandberg et al for a further discussion of epistemic uncertainty in
the context of fatigue design [43]. It is therefore assumed that the S-N fatigue analysis processes
detailed within this chapter is ‘perfect’ and free from model-based or epistemic uncertainty.
Probabilistic Fatigue Design and Analysis
The presence of variability in design parameters and in-service operating conditions will always
result in the finite risk of an in-service component failing to achieve its design purpose and
requirements [28, 30, 31, 44]. Within structural design, this is typically observed as the structure
failing in-service as the result of an applied ‘load’ (e.g. applied stress) exceeding a given ‘capacity’
(e.g. ultimate tensile stress) [30, 44]. As both the load ‘L’ and capacity ‘C’ can be expected to
exhibit variability [44], they can be represented using probability distributions (e.g. Normal,
Weibull, etc.) as shown in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4 provides the classical definitions of the probability of failure ‘p f ’ and the reliability
‘R’ of a component in the context of structural design. As can be seen from Figure 1.4, there
is a probability that the load L will exceed the capacity C. As failure occurs when L ≥ C, this
probability represents the p f of the component. Reliability is defined as the probability that the
component load will not exceed the capacity and is therefore related to p f [30]:
R = 1− p f (1.4)
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FIGURE 1.4. Concept of ‘Load’ and ‘Capacity’ in reliability analysis.
In the example of safety-critical structural components, R is typically used as a measure of
the ‘safety’ of the structure, as structural failure could result in a catastrophic accident [30].
Probabilistic design is an approach whereby design decisions regarding components are
made based upon the p f or R values for a proposed design [45]. Probabilistic design approaches
are often employed to ensure that safety-critical components retain their structural integrity
in-service, by ensuring proposed designs achieve an acceptable p f or target R [45]. Due to the
widespread use of analysis and simulation methods for assessing whether proposed designs
will satisfy design requirements, along with the prohibitive economic cost of repeated full-scale
component testing, the generation of p f and R values to support probabilistic design has been
focused predominately at analytically-based probabilistic methodologies [23, 45].
Probabilistic methodologies aim to statistically characterise the variability in the design
parameters of an analysis process using probability distributions (e.g. Normal, Weibull, etc.), and
then propagate the variability through the existing analysis process using probabilistic analysis
methods, such as Monte Carlo Simulation or the First Order Reliability Approach [46]. The
probabilistic analysis method enables the variability to be propagated to the process output or
performance function, enabling estimates of p f or R to be generated for the component design
[39]. The probabilistic analysis methods are packaged within a probabilistic analysis framework
and the relationship between these elements and probabilistic design is shown in Figure 1.5.
In the context of safe-life fatigue design, a probabilistic approach would aim to base design
decisions on the probability of the component design failing to satisfy the crack-free safe-life
requirement by failing before the design life. This definition of p f could be assessed by applying a
probabilistic fatigue methodology to the safe-life fatigue analysis process, in order to identify the
probability of the accumulated fatigue damage in a component DT exceeding the failure criterion
of D f ail .
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PROBABILISTIC DESIGN
A design methodology based upon making design 
decisions using probabilistic design criteria and 





A set of analysis methods dedicated to computing the 
probability of failure for components.
PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
The various interfaces between the probabilistic analysis 
methods, the original deterministic analysis process and 
other methods that support probabilistic design.
Produces probability of failure value for 
component design.
Provides the ‘architecture’ of the 
methodology.
Provides the methods of the 
methodology.
FIGURE 1.5. Definition of a probabilistic fatigue methodology via its relationship to
probabilistic design, probabilistic analysis methods and probabilistic analysis
frameworks.
The justification for developing probabilistic design approaches in fatigue design can be
decomposed into improved failure mode modelling, the incorporation of reliability into the design
process and challenging the use of conservatism and safety factors in the existing deterministic
design process [23, 45–47].
Firstly, the many sources of variability in fatigue design demonstrate that fatigue as a
failure mode is inherently variable [6]. Probabilistic approaches offer the only route to capturing
and retaining the sources of variability within the design and analysis process, potentially
improving the modelling of fatigue as a failure mode and increasing the confidence in the analysis
methods used for fatigue design. Concerning landing gear fatigue design, previous studies have
demonstrated that approximately 20% of landing gear fatigue failures are as a result of poor
design [15, 16] and therefore, improvements to design approaches could increase the safety of
landing gear assemblies.
The implementation of probabilistic design also has an advantage over the deterministic
approach based upon safety factors, due to its ability to challenge the conservatism currently
required within fatigue design [45]. Based on the deterministic approach, it is not possible to
quantify ‘how’ conservative existing safety factors are, potentially leading to:
• Over-design: The use of safety factors can potentially result in components that are
over-designed, increasing component weights and reducing the efficiency of the structure
[8, 48]. This is especially a consideration for aircraft landing gear, as they are effectively
‘dead-weight’ when the aircraft is airborne [1, 4].
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• Under-design: The use of safety factors and design conservatism may not guarantee the
safety of a structure, as it does not permit the safety of the structure to be quantified. As
an example, the safe-life philosophy requires crack-free component lives and yet landing
gear are observed to fail due to fatigue in-service [16]. Therefore, it could be suggested that
the existing approach based on safety factors does not provide sufficient structural safety.
A probabilistic framework enables the conservatism and level of safety of a structural design to
be quantified using p f or R values [31, 45] and could therefore support a challenge of the conser-
vatism currently required. A challenge of the existing conservatism would increase component
efficiency, whilst ensuring components retain their structural integrity in-service. An existing
criticism of a deterministic design approach based upon safety factors is that they are often
introduced to ensure components do not fail in-service, yet components are still observed to fail
in-service, consequently demonstrating that a quantifiable p f and R for components does exist
and should therefore be quantified to provide a measure of the safety of the structure [31, 32].
Finally, probabilistic design methods enable p f or R to be used as metrics to compare and
optimise designs. For example, aerospace structural design, including landing gear components,
must meet minimum weight requirements yet with a high level of safety [45]. This can be achieved
by optimising designs to minimise weight, whilst also achieving a reliability requirement in
a process known as Reliability-Based Design Optimisation (RBDO) [49, 50]. In addition, the
incorporation of p f and R as design metrics into the design stage can highlight features and
locations of components which demonstrate an insufficient reliability, preventing costly re-design
and component replacement, by facilitating design modification prior to entry into service [45].
Inhibiting Factors: ‘Blockers’ to Probabilistic Approaches
Despite the significant advantages offered by implementing probabilistic approaches to design,
and that the mathematical and statistical methods that under-pin such an approach have been
mature for at least the last four decades, the adoption of probabilistic approaches has been
limited across the field of engineering [23, 51]. The reluctance of the engineering sector to
perform probabilistic design is as a result of a series of inhibiting factors that have prevented the
wide-scale implementation of such approaches [23], and these factors are known as ‘blockers’.
The key blockers to implementing probabilistic approaches to design currently presented in the
literature are:
• Computational Expense: Probabilistic approaches typically require an increased compu-
tational expense when compared to the existing deterministic-based process. This can both
be in the form of the computational resource required and the time taken to perform the
probabilistic analysis. Probabilistic approaches can therefore slow down the design process
[23, 45, 46, 52–54].
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• Simplifications/Assumptions of Deterministic Analysis Process: Modern structural
design approaches are heavily based on analysis and simulation methods, which often
consist of complex physics-of-failure models [7, 23, 45, 47]. Probabilistic approaches of-
ten require simplifications of the existing deterministic design and analysis process for
implementation. Such simplifications and assumptions must be made a-priori before per-
forming the probabilistic analysis. This can result in scepticism regarding the results from
probabilistic approaches [45, 46, 54, 55].
• Availability of Data: The data required to characterise the variability in design para-
meters is often not available or would be too costly to generate. As a result, it can be
challenging to justify the accuracy of probabilistic methods if they fail to capture all sources
of variability [23, 54].
• Accuracy of Data Characterisation: Practicing engineers typically have a limited back-
ground in statistical methods [23, 45, 46] and therefore, may fail to accurately characterise
the variability in design parameters by failing to challenge long-held statistical assump-
tions or by selecting probability distributions based on mathematical convenience [28, 37].
Such an approach naturally reduces the accuracy of probabilistic approaches [45, 55].
• Required Knowledge: The development of a probabilistic approach requires the under-
standing and implementation of a large number of statistical, mathematical and computa-
tional techniques and this can represent an immense resource burden on engineers wishing
to implement such approaches [23, 53]. As such techniques are considered novel within
engineering design, practicing engineers may lack confidence in the required methods,
resulting in scepticism regarding the accuracy of probabilistic approaches [54].
In order to overcome these blockers, previous researchers, such as Goh et al [23, 54] and Safie
et al [47, 56] have highlighted the need for systematic approaches and frameworks to support
probabilistic design from both the standpoint of knowledge consolidation and methodology im-
plementation. In addition, recent advances in probabilistic analysis methods have presented an
opportunity to reduce the computational expense of probabilistic design approaches, while retain-
ing any complexity present in the original deterministic design process [57]. Such approaches
are known as surrogate modelling methods and they can be used to produce a computationally
efficient representation of a computationally expensive element of an analysis process (e.g. FEA)
[57]. Finally, as the engineering sector moves into the age of ‘big-data’, which consists of datasets
that are large in size and are often generated autonomously by in-service components [58–60],
there is the potential opportunity to challenge the blocker of data availability when implementing
and utilising probabilistic methods.
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Another observation is that the blockers to probabilistic design approaches relate directly to
the probabilistic methodology used, rather than the concept of probabilistic design itself. As a
result, it is proposed that focusing on improvements to the probabilistic analysis methods and
framework will provide an effective route to overcoming the blockers to probabilistic design.
Whilst examples of the application of probabilistic approaches to fatigue design have been
widely presented in the literature [39, 57], the use of probabilistic fatigue design approaches
is not yet routine [11, 23, 51, 61]. Therefore, the overcoming of the blockers to probabilistic
design will be demonstrated through the use of fatigue analysis case studies. As probabilistic
analysis methods and design approaches have only been applied to the static structural design
of landing gear components and assessment of landing gear loads [62–65], the use of landing
gear component fatigue design case studies to support the demonstration of the probabilistic
fatigue methodology provides a novel application of probabilistic analysis methods. However, as
the fatigue design and analysis approaches for aircraft landing gear components are similar to
the classical approaches used across the engineering sector [7, 21], the findings from the case
studies will also be applicable to other fatigue design and analysis cases.
1.2 Problem Statement
Fatigue design is a vital step in ensuring that safety-critical structural components, such as
aircraft landing gear, retain their structural integrity in-service to prevent catastrophic accidents
and economic consequences from component failure. The engineering parameters related to
fatigue failure and design include material properties, component dimensions and the expected
in-service loading of the component, all of which demonstrate variability. Design conservatism
and safety factors are currently used to account for this variability, which may lead to components
that are either over or under-designed, respectively reducing the efficiency or safety of compo-
nents in-service. Probabilistic design approaches have been proposed to better represent the
variability in design parameters. However, a number of blockers currently prevent the wide-scale
implementation of probabilistic design approaches. It is proposed that improvements to the
probabilistic analysis methods used within such an approach, based upon recent advancements
in the probabilistic and aerospace structural design communities, could overcome these blockers.
The following research questions summarise the research problem addressed in this thesis:
• Can a probabilistic fatigue methodology be successfully applied to safe-life landing gear
components, in order to compute the probability of failure related to a component safe-life?
• Can a probabilistic fatigue methodology be used to support the existing safe-life fatigue
analysis process and fatigue design?
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• Can careful selection of a probabilistic analysis method, along with the construction of a
systematic probabilistic analysis framework, result in a probabilistic fatigue methodology
that overcomes the blockers to probabilistic design approaches?
• Can recent advances in probabilistic approaches and aerospace structural design, such as
surrogate modelling and ‘big-data’ sources, assist probabilistic fatigue methodologies in
overcoming the blockers to probabilistic design approaches?
1.2.1 Research Aim and Objectives
Based on the research questions posed above, the aim of this research is to develop a probabilistic
fatigue methodology to support the fatigue design of safe-life components. To achieve this aim,
the following objectives are proposed:
1. To review existing probabilistic analysis methods and their previous application to fatigue
design.
2. To select a specific probabilistic analysis method for fatigue design, taking into consideration
the current blockers to probabilistic design approaches.
3. To define a probabilistic analysis framework and systematic probabilistic analysis processes
which can overcome the current blockers to probabilistic design approaches.
4. To investigate the utilisation of surrogate modelling and big-data sources in a probabilistic
methodology for fatigue design.
5. To demonstrate the proposed probabilistic fatigue methodology on case studies in safe-life
fatigue design, concerning aircraft landing gear structural components.
1.2.2 Research Methodology
As with all pieces of individual research, a systematic research methodology is required to
achieve the research aim and objectives of this thesis. Systematic research methodologies require
the stages of observations, hypothesis formation, hypothesis testing, hypothesis evaluation and
hypothesis acceptance or rejection.
The observations stage is embodied in the problem statement in Section 1.2, leading to




In order to perform hypothesis testing, the research objectives detailed in Section 1.2.1
were realised through the definition of a probabilistic fatigue methodology and its subsequent
application to landing gear component fatigue analysis case studies. The hypothesis testing can
be further decomposed into the following activities:
1. A review of the current practices, guidelines and blockers concerning probabilistic ap-
proaches, coupled with a critical review of existing practices for mitigating variability in
fatigue design parameters.
2. Selection of a probabilistic analysis method based on considerations concerning the applica-
tion of the method, strengths and limitations of the candidate methods and the existing
blockers to probabilistic design approaches.
3. Integration of the selected probabilistic analysis method within a probabilistic analysis
framework, to form the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
4. Definition of a systematic statistical characterisation process for design parameters and its
demonstration on an S-N dataset.
5. Generation of landing gear ground manoeuvre statistics from a big-data source to support
the representation of variability in landing gear loading within the probabilistic fatigue
methodology.
6. Assessment of various surrogate modelling methods to replace the FEA models used within
fatigue design for loading and stress analysis, along with the definition of a surrogate model
selection process.
7. Demonstration of the probabilistic fatigue methodology on landing gear component case
studies of differing complexity, with regards to loading, geometry and utilisation of analyti-
cal or FEA-based stress analysis.
Hypothesis evaluation then returns to the four original research questions and uses the results
and observations from hypothesis testing, coupled with additional information from the literature
and existing practices, to provide an answer to each of the research questions, ultimately resulting
in either hypothesis acceptance or rejection. The evaluation of the research questions will also
be performed by considering the wider application of probabilistic fatigue methodology within
fatigue design, to highlight future opportunities for the exploitation of this research.
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1.3 Original Contributions of Thesis
Across the work performed in this thesis to satisfy the research aim and answer the research
questions, the following novel research contributions have been identified:
• A critical review of both the existing practices for accounting for variability in fatigue
design and the previous implementation of probabilistic analysis methods within safe-life
fatigue design.
• Development of a probabilistic fatigue methodology, based upon a Monte Carlo Simulation
method, that overcomes the current blockers to probabilistic design approaches.
• Development and execution of systematic processes for the implementation of probabilistic
methodologies. The developed processes concern systematic statistical characterisation,
surrogate model selection and a general probabilistic analysis framework.
• Extensive utilisation of surrogate modelling methods to reduce the computational expense
of performing probabilistic fatigue analysis.
• Characterisation of landing gear ground manoeuvre variability from the real-time tracking
of in-service aircraft using a big-data source.
• Successful demonstration of the probabilistic fatigue methodology on case studies concern-
ing landing gear components of differing geometrical, loading and analysis complexity.
Whilst the probabilistic fatigue methodology is demonstrated using safe-life landing gear
component case studies within this thesis, the research contributions highlighted above also
impact the wider field of probabilistic design and analysis, as will be explored throughout the
following chapters.
1.3.1 Publications Arising from this Research
The research work presented within this thesis has been disseminated within the public domain
across a series of papers, book chapters and presentations. The list below details the dissemination
activities performed and highlights the relevant chapters within this thesis that each item of
dissemination supports.
Author Contribution Statement: For all publications as lead author, J. Hoole performed
the technical work and produced the related manuscript.
Journal Papers
J. Hoole, P. Sartor, J. D. Booker, J. E. Cooper, X. V. Gogouvitis, and R. K. Schmidt, Systematic
statistical characterisation of stress-life datasets using 3-Parameter distributions, International
Journal of Fatigue, Vol. 129, 2019. The contents of this paper can be found in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis contains nine further chapters, which are summarised below:
Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter provides a comprehensive literature review of the practices currently used to manage
variability in fatigue design, along with reviewing the previous application of probabilistic
methodologies to the safe-life fatigue analysis process. The chapter also considers the selection
process for the probabilistic analysis method, based on the strengths and limitations of the
identified candidate methods. The critical review of existing practices resulted in the conference
paper “Evaluating the Impact of Conservatism in Industrial Fatigue Analysis of Life-Limited
Components”, whilst the definition of the probabilistic analysis method is presented in the book
chapter “Probability Distribution Type for the Accumulated Damage from Miner’s Rule in Fatigue
Design”.
Chapter 3: Proposed Probabilistic Analysis Framework
A wide range of additional methods are required to support a probabilistic methodology and as a
result, this chapter will identify such methods. Background is provided on surrogate modelling
methods, computation of probability of failure values and sensitivity analysis approaches. The
chapter concludes with the construction of the probabilistic analysis framework to be used within
the probabilistic fatigue methodology. The framework and discussion points from this chapter
have been presented within the book chapter “A Framework to Implement Probabilistic Fatigue
Design of Safe-Life Components”.
Chapter 4: Enhanced Statistical Characterisation Process for Materials Data
Chapter 4 defines and demonstrates a novel systematic statistical characterisation process to be
used to characterise the variability in Stress-Life material datasets. The characterisation process
is demonstrated on a rich material dataset for 4340 steel. This chapter also details how material
design parameter variability is incorporated into the probabilistic fatigue methodology. The ma-
jority of this chapter has contributed to the journal paper “Systematic statistical characterisation
of stress-life datasets using 3-Parameter distributions”.
Chapter 5: Landing Gear Load-Time Histories from Big-Data Sources
A novel data collection activity is presented based upon the ‘real-time’ tracking of aircraft to
characterise the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing for aircraft landing
gear. From the range of statistics generated from the data collection, the consequences and impact
on the existing fatigue design practice for landing gear load spectra are explored. This chapter also
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describes how loading variability is incorporated into the probabilistic fatigue methodology. The
data collection methodology and generated ground manoeuvre variability statistics resulted in
the submitted manuscript “Landing Gear Ground Maneuver Statistics from Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Broadcast Transponder Data”.
Chapter 6: Surrogate Modelling of Landing Gear Loads
This chapter reviews the wide range of surrogate modelling methods that have come to maturity.
Each of the candidate surrogate modelling methods are evaluated across two case studies
concerning a main landing gear finite element loads model. Systematic processes for surrogate
model training and selection are also presented. The technical work performed in this chapter
has been presented in the conference paper “Comparison of Surrogate Modelling Methods for
Finite Element Analysis of Landing Gear Loads”.
Chapter 7: Lower Side-Stay Case Study
This chapter demonstrates the implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology on a case
study comprising of the lower side-stay assembly from the main landing gear of a wide-body civil
aircraft. This case study aims to explore the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology
to components that are loaded in a simple manner. Sensitivity analysis is also performed to
identify the fatigue design drivers of the assembly.
Chapter 8: Drag Brace Case Study
To further demonstrate and evaluate the probabilistic fatigue methodology, Chapter 8 applies the
methodology to a case study regarding the lower drag brace from the main landing gear of a wide-
body civil aircraft. The drag brace case study considers the application of the probabilistic fatigue
methodology to a component that demonstrates geometrical, loading and analysis complexity,
along with the surrogate modelling of finite element stress models.
Chapter 9: Discussion
The discussion chapter evaluates how the novel work presented over the preceding chapters
achieves the research aim. This chapter also evaluates how the proposed probabilistic fatigue
methodology contributes to overcoming the blockers to a probabilistic approach to design.
Chapter 10: Conclusions and Further Work













Design conservatism and safety factors are currently used to mitigate the variability ob-served in fatigue design parameters. This chapter provides a critical review of the existingapproaches to fatigue design conservatism and safety factors across different engineering
sectors, to highlight the deficiencies in performing fatigue design based upon a deterministic ap-
proach and conservatism. This chapter also identifies the potential probabilistic analysis methods
available for application within a probabilistic fatigue methodology. For newcomers to the field of
probabilistic approaches, the wide range of available and mature methods can be bewildering.
However, during the course of this chapter it is demonstrated that through careful consideration
of the application of the probabilistic method and the strengths and limitations of each proba-
bilistic analysis method, the path to selecting a probabilistic analysis method can be made clearer.
Regarding the research questions proposed as the start of this thesis, this chapter asks: “can the
careful selection of a probabilistic analysis method help to overcome the blockers to a probabilistic
approach to fatigue design?".
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2.1 Literature Review Scope
Within the literature, there are a number interpretations and definitions of ‘probabilistic fatigue’,
which can be grouped into the following categories:
• Probabilistic Fatigue Design: The application of probabilistic analysis methods to exist-
ing deterministic analysis processes to compute p f values to support design decisions [46],
as is the focus of this thesis.
• Statistical Methodologies: A fully-defined and integrated design and analysis process,
which differs significantly from existing design and analysis processes, such as the approach
proposed by Castillo and Fernádez-Canteli, which requires alternative definitions of S-N
curves and Miner’s rule for damage accumulation [66].
• Stochastic Fatigue: This field concerns the modelling of material defects and the physics-
of-failure of fatigue using probabilistic and statistical methods [67–69]. In addition, ‘stochas-
tic fatigue’ is also used to describe where the loading applied to structures is purely random
and is evaluated using frequency-domain techniques [70, 71].
As this thesis is concerned with probabilistic approaches to fatigue design, statistical method-
ologies and stochastic fatigue approaches will be neglected from the literature review. In addition,
probabilistic approaches to design have been developed to consider both crack initiation (i.e. the
safe-life fatigue analysis process) and crack propagation (i.e. a ‘damage tolerant’ approach) within
the literature [48]. The scope of this thesis is limited to literature concerning the application of
probabilistic analysis methods to fatigue analysis processes based upon Miner’s rule for damage
accumulation up to crack initiation. However, due to their generalised nature, the probabilistic
analysis methods identified in the literature review could also be applied to crack-propagation
based fatigue design and analysis [44].
2.2 Existing Management of Variability in Fatigue Design
Across the different engineering sectors, the variability and uncertainty in component safe-
life values and accumulated fatigue damage is currently accounted for using conservatism
within the fatigue design and analysis process [8]. The conservatism applied during the fatigue
analysis process effectively reduces the available safe-life of a component and typically takes the
form of statistical reductions on material properties or as deterministic ‘safety factors’ [8]. The
incorporation of conservatism into the fatigue analysis process ensures that components retain
their structural integrity in-service and is usually prescribed in the relevant design standards
for each industrial sector. However, the utilisation of conservatism within the fatigue analysis
process can lead to the potential safe-life of a component not being fully exploited due to retiring
a component from service at an earlier safe-life. Conservatism can also result in components
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being ‘over-sized’ and heavier, increasing the total life-cycle cost of a component and reducing the
overall performance of the structure [8].
Concerning the typical characteristics of safe-life landing gear components from the perspec-
tive of fatigue design and analysis, they are single load-path, monolithic (i.e. no weldments) and
manufactured from high tensile strength steels, which are not routinely inspected in-service.
In addition, S-N fatigue analysis is performed for safe-life landing gear components. These
characteristics are also demonstrated by components in engineering sectors outside of landing
gear, including nuclear, wind energy and steel structures as shown in Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1. Engineering sectors that perform safe-life fatigue analysis, along with
regulatory documents and typical components.
Engineering Sector Design Requirements Advisory Material Typical Components
Aircraft Landing Gear
Large Aircraft EASA CS25 [24] EASA AMC25 [24]
[21, 24]
Fuselage and Wing
Light Aircraft FAA Part 23 [72] FAA AC23 [72]
Structures [72]
Nuclear AMSE III NB [73] - Piping and Boilers [73]
Turbine Blades, Hubs,
Wind Turbines BS61400-1 [74] -
Towers [74]
Offshore Platforms,
Offshore Structures DNVGL-RP-C203 [75] DNVGL-OS-C101 [76]
Jackets and Piles [75]
Steel Structures Eurocode 3 [77] - Steel Bridges [77]
From reviewing the design standards for each engineering sector shown in Table 2.1, there
are a wide range of methods that enable conservatism to be introduced into the fatigue analysis
process for safe-life components. These methods can be differentiated into statistically-derived
reductions and deterministic safety factors. There are six common methods to introduce con-
servatism into safe-life fatigue analysis processes as identified during the review of the design
requirements and advisory material in Table 2.1:
1. A safety factor on the component safe-life (either to reduce the estimated component safe-
life, or demonstrate that the component must sustain multiple design lives beyond the
in-service safe-life).
2. A safety factor used to reduce the Miner’s rule failure criterion D f ail .
3. A safety factor used to increase the stress levels applied to the component.
4. A statistically-derived reduction of the S-N curve used for fatigue analysis.
5. A deterministic reduction on the S-N curve that reduces the σ0 for a given N f value (i.e.
shifting the S-N curve ‘down’).
6. A deterministic reduction on the S-N curve that reduces the N f for a given σ0 value (i.e.
shifting the S-N curve ‘left’).
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Figure 2.1 demonstrates the stage in the safe-life fatigue analysis process that each type
of conservatism is applied. The statistically derived reduction of the S-N curve is based upon
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FIGURE 2.1. Methods for applying conservatism in safe-life fatigue analysis.
Statistically reduced S-N curves are defined by a Probability of Survival ‘PoS’ and a Con-
fidence Level ‘CL’. The PoS represents the proportion of material specimens that would be
expected to survive at a given σ0 and the CL is required to account for the statistical uncertainty
resulting from using sample data rather than the full population. Closed-form methods are avail-
able for constructing S-N curves of a given PoS/CL based on an S-N dataset [78], and a PoS/CL
value of 50/50 represents the mean S-N curve. PoS/CL S-N curves are commonly referred to as
Probability-S-N (P-S-N) curves, design, working or characteristic S-N curves. Figure 2.2 shows
S-N curves of different PoS/CL values, along with the S-N curves generated when deterministic
factors on σ0 and N f are applied (referred to as factors on “stress” and “life” respectively).
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FIGURE 2.2. S-N curves of differing PoS/CL values and S-N curves resulting from
deterministic factors on σ0 and N f . S-N dataset reproduced with permission from
IHS ESDU [25].
A comprehensive review of the fatigue design standards for each engineering sector shown
previously in Table 2.1 permitted a comparison of the conservatism currently applied by each
sector as shown in the matrix in Figure 2.3. The findings shown in the matrix in Figure 2.3
enhance the observations of previous work that reviewed the conservatism applied to fatigue
analysis in the steel, offshore and nuclear sectors [55, 79, 80]. Each populated cell in Figure
2.3 shows the area of variability accounted for by each conservatism approach, along with the
method of application and magnitude of the conservatism applied by each sector.
Within Figure 2.3 any conservatism value marked with an asterisk ‘*’ shows that a single
safety factor is used to account for multiple areas of variability or uncertainty. For example,
Figure 2.3 shows that the light aircraft sector uses a single safety factor of 8 applied to the
component safe-life, which is intended to collectively mitigate the variability in S-N curve material
scatter and loading, along with accounting for uncertainty in the selected S-N material coupon,
environmental degradation of materials and uncertainty in analysis methods [72].
From reviewing Figure 2.3, it can be observed that the areas of variability accounted for vary
significantly across the different engineering sectors. The only area consistently accounted for is
the variability within S-N datasets, as shown by the fully populated row in Figure 2.3. Based on
the fact that all sectors account for S-N dataset variability, it can therefore be expected that vari-
ability in S-N datasets is considered as one of primary sources of variability in fatigue design and
analysis. The nuclear sector appears to provide the most comprehensive conservatism approach
for accounting for variability in materials data, through accounting for surface finish/material
treatment effects, environmental effects and the size effect [73]1.
1The size effect is a statistical effect in which larger components demonstrate lower fatigue lives than material
specimens, due to there being a greater probability of fatigue-inducing defects in a large volume of material [22].
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n "Stress" factor applied to stress amplitude on S-N  curve
p "Life" factor applied to number of cycles to failure on S-N curve
PoS/CL statistical reduction on mean S-N Curve
 Factor applied to stress cycle amplitude
u Factor applied to Miner's Rule failure criterion
 Factor applied to component life-limit
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C: This conservatism is used to account for loading uncertainty and deviation during static design.
D: Class 2 "non fail-safe" components whose failure may lead to the failure of a major wind turbine part.
E: Either a multiplication of the accumulated damage or as a divisor on the Miner's rule failure criterion.
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FIGURE 2.3. The different conservatism approaches used by various engineering sectors
for safe-life fatigue analysis, including the areas of variability accounted for, the
method of conservatism application and the magnitude of the conservatism applied.
Most sectors, excluding nuclear and steel structures, also currently account for variability in
the loading applied to the component as shown in Figure 2.3. This observation also suggests that
variability in component loading is considered a significant source of variability within the fatigue
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design and analysis of safe-life components. The other source of variability typically discussed
within fatigue analysis is variability in component dimensions, although it is interesting to note
that this is only currently accounted for using conservatism within the wind turbine sector [74].
Concerning the method of application of conservatism within safe-life fatigue analysis, there
is little consistency across the engineering sectors. As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the large aircraft
sector and Eurocode3 steel structures employ both a P-S-N curve with a safety factor on the
component safe-life, whereas light aircraft structures only use a safety factor on the component
safe-life to introduce conservatism. The offshore sector uses a P-S-N curve and a safety factor
applied to D f ail , whilst the wind turbine sector introduces yet another approach, utilising a
P-S-N curve and a safety factor applied to increase the applied component stresses. The nuclear
sector is based exclusively on deterministic safety factors. It can therefore be seen from the matrix
in Figure 2.3 that there is significant inconsistency in the method(s) used to apply conservatism
across the different sectors.
Figure 2.3 also demonstrates that the methods of conservatism application also vary consid-
erably for each individual area of variability. For example, Figure 2.3 shows that S-N dataset
variability is accounted for using: statistically-reduced P-S-N curves, deterministic safety factors
applied to the S-N curve, as well as a safety factor applied to the component safe-life. Likewise,
variability in the applied loading is accounted for using: a safety factor applied to component
stress, a safety factor applied to D f ail , or using a safety factor on the component safe-life. Figure
2.3 also shows that a conservatism method is often used that does not directly address the source
of variability. For example, the wind turbine sector uses a safety factor on the applied component
stresses to account for material property variability, which one would expect to be accounted for
using conservatism applied to material properties directly.
The final source of inconsistency across the engineering sectors highlighted in the matrix
in Figure 2.3 is the magnitude of conservatism applied. From Figure 2.3, it can be seen that
the PoS/CL values for statistically-reduced P-S-N curves and the magnitude of safety factors
varies significantly across the engineering sectors. It can therefore be proposed that the overall
conservatism introduced to fatigue design and analysis of safe-life components varies significantly
between the sectors (the impact of the different conservatism approaches is quantified using a
case study in Appendix A).
The significant inconsistency across the sectors shown previously in Table 2.1 regarding the
areas of variability accounted for using conservatism, along with the method of conservatism
application and conservatism magnitude, contradicts the observation that each sector is perform-
ing similar design and analysis approaches on similar components. As each sector is performing
fatigue design and analysis of safety-critical safe-life components with similar characteristics, it
would be expected that the conservatism approaches would be similar across the different sectors.
It is therefore evident that a more harmonised approach to safe-life fatigue analysis, with respect
to accounting for design parameter variability, is required within the engineering community.
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In addition, the matrix in Figure 2.3 demonstrates that in many sectors, a mixture of
statistically-derived conservatism and deterministic safety factors is employed. As a result,
the overall conservatism applied to an analysis process to account for variability in different
design parameters cannot be directly compared due to the utilisation of different conservatism
methods. This is further compounded in cases where a single safety factor is used to account for
multiple areas of variability, as is performed in most engineering sectors, and as a result, the
conservatism represented in each safety factor cannot be directly apportioned to specific design
parameters. Ultimately, this means that engineers cannot calibrate or relate safety factors to
the observed variability in design parameters. It is a common criticism in the literature that
deterministic safety factors fail to account for information that is available about variability in
design parameters [32].
The situation is further complicated in sectors which also use safety factors to account for
areas that do not relate to design parameter variability, such as uncertainty in the analysis
methods used or the consequence of the component failure. As a result, engineers cannot be
certain of the areas of the component fatigue design and analysis to which the conservatism
applied is over or under-conservative and therefore, a true understanding of the conservatism
applied during analysis cannot be formed. Therefore, a fatigue analysis approach is required
that directly accounts for the variability present in design parameters, such that the level of
conservatism (or safety) introduced by safety factors can be quantified. The inability to quantify
the actual level of safety introduced to a structure through the use of safety factors can result in
over-design (or in some instances un-conservative design), as described by Haugen [31].
Other criticisms of safety factor based approaches to accounting for variability in engineering
design are widespread within the literature. Svensson and Johnnesson summarise that whilst
safety factors are typically based on empirical and in-service experience, the full justification for
the magnitude of safety factors is usually unknown [29, 38, 81]. Within the aerospace sector, the
magnitude of safety factors often have a long-standing history2 and coupled with inclusion of
safety factors into regulatory requirements [38, 81], the challenging of safety factors is seldom
performed [32]. This results in an engineering mindset that if the prescribed conservatism
approach for fatigue analysis is applied, that the component will indeed be safe. However,
components are observed to fail in-service therefore demonstrating that the design conservatism
and safety factors are failing to guarantee the structural integrity of components. In addition,
the belief that a component is safe as a result of design conservatism and safety factors can lead
to the presence of the finite probability of component failure, and its root causes, being neglected
during design [32]. In a similar manner, as the level of safety introduced by a conservatism
approach cannot be quantified, the changing of the safety factor value, or applying the same
safety factor to different designs, will result in different amounts of conservatism being applied
to a component [81]. Finally, a common observation within the literature is that prescribed
2e.g. The 1.5 safety factor on static loading currently used in aerospace structural design was developed during
the 1930s [45].
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conservatism approaches do not represent the radical developments in analysis methods (e.g.
FEA, improved materials characterisation, etc.) which have occurred since the inception of
the conservatism approaches. As a result, the prescribed conservatism approaches prevent the
advancements in structural analysis methods to be fully exploited [32, 38].
2.3 Probabilistic Fatigue Analysis Methods
The justifications provided for implementing a probabilistic approach to design presented in
Chapter 1 align with the limitations and criticisms of the existing deterministic fatigue design
approach based upon conservatism and safety factors identified in the previous section. Firstly,
probabilistic analysis methods enable the reliability, and therefore, safety, of a component to
be quantified. This is also achieved by directly representing the variability in fatigue design
parameters using the statistical characterisation of design parameter datasets using probability
distributions. Finally, probabilistic analysis methods are typically ‘general’ in their application as
they ‘wrap-around’ the existing analysis process [46, 61]. This quality of probabilistic analysis
processes means that a unified approach to representing variability in fatigue design parameters
could be implemented across the engineering community, as the probabilistic analysis methods
are insensitive to the specific fatigue design and analysis processes used by each sector.
Whilst a probabilistic design approach can be shown to overcome the limitations of the
existing fatigue design approach based upon deterministic analysis and conservatism, there are
a wide range of probabilistic analysis methods presented within the literature and therefore, care
must be taken when selecting the specific probabilistic analysis method to implement [23, 28].
As a result, this section will perform a wide review of probabilistic analysis methods previously
adopted for safe-life fatigue design, with a view to selecting a probabilistic analysis method that
can help overcome the current blockers to a probabilistic approach for safe-life fatigue design.
2.3.1 Stress-Strength Interference Method
The classical approach to performing probabilistic analysis in structural design is known as
the Stress-Strength Interference (SSI) method, which builds directly upon the concepts of ‘load’
and ‘capacity’ described in Chapter 1 [29, 30, 44]. The SSI approach aims to compute the joint
probability of the interference between the ‘load’ and ‘capacity’ distributions as shown previously
in Figure 1.4, as the joint probability represents the probability that ‘load’ will exceed the
‘capacity’. If the probability distributions of ‘load’ and ‘capacity’ are statistically independent (i.e.
one does not influence the other), the interference joint probability is equal to p f , and can be
shown to be [30, 44]:
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In Equation 2.1, ‘x’ is the value of the performance function (e.g stress), ‘FC(x)’ is the Cumu-
lative Density Function (CDF) of the ‘capacity’ and ‘ fL(x)’ is the Probability Density Function
(PDF) of the ‘load’. For various combinations of ‘load’ and ‘capacity’ probability distributions,
closed-form solutions to Equation 2.1 are available [30, 32, 44]. Alternatively, if the ‘load’ PDF
and ‘capacity’ CDF have been defined, numerical integration techniques can be used to produce
an estimate of p f [29].
Within the context of structural design and analysis, the ‘load’ typically represents a ‘stress’
and the ‘capacity’ typically represents a ‘strength’ (e.g. ultimate tensile strength) [44]. Concerning
safe-life fatigue design and analysis, the ‘stress’ distribution shown in Figure 2.4a represents
the variability in the accumulated fatigue damage ‘DT ’ from fatigue analysis based on Miner’s
rule and the ‘strength’ distribution represents the variability in the Miner’s rule failure criterion
‘D f ail ’ [67, 82]. In the situation whereby a deterministic failure criterion is used (i.e. D f ail = 1,
see Figure 2.4b), Equation 2.1 reduces to the form in Equation 2.2, which is simply the evaluation
of the CDF of the ‘stress’ distribution, ‘FL(x)’:
p f = P[DT ≥ D f ail]= 1−
∫ D f ail
−∞
fL(x)dx = 1−FL(D f ail) (2.2)
Accumulated Fatigue Damage Accumulated Fatigue Damage
FIGURE 2.4. Application of the SSI approach to safe-life fatigue analysis for: (a) a
variable failure criterion and (b) a deterministic failure criterion.
The SSI approach has been widely applied to safe-life fatigue analysis based on Miner’s
rule across the last three decades. Initially applied to offshore components by Wirsching in the
1980s [83, 84], the SSI method was also utilised for the probabilistic S-N analysis of automotive
components in the 1990s [85–87]. The SSI method has also been applied to safe-life fatigue
analysis by Zhao [88] and Zhao et al [89].
The SSI method has also seen extensive utilisation in recent years, within the work of Beretta
et al and Zhu et al for turbine components which are assessed using a safe-life fatigue analysis
process. Within the approaches proposed by Berreta et al [90–92] and Zhu et al [93–99], it
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is assumed that the accumulated damage DT distribution is represented by the Log-Normal
distribution type, with a deterministic D f ail failure criterion [91, 93]. The SSI approach has also
been applied to the probabilistic fatigue analysis of railway components [100].
Whilst the SSI approach is based directly on the ‘load’ and ‘capacity’ definition of reliability,
along with only requiring a limited statistical background to understand its simple and intuitive
basis [29, 44, 101], the disadvantage of the SSI method is that it requires the definition of the
probability distribution types and parameters for the ‘stress’ and ‘strength’ distributions [57]. In
many applications of the SSI approach to probabilistic safe-life fatigue analysis, the probability
distributions assumed (typically Normal or Log-Normal) for the ‘stress’ and ‘strength’ distribution
are selected with limited justification [87, 91, 93]. In some instances, the assumption of a Log-
Normal ‘stress’ distribution has been utilised to simplify the calculation processes within the SSI
approach and even the most recent application of the SSI approach to safe-life fatigue analysis
by Zhou et al has required an assumed ‘stress’ probability distribution type [102].
Therefore, previous applications of the SSI approach to safe-life fatigue analysis have required
the probability distribution type for the accumulated damage DT ‘stress’ distribution to be
defined a-priori, before conducting the probabilistic fatigue analysis. Due to the complexity of
the current safe-life fatigue analysis process for aircraft landing gear [9], it is expected that
the presence of complex loading spectra, rainflow cyclic counting and the specific S-N curve
shapes could result in a complex probability distribution type for the DT ‘stress’ distribution.
Therefore, a probabilistic fatigue analysis approach that does not require the definition of
the ‘stress’ probability distribution type a-priori is required, to ensure accurate p f estimates
from the SSI approach. This is highlighted by recent work performed by Zhang et al, which
assumed a symmetrical Normal distribution for the ‘stress’ distribution a-priori, despite the
actual variability in the ‘stress’ distribution demonstrating skew following the probabilistic
fatigue analysis [103]. The assumption of the Normal distribution could lead to inaccuracy in the
p f estimates derived from the SSI approach due to the inaccurate characterisation of the skew in
the ‘stress’ distribution.
An alternative SSI approach for safe-life fatigue analysis identified in the literature is
based upon the concept of an Equivalent Fatigue Cycle (EFC). In the SSI approach for the
fatigue analysis of rocket engine components proposed by Ferlin et al [104], the full variable-
amplitude loading spectrum applied to the component is converted to an equivalent single
constant-amplitude stress cycle (i.e. the EFC) using Miner’s rule. The use of EFC therefore
assumes that all fatigue damage is accumulated at a single location on the S-N curve. However,
the variability observed in S-N datasets is not constant across the complete S-N curve (as the
value N f increases, the variability in N f is expected to increase dramatically [6]). As a result, the
assumption of an EFC does not enable the true nature of the variability within S-N datasets to
be accurately represented within an SSI approach. EFCs were utilised in an SSI approach in the
fatigue analysis of automotive components [85, 86], by Zhao et al [89] and by Bucas et al [105].
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2.3.2 Limit State Approaches
A ‘Limit State Function’ (LSF) represents the design boundary where a structural component
transitions from being safe (e.g. DT<1) to an unsafe or failed state (e.g. DT ≥ 1). In terms of the
‘load’ random variable ‘L’ and the ‘capacity’ random variable ‘C’, the LSF ‘G’ takes the form [44]:
G = C−L (2.3)
As L and C are random variables, G is also a random variable, and positive values of G
represent that the structure is safe, whilst negative values of G represent that the component has
failed [30]. Computing p f estimates using an LSF differs from the SSI approach as it identifies
the probability of the LSF being negative [44]:
p f = P[G ≤ 0]= P[C ≤ L] (2.4)
However, the definition of the LSF in Equation 2.3 only represents the case where L and C
are defined by single random variables. In the case where multiple random variables define the
LSF, Limit State Approximation (LSA) methods have been developed [44, 106].
LSA methods were developed during the 1960s in the form of the Cornell safety index, also
known as the First Order Second Moment (FOSM) approach [30, 44, 106]. FOSM computes a





In the case where the LSF is defined by multiple random variables, a Taylor series expansion
of the LSF is performed, evaluating each random variable at their mean values and the reliability
index β is subsequently computed [44]. The p f estimate can then be generated using Equation
2.6, which uses the CDF of the Standard Normal Distribution (SND) ‘ΦSND ’ [44].






FOSM has been extended to account for the observation that it is typically values at the
extremes or ‘tails’ of the design parameter and L and C random variables that lead to failure
conditions (e.g. the ‘worst case’ loading combined with the ‘worst case’ capacity), which is not
accurately captured by using the FOSM Taylor series expansion about the mean random vari-
able values [46]. First Order Reliability Methods (FORM) have been developed to account for
distribution tail values by converting the LSF into a ‘normalised’ space, which produce SNDs
that represent the design parameter random variables [30]. Figure 2.5 presents an LSF in the
normalised space of two input design parameters [30]. As the LSF moves closer to the origin of
the normalised space, the failure region grows larger. Therefore, the smallest distance between
the LSF and the origin represents the combination of random variable values that maximises
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the value of p f [30]. This location is known as the Most Probable Point (MPP) and the distance
between the origin and the MPP is the reliability index β. Optimisation methods are often
required to identify the location of the MPP [46].
β 
G = 0 
G > 0 





Joint Probability Distribution Function of 





FIGURE 2.5. The FORM approach for computing the β reliability index, shown in the
normalised space for two input design parameters.
As for the FOSM approach, ΦSND is used to estimate the p f based on the reliability index
(known as the Hasofer-Lind reliability index) [30]. The FORM approach requires the assumption
a-priori that the LSF is linear at the MPP [44]. The Second Order Reliability Method (SORM)
has been developed to account for cases where the LSF is non-linear, by assuming the LSF is
quadratic at the MPP [30]. The FORM/SORM approaches also require the LSF to be explicit (i.e. a
closed-form equation between the random variables exists), which is not possible with numerical
solution process such as FEA or fatigue cycle counting [107]. Advanced Mean Value (AMV)
[108] and Fast Probability Integration (FPI) [109] have been proposed to apply FORM/SORM to
analysis situations with implicit LSFs, by using evaluations of the implicit LSF (i.e. from the
original deterministic analysis process) to identify the MPP [108, 109].
LSA methods have been widely applied to the probabilistic fatigue analysis of safe-life
components. The FOSM approach for probabilistic fatigue analysis has been previously applied
to offshore structures [110, 111] and steel structures [112, 113]. FORM/SORM approaches have
also been widely applied to safe-life fatigue analysis, including rotorcraft components [114],
nuclear piping and pressure vessels [115] and wind turbine components [116–119]. Reliability
Index β based approaches also form the fatigue substantiation process detailed within the design
codes/regulatory material of the offshore [111] and steel structures (Eurocode 3) [75, 77] sectors.
Despite LSA methods being widely accepted, to the extent of being included in industrial
fatigue design codes [75, 77], there are a significant number of limitations of LSA methods that
impact the accuracy of p f estimations generated using such methods. Firstly, LSA approaches
neglect the distributional information of the design parameter random variables, through the
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assumption of Normal random variables [23]. This could result in reduced accuracy of p f es-
timates when the random variables demonstrate skewed behaviour, which is expected within
probabilistic fatigue analysis (e.g. the variability in S-N datasets is typically characterised using
skewed Log-Normal distributions [6] and loads within landing gear design typically follow a
highly-skewed distribution [12, 14]). Whilst Rackwitz-Fiessler methods have been proposed to
transform skewed distributions to Normal distributions [30], this still only provides an approx-
imation of the distribution type for the design parameter random variables. In addition, LSA
methods require an a-priori assumption of the LSF, which cannot be made in new analysis cases,
especially if an implicit LSF exists as a result of numerical analysis methods (e.g. FEA). As for
SSI, a probabilistic analysis approach is required that does not make a-priori assumptions of the
existing analysis process, to support the generation of accurate p f estimates. It has also been
suggested in the literature that the reliance of LSA methods on the SND CDF to estimate p f
values from a reliability index β can result in inaccurate p f estimates when the p f is less than
1×10−5 [45].
The implementation of LSA methods also highlights some further limitations of the approach.
LSA methods often require the assumption of an EFC as for the SSI approach [119], therefore
failing to accurately account for variability observed in S-N datasets. Likewise, the introduction
of the normalised space and MPP in FORM/SORM is a statistically abstract concept and not
easily linked back to the definition of structural reliability in the form of ‘load’ and ‘capacity’.
This is further complicated by the requirement of additional methods (AMV, FPI) to account for
implicit LSFs therefore reducing the suitability of applying LSA methods by engineers that have
a limited statistical background [23].
2.3.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is a probabilistic approach based upon repeated evaluations of the
existing analysis process used in the deterministic approach [57]. It is important to distinguish
that an MCS does not perform repetitions of the deterministic design approach (i.e. including
design parameter conservatism and safety factors), but rather, repeatedly evaluates the models
and performance functions within the deterministic analysis approach, each time with randomly
sampled values for the input design parameters. Within an MCS approach to probabilistic
fatigue analysis, the variability in the input design parameters is represented using probability
distributions [57]. An MCS approach then randomly samples values from each of the input design
parameter probability distributions and conducts the existing analysis process to produce a
corresponding output value [57]. This process is repeated for typically thousands or millions of
iterations, with new input design parameter samples being generated and new output values
being calculated for each iteration [23]. Over a sufficient number of iterations, the variability
present in the input design parameters will be propagated through to the output value [57]. In
the context of safe-life fatigue analysis, the input design parameters concern the fatigue design
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parameters (e.g. component dimensions, material properties, loading spectrum, etc.) and the
output value is the accumulated damage from Miner’s rule DT .
Estimates for the value of p f from an MCS are computed by identifying the number of MCS
iterations ‘N f ail ’ that result in a ‘failure’ condition (e.g. DT ≥ D f ail) out of the total number of
MCS iterations ‘NMCS ’. The P fMCS estimate can then be computed using Equation 2.7 [44]:




Many examples of the application of MCS approaches to safe-life fatigue analysis are pre-
sented within the literature, including nuclear [120], automotive [121] and turbine components
[57, 122]. An MCS approach to the probabilistic fatigue analysis of safe-life components has also
been performed extensively for rotorcraft components throughout the last three decades [123–
129]. The enduring and wide-spread use of MCS approaches to the probabilistic fatigue analysis
of safe-life components is typically as a result of the conceptual simplicity of the approach, as
MCS approaches simply ‘wrap-around’ and perform evaluations of the existing analysis process
[61], rather than relying on complex statistical methods, as is the case with LSAs. In addition, the
‘wrap-around’ nature of MCS approaches means that the existing deterministic analysis process
can be used ‘as-is’, without requiring any a-priori assumptions or simplifications regarding the
analysis process or the variability within the input design parameters [23]. The combination of
retaining the full complexity of the original analysis process with a simple to understand and
implement probabilistic approach, results in MCS providing an attractive choice for engineers
wishing to perform probabilistic fatigue analysis [23, 45].
Concerning safe-life components in the aerospace sector, Ocampo et al have performed
extensive work concerning the definition of an MCS-based framework for the probabilistic fatigue
analysis of safe-life light aircraft components [39, 130]. Safe-life components for light aircraft have
a similar S-N fatigue analysis process to aircraft landing gear, based upon load-time histories,
cycle counting, the use of P-S-N curves and the application of Miner’s rule [39, 72]. In order to
enhance the work performed by Ocampo et al, further development of MCS-based approaches to
the probabilistic fatigue analysis of safe-life components in the aerospace sector would require
the inclusion of the FEA models used to perform the loads and stress analysis for landing gear
components.
The primary limitation of MCS-based probabilistic fatigue analysis approaches is the com-
putational expense required to compute the p f estimate using Equation 2.7. For convergence
to be achieved within an MCS approach, typically 106 MCS iterations must be performed, with
typical guidance requiring 10k+1 MCS iterations for a target p f of 10−k [114]. For safe-life fatigue
analysis, based on FEA load and stress analysis and rainflow cycle counting of load time histories,
the required number of MCS iterations could result in a prohibitive computational expense due
to the large Central Processing Unit (CPU) run-time required [57].
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Targeted Sampling
In order to reduce the computational expense of performing MCS-based probabilistic fatigue
analysis, a number of sampling methods have been proposed that ‘target’ the generation of
random samples to specific areas of the input design parameter probability distributions. The
targeting of samples can result in a p f estimate from MCS converging with a fewer number of
iterations compared to a ‘pure’ MCS approach. Firstly, Latin Hypercube Sampling is a stratified
sampling approach, which divides each input probability distribution into a series of bins which
have an equal probability of being sampled from [131]. LHS ensures that each bin is sampled
from once, whilst MCS can result in multiple samples in some bins and no samples in other bins,
potentially increasing the number of MCS iterations for convergence compared to LHS [131].
LHS has been used in the probabilistic fatigue analysis of pressure vessels by Halfpenny et al
[61].
Importance Sampling (IS) has also been proposed as a means to reduce the computational
expense of MCS-based probabilistic fatigue analysis. IS uses sampling distributions to target
the MCS random samples around the MPP, which would be identified by using an LSA method,
theoretically reducing the number of MCS iterations required for the convergence of the p f
value [30]. Echard et al [57, 132], Zhao et al [114] and Frewen et al [133] have demonstrated the
application of IS to the safe-life fatigue analysis of aerospace components. However, IS approaches
require additional statistical concepts to be understood and implemented within the probabilistic
approach. Assumptions about the existing analysis process may also be required, such as for the
IS approach proposed by Echard et al [57], which is based upon the EFC assumption. Additional
statistical complexity and the need to modify the existing fatigue analysis process reduces the
potential utility of such approaches for engineers with a limited statistical background [23]. In
addition, IS results in the MCS iterations being focused around the MPP, which may be falsely
identified using an LSA approach, resulting in inaccurate p f estimates [30]. In a similar fashion,
IS prevents input design parameter variability away from the MPP to be evaluated, potentially
reducing the utility of results from a probabilistic approach for assessing design performance at
maximum and minimum values of design parameters [30].
Utilisation of Surrogate Modelling
An alternative approach to implementing novel sampling methods within an MCS-based proba-
bilistic fatigue analysis approach is the utilisation of surrogate modelling to reduce the computa-
tional expense of MCS approaches. Surrogate models (also known as meta-models or emulators)
can be used to replace the computationally intensive elements of the safe-life fatigue analysis
process, such as FEA models for loads and stress analysis. The purpose of surrogate modelling
methods is to replace the computationally expensive element (known as a ‘model’) with an al-
ternative surrogate model that requires less computational resource to evaluate, whilst still
accurately representing the relationship between the input and output values of the original
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model [57]. Surrogate modelling methods require ‘training’ data, which is used to construct the
surrogate model and ‘validation’ data which is used to test the accuracy of the surrogate model
output when provided with new and ‘unseen’ input values [134]. Training and validation data is
produced by performing evaluations of the original model (e.g. the original component FEA stress
analysis) [134].
There are a wide range of potential surrogate modelling methods reported in the literature,
from simple ‘curve-fitting’ response surfaces [46], to non-parametric Gaussian Process Regression
and machine learning-based Artificial Neural Networks [135]. Response surfaces have been
used to replace FEA models in the safe-life fatigue analysis of automotive components [136] and
Echard et al, Huchet et al and Teixeira et al have all presented the use of Gaussian Process
Regression within probabilistic fatigue analysis approaches [57, 137, 138]. From the literature it
is evident that when compared to novel sampling methods (e.g. LHS, IS, etc.), there has been
a more limited application of surrogate modelling methods to fatigue design and are yet to be
widely exploited [138, 139]. However, as surrogate modelling methods could be used to accurately
represent computationally expensive elements of the safe-life fatigue analysis process, they offer
a route to performing probabilistic fatigue analysis which does not require any simplification or
a-priori assumptions of the original analysis process. As a result, surrogate modelling should be
considered as a route to implementing MCS-based probabilistic fatigue analysis methods.
High Performance Computing
The final approach available to reduce the computational expense of MCS-based probabilistic
fatigue analysis is the employment of High Performance Computing (HPC) methods. HPC in
the context of this thesis concerns the implementation of parallel processing methods, whereby
the probabilistic fatigue analysis is distributed over multiple CPU processing cores [140]. Due to
the iterative nature of MCS, individual MCS iterations can be performed on single CPU cores
[140]. For example, a 4-core processor could perform four MCS iterations in parallel, potentially
reducing the CPU run-time of MCS-based probabilistic fatigue analysis. The utilisation of parallel
processing is now possible on standard desktop computers and Ocampo et al have previously
demonstrated the successful use of parallel processing during the MCS-based probabilistic fatigue
analysis of safe-life components [140].
2.3.4 Hybrid Approaches
The final probabilistic fatigue analysis method identified within the literature was a hybrid
MCS-SSI approach. Within such an approach, an MCS is used to generate output values, which
can then be statistically characterised to provide the ‘stress’ (or load) distribution within an SSI
approach [57]. The p f estimate is then generated in the same manner as for a standard SSI
approach [57].
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Zhu et al previously demonstrated an MCS-SSI hybrid approach within the probabilistic
fatigue analysis of safe-life turbine components [94]. However, the utilisation of MCS-SSI was to
demonstrate that the ‘stress’ distribution within the probabilistic fatigue analysis conformed to
the a-priori assumption that the ‘stress’ distribution was represented by a Log-Normal distribu-
tion [94]. It is proposed that an MCS-SSI approach could be used to generate output values for
the accumulated damage DT using an MCS, and then statistical characterisation methods would
be employed to identify the ‘stress’ distribution type, rather than assuming a distribution type
a-priori. It is expected that convergence of p f values generated using an MCS-SSI approach will
occur significantly faster than a ‘pure’ MCS approach and this will be explored within this thesis.
Echard et al highlighted challenges concerning the number of MCS iterations used within an
MCS-SSI hybrid approach [57]. Echard et al state that typically only a limited (e.g. hundreds) of
MCS iterations are available due to the computational expense of each MCS iteration [57]. This
is also highlighted by the MCS-based probabilistic fatigue analysis of turbine components by
Zhu et al and Narayanan et al, where limited (NMCS < 5,000) MCS iterations were performed
[94, 122]. However, within these previous studies, surrogate modelling methods were not used
to replace computationally expensive elements of the fatigue analysis process (e.g. FEA stress
analysis). As a result, it is proposed that if surrogate modelling methods were incorporated into
the MCS-SSI approach, the number of MCS iterations could be increased, potentially resulting in
more accurate p f estimates, for a lower computational expense than a ‘pure’ MCS.
2.3.5 Guidance for Probabilistic Analysis Method Selection
As demonstrated within the review of the literature, there is a limited consensus regarding
which probabilistic fatigue analysis methods are most appropriate for safe-life components, as
SSI, LSA and MCS-based approaches have all been used successfully across many different
applications. The literature review has also highlighted that all of the probabilistic methods have
been used consistently across the previous three decades, therefore demonstrating that in the
field of probabilistic fatigue analysis that the ‘state-of-the-art’ is also the current art.
Therefore, as the current literature does not provide a clear indication of the method to be
employed within a probabilistic fatigue methodology for safe-life components, other considerations
must be accounted for. Summarising the extensive work performed by Goh et al [23], the selection
of a probabilistic analysis method is a complex interaction between:
• Intended application: How accurate, fast and robust must the probabilistic analysis
method be?
• The characteristics of the existing analysis process: Is the existing process highly
dimensional, highly non-linear and does it contain any computationally expensive models
or numerical solution processes?
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• The characteristics of the input probability distributions: Are datasets charac-
terised by Normal or skewed distributions? Do correlations exist between design parameters?
• The strengths and limitations of each method
Goh et al provide a series of ‘primers’ to further support probabilistic method selection based
on the considerations above [23]. Level I methods concern the deterministic analysis method
with safety factors, Level II methods are approximation methods such as LSAs, and Level III
are ‘exact’ methods based on MCS approaches [23]. Goh et al suggest that Level III methods
should be utilised when implementing a probabilistic method for performing structural reliability
assessments [23], which includes a probabilistic fatigue methodology.
2.4 Summary
Currently within fatigue design, variability in design parameters is accounted for within de-
terministic fatigue analysis using conservatism and safety factors. However, such an approach
results in the inability to quantify the conservatism ‘designed-in’ to the component, potentially
resulting in economic consequences from over-design or safety implications from un-conservative
design. Due to the existing use of conservatism to account for variability in safe-life fatigue
analysis, it can be concluded that an alternative design and analysis approach is required that
satisfies each of the following criteria:
• An approach that can quantify the fatigue reliability of a component, such that the level of
safety factored into the component safe-life is quantifiable.
• An approach that directly represents the variability present within fatigue design parame-
ters.
• An approach that is insensitive to the fatigue design application or engineering sector, such
that a harmonised approach to accounting for variability in fatigue design and analysis can
be developed.
• An approach that is insensitive to the specific safe-life fatigue analysis methods currently
utilised, such that future improvements in structural analysis methods can be incorporated
in the fatigue methodology.
Probabilistic design approaches enable the component reliability to be quantified, using prob-
abilistic analysis methods such as SSI, LSAs or MCS in order to overcome the current limitations
of the deterministic safe-life fatigue analysis approach based on conservatism and safety factors.
Across the literature there is little consensus and consistency regarding which probabilistic
analysis method(s) should be applied to estimate p f and R values for safe-life components. There-
fore, based upon the method classifications provided by Goh et al [23], the probabilistic analysis
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method type can be down-selected based upon the characteristics of the existing deterministic
analysis process. As it is expected that the input design parameter probability distribution types
for landing gear fatigue analysis will demonstrate non-Normal skew characteristics (e.g. the
Log-Normal distribution of N f in S-N datasets [6]), the primers produced by Goh et al suggest
that Level II methods are not suitable for the probabilistic fatigue analysis of safe-life landing
gear components [23]. Likewise, due to the implicit nature of the safe-life fatigue analysis process
of landing gear components (resulting from FEA load and stress analysis), the linearity of the
LSF cannot be characterised a-priori, further supporting the rejection of Level II methods.
The rejection of Level II methods ultimately leaves Level III, or MCS-based approaches, as
the sole type of probabilistic analysis method that could be applied to the safe-life fatigue analysis
process. This is further supported by Goh et al stating that Level III methods should be used for
structural reliability assessments [23]. The selection of Level III methods therefore contributes
to overcoming the blocker relating to the a-priori simplifications and assumptions of the existing
deterministic analysis process often required when implementing probabilistic design approaches,
as MCS approaches evaluate the existing analysis process ‘as-is’ due to their wrap-around nature.
The down-selection to Level III methods still leaves a large number of MCS-based probabilistic
analysis methods to select from. The final down-selection of the probabilistic analysis method for
safe-life landing gear components can therefore be based on the relevant ‘blockers’ that inhibit
the implementation of probabilistic methods initially presented in Chapter 1:
• Computational Expense: ‘Pure’ MCS requires a potentially prohibitive computational ex-
pense and therefore, an MCS-based approach must either use LHS, IS, surrogate modelling
or an MCS-SSI hybrid approach.
• Required Assumptions: As it is required to retain the existing safe-life fatigue analysis
process ‘as-is’ to ensure accurate p f estimates and reduce scepticism of probabilistic results,
MCS-based approaches which require assumptions to be made about the original analysis
process should not be used. Investigations into the failure of adoption of probabilistic
methods have highlighted that retaining the existing deterministic analysis process is vital
for the successful implementation of probabilistic design approaches [54]. As a result, MCS
using IS should not be employed as it is based upon LSA/MPP approaches and may require
an EFC assumption, which will not accurately represent the variability present in S-N
datasets.
• Accuracy of Data Characterisation: All MCS-based approaches enable any probability
distribution type to be used to characterise the variability in design parameters, and
therefore, all MCS-based approaches can successfully challenge this blocker. However,
IS ‘targets’ the sampling at specific locations of the probability distribution, potentially
reducing the accuracy of the representation of the input design parameter variability in
the probabilistic fatigue analysis.
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• Required Knowledge: MCS approaches are intuitive to understand as they are simply
based on repeated evaluations of the existing models and performance function employed
within the deterministic analysis process [45]. However, the employment of surrogate
modelling methods would require additional methods to be understood and the utilisation
of IS would require the understanding of additional statistical concepts.
Therefore, when considering the ‘blockers’ to the widespread implementation of probabilistic
methods above, it can be observed that an MCS approach using IS fails to successfully challenge
the majority of the blockers. In addition, a pure MCS cannot be used due to computational expense
and therefore, either an LHS, MCS supported by surrogate modelling or MCS-SSI approach is
required.
It is proposed that an MCS-SSI approach, supported with surrogate modelling of the FEA
models within the safe-life fatigue analysis process could provide a computationally efficient
approach. An MCS-SSI hybrid approach will retain the full complexity of the original analysis
process, through accurate statistical characterisation of design parameters and the SSI ‘stress’
distribution, as well as constructing accurate surrogate models. The MCS-SSI approach also
has the benefit of combining the two most intuitive probabilistic methods, with the simplicity of
the MCS approach coupled with the simple nature of the SSI approach, which can be directly
related back to the definition of structural reliability. Figure 2.6 shows a high-level flowchart of
the proposed MCS-SSI approach developed from these arguments.
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FIGURE 2.6. A visualisation of the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis approach.
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A hybrid MCS-SSI approach enables a challenging of the current blockers to implementing
probabilistic fatigue design approaches, including: reducing computational expense (through the
use of surrogate models and SSI), not requiring a-priori assumptions and simplifications of the
existing fatigue analysis process and increasing the accuracy of data characterisation within the
methodology (both through the use of MCS). In addition, as MCS and SSI are conceptually simple
compared to LSA approaches, the blocker of required knowledge is reduced in impact through
the careful selection of the probabilistic analysis method for use within the probabilistic fatigue
methodology. The matrix in Table 2.2 summarises how the selection of the MCS-SSI probabilistic
analysis method can help overcome the blockers to a probabilistic fatigue design approach.
TABLE 2.2. The blockers to probabilistic design approaches overcome using the MCS-
SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis approach.
Blocker Blockers overcome due to use of MCS-SSI
Use of MCS to generate ‘stress’ distribution of SSI approach (rather
than to directly calculate p f ) reduces the computational expenseComputational Expense
compared to a ‘pure’ MCS.
Required Assumptions of Use of MCS enables the full complexity of the existing analysis
Existing Process process to be retained due to the ‘wrap-around’ nature of MCS.
Availability of Data N/A
Accuracy of Data Use of MCS enables any probability distribution type to be
Characterisation incorporated into the probabilistic fatigue methodology to
represent the variability in design parameters.
MCS and SSI are conceptually simple probabilistic analysis
Required Knowledge methods when compared to LSAs. This is beneficial for engineers
with a limited background in statistical methods.
The quote from Siddall [28] regarding probabilistic analysis method selection: “choice of the
best method for a given analysis is rather difficult" may at first be valid when confronted by the
wide range of candidate probabilistic analysis methods and the lack of guidance and consistency
regarding their application within the literature. However, this chapter has demonstrated that
through consideration of the intended application, individual strengths and limitations of each
method and the current blockers to a probabilistic design approach, the careful selection of a
probabilistic analysis method can be achieved. In addition, this chapter has demonstrated how
careful selection of the probabilistic analysis method is part of the research effort in overcoming
the blockers to probabilistic approaches. Over the following chapters, the MCS-SSI hybrid
probabilistic analysis method will be integrated into a probabilistic analysis framework and










PROPOSED PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
Whilst selecting a probabilistic analysis method may appear to provide the means toexecute a probabilistic approach to fatigue design, a probabilistic analysis frameworkis still required to integrate the probabilistic analysis method with the existing analysis
process and the other methods required to support a probabilistic approach. This chapter defines a
probabilistic analysis framework that overcomes the blockers to a probabilistic design approach.
Combining the probabilistic analysis method and the probabilistic analysis framework results in
the complete definition of the probabilistic fatigue methodology. The remaining chapters within
this thesis aim to populate the probabilistic fatigue analysis framework with the methods and
processes required to successfully implement a probabilistic fatigue methodology for safe-life
components.
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3.1 The Need for a Framework
The previous chapter identified that an MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis approach could
help overcome the blockers to a probabilistic design approach. In addition to the selection of
the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method, a probabilistic analysis framework is required to
integrate the probabilistic analysis method with the existing deterministic safe-life fatigue
analysis process and other methods required to implement a probabilistic approach to design.
Typical guidance on integrating probabilistic approaches into design processes states that the
probabilistic approach must be based upon the existing design and analysis process [46, 54]. In
addition, Safie and Fox suggest that a systematic process for conducting probabilistic fatigue
analysis could support the wider utilisation of probabilistic approaches in fatigue design, by
providing guidelines for engineers to follow when implementing probabilistic approaches [47].
Concerning general engineering practice, during the development of novel approaches to design
or analysis, systematic approaches based upon frameworks are recommended to support the
understanding of new approaches within existing design and analysis applications [54, 141].
The definition of a probabilistic analysis framework also retains the general nature of the
proposed probabilistic fatigue methodology, as frameworks prevent the utilisation of probabilistic
analysis methods becoming focused and tailored directly to the specific case study that they are
being applied to. The consideration of ‘bespoke’ probabilistic approaches solely in the limited
context of specific case studies is a common criticism of the demonstration of probabilistic analysis
methods in the literature [46, 51, 54]. Analysis frameworks on the other hand, enable probabilistic
methodologies to retain their flexibility when being applied to future design tasks, increasing
their wider utility within engineering design [45].
Probabilistic analysis frameworks have been described previously within the literature in
both flowchart [46] and proforma formats [23], and this chapter aims to extend this previous work
by incorporating recent developments within the probabilistic analysis fields, such as big-data
sources and surrogate modelling, with a view to overcoming the blockers to probabilistic design
approaches. This chapter will also demonstrate how the various methods of a probabilistic fatigue
methodology interact with one another by providing a high-level representation of the framework.
A detailed-level analysis flow and architecture is then presented, which is used to demonstrate
the individual steps required within the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
3.2 Additional Methods to Implement Probabilistic Fatigue
Methodology
In order to define a probabilistic fatigue methodology, the other methods and tools required to
implement a probabilistic fatigue analysis method must be reviewed. This collection of methods
and tools concerns statistical characterisation of design parameters, surrogate modelling of FEA
models within the fatigue analysis process and the methods used to provide p f and R estimates.
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3.2.1 Statistical Characterisation
The first group of additional methods required to implement a probabilistic approach are sta-
tistical characterisation methods. These methods are used to ‘fit’ and ‘select’ the probability
distribution types to be used to represent the variability in design parameters. ‘Fitting’ is the
process of estimating the distribution parameters for the PDF of a candidate probability distribu-
tion and can be performed using graphical probability plotting or optimisation-based maximum
likelihood estimation methods [33]. ‘Selection’ of the final distribution type is then performed
using goodness-of-fit tests, such as Chi-Squared and Anderson-Darling, in order to accept or
reject a candidate distribution [33]. As the accuracy of p f estimates generated by a probabilistic
analysis method is directly dependent on the accuracy of the statistical characterisation of the
design parameters, it is recommended a robust and systematic approach to statistical charac-
terisation is used. This goal can be achieved using multiple fitting and goodness-of-fit tests for
validation, to ensure the correct selection of the probability distribution type, resulting in the
accurate characterisation of design parameter variability.
A systematic approach to statistical characterisation can also assist engineers in implement-
ing probabilistic design approaches, through increasing engineers’ confidence in implementing
statistical characterisation methods in a ‘step-by-step’ approach [23, 28], to assist in ‘down-
selecting’ the probability distribution type for different design parameters. Due to the need for
a systematic statistical characterisation process, the development and demonstration of such a
process will be presented in the context of S-N datasets in Chapter 4.
3.2.2 Surrogate Modelling
Within the existing safe-life fatigue analysis process, FEA models are employed to compute
internal loads and stresses within components. As fatigue analysis typically requires loads and
stress analysis to be performed for many individual cyclic load levels, the computational expense
of running a full FEA model within a probabilistic fatigue approach can be significant, if not
prohibitive. This is especially the case for an MCS-based approach, which requires repeated
evaluations of the existing deterministic fatigue analysis process to generate p f and R estimates.
Surrogate modelling methods, as introduced briefly in Section 2.3.3, can be used to accurately
represent the input-output relationship of FEA models within the safe-life fatigue analysis
process, with a view to reducing the computational expense of an MCS-based probabilistic
analysis method.
The simplest surrogate modelling method is known as the Response Surface Method (RSM).
RSM is a polynomial surface across NI dimensions, where NI is the number of input parameters
to the model [46]. The polynomial equation (typically either quadratic or cubic) defining the RSM
is fitted to training data (i.e. evaluations of the FEA model) using least squares regression [46].
The advantage of RSM is that it is quick to train (typically < milliseconds) and intuitive to use
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due to its similarity to ‘curve-fitting’ of experimental data [142]. The limitation of RSM however,
is that it cannot be applied to models with significant non-linearity or high dimensionality [143].
To improve the ability of surrogate models to represent models with high dimensionality or
high non-linearity, non-parametric regression methods have been developed which do not rely on
assuming an existing polynomial surface shape. Non-parametric regression methods construct a
surrogate model by combining a series of ‘basis’ functions with assigned weights to produce a
smooth-fit to the training data [134]. Such methods include Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) [142]
and Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [134]. GPR and RBF typically require larger training
datasets and longer training times (typically minutes).
The final class of surrogate modelling methods are machine-learning methods, such as
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). ANNs replicate the behaviour of the human brain in order
to ‘learn’ the relationship between training data input and output values [135]. The ANN
architecture is made up of a series of layers of ‘neurons’ which are comprised of a transfer
function (usually sigmoid) along with weights [135]. The ANN is trained using sophisticated
optimisation processes that adjust the weights for each neuron in order to minimise the error
between the training data output values and the output values predicted by the ANN [135]. ANN
methods are suitable for high dimensional models, along with highly non-linear models [142].
The limitation of an ANN approach is the increased time and experience required to define the
ANN architecture (e.g. number of neurons) and training time required to produce the neuron
weights (typically hours) [142].
Whilst there are numerous reference texts providing detail on the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the different surrogate modelling methods [142–144], there is yet to be a systematic
process for selecting the surrogate modelling method for a novel application. The development
of such a process will be explored in the context of the FEA models used to support the safe-life
fatigue analysis of landing gear components in Chapter 6.
3.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Probabilistic design approaches can also include sensitivity analysis methods, which permit
the identification of design drivers [131, 145–148]. Sensitivity analysis methods apportion the
variability in the output of an analysis process (e.g. DT accumulated damage) to the variability in
specific input design parameters [131, 148]. This permits a ‘ranking’ of input design parameters
with respect to their relative contribution to the analysis process output [147]. The results from
sensitivity analysis can therefore be used to identify design drivers which have the greatest
impact on the variability observed in accumulated fatigue damage DT . Future work can then be
focused at the design drivers to better characterise or control the variability present in the design
drivers [148]. Through improved characterisation or control of design parameter variability, the
conservatism currently required for specific design parameters within fatigue design and analysis
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could be challenged, as the use of sensitivity analysis methods may highlight areas of the safe-life
fatigue analysis process where existing safety factors are either under or over conservative [145].
The results from sensitivity analysis can also be fed-back into the probabilistic analysis
method and surrogate modelling methods in a process known as parameter ‘screening’ [147].
Parameter screening identifies the input parameters that do not provide a significant contribution
to the output variability and fixes such parameters to nominal deterministic values when
conducting the probabilistic analysis and training of the surrogate model [147]. The use of
parameter screening can reduce the amount of training data required for surrogate models and
potentially increases the rate of convergence for a probabilistic analysis method [146, 147]. The
combination of both of these factors could result in a reduction in the computational resource
required to implement a probabilistic fatigue methodology.
Probabilistic Variance-Based Sensitivity Analysis (VBSA) methods have been developed in
order to apportion the variance (a statistical measure of variability related to standard deviation)
in the analysis process output to the variance in the probability distributions that characterise the
variability in design parameters [131]. The finite difference variance equation approach provides
a method based upon the derivative of the process output with respect to a change in each
input parameter and the variance in each input parameter [29]. Sobol indices are an alternative
measure of how the variance in the process output changes when each input parameter is fixed
to a single value one-at-a-time [146, 149]1. VBSA methods have been previously applied to the
fatigue analysis of safe-life rotorcraft components [151] and safe-life light aircraft structures
[145].
The limitation of VBSA methods is that as they only assess variance, VBSA methods may not
produce accurate results when the probability distributions that characterise the variability in
the input and output parameters are highly-skewed (i.e. non-Normal) [131]. This is of particular
concern in fatigue analysis, where S-N datasets are typically characterised using Log-Normal and
Weibull distributions [6] and loads data is often characterised using a highly skewed distribution
[12, 14].
Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) methods focus on quantifying how the probability distribu-
tion shape of the process output varies as the input design parameters are fixed to a nominal
deterministic value one-at-a-time, in a process known as ‘omission’ sensitivity [147, 148, 152, 153].
A greater ‘change’ in the output probability distribution shape infers that the fixed design pa-
rameter provides a greater contribution to variability in the process output [152, 153]. The use
of GSA methods permits the sensitivity of highly-skewed output distributions to highly-skewed
input distributions to be identified [131]. GSA methods are considered ‘global’ approaches as they
explore the entire potential input space of design parameters [146].
1The author has previously applied Sobol indices to the safe-life fatigue analysis of landing gear components
during an MEng project [150].
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3.3 Probabilistic Analysis Framework
As this chapter has demonstrated, there are a wide range of additional methods required to
implement a probabilistic fatigue methodology. Figure 3.1 shows a high-level probabilistic anal-
ysis framework that visualises the many interactions that exist between each of the required
methods. Figure 3.1 also highlights how the required methods interact with the existing safe-life
fatigue analysis process. Figure 3.1 also shows that specific elements of the framework can
be decomposed into further required steps. These additional steps are detailed in their own
flowcharts within relevent chapters of this thesis, as shown in Figure 3.1, such as the required
statistical characterisation and surrogate model selection processes defined in Figures 4.1 and
6.18 respectively.
Figure 3.1 also shows how all of the methods required to implement the probabilistic fatigue
methodology within the framework treat the existing safe-life fatigue analysis process as a ‘black-
box’. Therefore, the probabilistic framework is superimposed onto the existing analysis process by
‘wrapping-around’ the process, rather than intending to replace the existing deterministic analysis
process. This complies with the guidance provided in the literature regarding the successful
implementation of probabilistic approaches and the development of novel design approaches,
specifically concerning the need to base the probabilistic approach on the existing deterministic
analysis process [23, 45, 46, 54]. In addition, the framework shown in Figure 3.1 is general in
nature and could be directly applied to other analysis methods within engineering design.
3.3.1 Computational Resource Considerations
Figure 3.1 also highlights that the probabilistic fatigue methodology must account for computa-
tional resource considerations. Firstly, the computational run-time of the methodology is directly
proportional to the number of MCS iterations performed. Methods for defining the number of
MCS iterations are typically based on achieving convergence of the MCS results, based upon
pre-defined criteria as previously discussed in Section 2.3.3. However, the available computational
resource is rarely available to achieve converged MCS results [57] and therefore, the number of
MCS iterations is also often defined based on achieving an acceptable MCS error for the expected
p f of the component under analysis [114]. The approach for computing MCS is error is presented
later in Section 3.5.1.1 and as the convergence of an MCS is application and case study specific,
MCS iteration selection is more easily discussed in the context of specific components under
analysis. Therefore, the selection of the number of MCS iterations for the probabilistic fatigue
methodology is further addressed in Section 7.1.1.
A lesser-discussed computational challenge of MCS-based probabilistic analysis is the com-
putational memory demand for handling the large data files associated with repeated MCS
iterations, especially when large load-time histories are constructed within probabilistic fatigue
analysis [140].
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The constraint of available memory for MCS approaches is further compounded when par-
allel processing, as introduced in Section 2.3.3, is used to assess multiple engineering features
of components within a probabilistic approach simultaneously. Such parallel processing can
rapidly consume the available computational memory resource available, limiting the amount of
parallelisation that can be performed, increasing the computational run-time of the methodology.
Consequently, Figure 3.1 demonstrates that when assessing a component using the proba-
bilistic fatigue methodology, a process is required to identify and down-select the engineering
features of the component to include in the probabilistic analysis. Rather than performing the
probabilistic analysis at all locations across the component, the down-selection of features that
are expected to show a quantifiable p f to include within the probabilistic analysis will reduce the
memory demand and corresponding run-time of the methodology.
A systematic process for down-selecting engineering features for inclusion in probabilistic
analysis has been defined based upon identifying stress and fatigue ‘hot-spots’. As such a process
is more clearly demonstrated on a component case study, the full description of the down-selection
process is presented in Section 7.1.2 and demonstrated within the case studies in Sections 7.2.3
and 8.1.4.
3.4 Overcoming Blockers to Probabilistic Design using a
Probabilistic Analysis Framework
During the definition of the probabilistic analysis framework shown previously in Figure 3.1, it
was observed that the utilisation of a probabilistic analysis framework could be used to overcome
some of the blockers to implementing probabilistic design approaches. The probabilistic analysis
framework in Figure 3.1 can be enhanced by introducing recent developments within the fields of
probabilistic design and structural design in the form of big-data sources and by utilising the
methods within the probabilistic analysis methods within other engineering design activities.
3.4.1 Big-Data Sources
One of the blockers identified within Chapter 1 was that the generation of the datasets required
for the statistical characterisation of design parameters within a probabilistic design approach is
either too costly or not currently possible [45]. Recent advances within the engineering sector
regarding big-data are enabling the generation and capture of datasets that can support a
probabilistic fatigue methodology. An example of a big-data source relevant to the safe-life fatigue
analysis process is the online tracking of aircraft in-service using services such as FlightRadar24®
[154], which can provide operational statistics to support studies into the variability in aircraft
operations. Likewise, as ‘real-time’ data streaming of aircraft loads continues to mature [58],
the incorporation of actual in-service aircraft loads into a probabilistic fatigue methodology
becomes more of a possibility. These advances could improve the accuracy of the p f estimates
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from a probabilistic fatigue methodology through richer datasets that can be used to improve the
statistical characterisation of design parameters. As a result, the exploitation of big-data sources
in the context of probabilistic design approaches could help overcome the current blockers of
limited availability of data, along with the accuracy of the statistical characterisation of design
parameters. The use of big-data sources for probabilistic analysis methodologies will be explored
in the context of landing gear loading spectra in Chapter 5.
3.4.2 Required Knowledge and Resources
Another blocker to the wide-scale implementation of probabilistic analysis methodologies and
design approaches is the significant technical knowledge that is required to implement such
approaches [23, 45, 46]. As highlighted over the previous chapters, there is a wide range of
methods that are required to be understood and implemented. Naturally, this represents a high
resource burden on engineers wishing to implement probabilistic design approaches and analysis
methodologies.
The definition and use of analysis frameworks can support a reduction in the level of technical
knowledge that engineers must consolidate to implement a probabilistic design approach and
analysis methodology, through demonstrating clearly how each method required within the
framework interacts with one another. In addition, the use of systematic processes for statis-
tical characterisation, surrogate model generation and selection can also reduce the technical
knowledge required, by guiding engineers step-by-step through the individual methods required
for a probabilistic analysis methodology. The visual representation of a methodology using
flowcharts also highlights the ‘flow’ of information throughout the methodology, simplifying the
steps required to develop the methodology into a computational code.
Alternatively, the high resource burden required to understand and implement probabilistic
analysis methodologies can be reduced through identifying other design tasks and activities that
could benefit from the individual methods required within the probabilistic analysis framework.
Firstly, the ever-increasing use of ‘big-data’ within engineering design will require the robust,
systematic and rapid statistical characterisation of datasets. Therefore, the statistical characteri-
sation methods and processes implemented for the probabilistic fatigue methodology could also
be used to characterise the datasets from the anticipated increase in the exploitation of big-data
sources. One of the challenges of big-data sources is the sheer volume of data, which can be chal-
lenging to physically store and interpret [59, 60]. The use of statistical characterisation methods
can reduce large batches of data into single statistical measures (e.g. probability distributions,
pie charts, etc.), condensing the volume of the information and data to be stored from the big-data
source.
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The use of optimisation methods within design is widespread across the engineering field,
including the aerospace sector [49]. As optimisation approaches (especially RBDO) often re-
quire repeated evaluations of computationally expensive FEA models, the surrogate modelling
methods required within the probabilistic fatigue methodology could also be used to support
optimisation-based design. For example, an FEA model of a component could be replaced with
an RSM, such that the optimisation process is conducted using the surrogate model, reducing
the computational expense. This reduction in computational expense could also permit a greater
number of optimisation iterations to be performed. In addition, a working understanding of
optimisation methods is required to successfully implement the maximum likelihood estimation
statistical characterisation methods and the training methods required for surrogate models
within the probabilistic fatigue analysis framework. Therefore, it can be seen that a probabilistic
fatigue methodology and optimisation-based approach to design are closely linked and reliant on
the methods used within each approach.
Finally, combining the need for rapid evaluations of computationally expensive models and
the utilisation of big-data sources, is the recent advancement of ‘digital twins’ for the in-service
monitoring of components [58]. Within a digital twin, a mathematical model of an in-service
component is updated based upon in-service data in real-time (e.g. monitoring the fatigue damage
accumulation in a component based on the actual in-service loads applied to the component) [58].
The surrogate modelling methods required for a probabilistic fatigue methodology could therefore
also be employed within a digital twin approach, with the aim of reducing the computational
expense of performing real-time assessment and monitoring of components in-service.
Figure 3.2 shows the interaction between the probabilistic fatigue analysis framework and
the other aspects of engineering design that the methods within the framework can be utilised
within (specific links to additional steps required within each block are shown previously in
Figure 3.1). Figure 3.2 therefore demonstrates that there are significant opportunities for the
technical knowledge and methods required for a probabilistic fatigue methodology to be utilised
and exploited in other aspects of engineering design and component monitoring, increasing
the useful return from the resources required to develop and implement a probabilistic fatigue
methodology. As this effectively reduces the resource burden for implementing a probabilistic
approach, the ‘buy-in’ from engineers and management that is vital for the successful adoption
of probabilistic approaches [23, 45, 46, 54] could be increased as a result of the definition of
the probabilistic analysis framework. The redeployment of surrogate modelling methods to
other engineering activities is especially relevant to this thesis, as surrogate modelling methods
represent a trade-off between additional required knowledge and the reduction in computational
expense they provide within an MCS-SSI approach.
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FIGURE 3.2. A demonstration of how the defined probabilistic analysis framework can
help overcome the blockers to probabilistic approaches to fatigue design.
3.5 Probabilistic Fatigue Methodology Implementation
Whilst the probabilistic analysis framework provides the visualisation of how the different meth-
ods and processes within the probabilistic fatigue methodology interact, additional consideration
must be made regarding the construction of the flow of the probabilistic fatigue analysis process,
to support the implementation of the methodology in a computational code.
In order to implement the high-level probabilistic fatigue analysis framework shown previ-
ously in Figure 3.1, the probabilistic analysis ‘flow’ or ‘architecture’ was considered in greater
detail, with the aim of producing a detailed-level framework for the probabilistic fatigue methodol-
ogy. Figure 3.3 shows how the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis approach can be decomposed
into three stages: random sampling, fatigue analysis and post processing. Figure 3.3 demonstrates
how the variability in the statistically characterised design parameters is converted to variability
in the accumulated damage DT . Figure 3.4 provides a detailed flowchart of the MCS-SSI proba-
bilistic analysis architecture, which is also divided into the stages of random sampling, fatigue
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analysis and post processing. The flowcharts in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 assume that statistical
characterisation of design parameters and the development FEA surrogate models has been
performed. The computational code required to implement Figure 3.4 was developed within a
MATLAB® environment.
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FIGURE 3.3. A high-level flowchart of the proposed probabilistic fatigue methodology,
based upon the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis method.
The first stage of the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis approach randomly samples values
from the probability distributions used to statistically characterise the variability in each of
the input design parameters, including loading, cyclic material properties (i.e. the S-N curve),
static material properties and component geometry. Random sampling is performed using an
approach called Inverse Cumulative Density Function (ICDF) sampling. ICDF sampling randomly
generates a uniformly-distributed random number between [0,1] and evaluates this number using
the ICDF defined for each design parameter [61]2. Additional sampling methods for generating
the S-N curve and load-time history are presented in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. For each
iteration of the MCS, a new S-N curve and load-time history for the component is randomly
generated as shown in Figure 3.4.
2The ICDF is directly sourced from the CDF used to statistically characterise the variability in the design
parameter.
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FIGURE 3.4. A detailed flowchart of the proposed probabilistic fatigue methodology,
based upon the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis method.
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The fatigue analysis stage of the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis approach is then performed,
following the S-N fatigue analysis process shown previously in Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1. If required,
the load-time history is converted to component internal loads using a surrogate model of the
FEA loads model. Stress analysis is then used to convert the internal component loads into a
component stress-time history, also using a surrogate model if necessary. The stress-time history
is then converted to fully-reversed σ0 stress amplitudes using rainflow counting and the Goodman
mean stress correction. The N f is then identified for each σ0 from the randomly generated S-N
curve and Miner’s rule is finally used to compute the total damage DT in the component resulting
from the load-time history.
The MCS is then repeated for many iterations, each time resulting in the computation of a
new DT value. The DT values can then be statistically characterised to permit the computation
of p f estimates in the post processing stage of the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method.
3.5.1 Post Processing: Probability of Failure Estimates
The execution of the MCS will propagate the variability in the design parameters to the accumu-
lated damage value DT . Therefore, the variability in DT can also be statistically characterised
using a probability distribution. This distribution represents the ‘stress’ distribution in the SSI
approach. Once the probability distribution type has been selected and fitted to the DT values, the
p f estimate derived from the distribution ‘P fdist ’ can be computed using Equation 3.1, providing
the failure criterion D f ail is deterministic [29, 30, 46]. In Equation 3.1, ‘F(D f ail)’ represents
the CDF of the DT ‘stress’ distribution evaluated at the deterministic failure criterion. P fdist is
therefore the p f estimate generated using the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis approach
and is visualised previously in Figure 2.4b in Chapter 2 and in Figure 3.5.
P fdist = 1−F(D f ail) (3.1)
Due to the use of random sampling in the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis method,
p f estimates will be subjected to statistical uncertainty (i.e. if another MCS-based probabilistic
analysis was conducted, it should be expected that the p f values would differ slightly, as the
random sampling used within MCS would lead to a different DT values). As a result, confidence
intervals must be used to express the uncertainty in the p f values [33, 46, 155]. A confidence
interval is the range of values that a statistical parameter can be expected lie within and these are
constructed using closed-form equations or parametric bootstrap simulation methods [33, 156]. A
confidence interval is constructed at a given confidence level, which by convention is 95% [33]. A
confidence level of 95% represents that if many applications of the probabilistic analysis method
were performed, 95% of the analyses would result in p f values that lie within the constructed
confidence interval [33]. As a result, confidence intervals enable an ‘upper-bound’ to the p f
estimate to be generated [155].
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FIGURE 3.5. Computation of the P fdist estimate using (a) statistical characterisation of
MCS output values and (b) evaluation of the CDF of the fitted distribution.
3.5.1.1 Validation of p f Estimates
In order to provide validation of the P fdist estimates, it is proposed that other p f estimation
methods based upon the MCS-SSI approach could be used. P fMCS estimates based directly on the
number of MCS iterations that result in a ‘failure’ iteration (i.e. DT ≥ D f ail) can be computed
using Equation 2.7 from Chapter 2 [30]. This value can then be compared to the P fdist estimate
for validation. Confidence intervals can also be constructed for P fMCS using Equation 3.2, where
σMCS is the standard deviation of the P fMCS value as computed using Equation 3.3, where
NMCS is the number of MCS iterations [155]. A confidence interval of ±2σMCS is approximately
equivalent to a 95% confidence interval [33].
P fMCS+2σ = P fMCS +2σMCS (3.2)
σMCS =
√




An additional method for generating p f estimates uses ‘tail-fitting’. Tail-fitting focuses on pro-
ducing a probability distribution that only characterises the ‘tail’ (i.e. extreme value statistics
[157, 158] ) of a dataset [159, 160]. Tail-fitting has been proposed for probabilistic design as
an approach for generating more accurate p f values, as they focus statistical characterisation
efforts on MCS results that are in the vicinity of the failure criterion [159, 160]. The fundamental
concept behind tail-fitting is to isolate the data points of a dataset that lie in the ‘tail’ of the
dataset and fit a dedicated probability distribution to the isolated tail data [159, 160]. This con-
cept is visualised in Figure 3.6 and tail-fitting is typically used as it is hypothesised that fitting a
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dedicated distribution to a tail dataset could result in more accurate statistical characterisation
of the dataset in the tail region.
1) Failure Criteria typically lie 
in the tails of distributions and 
MCS Output Histograms.
2) Classical probability distribution 
fitting considers the complete 
histogram/MCS output dataset.
3) Tail-fitting methods fit a dedicated 
probability distribution to the tail region of 
the histogram/MCS output.
4) Tail-fitting methods therefore aim to perform 
more accurate statistical characterisation of the 
data points in the extremes/tails of distributions.
5) More accurate statistical characterisation in 
distribution extremes/tails could result in more 
accurate distribution fitting close to the failure 




FIGURE 3.6. The concept of tail-fitting probability distributions with a view to increas-
ing the accuracy of statistical characterisation close to failure criteria in order to
increase the accuracy of p f estimates.
The Generalised Pareto Distribution (GPD) is the probability distribution type most widely
used to statistically characterise the tail datasets and is not to be confused with the Pareto Front
approach that is widely used in optimisation methods [159, 160]. The PDF and CDF of the GPD
are shown in Equations 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The PDF and CDF of the GPD contain shape




































, if λ= 0
(3.5)
The tail data points are isolated from the tail dataset by defining a threshold ‘t’, above which
the data points are selected to be in the tail dataset. A typical criterion for setting the value of t
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The complete method and equations for computing p f estimates from GPD tail-fitting (denoted
‘P f tail ’) are detailed in Appendix B, but conceptually the process can be described as:
1. Identify the failure criterion value (e.g. D f ail = 1) and isolate the tail dataset from the MCS
output based upon the selected threshold t value.
2. Identify the proportion of the MCS output that lies within the tail dataset.
3. Fit the GPD distribution to the tail dataset.
4. Evaluate the fitted GPD CDF at the failure criterion value. This demonstrates the propor-
tion of the tail dataset that lies above the failure criterion.
5. As the the tail dataset is only a subset of the total MCS output, P f tail is computed by scaling
the proportion of the tail dataset that is above the failure criterion (Step 4) with respect to
the proportion of the MCS output that lies in the tail dataset (Step 2).
It is proposed that the P f tail estimate values can also be used to provide validation of the P fdist
estimates. Based on a review of the literature, it is believed that GPD tail-fitting approaches are
yet to be specifically applied in a probabilistic fatigue methodology for safe-life components, and
therefore, their utility will be assessed within the case studies in Chapters 7 and 8.
3.5.1.2 System Reliability
The existing deterministic safe-life fatigue design approach typically takes a ‘hot-spot’ approach,
whereby the component feature (e.g. lug, cut-out, radii, etc.) with the highest or most-critical DT
value is used to define the safe-life of the component [9]. Whilst this is acceptable for deterministic
design and analysis approaches, which assume that the complete component consists of the ‘worst
case’ design parameters for material properties, loading and geometry, it should be noted that in
a probabilistic approach, multiple component features can contribute to the component-level p f .
As a result, a probabilistic approach must be able to combine p f values across component
features to produce a component-level p f . This also highlights an advantage of using a proba-
bilistic approach over a deterministic approach, as a probabilistic fatigue methodology would
permit a component safe-life value to be defined accounting for all features of the component,
rather than solely the hot-spot. The toolbox of methods used to combine p f values are known as
‘system reliability’ methods [30, 161]. As safe-life components are required to have a crack-free
life, the failure of any component feature results in failure of the component and this is therefore
known as a ‘series’ system [30]. If it is assumed that component design parameters and fatigue
damage accumulation are statistically independent across the component, the component-level
p f is simply the summation of the p f for each component feature [161]:
p fcomponent =
∑
p f f eature (3.6)
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In a similar manner, the structural assembly-level (e.g. a complete landing gear assembly) p f
could be estimated using Equation 3.7. Equation 3.7 is valid for series assemblies, where failure
of a single component results in the failure of the assembly, as is the case of single-load path
structures such as aircraft landing gear.
p fassembl y =
∑
p fcomponent (3.7)
The introduction of system reliability methods also highlights two additional advantages of
probabilistic fatigue analysis methods over the existing deterministic processes:
• Through assessing all component features, rather than a ‘hot-spot’ approach, probabilistic
approaches enable high-risk areas of component designs to be identified and provide a more
complete assessment of the proposed design [45].
• If p f estimates were available for other failure modes (e.g. tensile overload/static rupture),
these could be aggregated with the fatigue p f to provide a component p f estimate that
accounted for all failure modes of the component. Probabilistic approaches are currently
the only way in which component performance functions can be constructed that account
for all failure modes [45].
3.5.2 Post Processing: Kullback-Leibler Sensitivity Analysis
The final element of post processing that can be performed on the output of the probabilistic
analysis methodology is the utilisation of sensitivity analysis methods to identify design drivers,
as introduced in Section 3.2.3. GSA methods are typically based on density3 or ‘entropy’ sensitivity
analysis approaches, which focus on how the shape of the PDF for the output value changes
when the variability in each design parameter is fixed to a nominal deterministic value [147].
Figure 3.7 provides a hypothetical GSA case, whereby the greatest deviation from the ‘parent’
distribution (where all design parameters are permitted to vary), represents that the fixed design
parameter has a greater influence on the output variability than the other design parameters
[131, 147, 148].
The quantification of the change in the PDF is typically referred to as the ‘entropy’ and entropy
provides a metric for discriminating between two different PDFs [147]. The Kullback-Leibler (K-
L) entropy been proposed as a method for ranking design parameters when conducting sensitivity
analysis [152, 153]. The K-L entropy provides a ‘Total Effect’ (TE) sensitivity value, which
represents the contribution to the output variability of the design parameter, when accounting
for the variability in the design parameter and any interactions it may have with other design
parameters [147].




‘Parent’ Distribution – All 
Design Parameter Variability
Design Parameter 1 Fixed
Design Parameter 2 Fixed
Design Parameter 3 Fixed
Zero K-L Entropy at Cross-over
FIGURE 3.7. Demonstration of the principles behind GSA and the K-L entropy sensitiv-
ity analysis method.
The K-L TE can be computed using Equation 3.8, where ‘ f0(y)’ is the ‘parent’ PDF of the
output value and ‘ fx j (y)’ is the PDF of the output value when design parameter ‘x j ’ is fixed to
a nominal deterministic value [152, 153]. The K-L entropy is then computed using numerical
integration methods within the region of interest of the output value from yl to yu. The K-L
entropy value is zero when two PDFs provide the same value for a given y, and the K-L value
increases as the difference between the two PDF values increases. The K-L entropy GSA approach
has been recently adopted for performing the probabilistic sensitivity analysis of offshore wind





∣∣∣∣log[ fx j (y)f0(y)
]∣∣∣∣d y (3.8)
The K-L entropy sensitivity analysis method was selected for the probabilistic fatigue method-
ology because it can be applied directly to the DT values and probability distributions generated
from the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic analysis method [147, 152, 153]. Therefore, the K-L
sensitivity analysis method is simple to implement within the proposed probabilistic analysis
framework.
3.6 Summary
Within a probabilistic fatigue methodology, there are a large number of individual methods that
are required to be understood and implemented. These methods span techniques relating to
statistical characterisation, surrogate modelling, probabilistic analysis and sensitivity analysis
and also interact with one another across throughout the execution of a probabilistic methodology.
As a result, probabilistic analysis frameworks are required to visualise the interrelationship
between each individual method and to highlight the ‘flow’ of information between each method.
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The definition of probabilistic analysis frameworks can therefore reduce the resource burden
required for engineers to understand and implement a probabilistic approach. The probabilistic
analysis framework proposed supports the overcoming of the required knowledge blocker to
implementing probabilistic design approaches. The need for a systematic process for statistical
characterisation and surrogate model construction has also been identified and both will be
considered in the following chapters.
The definition of a probabilistic analysis framework has also highlighted other design tasks
and activities in which the methods required for a probabilistic analysis methodology can be
utilised. The redeployment of the methods required for probabilistic approaches to other engi-
neering activities effectively increases the useful ‘return’ from the resources required to develop
and implement a probabilistic approach. As this effectively reduces the resource burden for
implementing a probabilistic approach, the ‘buy-in’ from engineers and management could be
increased as a result of the definition of the probabilistic analysis framework in this chapter.
Therefore, the proposed framework further contributes to overcoming the required knowledge
blocker to implementing probabilistic design approaches, as summarised in the matrix in Table
3.1.
This chapter has also detailed the analysis ‘flow’ or steps required to conduct the probabilistic
fatigue methodology using an MCS-SSI hybrid method. The identification of the probabilistic
fatigue analysis steps will support the development of the MATLAB® computational code required
to perform the landing gear component case studies in Chapters 7 and 8.
TABLE 3.1. The blockers to probabilistic design approaches overcome by defining the
probabilistic analysis framework.




Availability of Data N/A
Accuracy of Data
N/ACharacterisation
• Framework simplifies understanding of methodology through
demonstrating interrelationships between the methods required
to support the probabilistic methodology.












ENHANCED STATISTICAL CHARACTERISATION PROCESS FOR
MATERIALS DATA
S ignificant variability is present in the S-N datasets used for fatigue design and analysis,observed as the ‘scatter’ in the number of cycles to failure demonstrated during materialspecimen testing. The variability in S-N datasets is typically characterised based upon long
held statistical assumptions and a limited choice of probability distribution types, potentially re-
sulting in inaccurate or conservative characterisation of the S-N dataset variability. Engineers also
typically have a limited background in statistical characterisation methods, further compounding
the issue.
This chapter demonstrates the development and implementation of a systematic statistical
characterisation process, with the aim of ensuring that the probability distribution type with
the best-fit to the design parameter dataset is selected to characterise the variability in design
parameters. The impact of the systematic statistical characterisation process on both deterministic
and probabilistic fatigue analysis processes is also investigated. As a result, this chapter also
identifies how an enhanced and systematic statistical characterisation process can contribute to
overcoming the blockers to a probabilistic design approach.
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4.1 Variability in Stress-Life (S-N) Datasets
As first introduced in Chapters 1 and 2, significant variability is observed in the number of
cycles to failure ‘N f ’ for a given σ0 stress level in S-N datasets. The variability present in N f
is observed as a result of material specimen testing, during which the recorded N f values for
different coupons can vary by up to two orders of magnitude and the variability typically increases
with a reducing stress level [163]. For a typical S-N dataset, N f values will be available at a
number of discrete σ0 levels. Within S-N datasets, N f data points at discrete σ0 stress levels
can either be ‘complete’ (i.e. all specimens were observed to fail) or ‘censored/run-out’ (i.e. where
some specimen tests were stopped prior specimen failure1). It should be noted that this chapter
only considers complete S-N datasets and further discussion on the statistical characterisation of
censored datasets is provided by Sehn, Mann et al and Toasa Caiza et al [163–165].
The presence of variability in S-N datasets must be captured within a probabilistic fatigue
methodology by statistically characterising the variability in N f using probability distributions.
Statistical characterisation of the variability in N f is also currently required during deterministic
fatigue design in order to produce design or ‘P-S-N’ curves.
4.1.1 3-Parameter Probability Distributions
Due to the need to statistically characterise the variability in N f within deterministic fatigue
analysis, the fatigue design community have developed existing practices for statistically char-
acterising S-N datasets, typically using Log-Normal and Weibull distributions to represent the
variability in N f [36, 166]. Both 2-Parameter (2P) and 3-Parameter (3P) versions of the Log-
Normal and Weibull distributions exist [29, 33, 163], although it is typically only 2P distributions
which are routinely used to characterise the variability in N f [7, 22, 36, 163, 166]. The 3P distri-
butions differ from the 2P distributions through the introduction of a location parameter ‘δ’. The
δ parameter acts as a ‘threshold’ value, below which the probability of a value occurring is nil
[29, 33]. In the context of the statistical characterisation of N f , the δ parameter represents the
minimum number of cycles to failure, thus inferring that there is a lower bound to the fatigue life
of a material at a given σ0 [36]. Both the 2P and 3P distributions retain the shape ‘λ’ and scale
‘σ’ parameters and therefore, the 3P distributions are equivalent to the 2P distributions when
δ= 0. The 3P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull PDFs are shown in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 respectively























1This is typical at low stress amplitudes where the high N f can be prohibitive to achieve.
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The application of both 3P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull distributions to characterise N f from
S-N datasets has been presented by previous work within the literature. Work performed by Zhao
et al presented one of the earliest investigations into the use of 3P distributions to statistically
characterise N f within a steel S-N dataset, using classical probability plotting methods for
distribution fitting [167]. Zhao et al identified that the 3P Weibull distribution provided an
improved fit to the S-N dataset, when assessing the Goodness-of-Fit using correlation coefficients
[167]. Schijve demonstrated the applicability of 3P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull distributions to
steel S-N datasets using probability plotting methods for distribution fitting [36]. More recent
work by Wei et al provided an investigation into comparing 2P and 3P Weibull distributions
when applied to S-N datasets, using probability plotting methods for distribution fitting and
the Anderson-Darling Goodness-of-Fit test [168]. Based on the results of the Anderson-Darling
test, it was concluded that the 3P Weibull distribution provided a better fit to the S-N dataset
than the 2P Weibull distribution [168]. Finally, Khameneh and Azadi investigated the statistical
characterisation of S-N datasets using a combination of probability plotting and maximum
likelihood estimation methods, along with the Anderson-Darling test for performing a Goodness-
of-Fit test [169]. Within this work, the 3P Weibull distribution was selected as the distribution
that provided the best-fit to the S-N dataset [169]. It has been suggested that the 3P Weibull
distribution may provide a better fit to N f due to the additional δ threshold parameter [163].
The presence of a minimum N f value due to the 3P δ threshold value has also been supported
from a physical standpoint [36]. Schijve and Wei et al suggest that the inclusion of a threshold
parameter is realistic, as the zero threshold of the 2P distributions theoretically infers that the
material could fail before loading has occurred [36, 168]. The 3P Weibull distribution has also
been used based on physical justification within the model proposed by Castillo and Fernández-
Cantelli, where it is suggested that a Weibull distribution is more appropriate to model N f
variability compared to a Log-Normal distribution, as a result of the ‘weakest link’ principle [66].
The review of the literature has highlighted that the 3P distributions can be expected to
provide an improved fit to S-N datasets when statistically characterising the variability in N f ,
along with there being a physical basis for selecting 3P distributions over 2P distributions.
In addition, as the introduction of the δ parameter increases the minimum possible N f from
zero when using a 3P distribution, it is proposed that 3P distributions could result in reduced
conservatism in design P-S-N curves, providing they are shown to provide the best-fit to the
S-N dataset. From the perspective of a probabilistic fatigue methodology, the literature also
demonstrated that a 3P distribution regularly provides an improved fit to the S-N dataset
over a 2P distribution and as a result, 3P distributions should be considered when statistically
characterising the variability in N f when implementing the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
However, the previous literature has typically only characterised the variability in N f at a
single σ0 stress level, rather than at all stress levels present within an S-N dataset. Therefore,
a quantification of the reduction in conservatism when constructing P-S-N curves using 3P
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distributions is yet to be performed. In addition, the distribution fitting and selection methods
used within the literature often utilise only probability plotting methods, rather than the more
statistically-rigorous maximum likelihood estimation approach. The common practice demon-
strated in the literature also fails to perform validation of the distribution fitting and selection
using multiple methods. Reference texts on data analysis recommend that multiple fitting meth-
ods are to be used to achieve a robust approach to statistical characterisation [33, 170] and as a
result, a statistical characterisation process that combines probability plotting and maximum
likelihood distribution fitting is required.
4.2 Systematic Statistical Characterisation Process
The proposed systematic statistical characterisation process is shown in Figure 4.1 and is
decomposed into ‘Fitting’ and ‘Selection’ of probability distributions. ‘Fitting’ is the process of
generating PDF distribution parameter estimates. The ‘Selection’ process tests each candidate
distribution for Goodness-of-Fit (GoF), in order to down-select the final distribution type, by either
accepting or rejecting the distribution. The process aims to maximise the amount of evidence
that can be generated to support the selection of one candidate distribution over another.
Step 1: Data 
Characterisation
Identify skew and support of 
dataset.
Step 2: Candidate 
Distributions
Select distributions based on 
required skew and support.
Step 3: Probability Plotting 
and Linear Rectification
Transform the dataset and 
identify linear relationship.




Step 5: Validation of Parameter Estimates
Are PPLR and MLE estimates within ≈ 20%?
Step 6: χ2 Test
Statistical Goodness-of-Fit 
Test #1.




Step 9: Distribution Selection




Classify candidates based on parameter validation and Goodness-of-
Fit tests.
Experimental Dataset or Monte 
Carlo Simulation Results?
Step A: Visual Comparison
Compare fitted CDF and 
ECDF. Reject poor visual fits.
Step B: Compute RMSE
Quantify difference between 
fitted CDF and ECDF.
Step C: Distribution Selection





FIGURE 4.1. The proposed systematic statistical characterisation process based upon
multiple distribution fitting and selection methods for validation.
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4.2.1 The Need for a Systematic Statistical Characterisation Process
The need for developing a novel systematic statistical characterisation process within the prob-
abilistic fatigue methodology can be considered from the perspectives of: probabilistic fatigue
methodology, existing S-N dataset characterisation practice and blockers to probabilistic design.
Regarding the probabilistic fatigue methodology specifically, accurate statistical characterisation
of design parameter variability is vital for generating accurate p f estimates. However, for a
given dataset, there are often a number of competing candidate distribution types and it can be
challenging to identify the correct distribution to be used to characterise the design parameter
[38, 166]. As a result, a systematic and robust approach to statistical characterisation is required.
Considering existing practices for S-N dataset statistical characterisation, typically only a
single fitting method and single GoF test is performed to select one candidate distribution over
another. As 3P distributions are non-trivial from a fitting perspective [37], it is vital to perform
validation of the distribution parameter estimates to ensure accurate values are used. This can
be achieved using multiple fitting methods and GoF tests within the process. The use of multiple
fitting methods also permits the limitations of each fitting method and GoF test to be mitigated.
The use of a systematic statistical characterisation process can also help overcome the blockers
to a probabilistic design approach. Engineers often do not have a significant statistical background
[23, 171], and a systematic process can help support the users’ confidence in implementing
statistical characterisation by guiding users through the same process each time, by providing
rules to guide the decision making required to down-select the final distribution type [172]. In
addition, it has been suggested that when selecting probability distributions to characterise
the variability in design parameters, certain probability distributions (typically, Normal and
Log-Normal) are often selected out of a desire for mathematical simplicity and convenience
[28, 37]. A systematic process enables a wide range of candidate distributions to be considered
prior to down-selection. Therefore, a systematic statistical characterisation process permits a
review and challenge of long held statistical beliefs and assumptions [28].
The results of statistical characterisation must often be shared with other engineers, man-
agement, customers or regulatory bodies. Therefore, it is desirable to include intuitive or ‘visual’
methods within the statistical characterisation process, such that results can be shared with
other stakeholders and to increase confidence in distribution parameter estimates.
4.2.2 Required Steps for the Systematic Statistical Characterisation Process
The systematic statistical characterisation process shown previously in Figure 4.1 demonstrates
how the process goes from selecting candidate distributions, through distribution fitting using
multiple methods, prior to selecting the final distribution type based on the results from the GoF
tests. This section will briefly introduce the methods required within the process. In the wider
context of probabilistic approaches to design, the statistical characterisation process could be
applied to all continuous datasets.
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Step 1: Dataset Characterisation
The first step of the process is to characterise the ‘support’ and the ‘skew’ of the dataset. ‘Support’
is usually driven by physical limitations and is the possible range of values that the dataset
can take [33]. For S-N datasets, the support is typically [0,+∞] (2P distributions) or [δ,+∞] (3P
distributions). ‘Skew’ is the measure of how asymmetrical a dataset is about the mean value
(as shown by a long distribution ‘tail’). The sample skew of a dataset ‘γ’ can be computed using
Equation 4.3 for a sample size ‘N ’. ‘xi ’ is the value of a data point, ‘µX ’ is the mean and ‘sX ’ is the








A positive γ value indicates positive or ‘right’ skew, with a right-hand tail (as is typical for
S-N datasets [36]), whilst a negative γ value infers the opposite [167].
Step 2: Candidate Distributions
After identifying the required support and sample skew of the dataset, candidate distributions
can be proposed. The candidate distributions should consist of distribution types that are capable
of representing the dataset support and skew. Any distributions that are currently assumed
for the design parameter should also be included to challenge existing assumptions regarding
statistical characterisation [28].
Step 3: Probability Plotting and Linear Rectification
Probability plotting is a widely-used tool in reliability engineering that can be used identify
whether a dataset belongs to an assumed distribution type [29, 170]. Probability plotting trans-
forms data points using empirically-derived ranking equations (which estimate the cumulative
relative frequency ‘Rc ’) and linear rectification equations for each distribution type. Further
information on ranking equations is provided in the statistical primer in Appendix B. If a trans-
formed dataset shows a linear relationship on the probability plot, the dataset can be suggested
to originate from the selected distribution as shown in Figure 4.2. The intercept ‘A0’ and slope
‘A1’ coefficients of the linear regression of the transformed data points can then be converted into
distribution parameter estimates using equations provided in reference texts [29, 35, 170].
The correlation coefficient ‘r’ can be used to quantify how linear the transformed data points
are on the probability plot [29]. The correlation coefficient is computed using Equation 4.4. A
value of r = 1 infers a perfect correlation in the probability plot. In Equation 4.4, ‘cov(XT ,RC,T )’
represents the covariance of the transformed data points and ranking values, and ‘SXT ’ and ‘SRC,T ’
are the sample standard deviation of the transformed data points and rank values respectively.
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r = cov(XT ,RC,T )
SXT SRC,T
(4.4)
This approach to distribution fitting will be referred to as PPLR (Probability Plotting and
Linear Rectification) for the remainder of this thesis. The strength of PPLR is that it is a visual
and intuitive method [170]. The limitation of the PPLR approach is the reliance on assuming
a ranking equation to estimate Rc. There are a wide range of ranking equations presented
within the literature [29, 170] and therefore, it is recommended that the ranking equation that
maximises the value of r is used to generate the PPLR distribution parameter estimates.
FIGURE 4.2. An example of PPLR distribution fitting for a 2P Log-Normal distribution.
Step 4: Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) methods are a statistically rigorous approach to es-
timating distribution parameters [33]. The core philosophy of the MLE approach is to select
distribution parameter estimates that maximise the probability of the dataset being observed
from random samples from the distribution (known as the ‘likelihood’) [33]. Likelihood Functions
(LFs) are available in reference texts and are maximised using numerical solution processes and
optimisation methods (see Appendix B) [33]. The strength of the MLE approach is that for large
sample sizes, the distribution parameter estimates are unbiased and the statistical uncertainty
of MLE values can be assessed [33]. However, the limitation of the MLE approach is the reliance
on the non-trivial task of maximising the complex LF equations [164]. This can lead to a lack
of convergence or convergence to a local maximum LF value, rather than the global maximum,
resulting in inaccurate distribution parameter estimates. Therefore, PPLR methods are required
to validate the distribution parameter estimates from MLE.
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Step 5: Distribution Parameter Validation
Following distribution fitting using PPLR and MLE, two sets of distribution estimates will be
available. In order to validate the distribution parameter estimates, the percentage difference
between the PPLR and MLE estimates should be computed. Good agreement between the two
sets of distribution parameter estimates would infer that the candidate distribution type provides
an accurate characterisation of the variability in the design parameter.
From previous studies in the literature, it has been demonstrated that when using different
fitting methods to fit a single distribution type to a dataset, the distribution parameter estimates
can vary significantly, by up to 20% [29]. As a result, ‘validation’ of distribution parameter
estimates is defined as the maximum difference between the PPLR and MLE distribution
parameter estimates being less than or equal to 20%.
Step 6: Chi-squared Goodness-of-Fit Test
The first GoF test within the process is the Chi-squared (χ2) test, which compares the frequency
of observations within the dataset with the expected frequency from the fitted probability
distribution, by considering the dataset across nbin bins constructed using prescribed rules,
which are detailed in Appendix B [173]. The χ2 test statistic ‘χ2s ’ is computed using Equation 4.5,
where ‘O j ’ is the observed frequency in each bin and ‘E j ’ is the expected frequency in each bin




(O j −E j)2
E j
(4.5)
The χ2s value is then compared to a critical value ‘χ
2
c ’ sourced from statistical tables and the
candidate distribution is rejected if χ2s ≥ χ2c [173]. The critical value is generated at a specific
significance level ‘α’ (convention dictates α= 5%). The strength of the χ2 GoF test is its ability to
generate χ2c values for any distribution type, whilst the limitation of the test is that it is accurate
only for large sample sizes and should not be be used when N < 15 and should be used with
caution for N < 50 [28, 29]. Therefore, an additional GoF test is required to provide validation for
the χ2 GoF test for the typical sample sizes of S-N dataset [174].
Step 7: Anderson-Darling Goodness-of-Fit Test
The second GoF test in the process is the Anderson-Darling (A-D) test, which also compares the
difference between the expected frequency from the dataset and the CDF [173]. The A-D GoF
test statistic ‘A2’ is compared to a critical value ‘A2c ’ at a given α value. Guidance on computing
A2 is provided in Appendix B. Tabulated A2c values are available for Normal, 2P Log-Normal
and 2P Weibull distributions, but are not available for 3P distributions [175] and must therefore
be estimated using a parametric bootstrap approach [176]. Parametric bootstrap approaches
randomly sample from the fitted distribution, re-fit the distribution to the sample and compute
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the A2 statistic over many iterations (typically 10,000) [175]. The A2c value is then estimated
by finding the 1−α percentile of the bootstrap A2 values [175, 176]. A distribution is rejected if
A2 ≥ A2c . A limitation of the A-D test is the requirement to generate A2c values using a parametric
bootstrap, which when coupled with a complex MLE numerical solution approach can take a few
hours of CPU run-time to perform 10,000 bootstrap iterations.
Step 8: Distribution Classification
One of the most significant challenges during statistical characterisation is the synthesis of all
of the information generated during distribution fitting and GoF testing, in order to select the
distribution that most accurately characterises the dataset. To support the down-selection of the
final distribution type in a systematic manner, a series of novel classifications that consolidate
the results of distribution fitting and GoF tests have been proposed, as shown in Table 4.1.
TABLE 4.1. Candidate distribution classifications when the χ2 GoF test can be per-
formed for a sample size of N ≥ 15.
Class Validated Estimates?
PPLR - GoF Results MLE - GoF Results
χ2 A-D χ2 A-D
1 Yes Accept Accept Accept Accept
2 No Accept Accept Accept Accept
2 Yes 3 Accept, 1 Reject - reduced validation across GoF tests
3 No 3 Accept, 1 Reject - reduced validation across GoF tests
4 All other cases, including incorrect skew or support.
The classifications shown in Table 4.1 are based on the amount of evidence available to
support a candidate distribution providing the best-fit to the dataset. Therefore, distributions
that have validated distribution parameter estimates and are accepted by all GoF tests will have
the lowest classification. All other classifications represent a ‘loss’ of supporting evidence. Table
4.2 shows the classifications to be used when N < 15 and the χ2 GoF test cannot be used. The use
of classifications synthesises all of the results from fitting and GoF tests (up to 25 elements of
information) into a single value for each candidate distribution.
TABLE 4.2. Candidate distribution classifications when the χ2 GoF test cannot be
performed for a sample size of N < 15.
Class Validated Estimates? A-D GoF for PPLR A-D GoF for MLE
1 Yes Accept Accept
2 No Accept Accept
3 Yes Only 1 Test Accepts
4 All other cases, including incorrect skew or support.
Following classification, the lowest possible class should be identified. If only Class 4 dis-
tributions are available, a wider search for other candidate distributions should be conducted.
Class 3 distributions may be used as an approximation to the dataset but should warrant further
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investigation. Both Class 1 and Class 2 distributions can be considered as suitable distributions,
with Class 1 being preferable to Class 2. The existing practice for statistically characterising
N f within the literature [36, 167, 168] only uses one fitting method and one GoF test for distri-
bution selection, and is therefore equivalent to Class 4. As a result, the minimum acceptable
classification of Class 2 represents increased statistical rigor when characterising S-N datasets.
Step 9: Final Distribution Selection
If only one distribution type is available in the lowest of Class 1 or 2, it should be selected as the
final distribution type. If multiple candidate distributions are present within the lowest class,
the correlation coefficient value r from PPLR can be used to rank the remaining distributions. A
candidate distribution in the lowest class with the largest r value should be selected as the final
distribution type.
Statistical Characterisation of Monte Carlo Simulation Output
As the probabilistic fatigue methodology framework defined in Chapter 3 is based upon a hybrid
MCS-SSI approach, a systematic statistical characterisation process must also be available to
down-select the probability distribution type for the ‘stress’ distribution generated by the MCS.
The number of data points within the MCS output will be significantly larger (typically thousands
or millions of data points) than the typical sample sizes demonstrated by experimental datasets
for material properties (typically tens of data points).
Whilst PPLR and MLE distribution fitting methods can be used to fit distributions to large
sample sizes, the A-D and χ2 GoF tests cannot be reliably used to assess the GoF of the candidate
distributions for cases where the sample size is large. This is due to the observation that the
sensitivity of the GoF tests increases with the sample size (i.e. the number of MCS iterations per-
formed), to the point where the A-D, χ2 and other small-sample GoF tests will reject distributions
despite providing an acceptable fit to the dataset [177, 178]. As the r correlation coefficient from
PPLR is not affected negatively by sample size, it can be used to assess the GoF for distributions
applied to datasets generated by an MCS.
Therefore, an alternative GoF testing approach is required, based upon the Empirical Cu-
mulative Density Function (ECDF). The ECDF is a step-function which approximates the CDF
of a dataset for each data point ‘xi ’, and the value of the ECDF ‘FECDF ’ can be computed using
Equation 4.6 [173]:
FECDF (xi)=
Number of Data Points ≤ xi
N
(4.6)
Within the systematic statistical characterisation process shown previously in Figure 4.1,
alternative distribution selection steps are specified for cases where the process is to be applied
to the output from an MCS. Step A performs a visual comparison between the ECDF of the MCS
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dataset and the CDF of the fitted distribution, to qualitatively identify whether a good fit has
been achieved, especially in the tails of the distribution. Candidate distributions with a poor
visual fit (including incorrect support or skew) can be rejected. Figure 4.3 provides an example of








FIGURE 4.3. Examples of visually comparing ECDF and CDF for candidate distribu-
tions that provide (a) a good fit and (b) a bad fit to the output from an MCS.
In Step B the visual agreement between the ECDF and the candidate distribution CDF
can be quantified using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which compares the value of
cumulative density for a given MCS result between the ECDF and the CDF. RMSE can be
computed using Equation 4.7, where ‘xi ’ is a given result from the MCS iterations (i.e. a DT
damage value). A lower value of RMSE infers an improved fit of the CDF to the ECDF.
RMSE =
√√√√∑NMCSi=1 (Value from CDF at xi −Value from ECDF at xi)2
NMCS
(4.7)
As shown in Figure 4.1, the stage Step C selects the final distribution type by selecting the
candidate distribution with the lowest RMSE and highest r value. As the RMSE and r are GoF
measures rather than ‘accept/reject’ GoF tests, classifications for each candidate distribution
cannot be defined2. Whilst the remainder of this chapter concerns statistical characterisation of
experimental datasets, the application of the statistical characterisation process shown in Figure
4.1 to the output from an MCS will be shown during case studies in Chapters 7 and 8.
2Future work should explore the possibility of generating critical values for RMSE and r based upon the
parametric bootstrap methods that are used to generate A-D A2c critical values.
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4.3 Statistical Characterisation of 4340 Steel S-N dataset
The S-N dataset shown previously in Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1 represents the S-N dataset for 4340
steel [25], which is a high strength steel typical of the materials used within aircraft landing
gear components [21, 179]. The Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) 4340 steel S-N dataset
is generated from the fully-reversed rotating-bending testing of material coupons [25]. Within
the S-N dataset, sample sizes vary from N = 10 to N = 42, with the majority of σ0 stress levels
having samples sizes between N = 25 and N = 30 [25]. Due to these smaller sample sizes from
the experimental datasets, Figure 4.1 shows that Steps 1 to 9 should be used to down-select the
distribution type for N f at each σ0 stress level.
4.3.1 Demonstration of Process on a Single Stress Level
Considering the 4340 steel S-N dataset at the stress level of σ0 = 520 MPa, the support and
skew of the dataset were identified within Step 1 of the systematic statistical characterisation
process. The sample skew value of γ= 0.948 suggests that the dataset shows positive skew. As
the expected support for N f is either [0,+∞] or [δ,+∞] [36], the 2P Log-Normal, 3P Log-Normal,
2P Weibull and 3P Weibull distributions were selected as candidate distributions.
The probability plots from the PPLR distribution fitting in Step 3 are shown in Figure 4.4. It
can be seen from Figure 4.4 that all candidate distributions presented linear relationships on
the probability plots. Figure 4.4 also demonstrates that the 3P Weibull distribution minimised
the deviation in the linear relationship at the lower tail of the 2P Weibull probability plot. This
suggests an improved fit to the dataset when using a 3P distribution, supporting the presence of
a δ threshold parameter. The PPLR distribution parameter estimates are shown in Table 4.3.
Step 4 of the statistical characterisation process performed MLE fitting of the distributions
and the resulting parameter estimates are also given in Table 4.3. Table 4.3 also shows that
the maximum percentage difference between PPLR and MLE parameter estimates varied sig-
nificantly across the different candidate distributions, from 4.853% to 48.612%. Using the 20%
difference as the threshold validation, the results inferred that the 2P Log-Normal and 2P Weibull
distributions are the only candidate distributions with validated parameter estimates (Step 5).
It can be seen from Table 4.3 that the δ parameter estimates for the 3P distributions varied
significantly to one other. This result is consistent with the work of Schijve, who also observed
inconsistency between the δ values for 3P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull distributions [36].
Table 4.4 shows the results of the χ2 GoF test from Step 6 of the process. The ‘A’ prefix
demonstrates that the GoF test accepted the candidate distribution and an ‘R’ prefix with italic
values shows that the GoF test rejected the candidate distribution. It can be seen from Table
4.4 that the 3P Weibull distribution when fitted using a PPLR approach was the only candidate
distribution to be rejected by the χ2 GoF test at α= 5%. The 3P Weibull distribution fitted using
MLE was accepted by the χ2 GoF test at α= 5%.
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FIGURE 4.4. PPLR distribution fitting for N f at σ0 = 520 MPa for: (a) 2P Log-Normal,
(b) 3P Log-Normal, (c) 2P Weibull and (d) 3P Weibull distributions.
TABLE 4.3. The distribution parameter estimates for N f at σ0 = 520 MPa.
Distribution
Fitting Method Distribution Parameter Estimate
Maximum Difference
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Mean) - 12.932 0.461
10.333%
MLE - 12.932 0.418
3P Log-Normal
PPLR (Mean) 22,253 12.861 0.472
48.612%
MLE 43,304 12.809 0.464
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 504,751 2.767
4.853%
MLE - 508,269 2.508
3P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) 146,676 342,490 1.603
21.187%
MLE 176,620 298,760 1.408
The results from the A-D GoF test are also shown in Table 4.4 from Step 7. It can be seen that
the 2P Weibull distribution, when fitted with PPLR and MLE was rejected at α= 5%. This also
highlights the importance of validating GoF tests, as the rejection of the 2P Weibull distribution
by the A-D test contradicts the results of the χ2 GoF test. In a similar fashion, the PPLR-fitted 3P
Weibull distribution was accepted by the A-D GoF test despite being rejected by the χ2 GoF test.
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c α= 5% A2 A2c α= 5% r Class(Rank Equation)
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Mean) 4.055 A 5.992 0.445 A 0.752 0.986 1
MLE 2.810 A 5.992 0.386 A 0.752 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR (Mean) 3.012 A 5.992 0.429 A 0.601 0.986 2
MLE 1.831 A 5.992 0.383 A 0.649 -
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) 3.535 A 5.992 0.990 R 0.757 0.968 4
MLE 3.648 A 7.815 0.904 R 0.757 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) 9.516 R 3.842 0.521 A 0.885 0.985 3
MLE 2.686 A 5.992 0.509 A 0.891 -
The final column of Table 4.4 shows the classification of each candidate distribution for Step
8 of the process, based upon the classifications defined in Table 4.1. Table 4.4 shows that the
2P Log-Normal distribution was Class 1, the 3P Log-Normal distribution was Class 2 (due to
unvalidated distribution parameter estimates), the 2P Weibull distribution was Class 4 (due to
A-D GoF test rejecting both PPLR and MLE estimates) and the 3P Weibull distribution was Class
3 (due to unvalidated parameter estimates and χ2 rejecting the PPLR estimates). Therefore,
when considering only the stress level at σ0 = 520 MPa, the 2P Log-Normal distribution should
be selected as the final distribution for N f , due to having the lowest class number. The 3P Log-
Normal distribution was rejected due to the large difference (48.612%) between the δ threshold
parameter from PPLR and MLE, resulting in unvalidated distribution parameter estimates.
4.3.2 Statistical Characterisation of Complete 4340 Steel S-N Dataset
The systematic statistical characterisation process was also applied to the remaining stress levels
within the S-N dataset at σ0 =620, 600, 580, 560 and 540 MPa (identified as Stress Level 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 respectively). The results from distribution fitting, GoF testing and classification are shown
in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, including Stress Level 6 at σ0 = 520 MPa as characterised in Section 4.3.1
for completeness. The statistical characterisation results from Tables 4.5 and 4.6 will be reviewed
to identify the candidate distribution that best characterises the variability in N f for the 4340
steel S-N dataset. The utility of the distribution classifications is highlighted by the sheer size of
Tables 4.5 and 4.6, as all of the information for a candidate distribution is consolidated within a
single classification number. The clearest approach to reviewing the vast amount of information
in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 is to focus on each candidate distribution type individually. Only the A-D
GoF test could be performed at Stress Level 1 due to the sample size of N = 10.
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4.3. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISATION OF 4340 STEEL S-N DATASET
2P Log-Normal Distribution
From Tables 4.5 and 4.6, it can be seen that the 2P Log-Normal distribution was predominately a
Class 1 distribution across the six stress levels as it was accepted by both GoF tests at α= 5%
with validated distribution parameter estimates (i.e. PPLR and MLE parameter estimates are
within 20%). The only instance where the 2P Log-Normal distribution was higher than Class 1
was at Stress Level 2, due to the rejection by the χ2 GoF test for the PPLR distribution parameter
estimates. The 2P Log-Normal distribution also has high r correlation coefficient values across
the stress levels. The consistency of the 2P Log-Normal distribution to be a Class 1 distribution
suggests that the 2P Log-Normal distribution could provide accurate statistical characterisation
of the variability in N f across the S-N dataset. This observation is in agreement with the existing
and commonly held assumption that N f is 2P Log-Normally distributed [37].
2P Weibull Distribution
The 2P Weibull distribution was classified at all stress levels as Class 4 as shown in Tables 4.5
and 4.6. This classification was as a result of both the PPLR and MLE fitting process producing
λ shape estimates that are in excess of λ= 3, resulting in distributions that will demonstrate
symmetric or negative skew [180] at Stress Levels 1 to 5. This contradicts the positive γ sample
skew values computed for each dataset. At Stress Level 6, the 2P Weibull distribution was
rejected by the A-D test at α= 5% for both the PPLR and MLE distribution parameter estimates.
Therefore, the 2P Weibull distribution does not provide accurate statistical characterisation of
the N f values across the 4340 S-N dataset.
3P Log-Normal Distribution
From Tables 4.5 and 4.6, it can be seen that the 3P Log-Normal distribution was predominately a
Class 2 distribution across the 6 stress levels, although it was Class 4 for Stress Level 4 due to
inconsistent PPLR and MLE location parameter estimates. Despite having larger r correlation
coefficient values compared to the 2P Log-Normal distribution, which suggest an improved fit
to the dataset, the percentage difference between the PPLR and MLE distribution parameter
estimates typically exceeded the 20% threshold, resulting in unvalidated parameter estimates
at Stress Levels 2 to 6. The MLE distribution parameter estimates for the 3P Log-Normal
distribution were also rejected by the χ2 GoF test at α= 5% for Stress Levels 2 and 3.
The most significant observation regarding the 3P Log-Normal distribution from Tables 4.5
and 4.6 was the instability and inconsistency of the δ threshold parameter estimates. Firstly,
it can be observed for Stress Level 4 that the PPLR δ threshold parameter estimate was equal
to zero and therefore, the 3P Log-Normal distribution was equivalent to the 2P Log-Normal
distribution. In addition, it can be seen that the threshold parameter value did not continually
increase for a reducing σ0 value, as shown in Figure 4.5. It would be expected that the minimum
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N f value defined by the δ value would increase with reducing σ0 in a similar manner to the
mean N f increasing with reducing σ0 (i.e. the classical S-N curve response). As can be seen
in Figure 4.5, the δ threshold parameter increases from Stress Level 1 to Stress Level 3, but
then rapidly decreased and fluctuated across Stress Levels 4, 5 and 6. The instability in the δ
threshold parameter and high class numbers means that the 3P Log-Normal distribution should
not be used to characterise the N f values within the 4340 S-N dataset.
FIGURE 4.5. Variation of the δ threshold parameter with reducing σ0 for the 3P Weibull
and 3P Log-Normal distributions.
3P Weibull Distribution
Regarding the 3P Weibull distribution, Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show that for half of the characterised
Stress Levels (3, 4 and 5), the 3P Weibull distribution was a Class 1 distribution, with r correlation
coefficients that were higher than the other Class 1 candidate distribution, which was the 2P
Log-Normal distribution. Table 4.5 and 4.6 therefore show that the 3P Weibull distribution
provided the best-fit for the variability in N f at half of the stress levels within the S-N dataset. In
addition, Figure 4.5 shows that the δ threshold parameter was significantly more stable, showing
a continual increase in minimum N f value for reducing σ0, compared to the unstable behaviour
of the 3P Log-Normal distribution δ threshold parameter.
However, at Stress Levels 1, 2 and 6, the 3P Weibull distribution was classified as either
Class 4 or Class 3 and this was expected to be as a result of challenges regarding the fitting of
the 3P Weibull distribution. For Stress Level 1, an Exponential distribution was produced by
both PPLR and MLE methods (i.e. λ≤ 1) and the 3P Weibull distribution was therefore rejected
due to incorrect skew behaviour. The incorrect skew behaviour is expected to be as a result of the
smaller sample size of N = 10. At Stress Level 2, PPLR fitting produced a 3P Weibull distribution
with a high r correlation coefficient and was accepted by both GoF tests, whilst MLE fitting
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produced an Exponential distribution. This suggests that the MLE optimisation process had
converged to a local maximum for the 3P Weibull LF. Had the global maximum for the LF been
identified, it would be expected that the 3P Weibull distribution would have also been Class 1 and
provided the best-fit to the variability in N f at Stress Level 2. For Stress Level 6, the PPLR-fitted
distribution was rejected by the χ2 GoF test, whilst the MLE-fitted distribution was accepted
by both GoF tests. This contradiction between the GoF results for the two fitting methods could
be as a result of the ranking equation used within PPLR being only an approximation of the
cumulative frequency Rc of the dataset for probability plotting.
Based on the results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, when the 3P Weibull distribution had been
successfully fitted to the S-N dataset with validated distribution parameter estimates, it was
seen to have the highest r correlation coefficient from PPLR and should therefore be considered
as a final candidate distribution, along with the 2P Log-Normal distribution, for the S-N dataset.
The identification of the 3P Weibull distribution providing the most accurate characterisation of
the variability in N f in S-N datasets is supported by the previous findings of Zhao et al [167],
Wei et al [168] and Khameneh and Azadi [169].
4.4 Application of Statistical Characterisation to Deterministic
Fatigue Analysis
As the selection of the probability distribution type to characterise the variability in N f is
required for both deterministic and probabilistic fatigue design, this section will demonstrate the
impact of using the systematic statistical characterisation process on the construction of P-S-N
curves as used in deterministic fatigue design. The applicability of results from the systematic
statistical characterisation process also demonstrates how activities required for implementing a
probabilistic approach can also support the existing deterministic design and analysis approach.
4.4.1 Impact of 3P Weibull Distribution on P-S-N Curves
The first investigation regarding deterministic design considered the N f value required to achieve
a given PoS at each σ0 stress level for both the 2P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull distributions
(N fPos ), which is computed using the distribution ICDF. Figure 4.6 shows the 2P Log-Normal
and 3P Weibull distributions fitted to the Stress Level 6 N f values and the presence of the δ
threshold parameter can be clearly seen. Figure 4.7 shows the original 4340 steel S-N dataset
[25], with the N fPoS values at 99% PoS for both the 2P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull distribution
for Stress Levels 2 to 63. A Basquin-type S-N curve [6, 8] was also fitted to the N fPoS values, using
minimum fitting (i.e. where all points lie on, or on the conservative side of the S-N curve), to
provide a 99% PoS P-S-N curve. The fatigue limit σFL was defined for 99% PoS based on a mean
3Stress Level 1 has been omitted due to the small sample size.
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value of σFL = 457 MPa and a standard deviation of 13 MPa, by applying the ‘Probit’ method to
the 4340 steel S-N dataset [6, 35]. The 99% PoS N fPoS values are also shown in Table 4.7.
FIGURE 4.6. A comparison of the 2P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull distributions at Stress
Level 6.
FIGURE 4.7. 99% PoS P-S-N curves constructed using 2P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull
S-N dataset for 4340 steel. S-N dataset reproduced with permission from IHS
ESDU [25].
It can be seen from Table 4.7 and Figure 4.6 that the 3P Weibull 99% PoS N fPoS values were
approximately 20% larger than those of the 2P Log-Normal distribution. This suggests that the
3P Weibull distribution, when successfully fitted to the S-N dataset, provides a reduction in the
conservatism of the 99% PoS P-S-N curve of 20%. This can be clearly seen by the 99% PoS P-S-N
curves in Figure 4.7, where the 3P Weibull P-S-N curve will estimate higher N f values than the
2P Log-Normal P-S-N curve at a given σ0 stress level.
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TABLE 4.7. N f values for 99% PoS P-S-N curves constructed from 2P Log-Normal and
3P Weibull N f distributions for 4340 steel.
Stress Level σ0 (MPa)
99% PoS N fPoS Value N fPoS Increase for 3P Weibull2P Log-Normal 3P Weibull
2 600 26,854 34,267 27.605%
3 580 46,610 56,291 20.770%
4 560 71,315 83,490 17.072%
5 540 108,560 127,408 17.362 %
6 520 156,426 187,999 20.184%
4.4.2 Impact of 3P Weibull Distribution on Component Safe-Life
In order to further investigate the impact of using 3P Weibull distributions to construct P-S-
N curves for deterministic fatigue analysis, a case study was defined in order to quantify the
difference in a component safe-life when using P-S-N curves constructed with both 2P Log-Normal
and 3P Weibull distributions. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) keyhole benchmark
shown in Figure 4.8 was used as a representative component geometry, assuming a stress
concentration of K t = 3 at the keyhole notch [181]. The SAE ‘transmission’ load-time history also
shown in Figure 4.8 was used as the case study loading spectrum [181], where ‘Pp ’ is the applied
loading and ‘Mp ’ is the corresponding moment. The Basquin-type 99% PoS P-S-N curves shown
previously in Figure 4.7 were used to represent the cyclic material properties of the component.
[REDACTED]
FIGURE 4.8. SAE keyhole geometry and ‘transmission’ load-time history [181, 182].
Fatigue damage accumulation was computed using the S-N fatigue analysis process described
in Chapter 1. The accumulated damage DT from Miner’s rule when using each P-S-N curve is
shown in Table 4.8. Assuming a failure criterion of D f ail = 1, the component safe-life could be
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computed as the inverse of DT (i.e. the number of times that the ‘transmission’ loading spectrum
could be applied prior to component retirement) and is shown in Table 4.8 for both the 2P
Log-Normal and 3P Weibull P-S-N curves.
TABLE 4.8. Fatigue analysis results for the SAE keyhole geometry case study when
using 2P Log-Normal and 3P Weibull N f distribution P-S-N curves.
Fatigue Analysis Result
99% PoS N fPoS Value Change for 3P Weibull
2P Log-Normal 3P Weibull
Accumulated Damage DT 8.95×10−5 7.28×10−5 -18.569%
Safe-Life 11,172 13,739 22.977%
From Table 4.8, it can be seen that the use of the 3P Weibull P-S-N curve resulted in a
23% increase in the component safe-life value, which is consistent with the 20% increase in
99% PoS N fPoS values from the P-S-N curves shown previously in Table 4.7. Therefore, the 3P
Weibull distribution has also been shown to reduce the conservatism in component safe-life values
compared to the 2P Log-Normal distribution.
4.4.2.1 Advantages and Challenges of the 3P Weibull Distribution for P-S-N Curves
The use of the 3P Weibull distribution to statistically characterise the variability in N f values
within the 4340 steel S-N dataset was shown to reduce conservatism within both P-S-N curves
and component safe-life values by approximately 20%. This reduction in conservatism could result
in components with longer design safe-life values, or permit higher cyclic stresses within the
component. Higher component stresses could result in reduced component mass (due to smaller
required sectional areas) and therefore, the use of 3P Weibull distributions to characterise the
variability in N f within S-N datasets could increase the efficiency of components designed using
a deterministic safe-life fatigue analysis process. Alternatively, the 2P Log-Normal distribution
was shown to also accurately represent the variability in N f and therefore, could be retained if
designers wish to incorporate conservatism into the design of safety-critical components.
However, the utilisation of the 3P Weibull distribution to characterise the variability in N f
for the construction of P-S-N curves faces challenges regarding the fitting and GoF testing of 3P
Weibull distributions. As demonstrated in Section 4.3.2, the fitting of 3P Weibull distributions
can be sensitive to small sample sizes and can lead to poorly-fitting distributions as a result
of incorrect convergence of the MLE fitting process. In addition, computationally-expensive
bootstrap methods must be used to estimate GoF test critical values. This is further compounded
if the 3P Weibull distribution was to be used to characterise the variability in N f for S-N datasets
that contain censored or run-out data points, as such approaches are reliant on LF functions that
are significantly more complicated to evaluate [33, 164].
Concerning deterministic fatigue design, the construction of P-S-N curves also requires
the definition of the confidence level ‘CL’. As tabulated values (or closed-form solutions) are
not available for constructing CL values for 3P Weibull distributions, a parametric bootstrap
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approach would also be required [183], further increasing the computational expense of utilising
3P Weibull distributions to construct P-S-N curves.
4.5 Application of Statistical Characterisation Results to the
Probabilistic Fatigue Methodology
In the context of probabilistic design, the purpose of statistically characterising the variability
in N f is to represent the variability observed in S-N datasets within the probabilistic fatigue
methodology. As a result, an approach is required to represent the variability within the S-N
datasets (i.e. data points from material specimen testing) within the repeated evaluations of
the existing fatigue analysis process. This section demonstrates how S-N dataset variability is
propagated through the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
4.5.1 Statistical Simulation of S-N Curves
In order to represent the variability present in the S-N dataset within the probabilistic fatigue
methodology, an approach based upon the statistical simulation of P-S-N curves using randomly
sampled PoS values was employed. Such an approach is widely used in MCS-based probabilistic
fatigue methodologies, including work performed by Ocampo et al and Zhu et al [39, 94]. Within
the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method, a new P-S-N curve with a randomly sampled PoS
value will be generated. The process for achieving this is as follows:
1. Randomly Sample PoS: A uniform random number generator is used to randomly sample
a value ‘RN ’ between [0,1]. This value represents 1− PoS100 , therefore defining the randomly
sampled PoS value for the P-S-N curve.
2. ICDF Sampling of N f : Using the value of RN, the ICDF for N f at each σ0 level within
the S-N dataset is evaluated. This generates a random sample of N f at each σ0.
3. ICDF Sampling of σFL: The RN value is also used to perform ICDF sampling of the σFL
value.
4. Fitting of P-S-N Curve: The existing S-N curve type used for deterministic fatigue
analysis [163] is then fitted to the randomly sampled N f and σFL values.
The above sequence of steps is repeated for each MCS iteration, each time producing a new
P-S-N curve. Over repeated MCS iterations, the variability present within the S-N dataset (in
the form of the statistically characterised N f values at each σ0 level and σFL) will be propagated
through to the collection of statistically simulated S-N curves.
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4.5.1.1 Demonstration and Verification of Approach
Based upon the statistical characterisation of the 4340 steel S-N dataset performed using the
systematic statistical characterisation process, the 2P Log-Normal distribution can be used to
represent the variability in the N f values. The distribution parameters of the 2P Log-Normal
distributions are shown for each σ0 stress level in Table 4.9. σFL is characterised as a Normal
distribution with a mean value of 457 MPa and a standard deviation of 13 MPa.
TABLE 4.9. Statistical characterisation of N f for the 4340 steel S-N dataset as used to
statistically simulate P-S-N curves.
Stress Level σ0 (MPa) Distribution Type
N f Distribution Parameters
σ λ
1 620 2P Log-Normal 10.645 0.300
2 600 2P Log-Normal 10.905 0.351
3 580 2P Log-Normal 11.394 0.309
4 560 2P Log-Normal 11.848 0.320
5 540 2P Log-Normal 12.280 0.325
6 520 2P Log-Normal 12.932 0.417
The S-N curve type for the 4340 steel S-N dataset used within deterministic design is a ‘power
law’ in the form shown in Equation 4.8 [25], where ‘P ’ and ‘q’ are the S-N curve parameters to fit:
σ0 = PNqf +σFL (4.8)
Figure 4.9 shows the statistical generation of five P-S-N curves, with randomly sampled PoS
values of 2.7%, 20.0%, 56.8%, 82.7% and 91.6% for the 4340 steel S-N dataset.
Mean S-N Curve (PoS = 50.0%)
First Sample (RN = 0.973 PoS = 2.7%)
Second Sample (RN = 0.800 PoS = 20.0%)
Third Sample (RN = 0.432 PoS = 56.8%)
Forth Sample (RN = 0.173 PoS = 82.7%)
Fifth Sample (RN = 0.084 PoS = 91.6%)
FIGURE 4.9. Statistical simulation of five P-S-N curves.
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It can be seen from Figure 4.9 that it is assumed that the N f values across different σ0 stress
levels are perfectly correlated (i.e. a material specimen that demonstrates a ‘poor’ fatigue life at
one stress level will also demonstrate a ‘poor’ fatigue life at another stress level). In addition, it is
assumed that the σFL is also perfectly correlated with the N f values (i.e. a material specimen
with a low fatigue life will also demonstrate a low σFL). Whilst these are the assumptions
currently made during the construction of P-S-N curves for deterministic design [6], previous
work within the literature suggests that in reality, the correlation between N f values at different
stress levels (and likewise between N f values and σFL) would lie somewhere between statistically
independent (i.e. perfectly uncorrelated) and perfectly correlated [69]. However, this correlation
is yet to quantified due to the destructive nature of material specimen testing.
Increasing the number of statistically simulated P-S-N curves to 100 results in Figure 4.10. As
both the N f values and σFL are characterised by distributions that demonstrate central tendency
(i.e. a ‘peak’ in probability density about the mean value), it is expected that the statistically
simulated S-N curves will also cluster around the mean S-N curve. This can be observed in Figure
4.10, which demonstrates a higher density of P-S-N curves around the mean S-N curve. This
qualitatively suggests that the underlying variability in the S-N dataset is being propagated
through to the statistically simulated P-S-N curves.
‘Clustering’ of samples 
around Mean S-N curve.
Fewer samples at ‘high’ PoS
Fewer samples at ‘low’ PoS
FIGURE 4.10. Statistical simulation of 100 P-S-N curves.
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In order to verify that the underlying variability in the S-N dataset is being propagated
through to the statistically simulated P-S-N curves, the variability in the N f values ‘read-off ’
from the statistically simulated P-S-N curves ‘N fS−N ’ can be characterised. Statistical simulation
of 10,000 P-S-N curves was performed and the N fS−N values were recorded from each S-N curve
at each of the original σ0 stress levels within the S-N dataset. The variability in the N fS−N
values was then characterised using a 2P Log-Normal distribution, resulting in the distribution
parameter values shown in Table 4.10.
TABLE 4.10. Verification of the P-S-N statistical simulation process by comparing N f
2P Log-Normal distribution parameter estimates for the original S-N dataset and
values ‘read-off ’ from the 10,000 statistically simulated P-S-N curves.
(Stress Level) σ0 (1) 620 MPa (2) 600 MPa (3) 580 MPa
Distribution Parameter σ λ σ λ σ λ
S-N dataset N f 10.645 0.300 10.905 0.351 11.394 0.309
10,000 P-S-N N fS−N 10.635 0.322 10.961 0.318 11.335 0.317
Percentage Difference -0.093% 7.370% 0.509% -9.521% -0.514% 2.690%
(Stress Level) σ0 (4) 560 MPa (5) 540 MPa (6) 520 MPa
Distribution Parameter σ λ σ λ σ λ
S-N dataset N f 11.848 0.320 12.280 0.325 12.932 0.417
10,000 P-S-N N fS−N 11.778 0.325 12.319 0.349 13.016 0.412
Percentage Difference -0.591% 1.575% 0.315% 7.405% 0.652% -1.214%
It can be seen that when comparing the original N f distribution parameters from the original
S-N dataset and the N fS−N distribution parameters from the 10,000 P-S-N curves in Table 4.10,
that the percentage difference for the distribution parameters at all stress levels is below 10%.
It is suggested that the slight deviation in the distribution parameter estimates is due to the
use of an assumed S-N curve shape, rather than as a result of the statistical simulation process.
The use of an assumed S-N curve shape can lead to fitted P-S-N curves lying away from the
randomly sampled N f values as shown previously in Figure 4.9, resulting in slight differences in
the variability in N fS−N values compared to the N f of the S-N dataset. Therefore, as the difference
in distribution parameter estimates is as a result of the assumed S-N curve type (which is an
assumption required for deterministic fatigue design and analysis), the statistical simulation
process for P-S-N curves successfully propagates the underlying variability in S-N datasets into
statistically simulated P-S-N curves.
Finally, as the systematic statistical characterisation process demonstrated that the 3P
Weibull distribution also provides accurate characterisation of the variability in N f within the
4340 steel S-N dataset, the P-S-N statistical simulation process can also be constructed using 3P
Weibull distributions for N f . The impact on the probabilistic fatigue methodology of selecting 3P
Weibull distributions to characterise the variability in N f will be investigated in the case studies
in Chapters 7 and 8.
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4.6 Assessment of Systematic Statistical Characterisation
Process
Following the application of the results from the S-N dataset characterisation to both determinis-
tic and probabilistic approaches to fatigue design, a review of the proposed process can be made.
Firstly, the application of the systematic statistical characterisation process has highlighted
how a reduction in the conservatism within existing deterministic fatigue analysis processes
can be achieved with improved statistical characterisation of S-N datasets, as facilitated by the
systematic statistical characterisation process.
Concerning a probabilistic approach to fatigue design, the systematic statistical character-
isation process, through the use of the classifications defined in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, permitted
the large amount of information related to distribution fitting and testing for a dataset (approxi-
mately 25 individual elements for each candidate distribution) to be synthesised into a single
class number, simplifying the distribution selection process. The use of a systematic statistical
characterisation process therefore assists in overcoming the required knowledge blocker to a
probabilistic approach to fatigue design, by consolidating the required statistical characterisation
methods into a systematic process. In addition, the use of distribution selection guidelines related
to the distribution classifications can support engineers with a limited statistical background in
down-selecting the candidate distribution that most accurately represents the variability in a
design parameter.
The application of the systematic statistical characterisation process to an S-N dataset also
enabled the identification of the 3P Weibull distribution as the most accurate distribution to
characterise the variability in N f values. As a result, the statistical characterisation process
also supports the overcoming of the accuracy of data characterisation blocker, by providing a
systematic process to ensure the most accurate candidate distribution type is selected for a design
parameter. In a similar manner, the utilisation of the systematic statistical characterisation
process also permitted the challenging of the long held assumption that the variability of N f
within S-N datasets is best characterised using a 2P Log-Normal distribution. As a result, the
development and implementation of the systematic statistical characterisation process enables
existing assumptions within deterministic analysis processes to be challenged. Both of these
attributes result in a more accurate statistical characterisation of the variability in design
parameters, ultimately contributing to improved accuracy of p f estimates generated using the
probabilistic fatigue methodology.
4.7 Summary
Significant variability is observed in the number of cycles to failure N f for a given stress level σ0
within the S-N datasets used for fatigue design and analysis. The variability in N f is currently
characterised using a limited range of distributions, including 2P Log-Normal and 2P Weibull
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distributions. However, the selection of the distribution type to statistically characterise N f is
often performed out of a desire for mathematical simplicity. In addition, it has been proposed
in the literature that 3P distributions, which introduce a δ threshold parameter, could better
characterise the variability in N f , through the defining a minimum number of cycles to failure
for a material at a given stress level.
Existing statistical characterisation practices only perform limited validation of selected
probability distributions. When coupled with the limited statistical background that engineers
typically possess, it is evident that additional guidance is required to ensure that the most
accurate probability distribution type is selected to represent the variability in design parameters
within a probabilistic fatigue methodology. As a result, a systematic statistical characterisation
process was developed, based upon multiple distribution fitting and testing methods.
The application of the systematic statistical characterisation process to an S-N dataset for
4340 steel demonstrated that the 3P Weibull distribution provided the most accurate characteri-
sation of the variability in N f values. The utilisation of 3P Weibull distributions to characterise
the variability in N f within deterministic fatigue design also demonstrated that conservatism
could be reduced in both P-S-N curves and a component safe-life by approximately 20%.
Concerning a probabilistic approach to fatigue design, the systematic statistical characteri-
sation process enables the most accurate distribution type to be selected for design parameters,
ensuring the generation of accurate p f values and as a result, overcoming the accuracy of data
characterisation blocker. Other blockers to probabilistic design approaches that can also be
overcome through utilisation of the process, are highlighted in Table 4.11.
TABLE 4.11. The blockers to probabilistic design approaches overcome by defining and
implementing a systematic statistical characterisation process.




Availability of Data N/A
• Enables a wide range of candidate distributions to be considered
Accuracy of Data and down-selects to the most accurate distribution type.
Characterisation • Permits the challenging of long held statistical assumptions
regarding design parameters.
• Consolidates required statistical characterisation methods into a
systematic process.
• Supports engineers with a limited statistical background byRequired Knowledge
providing distribution down-selection guidance.
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The systematic statistical characterisation process consolidates the methods required for
statistical characterisation into a single and systematic process, reducing the knowledge required
to implement such processes. In addition, the systematic statistical characterisation process
supports engineers with a limited statistical background by providing down-selection guidance,
to ensure that the most accurate candidate probability distribution type is selected. Both of
these attributes of the process contribute to overcoming the required knowledge blocker to a
probabilistic approach to design.
The accurate statistical characterisation of the 4340 S-N dataset therefore enabled the statis-
tical simulation of P-S-N curves within the probabilistic fatigue methodology, which successfully











LANDING GEAR LOAD-TIME HISTORIES FROM BIG-DATA SOURCES
Landing gear loads demonstrate variability in the occurrence and sequencing of groundmanoeuvres, along with variability in the loading magnitude associated with each groundmanoeuvre. Whilst extensive characterisation of the variability in loading magnitudes is
currently performed within the existing deterministic safe-life fatigue analysis process, a prob-
abilistic fatigue methodology would also require characterisation of the variability in ground
manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing. Current practice for characterising the variability in
aircraft ground manoeuvres requires in-service loads monitoring of aircraft to be performed.
Unfortunately, as such studies are typically limited to single airframes due to the expense of loads
monitoring, only limited data is currently available to characterise the variability in ground
manoeuvre occurrences. In addition, data is not currently available regarding the variability of
ground manoeuvre sequencing observed for aircraft in-service. However, recent advances during
the ‘digital age’ of the aerospace industry have resulted in ‘big-data’ sources becoming available,
which provide the necessary data to characterise the variability in aircraft ground manoeuvre
occurrence and sequencing, based upon the ‘real-time’ tracking of a global aircraft fleet.
This chapter presents novel algorithms used to identify and characterise ground manoeu-
vres from the real-time tracking of aircraft using Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
transponders. This original work represents the first application of such datasets to support aircraft
structural design. Through the generation of statistics concerning aircraft ground manoeuvre oc-
currence and sequencing variability, load-time histories can be statistically simulated for landing
gear structural assemblies. Based on an assessment of the impact of big-data sources for landing
gear load-time histories on both deterministic and probabilistic fatigue design methodologies,
this chapter aims to explore whether the exploitation of big-data sources can help to overcome the
current blockers to a probabilistic approach to design.
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5.1 Variability in Landing Gear Loads
The loads applied to landing gear include vertical, side and drag loads from all ground manoeuvres
during pushback, taxi, takeoff, touchdown and the landing roll. Landing gear loads are typically
defined as ‘global’ loads at the tyres using load factors. Load factors are measured in units of
gravitational acceleration ‘g’ and are defined in three directions, ‘nx’ (drag), ‘ny’ (side) and ‘nz ’
(vertical) as shown in Figure 5.1.
Loads Applied at Tyres
X – Drag Loads
Z – Vertical Loads
Y – Side Loads
FIGURE 5.1. Landing gear loading directions.
Across a single flight, the landing gear is exposed to many different types of ground manoeu-
vres, which result in different combinations of drag, side and vertical loads on the landing gear
[12, 14]. A compilation of the typical loads that must be accounted for during fatigue design is
provided in Table 5.1. Load factors can be converted to the global drag ‘FX ’, side ‘FY ’ and vertical
‘FZ ’ loads (in Newtons, N) applied to the landing gear, based upon the aircraft mass ‘M’, using
Equations 5.1 through 5.3. It should be noted that the unloaded ‘static’ condition of the landing
gear on the ground is 0 g for both drag and side loads and 1 g for vertical loads. After takeoff, the
vertical load factor reduces to 0 g.
FX = nx ×M (5.1)
FY = ny ×M (5.2)
FZ = (1+nz)×M (5.3)
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Table 5.1: Typical landing gear loads from ground manoeuvres that must be accounted for when
performing fatigue design and analysis [12, 14].
Loading Type Description of Loading
Turns occur whilst the aircraft is taxiing before takeoff and after landing and includes
entry and exit to the runway. Turns result in side loads and torsional loads on the landingTurns
gear. Multiple turns can occur within a single flight.
Braking occurs whilst the aircraft is taxiing before takeoff and after landing and is
performed to decelerate prior to entering a turn, or bringing the aircraft to a stop
or ‘holding-short’ of runways or occupied taxiways. Braking results in drag loads being
Braking
applied to the landing gear. Multiple braking actions can occur within a single flight.
Taxiing During taxiing, ‘bump’ vertical loads can be applied to the landing gear. See below.
Bump loads are vertical loads applied to the landing gear as it taxis over rough surfaces
or obstacles. Bump loads can occur whilst taxiing (including turning and braking) andBump Loads
during the takeoff and landing rolls. Multiple bump loads can occur within a single flight.
Prior to commencing the takeoff roll, the engines will be spooled-up with the landing gearEngine Run-up
brakes on. The engine run-up results in landing gear drag and vertical loads.
As the aircraft accelerates down the runway, bump loads may be experienced due to the
roughness of the runway surface (or other items such as runway centre-line lights). SideTakeoff Roll
loads may also be encountered due to crosswinds.
Takeoff Rotation During rotation, the vertical loads on the landing gear will change.
Landing touchdown will result in large vertical loads being applied to the landing gear.
Landing Landings can be symmetrical (i.e. both landing gear contact the runway at the same time)
Touchdown or asymmetrical (i.e. one landing gear contacts the runway first). Side loads can also occur
during the landing touchdown, as a result of drift during touchdown, which may be caused
by crosswinds.
‘Spin-up’ is the drag force associated with the rotational acceleration of the tyres from
stationary to the landing speed of the aircraft. During spin-up, the landing gear assembly
Spin-up and deflects rearwards and the resulting elastic energy is then released during ‘spring-back’
Spring-back once the tyres have spun-up to the required rotational speed. Spring-back results in a
force applied to the landing gear in the opposite direction to the spin-up drag force (i.e. in
the direction of the aircraft movement).
Spoilers are deflected on the upper surface of the wing to reduce the lift of the wing after
Lift Dump touchdown to ensure that ‘weight-on-wheels’ is achieved to support braking. Therefore,
the deployment of spoilers increases the vertical load on the landing gear.
During the landing roll, large braking forces will be applied to the landing gear, through
Landing Roll wheel brakes, thrust reversers and spoiler deployment. The landing roll results in large
drag loads on the landing gear. Bump loads due to the runway surface may also occur.
Typically on departure from the gate, the aircraft must be reversed using a ground tug.
Pushback results in drag loads acting on the main landing gear and nose landing gear.
Pushback and Taxiways are typically arranged perpendicular to the gate and therefore, the pushback
Turn onto Stand may also require a turn to be performed in reverse. Following the flight, the aircraft
returns to the gate under its own power. Often a tight turn is required to leave the
taxiway to align with the arrival gate.
Following a flight, aircraft may need to be repositioned (e.g. to another gate, maintenanceTowing
hangar, etc.) and this is achieved using a ground tug.
Braked turns will introduce drag loads during turns. Braked turns are often performed
Braked Turns and when a tight turn is required, resulting in one main landing gear remaining stationary
Pivot Turns as the aircraft ‘pivots’ about the stationary landing gear. Pivoting can result in large
torsional loads within the stationary landing gear.
Extension and Loads will be applied in discrete locations on the landing gear (e.g. retraction actuator
Retraction mounts) as the gear is retracted and extended.
Self-excited Landing gear can demonstrate often complex dynamic loading under certain conditions.
Oscillations These often result in large and rapid torsional loads (‘shimmy’).
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Within the fatigue design and analysis of landing gear, load-time histories are constructed
that detail the sequence of the loads (in terms of the load factors) for the design safe-life of the
landing gear [9]. Due to the nature of aircraft operations, the loads that the landing gear will
carry in-service will vary significantly from flight-to-flight [1, 14]. The variability present within
the in-service landing gear loads can be decomposed into the following three areas, as visualised
in Figure 5.2:
1. Loading magnitude for a given ground manoeuvre (e.g. how ‘hard’ a landing is due to
variability in the aircraft touchdown rate [184]).
2. Manoeuvre occurrence (e.g. how many left turns are performed during each taxi phase).




Variability in the magnitude of the loading 
applied to the landing gear from each ground 
manoeuvre type.
Occurrence
Variability in the number of times a given 
ground manoeuvre type occurs in each flight.
Sequence
Variability in order of ground manoeuvres 
across flights.
FIGURE 5.2. Sources of variability in landing gear loads.
Within the existing practice for the construction of load-time histories (also known as the
load spectrum) in deterministic fatigue design and analysis, variability in the loading magnitude
is represented in the form of exceedance curves for each ground manoeuvre type [12, 14]. Figure
5.3a shows an example of an exceedance curve, which provides the expected load factor values
for a ground manoeuvre and the number times a higher load factor is expected to be observed
(known as the exceedance).
Exceedance curves are then partitioned in a process known as ‘blocking’, which identifies the
number of repetitions of specific load factor values for each manoeuvre type, as shown in Figure
5.3b [186, 187]. An assumed sequence of manoeuvres is then used to construct the load-time
history. In some instances, a standardised load spectrum may be employed for the fatigue design
and analysis of landing gear components [188].
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FIGURE 5.3. An example of an (a) exceedance curve and (b) blocking approach [185].
5.1.1 Limitations of Existing Practice
Whilst the variability in the loading magnitude for ground manoeuvres is currently well-
characterised and widely incorporated into the existing deterministic fatigue analysis process,
significant assumptions must be made regarding the variability of ground manoeuvre occurrence
and sequencing within the construction of landing gear load spectra and load-time histories
[134, 188, 189]. A visualisation of a typical assumed manoeuvre sequence is shown in Figure 5.4.
The variability in both ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing is a direct result of the
aircraft taxi routes at departure and arrival airports and as a result, is dependent on a significant
number of factors, not limited to:
• Departure and arrival airport.
• Airport geometry and aircraft compatibility.
• Weather (for takeoff/landing runway direction).
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• Airport traffic and local air traffic control taxi procedures.
• The aircraft operator’s typical gate locations.












• Assumed number of turns.
• Assumed number of braking occurrences.
• Assumed manoeuvre sequence.
Post-Landing Taxi
• Assumed number of turns.
• Assumed number of braking occurrences.
• Assumed manoeuvre sequence.
FIGURE 5.4. An example of an assumed ground manoeuvre sequence.
It is therefore anticipated that the ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing for aircraft
in routine service will show significant variability. However, the variability in ground manoeuvre
occurrences has only been characterised to a limited extent in previous studies. Previous studies,
based on in-service loads monitoring of individual aircraft, only provide average values of ground
manoeuvre occurrences (e.g. 4 turns during pre-takeoff taxi) and do not provide information
regarding the per-flight variability of ground manoeuvre occurrences [12, 14, 188]. In addition,
there is currently no data in the public domain that characterises the variability in ground
manoeuvre sequencing.
As a result of the limited data to characterise the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence
and sequencing, additional data is required to completely represent the variability present
in landing gear loads within the probabilistic fatigue methodology. The inclusion of ground
manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing variability will increase the accuracy of the p f estimates
for landing gear components assessed using the probabilistic fatigue methodology. The statistical
simulation of landing gear load-time histories will permit the variability in loading magnitude,
manoeuvre occurrence and manoeuvre sequence to be incorporated into the probabilistic fatigue
methodology.
Concerning the existing safe-life fatigue analysis process that is repeatedly evaluated by the
probabilistic methodology, the inclusion of manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing variability can
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increase the accuracy of the damage values estimated using Miner’s rule. The ‘rainflow’ counting
method utilised within the safe-life fatigue analysis process extracts the cyclic stress amplitudes
for a component based upon the order in which they occur as a result of the sequence of loads
within the load-time history [7, 9]. As a result, the removal of the need to assume a standard
sequence of manoeuvres for the construction of the load-time history, will result in load-time
histories that are more representative of the in-service loading of landing gear components. This
improved representation of manoeuvre and load sequencing will lead to more accurate stress
cycles extracted by rainflow counting, ultimately resulting in more accurate DT damage values
from Miner’s rule. This in turn will result in more accurate p f estimates when implementing the
probabilistic fatigue methodology, as a result of a more representative fatigue analysis process.
Finally, the generation of data regarding the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and
sequencing can provide validation of the existing assumptions required to construct landing gear
load spectra and load-time histories for deterministic fatigue design and analysis.
The remainder of this chapter details a novel data collection study concerning the variability
in aircraft ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing based upon a ‘big-data’ source. The
characterisation of the variability in manoeuvre occurrence, sequencing and loading magnitude
is then incorporated into a process that statistically simulates load-time histories for aircraft
landing gear.
5.2 Big-Data Sources for Aircraft Ground Manoeuvres
During the digital age of the aerospace industry, the availability of ‘real-time’ data from in-service
aircraft has grown considerably [58, 190]. While in-service data was typically only available
from specifically instrumented aircraft (e.g. FAA statistical loads [191]), recent advances have
resulted in aircraft tracking data becoming available within the public domain for entire aircraft
fleets. Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) transponders provide ‘real-time’
information regarding a number of parameters of an in-service aircraft across a flight [192].
The ADS-B transponder is interrogated by a ground-based receiver and the ADS-B transponder
‘broadcasts’ a wide range of data, including aircraft speed, altitude, heading and location [192].
Flightradar24® is an online service that performs tracking of aircraft based upon ADS-B
transponder data [154]. Flightradar24® provides coverage of civil aircraft fleets across the globe,
and generates high-fidelity aircraft tracks across complete aircraft flights. An example ground
track for a flight from Flightradar24® is shown in Figure 5.5 [154].
It can be observed in Figure 5.5 that the ground track has sufficient fidelity to identify the
taxi route of the aircraft, including all taxiway turns. Typically, ground tracks are available from
aircraft pushback to the takeoff roll and from the landing roll to the aircraft returning to the
stand/gate. Therefore, ADS-B data files provide a big-data source for gathering data relating
to landing gear ground manoeuvres. The ground tracks are generated from comma separated
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variable (.csv) files, which contain the aircraft position in latitude and longitude, heading, ground
speed in knots (Kn) and calibrated altitude in feet (ft) [154]. Within the .csv files, each data row
represents a new ADS-B broadcast point, marked by a unique timestamp.
Departure Airport Destination Airport
FIGURE 5.5. An example of a Flightradar24® ADS-B ground track, reproduced with
permission from Flightradar24® [154].
Figure 5.6 shows a time plot for how the aircraft heading (referred to as ‘direction’ in the
.csv files) and speed change with respect to the timestamp (i.e. each broadcast from the ADS-B
transponder and each row in the .csv data file). The x-axis in Figure 5.6 only represents the
sequence of broadcasts and is not representative of the time between each ADS-B broadcast.
Heading/direction and speed changes can be clearly observed in Figure 5.6 and these represent
the ground turns and braking applications performed by the aircraft during that specific flight.
Due to the data contained within the Flightradar24® ADS-B .csv data files, it is proposed
that the following information can be extracted for each flight defined by an ADS-B .csv data file:
• Number of turns for pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases.
• Number of braking actions for pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases.
• Direction of pushback from gate.
• Direction of turn onto stand for arrival at stand/gate.
• Runway entry direction and type (e.g. standard or backtrack pivoting entrance).
• Runway exit direction and type (e.g. low speed or high speed exit).
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FIGURE 5.6. Heading/direction and speed values from ADS-B broadcasts in an ADS-B
data file. ADS-B data file reproduced with permission of Flightradar24® [154].
A data collection study composed of multiple flights (from multiple ADS-B .csv data files)
could therefore be used to generate statistics that characterise the per-flight variability in the
occurrence of specific ground manoeuvres. In addition, if the ground manoeuvre occurrences
are extracted in the order in which they occur for each flight, sequencing variability can also be
characterised by identifying the manoeuvres preceding and following specific manoeuvre types.
Previous work in the literature has used ADS-B datasets to optimise aircraft flight paths
during the approach and landing phase [193]. Other applications of ADS-B datasets have con-
sidered the optimisation of aircraft taxi routes [194–197] and departure sequencing at specific
airports, along with other elements of air traffic management [198–200]. Wider applications
have included the identification of aircraft and flight characteristics from ADS-B data [201, 202],
aircraft fleet management [203, 204], along with the studying of aircraft emissions and noise
[205–207]. ADS-B datasets have also been used to support investigations into aircraft accidents
[208, 209] and to study meteorological conditions [210, 211]. Sun et al provide algorithms which
extract performance parameters from takeoff to landing for civil aircraft based upon ADS-B data
[212]. The proposed utilisation of ADS-B datasets to identify ground manoeuvres being performed
by aircraft aims to complement the previous work conducted by Sun et al [212].
Therefore, the proposed use of ADS-B datasets within a probabilistic fatigue methodology
presents a novel application of ADS-B data for ground manoeuvre identification and statistical
characterisation. Based upon the review of the literature, the proposed work also represents the
first application of ADS-B data to support the design of aerospace structures, specifically the
fatigue design of landing gear components.
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5.3 Algorithms for ADS-B Data Collection and Processing
In order to identify ground manoeuvres from the ADS-B data files, a series of algorithms are
required to convert the broadcast points in the .csv file into a flight ‘strip’ that details the
manoeuvres that occurred within the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases of the flight. This
was achieved by defining novel algorithms, based on conditional or ‘if’ statements, that identify
ground manoeuvres based upon heading/direction and speed changes as shown previously in
Figure 5.6. The collection of flight strips for an aircraft fleet are then to be processed in order to
generate statistics regarding the per-flight variability in manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing,
as shown in the flowchart in Figure 5.7.
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FIGURE 5.7. A flowchart of the proposed ADS-B data collection and processing ap-
proach.
5.3.1 Data Collection
The flowchart in Figure 5.7 shows that the generation of ground manoeuvre statistics is decom-
posed into ‘Data Collection’ and ‘Data Processing’. Data Collection concerns the algorithms that
are applied to each individual ADS-B .csv file to identify the specific manoeuvres and manoeuvre
sequencing observed within the specific flight relating to the ADS-B .csv file.
Identification of Pre-Takeoff and Post-Landing Phases
The first step of the data collection process is to identify the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi
phases of the ADS-B data file. The pre-takeoff taxi phase is defined from the first broadcast row
to the broadcast row which immediately precedes the first broadcast row within the data file that
has a non-zero altitude (i.e. the aircraft has become airborne). The post-landing taxi phase is
identified as the first broadcast row with a zero-altitude following the airborne rows of the data
file to the last row of the data file.
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Heading and Speed Change
The pre-takeoff and post-landing broadcast ADS-B data rows are then worked through row-
by-row in order to identify whether the aircraft heading/direction and speed has changed with
respect to the previous data row. Heading/direction changes, which are computed by comparing
the aircraft heading of the current data row with the previous data row, are used to identify turns.
The turn direction is characterised using the ‘compass’ shown in Figure 5.8, which establishes
the turn direction using a series of conditional statements based upon the start and end values of
the heading/direction change. It is assumed that the aircraft will take the shortest path around
the compass and this is considered an appropriate assumption due to typical airport geometries,
which result in individual turns usually being no greater than 180° (turns on airport taxiways are
typically 30° to 90°). Following the application of the compass during row-by-row characterisation,
an Identification (ID) code is applied to each row, either 11 (right turn), 12 (left turn) or 66
(straight taxi). Numeric ID codes, rather than strings or characters, are used to simplify the data
processing.
Assumes Aircraft makes smallest 
possible direction change 
(i.e. smallest route `around’ the 
compass).
No Direction Change: 
Condition #1 ID = 66
Right Turn: 
Condition #4 ID = 11
Left Turn: 
Condition # 5 ID = 12
Right Turn Through 0 /360 : 
Condition #2 ID = 11
Left Turn Through 0 /360 : 









FIGURE 5.8. The compass approach used to characterise heading/direction changes in
ADS-B data files.
The row-by-row characterisation of the ADS-B data files also identifies the speed change
between data broadcast rows. A deceleration is marked with the ID 41. An example of a completed
row-by-row characterisation of an ADS-B .csv file is shown in Figure 5.9 for a pre-takeoff taxi
phase.
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Timestamp UTC Callsign Latitude Longitude Altitude Speed Direction Direction Change Speed Change
0 0 28 66 42
0 0 28 66 42
0 9 25 12 42
0 10 50 11 42
0 9 75 11 41
0 9 92 11 42
0 9 104 11 42
0 9 115 11 42
0 10 118 11 42
0 18 160 11 42
0 27 205 66 42
0 30 205 66 42
0 32 205 66 42
0 14 196 12 41
0 10 171 12 41
0 11 163 12 42













Data Removed due to Sensitivity
FIGURE 5.9. Row-by-row manoeuvre characterisation of an ADS-B data file.
Due to the potential for multiple ADS-B broadcasts every second [154], it is expected that
individual turning and braking manoeuvres could be split across several broadcast data rows. As
a result, the ADS-B data file is again evaluated row-by-row and manoeuvres that are adjacent
and identical are combined. It should be noted that braking manoeuvres are only combined
during straight taxi manoeuvres, as the data within the ADS-B data file cannot identify whether
decelerations during turns are as a result of braking or the turning manoeuvre itself. The
combination of manoeuvres results in the pre-takeoff manoeuvre sequence shown in Figure 5.10.
Timestamp UTC Callsign Latitude Longitude Altitude Speed Direction Maneuver ID Start Row End Row
0 0 28 66 1 2
0 9 25 12 3 3
0 10 50 11 4 11
0 27 205 66 12 14
0 14 196 12 15 17
0 18 163 66 18 18
Identical Adjacent 
Manoeuvres Combined
Provides Start and End Rows 
in Original Data File for 
Future Reference
Data Removed due to Sensitivity
oeuvre I
FIGURE 5.10. The process of combining adjacent identical manoeuvres within an ADS-B
data file.
5.3.1.1 ADS-B Data Smoothing
During the development of the algorithms, it was observed that reception noise within the ADS-B
data file could result in the identification of turns which were not performed when comparing the
ADS-B data file to the original Flightradar24® visual ground track. It was determined that the
incorrect identification of manoeuvres was as a direct result of ‘noise’ within the ADS-B data files.
The first source of noise was found to be as a result of small fluctuations of heading/direction
value from row-to-row, typically of 1° to 2°. These small deviations in heading would be charac-
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terised as a turn, while comparison with the Flightradar24® ground track would show that the
aircraft was taxiing on a straight taxiway. Therefore, a minimum turn angle of 5° was defined as
a threshold for identifying a turn manoeuvre and this threshold successfully eliminated the false
identification of manoeuvres from this source of ADS-B data noise.
Another source of noise was identified within the ADS-B data files which showed that the
aircraft speed was zero, but with a constantly changing heading/direction value (i.e. the aircraft
was continually pivoting in the spot). Therefore, an additional algorithm was developed that
would screen the ADS-B data files prior to row-by-row characterisation and remove elements of
the data files within which the aircraft heading changed while the aircraft speed was zero.
5.3.1.2 Characterisation of Milestone Manoeuvres
Within the taxi route of an aircraft, there are a series of ‘milestone’ manoeuvres that mark the
transition of the aircraft from one ground taxi phase to the next [188]. The first of these is the
pushback of the aircraft from the gate, which often involves the aircraft performing a turn in
reverse. Prior to the takeoff roll, the aircraft typically enters the runway by performing a turn
and this marks the end of the pre-takeoff taxi phase. Following the touchdown and landing
roll, the aircraft vacates the runway and this turn represents the start of the post-landing taxi
phase. Finally, the aircraft typically vacates a taxiway to turn onto the arrival stand or gate and
this represents the final ground manoeuvre of the flight. Additional algorithms were developed
to characterise each milestone manoeuvre. The characterisation of milestone manoeuvres is
required as such manoeuvres typically result in different loading being applied to the landing
gear, compared to standard taxiway turns.
Pushback
In order to identify the aircraft pushback, the aircraft must be observed to be travelling in reverse.
As ADS-B data files only represent the magnitude of the aircraft ground speed, an alternative
algorithm was required to identify whether the aircraft was undergoing pushback. To identify if
the aircraft was travelling in reverse, the latitude and longitude positions from the ADS-B data
file could be used to compute the bearing (°) between two broadcast data rows. If the bearing
was found to be greater than 90° different than the aircraft heading (i.e. the direction that the
aircraft nose is pointing), it was assumed that the aircraft was travelling in a direction opposite
to the aircraft nose and therefore, pushback was occurring. Pushbacks are classified as ID 31
for a tail-right pushback or ID 32 for tail-left pushback. The pushback algorithm is visualised in
Figure 5.11.
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222° 
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If |Direction – Bearing| > 90°
Aircraft Moving Backwards: Pushback 
Occurring
For Forward Taxi, 
Direction and Bearing 
will be similar
Pushback Manoeuvres 
show Positive Ground 
Speed
FIGURE 5.11. Visualisation of the pushback characterisation algorithm from ADS-B
data files, with original ground tracks sourced from Flightradar24®. Screenshot
reproduced with permission of Flightradar24® [154].
Runway Entry
Within the ADS-B data files, it was observed that the takeoff roll could be identified as a straight
taxi manoeuvre with a high taxi speed (> 50 Kn). Therefore, for each pre-takeoff flight strip, the
last observed turn prior to the takeoff roll was assumed to be the runway entry turn. The turn
direction could be identified from the ID number and would then be updated to either ID 511
for a right runway entry or ID 512 for a left entry. Runway entries are often ‘tight’ or pivoting
turns and as a result, induce different loads on landing gear structures compared to a standard
taxiway turn.
Another type of runway entry is a runway ‘backtrack’, which is often required at smaller
airports. During a runway backtrack, the aircraft enters the runway and taxis in the direction
opposite to the intended takeoff direction. At the end of the runway, the aircraft performs a
tight 180° pivot turn to align with the takeoff direction. Such runway entries are identified by
comparing the latitude and longitude of the aircraft with known backtrack locations for the
aircraft fleet. It was assumed that if an aircraft passed within a 100 m radius ‘catchment’ zone
and demonstrated a 180° turn immediately prior to the takeoff roll, a backtrack runway entry
was performed. The identification of backtrack turns is important due to the large torsional loads
introduced into the landing gear during the 180° pivot turn [12, 14, 188]. The identification code
ID 521 represents a right backtrack turn and ID 522 represents a left backtrack turn.
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Runway Exit
Within ADS-B data files, the landing roll is observed as a high speed straight taxi manoeuvre
at the start of the post-landing taxi phase. Therefore, it was assumed that the turn manoeuvre
immediately following the landing roll is the runway exit manoeuvre.
Aircraft are able to vacate runways using taxiways that are either perpendicular to, or are
between 30° and 45° from, the landing runway direction. The latter turn types are usually
performed using Rapid Exit Taxiways (RETs), which permit the aircraft to vacate the runway at
a higher speed [213]. In order to identify whether an aircraft performed a high speed runway
exit using a RET, the aircraft speed at the start of the runway exit turn was identified. During
development of the algorithm, it was found that turn entry speeds greater than 30 Kn were
observed for aircraft using RETs and therefore, this was set as the threshold speed for identifying
whether a standard runway exit, or high speed runway exit was performed. The loads applied
to landing gear differ significantly between standard and high speed runway exits [191]. The
runway exit turn angle was found not to provide a reliable way of characterising runway exit
types, as aircraft often perform an additional taxiway turn immediately after they have vacated
the runway.
A backtrack runway exit can also be performed, during which the aircraft continues the
landing roll to the end of the runway, prior to performing a tight 180° pivot turn. This is identified
in the same manner as backtracks during runway entry. The following ID codes were used to
represent the runway exit type and direction in each flight strip:
• Standard Exit: ID 711 (right), ID 712 (left).
• High speed Exit: ID 721 (right), ID 722 (left).
• Backtrack Exit: ID 731 (right), ID 732 (left).
Turn onto Stand
From reviewing ADS-B data files and comparing them to Flightradar24® visual ground tracks, it
was observed that aircraft would turn onto their arrival stand/gate and either come to a complete
stop or show a low aircraft speed of < 15 Kn. Therefore, in the event that the final manoeuvre
has a maximum speed of less than 15 Kn, it was assumed that this condition was the aircraft
arriving on stand. The direction of the turn onto stand manoeuvre is identified by the ID of the
final turning manoeuvre in the flight strip. ID 81 represents a right turn onto stand and ID 82
represents a left turn onto stand. The identification of the turn onto stand direction is required,
as due to the congested nature of aircraft gates and ramp areas, the turn onto stand is typically a
tight or pivoting turn, resulting in larger torsional loads in the landing gear.
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5.3.2 Data Processing: Generation of Manoeuvre Statistics
Following the identification of the milestone manoeuvres, the flight strip can then be assembled.
An example of a completed flight strip is shown in Figure 5.12 and represents the manoeuvres
that occur for a flight and the sequence in which they occur. The start row and end row shown in
Figure 5.12 represent the data rows and ADS-B broadcasts in the original ADS-B data file.
Pushback Runway Entry
Turn onto StandLanding Roll Runway Exit
Takeoff Roll
Maneuver ID 31 66 12 66 21 66 41 66 41 66 41 66 41 66 41 66 511 66
Start Row 1 9 11 14 15 20 23 24 25 28 31 32 33 35 36 37 38 49
End Row 8 10 13 14 19 22 23 24 27 30 31 32 34 35 36 37 48 51
Maneuver ID 66 711 66 12 11 66 41 66 41 11 66 41 66 41 11 81
Start Row 604 605 607 608 611 616 618 620 622 624 629 631 633 635 636 637
End Row 604 606 607 610 615 617 619 621 623 628 630 632 634 635 636 637
oeuv e ID 
oeuv e ID 
FIGURE 5.12. Complete flight strip from characterisation of the manoeuvres within an
ADS-B data file.
For the flight strip shown in Figure 5.12, the number of pre-takeoff and post-landing turn and
braking manoeuvres can be counted. This process, when repeated for multiple flights, enables
the identification of how the number of turning and braking manoeuvres varies on a per-flight
basis across a fleet of aircraft. In addition, over the repeated flights, a ‘tally’ for each milestone
manoeuvre type and turn direction can also be recorded.
Finally, the manoeuvre sequencing for each flight strip can be identified. For each type of
manoeuvre, a tally is kept of the manoeuvre that immediately follows it (except for the runway
entry and turn onto stand, whereby it is the manoeuvre that precedes these manoeuvres that is
of interest). From the tally values, the proportional share of the manoeuvres either following or
preceding a certain type of manoeuvre can be computed.
5.4 Demonstration of ADS-B Data Collection and Processing
The algorithms described within the previous section were implemented within a MATLAB®
environment, which read the ADS-B data files and applied the algorithms to produce a corre-
sponding flight strip for each ADS-B data file. A MATLAB® script was then used to tally values
from each flight strip to produce the ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing statistics.
5.4.1 Dataset Assembly
The dataset to be used to generate the ground manoeuvre statistics was based upon a fleet of a
wide-body civil aircraft. A wide-body civil aircraft was selected due to the availability of existing
data on wide-body aircraft ground manoeuvres (albeit limited with respect to variability) from
Ladda and Struck [14] and the FAA statistical loads program [191]. At the time of writing, the
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selected wide-body aircraft fleet performs approximately 2,500 flights a week [154], and operates
into and from both small and medium sized airports, along with large international airports.
The route network for each operator of the wide-body civil aircraft was identified using
Flightradar24® and the ADS-B reception was evaluated at each departure and arrival airport
[154]. It was observed that limited reception was available at certain airports (especially at
stand/gate locations). As this limited reception resulted in inaccurate ground tracks, these
routes were omitted form the dataset. The aircraft utilisation on the remaining routes was then
identified. If the wide-body aircraft type was used on a given route five times a week, five ADS-B
data files for the route were randomly selected from across the period of a single year. The
random sampling of flights in a manner that is proportional to the actual aircraft type utilisation
in-service was performed to produce ground manoeuvre statistics that would be representative of
the entire wide-body civil aircraft fleet. The random sampling of flights resulted in 1,265 ADS-B
data files and the resulting routes are shown in Figure 5.13a. The final dataset consisted of the
flights across 262 individual routes and flights operating from 79 different airports. Figure 5.13b
shows the ground tracks across the wide-body civil aircraft fleet at a single airport and due to the
high fidelity of the ADS-B data files, key elements of the airport geometry can be identified.
FIGURE 5.13. (a) The route network of the wide-body civil aircraft included in the
ADS-B dataset. (b) A demonstration of the fidelity of the ADS-B ground tracks,
which trace out the key features of an airport geometry.
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5.5 Ground Manoeuvre Occurrence Statistics
Following the implementation of the algorithms for processing the ADS-B data files and the
dataset assembly, the data collection and processing algorithms were applied to produce ground
manoeuvre statistics for the wide-body civil aircraft.
5.5.1 Pre-Takeoff Taxi Phase Ground Manoeuvres
Figure 5.14 shows a histogram representing the total number of pre-takeoff turns per-flight
and the frequency with which they were observed across the 1,265 flights of the assembled
dataset for the wide-body aircraft fleet. The mode (i.e. most common) number of pre-takeoff
turns was found to be three pre-takeoff turns per-flight, which demonstrates good agreement
with the previous studies into wide-body aircraft ground manoeuvres, which suggest that four
pre-takeoff turns per-flight is typical [14, 191]. The minimum number of pre-takeoff turns was
zero, representing flights that entered the runway directly from pushback, which is possible
when operating from smaller airport geometries. The maximum number of pre-takeoff turns was
26 and an investigation into this result highlighted that the aircraft had performed a Rejected
TakeOff (RTO), which would be expected to result in additional pre-takeoff turns. Figure 5.14
also shows that a significant number of flights have greater than five pre-takeoff turns, and these
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FIGURE 5.14. A histogram of the number of pre-takeoff turns for a wide-body civil
aircraft.
The pre-takeoff turns across the flights of the demonstration dataset can also be decomposed
into the number of pre-takeoff left and pre-takeoff right turns for each flight, as shown in Figures
5.15a and 5.15b respectively. The mode number of occurrences for both turn directions is one and
the median is two, highlighting a positive skew in the histograms. Figure 5.15c shows that the
share between left and right turns during the pre-takeoff taxi phase is approximately equal.
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FIGURE 5.15. Pre-takeoff turn direction statistics for a wide-body civil aircraft: (a)
histogram of number of pre-takeoff left turns, (b) histogram of number of pre-takeoff
right turns and (c) the proportional share between turn direction for pre-takeoff
turns.
Figure 5.16 shows the total number of pre-takeoff braking applications per-flight and the
frequency with which they were observed across the 1,265 flights of the assembled dataset. The
mode and median number of pre-takeoff braking applications were three and four respectively,
showing consistency with the previous studies into wide-body aircraft ground manoeuvres
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FIGURE 5.16. A histogram of the number of pre-takeoff braking occurrences for a
wide-body civil aircraft.
5.5.2 Post-Landing Taxi Phase Ground Manoeuvres
Figure 5.17 shows the total number of post-landing turns per-flight and the frequency with which
they were observed across the 1,265 flights of the assembled dataset. The mode and median
values were found to be two and three respectively, demonstrating the positive skew in the
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dataset. The mode number of turns post-landing was found to be smaller than the mode number
of turns pre-takeoff. This is to be expected as the pre-takeoff taxi out to the runway will require
the aircraft to taxi to the threshold at the end of the runway, rather than routing directly from
where the aircraft vacates the runway following landing, as aircraft typically do not use the full
runway length on landing for every flight. The more direct taxi routing post-landing could result
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Mode
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FAA Statistical Loads Data Average
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Maximum due to 
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FIGURE 5.17. A histogram of the number of post-landing turns for a wide-body civil
aircraft.
Figure 5.17 also shows that the mode number of post-landing turns is significantly lower
than the turning occurrences suggested by the in-service monitoring of a wide-body civil aircraft
performed by Ladda and Struck [14] and the FAA statistical loads programme [191]. It is
expected that this is as a result of the previous studies being reliant on the instrumentation and
monitoring of specific aircraft, which could bias the statistics to the routes that the specific aircraft
was operated on. For example, the statistics presented by Ladda and Struck are based on the
monitoring of an individual aircraft operated by a single airline, which may not be representative
of the operational service of an entire wide-body civil aircraft fleet [14]. The minimum number
of turns was found to be zero, corresponding to flights arriving at smaller airports, where the
aircraft taxies directly onto stand after vacating the runway. The maximum number of turns was
found to be 15 as a result of the aircraft being towed from the arrival gate.
The post-landing turns can also be decomposed into the number of post-landing left and right
turns for each flight as shown respectively in Figures 5.18a and 5.18b. The mode and median
number of post-landing turns in each direction per-flight is one. Figure 5.18c shows that the
share between post-landing left and right turn directions is also approximately equal.
Figure 5.19 shows the variability in post-landing braking occurrences per-flight across the
1,265 flights of the ADS-B dataset. Figure 5.19 demonstrates strong agreement with the pre-
takeoff braking applications shown previously in Figure 5.16, as for both pre-takeoff and post-
landing taxi phases, the mode and median values were three and four braking occurrences
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respectively. These values also show good agreement with the previous studies on wide-body










































































FIGURE 5.18. Post-landing turn direction statistics for a wide-body civil aircraft: (a)
histogram of number of post-landing left turns, (b) histogram of number of post-
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FIGURE 5.19. A histogram of the number of post-landing braking occurrences for a
wide-body civil aircraft.
5.5.3 Share of Turns and Braking Manoeuvres across Flight
In order to identify whether more turning or braking manoeuvres occur during the pre-takeoff or
post-landing taxi phases, the total number of turning and braking occurrences were computed
for both taxi phases. Figure 5.20a shows the share of pre-takeoff and post-landing turning
manoeuvres across the 1,265 flights within the ADS-B dataset. 53.2% of turns were found to occur
during the pre-takeoff phase, while the remaining 46.8% of turns were performed post-landing.
Figure 5.20b demonstrates that the braking occurrences are also approximately equal across the
pre-takeoff and post-landing phases.
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(a) (b)Turning Manoeuvres Braking Manoeuvres
FIGURE 5.20. The proportional share of (a) turning manoeuvres and (b) braking oc-
currences across pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases for a wide-body civil
aircraft.
5.5.4 Correlation between Turning and Braking Manoeuvres
Based on the observation of an equal share of turning directions, it was hypothesised that the
number of left turns and right turns observed during a taxi phase would be correlated (i.e. if a
larger number of left turns was observed during a pre-takeoff taxi phase, a larger number of
right turns would also be expected in the pre-takeoff taxi phase).
Figure 5.21a shows a contour plot representing how the number of pre-takeoff right turns
varies with the number of pre-takeoff left turns, where a lighter shade in the contour plot
represents a more commonly observed combination of left and right turns from the flights in
the ADS-B dataset. From Figure 5.21a it can be observed that the most common combination of
turns was one left turn and one right turn during the pre-takeoff taxi phase. Figure 5.21a also
highlights that there is a slight ‘stretch’ in the contour plot, suggesting that as the number of
pre-takeoff left turns increases, so does the number of pre-takeoff right turns. This trend can be
quantified using the Pearson correlation coefficient ‘ρ’, which can be computed using Equation
5.4 between two variables ‘x’ and ‘y’ [156]. The correlation between the number of pre-takeoff left
turns and pre-takeoff right turns is ρ = 0.660, suggesting a moderate correlation (as ρ > |0.8| is










Figure 5.21b shows the contour plot representing the correlation between the number of left
turns and right turns during the post-landing taxi phase and displays a similar relationship to
the pre-takeoff taxi phase. Based on the Pearson correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.619, it can also
be suggested that there is a moderate correlation between the number of left and right turns
during the post-landing taxi phase. Contingency tables, which provide the frequency for each
combination of number of left and right turns are provided in Appendix C for both the pre-takeoff
and post-landing taxi phases.
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 5.21. Contour plots highlighting: (a) the correlation between pre-takeoff left
and right turns and (b) the correlation between post-landing left and right turns.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 5.22. Contour plots highlighting: (a) the correlation between pre-takeoff turn-
ing and braking occurrences and (b) the correlation between post-landing turning
and braking occurrences.
It was also hypothesised that a correlation may exist between the total number of turns and
total number of braking occurrences during a taxi phase, as it would be expected that aircraft
would decelerate prior to performing a turn. Therefore, the correlation between turning and
braking occurrences for the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases was also investigated. Figure
5.22a shows a contour plot of the number of pre-takeoff braking occurrences compared with the
total number of pre-takeoff turns. The contour plots highlight that the most commonly observed
combination was two pre-takeoff turns with two pre-takeoff braking occurrences. While the
contour plot demonstrates a potential relationship of increasing number of braking occurrences
for increasing number of turns, the correlation coefficient value of ρ = 0.452 suggests that only a
weak correlation is present.
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Figure 5.22b shows the correlation between the number of post-landing braking occurrences
and the total number of post-landing turns. It can be observed from Figure 5.22b that the most
commonly observed combination was two turns and four braking occurrences during the post-
landing taxi phase. The correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.503 demonstrates that again, only a weak
correlation is observed between the number of braking manoeuvres and total number of turns.
5.5.5 Occurrence Statistics of Milestone Manoeuvres
Following the characterisation of the variability in turning and braking manoeuvre occurrences,
the proportional share of milestone manoeuvre types was identified for pushback, runway entry,
runway exit and turn onto stand manoeuvres. Figure 5.23 shows the proportional share of
manoeuvre type for each of the milestone manoeuvres.
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FIGURE 5.23. Proportional share of milestone manoeuvres for a wide-body civil aircraft:
(a) pushback direction, (b) turn onto stand direction, (c) runway entry type and
direction and (d) runway exit type and direction.
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Figure 5.23a shows that the direction of aircraft pushback is approximately equal, with
52.1% and 47.9% of pushback manoeuvres being tail-left and tail-right respectively. The slight
discrepancy in the equal share is expected to be as a result of the 283 flights which did not provide
pushback data (22.4% of the collected dataset). Figure 5.23b presents the share of turn onto
stand direction, with 54.3% of flights performing a left turn onto stand. In a similar manner to
the pushback manoeuvre, it was expected that the share between left and right turn onto stand
directions would be approximately equal and the resulting discrepancy is expected to be as a
result of the 16.3% flights of the dataset which failed to provide information regarding the turn
onto stand direction. As a result, across the pushback and turn onto stand manoeuvres, the turn
direction across the wide-body aircraft fleet is approximately equal.
Figure 5.23c shows the runway entry type and it can be observed that the vast majority
(97.2%) of flights within the ADS-B dataset performed a standard runway entry, with the direction
of the runway entry being approximately equally shared between left and right runway entries.
The 2.8% of flights performing a backtrack runway entry shows good agreement with the wide-
body aircraft route network, of which 3.3% of routes (based on their proportion of the weekly
fleet utilisation) operate out of airports that may require a runway backtrack prior to takeoff
[154]. It can also be observed from Figure 5.23c that the left and right turn directions have an
approximately equal share of the runway backtrack entry manoeuvres.
Finally, Figure 5.23d shows the proportional share of the runway exit type and direction
across the 1,265 flights in the assembled ADS-B dataset. 80.8% of runway exits were found to
be standard runway exits (i.e. low speed turns) with left and right turn directions having an
equal proportion. High speed runway exits using RETs were only observed for 18.5% of flights.
This result may be as a consequence of the selected wide-body aircraft, which operates into a
significant number of airports that do not have RETs [154]. In addition, an aircraft may vacate
using an RET, but a slower exit speed than the runway exit algorithm threshold of 30 Kn. Only
0.6% of flights demonstrated a backtrack exit from the runway. While 3.3% of wide-body aircraft
route network was observed to operate into airports that may require a runway backtrack, the
aircraft were typically observed to vacate the runway at an earlier taxiway, removing the need to
perform a runway backtrack. It can be observed from Figure 5.23d that the turn directions for
both standard and high speed runway exits are approximately equal in proportion across the
wide-body aircraft fleet.
5.6 Ground Manoeuvre Sequencing Statistics
The statistics relating to the sequencing of manoeuvres were generated by considering the tally
of manoeuvres either preceding or following a specific type of manoeuvre across the 1,265 flights
in the ADS-B dataset. The interpretation of the tally value enables the proportional share of a
given manoeuvre occurring after a specific manoeuvre (e.g. identifying the probability of a right
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turn occurring directly after a left turn in the pre-takeoff taxi phase) to be quantified.
Figure 5.24 shows the proportional share of manoeuvres occurring after pre-takeoff and
post-landing turns across the flights within the assembled dataset. Figures 5.24a and 5.24b show
the ratio of manoeuvres following pre-takeoff left and right turns respectively. It can be observed
from Figures 5.24a and 5.24b that the majority of pre-takeoff turns are followed by a straight taxi
manoeuvre, regardless of the turn direction. A similar observation can be made for post-landing
turns from Figures 5.24c and 5.24d, where the greatest proportion of manoeuvres following a
post-landing turn is a straight taxi manoeuvre. For all taxi phases and turn directions, Figure
5.24 demonstrates that a turn in the opposite direction to the original turn (i.e. a ‘turn reversal’,
such as a left turn directly into a right turn) only occurs in approximately 20% to 30% of turning
manoeuvres.
(a) – Pre-Takeoff Left Turn (b) – Pre-Takeoff Right Turn

































FIGURE 5.24. Proportional share of manoeuvres following turning manoeuvres for
a wide-body civil aircraft: (a) manoeuvres following a pre-takeoff left turn, (b)
manoeuvres following a pre-takeoff right turn, (c) manoeuvres following a post-
landing left turn and (d) manoeuvres following a post-landing right turn.
From further consideration of Figures 5.24a and 5.24b, it can be seen that the proportional
share of following manoeuvres is similar for both left and right turns. The same observation can
be made regarding post-landing turns in Figures 5.24c and 5.24d, suggesting that the sequencing
of manoeuvres after a turn is insensitive to the turn direction. However, from Figure 5.24, it
can be observed that the proportions for manoeuvres following turns does vary when comparing
between the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases. For example, a comparison of subplots
(a) and (b) with subplots (c) and (d) in Figure 5.24, shows that pre-takeoff turns are followed by
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a greater proportion of straight taxi manoeuvres compared to post-landing turns. As a result,
it can be suggested that manoeuvre sequencing after turns is sensitive to whether the turn is
performed during the pre-takeoff or post-landing taxi phase.
Figure 5.25 shows the manoeuvres following straight taxi and braking manoeuvres across
both the pre-takeoff and post-landing phases. Figures 5.25a and 5.25b show the proportional
share of manoeuvres following pre-takeoff and post-landing straight taxi manoeuvres respectively.
It should be observed from comparing Figures 5.25a and 5.25b that the proportional share of
manoeuvres are similar across the pre-takeoff and post-landing phases, and left and right turn
directions are observed in approximately equal proportions. This suggests that for straight taxi
manoeuvres, the sequencing of manoeuvres is insensitive to the taxi phase. On the other hand
Figures 5.25c and 5.25d suggest that for braking manoeuvres, the sequencing of manoeuvres is
sensitive to taxi phase, as Figure 5.25d shows that a greater proportion of post-landing braking
manoeuvres are followed by turns, when comparing the post-landing taxi phase to the pre-takeoff
taxi phase.
(a) – Pre-Takeoff Straight Taxi
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FIGURE 5.25. Proportional share of manoeuvres following straight taxi and braking
manoeuvres for a wide-body civil aircraft: (a) manoeuvres following pre-takeoff
straight taxi, (b) manoeuvres following post-landing straight taxi, (c) manoeuvres
following pre-takeoff braking and (d) manoeuvres following post-landing braking.
From across Figure 5.25, it can be seen that regardless of taxi phase, the majority of ma-
noeuvres following a straight taxi manoeuvre are braking manoeuvres and vice-versa. This
observation suggests that there are extended sequences of manoeuvres during which the aircraft
continually changes from a straight taxi to a braking manoeuvre before accelerating back into a
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straight taxi manoeuvre. Flights demonstrating such behaviour were identified in the assembled
ADS-B dataset and through the use of the Flightradar24® visual ground tracks, it was concluded
that an aircraft alternating between straight taxi and braking manoeuvres was as a result of the
aircraft ‘queuing’ behind other aircraft at locations such as the runway entry.
Appendix D provides the sequencing statistics for manoeuvres preceding the runway entry
and turn onto stand milestone manoeuvres, along with the sequencing statistics for manoeuvres
following the pushback and runway exit milestone manoeuvres. From the range of pie charts
shown in Appendix D, it can be observed that the sequencing of manoeuvres either preceding or
following specific milestone manoeuvres is insensitive to the turning direction of each milestone
manoeuvre type.
5.7 Verification of ADS-B Data Collection and Processing
Algorithms
In order to perform verification of the novel algorithms developed to process the ADS-B data files,
the flight strips generated using the algorithms could be validated by comparing the identified
manoeuvres with the original ADS-B data file and Flightradar24® visual ground track for each
flight. For verification, 10% of the dataset (130 flights) from the assembled ADS-B data files were
randomly selected and for each flight the following results were reviewed:
• Identification of the correct milestone manoeuvres.
• Identification of the correct manoeuvre sequence, including both turns and braking for both
pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases.
Validation of the milestone manoeuvres, turn direction and sequencing identification was
performed using the Flightradar24® user interface as visualised in Figure 5.26. The ability of
Flightradar24® to map data files directly onto satellite images of airport layouts greatly aided
this verification task [154]. The extraction of the correct turn and braking manoeuvre occurrence
and sequence could also be validated using a plot of heading/direction and speed changes from
the ADS-B data file as highlighted in Figure 5.26.
Table 5.2 shows the results from verification, where ‘accuracy’ is defined as the proportion of
the verification dataset where the generated flight strip agreed with the Flightradar24® user
interface and the ADS-B data file plot. Table 5.2 shows that algorithms were able to successfully
identify the milestone manoeuvres for the majority of the verification data files. Reduced accuracy
was observed for pushback and turn onto stand manoeuvres. The reduced accuracy for identifying
pushback manoeuvres also resulted in lower accuracy for the sequencing of the pre-takeoff taxi
manoeuvre sequence, as errors in pushback manoeuvre characterisation would propagate through
to the pre-takeoff taxi phase.
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Table 5.2 also shows that the algorithms are currently only able to produce a completely
correct flight strip in less than half of the verification flights. This inaccuracy suggests that in
their current form, the algorithms would be unsuitable for the in-service monitoring of individual
aircraft. However, as the accuracy is significantly higher for identifying manoeuvre sequences
and manoeuvre types independently in the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases, ADS-B data
files and the current algorithms are suitable for generating ground manoeuvre statistics for the
wide-body civil aircraft fleet, when assuming that there is no correlation between the manoeuvre
statistics for the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases.
Runway Entry
Pushback
Manoeuvre ID 32 66 11 66 12 66 12 66 41 66 41 66 41 66 41 66 41 66 511
Start Row 1 5 6 9 11 14 15 20 23 24 25 28 31 32 33 35 36 37 38












Visual Sequence Correct, Correct Milestone Manoeuvres, Correct Turn Occurrences and Direction
41
Queuing at Runway 
Holding Point
FIGURE 5.26. Visualisation of the ADS-B processing algorithm verification approach,
using ground tracks from Flightradar24®. Screenshot reproduced with permission
of Flightradar24® [154].
TABLE 5.2. Verification results for the ADS-B processing algorithms based on 10% of
the assembled ADS-B dataset.
Verification Task for Flight Accuracy
Correct Pushback Direction 82.3%
Correct Runway Entry Type and Direction 93.1%
Correct Runway Exit Type and Direction 96.2%
Correct Turn onto Stand Direction 83.1%
Correct Pre-Takeoff Sequence 75.4%
Correct Post-Landing Sequence 86.2%
Complete Flight Correct 47.7%
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5.8 Utilisation of Big-Data Sources for Deterministic Fatigue
Design
Beyond the intended application of the ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing statistics
in the statistical simulation of landing gear load-time histories, the statistics generated across
Sections 5.5 and 5.6 can also be used to evaluate the existing assumptions and guidance employed
in the construction of landing gear load spectra for deterministic fatigue design and analysis.
Firstly, it was observed that across all types of turning manoeuvres that the turning direction
was equally shared between left and right turns from the statistics generated from the ADS-
B dataset. This result supports a current assumption made within the deterministic fatigue
analysis of landing gear components, during which it is assumed that the number of left and
right turns across the load spectrum are equal [188]. In addition, existing practice assumes that
the total number of manoeuvres within the landing gear load spectrum is shared equally between
pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases [188], and such an assumption is supported by the
ADS-B derived statistics shown in previously in Figure 5.20.
The statistics generated across Sections 5.5 and 5.6 represent the global fleet of the wide-
body civil aircraft across a number of different operators. It is recommended that future work
investigates how the generated statistics change when focusing on single operators and individual
aircraft as it is hypothesised that the route networks and operational practices of different
operators will bias the ground manoeuvre statistics. For example, previous studies based upon
the in-service monitoring of specific aircraft have suggested that aircraft may not perform an equal
number of left and right turns across flights [214]. However, it is expected that this observation is
as a result of monitoring specific aircraft (rather than the global fleet), resulting in a bias of the
collected ground manoeuvre statistics. As a result, the generation of ground manoeuvre statistics
from ADS-B data files of specific operators or aircraft could help to identify whether specific route
networks significantly impact the landing gear ground manoeuvre statistics.
There are however, elements of the ground manoeuvre statistics generated from the ADS-
B dataset which contradict existing deterministic fatigue design practices. The histograms
generated for the number of turning and braking occurrences per-flight in Figures 5.14, 5.16,
5.17 and 5.19 all demonstrated that the mode and median number of manoeuvre occurrences
were consistent with previous studies. Despite this agreement, the presence of the positive skew
in the manoeuvre occurrence histograms contradicts the assumption made in existing design
practice that an average number of turns occur for every flight [14, 188]. The use of an average
number of turns per-flight would require the assumption of a symmetric distribution, where every
number of turns greater than the average value is also represented below the average value. As
a result, the current assumption of an average number of turns would fail to account for flights
that will have a large number of turns (i.e. in the extreme tail of the skewed distribution) when
constructing landing gear load spectra for deterministic fatigue design.
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Concerning the assumed sequencing of manoeuvres required in landing gear load spectra,
existing practice assumes that every turn performed by an aircraft is followed immediately by a
turn in the following direction (i.e. a ‘turn reversal’) [188]. However, the sequencing statistics
shown previously for turning manoeuvres in Figure 5.24 demonstrated that a turn reversal can
only be expected to occur in 20% to 30% of turning manoeuvres. As a result, there is the potential
for the existing practice of assuming turn reversals to be conservative. This is due to the loads
applied to the landing gear being fully reversed across the two turns, resulting in larger stress
amplitudes and increased fatigue damage accumulation in the landing gear, compared to the case
where the turning loads on the landing gear are removed as the aircraft returns to straight taxi
(i.e. to the ‘unloaded’ condition from the perspective of turning loads).
This section has demonstrated how the big-data source and statistics required to support a
probabilistic fatigue methodology can also be used to evaluate and challenge the assumptions
and practices used within the existing deterministic fatigue design and analysis process. In a
similar manner to the improved statistical characterisation process of materials data presented
in Chapter 4, this chapter has demonstrated the utility of the resources and approaches required
for probabilistic design in supporting the existing deterministic design process.
5.9 Loading Magnitude Variability from In-Service Loads
Whilst the characterisation of the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing
has required the novel application of ADS-B data files, the variability in the loading magnitude
for specific ground manoeuvres can be characterised using the exceedance curves currently used
for deterministic fatigue design and analysis. This section explores the characterisation of the
variability in loading magnitude for landing gear loads.
5.9.1 Aircraft Mass
During in-service operation, the mass ‘M’ of the aircraft will vary as a result of variability in the
fuel and payload carried by the aircraft for different flights. Existing data on mass variability
is available for wide-body civil aircraft, which demonstrates that the mass of aircraft in-service
can vary from the aircraft’s Maximum TakeOff Weight (MTOW) down to the minimum of the
Operational Weight Empty (OWE - i.e. no payload or fuel) [191]. Figure 5.27 shows histograms
demonstrating the variability in the takeoff and landing masses for a wide-body civil aircraft
based on in-service monitoring of the aircraft for a specific operator [191].
Figure 5.27c shows a contour plot of the observed combinations of takeoff and landing
masses for the wide-body civil aircraft [191], in which a lighter shade represents a more common
combination. The ‘stretch’ in the contour plot infers that a correlation exists between the takeoff
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and landing masses, suggesting that a higher takeoff mass will result in a higher landing mass.
Based on the contingency tables provided for the wide-body civil aircraft masses [191], ρ = 0.820
inferring a strong correlation between the takeoff and landing masses.
(a) (b) (c)
FIGURE 5.27. Variability in wide-body aircraft (a) takeoff mass and (b) landing mass.
(c) shows a contour plot that highlights the correlation between takeoff and landing
mass [191].
5.9.2 Manoeuvre Load Factor and ‘Fine Blocking’ Approach
As introduced in Section 5.1, the exceedance curves employed within deterministic fatigue design
and analysis represent the variability in the load factor for each type of ground manoeuvre.
As a result, the variability in the manoeuvre load factor can be statistically characterised by
reverse-engineering the exceedance curve to generate a load factor dataset that would result in
the original exceedance curve. This is achieved using the principle of exceedance curve blocking
employed within the construction of landing gear load spectra for deterministic fatigue design.
The existing definition of blocks from exceedance curves results in identifying the load factor
at the centre of block, and the number of times the load factor is applied by considering the
minimum exceedance value and the maximum exceedance value, as shown previously in Figure
5.3b [186, 187]. Therefore, if the block size is reduced to one exceedance, the resulting load factor
at the centre of each block can be taken to be a pseudo data point for the load factor. Figure 5.28
demonstrates the ‘fine blocking’ process, which converts the exceedance curve into a histogram
that demonstrates the variability in the load factor magnitude for the specific ground manoeuvre.
Exceedance curves, based on the in-service monitoring of loads for a wide-body civil aircraft,
are available in the public domain [12, 14, 191] and the full list of available exceedance curves is
given in Appendix E.
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FIGURE 5.28. Demonstration of fine blocking of exceedance curves, (a) shows the
original exceedance curve [191] and (b) shows the pseudo dataset created by fine
blocking.
5.10 Statistical Simulation of Landing Gear Load-Time
Histories
The aim of the statistical simulation of landing gear load-time histories is to generate load-
time histories for the complete landing gear design safe-life (i.e. 50,000 flights), which over
repeated MCS iterations will demonstrate the observed per-flight variability in ground manoeuvre
occurrence, sequencing and the variability in loading magnitude for each ground manoeuvre.
Within the hybrid MCS-SSI approach, one complete load-time history will be simulated for
each MCS iteration. This section will demonstrate how the ground manoeuvre occurrence and
sequencing statistics generated from the ADS-B dataset can be combined with exceedance curves
to successfully generate load-time histories on a per-flight basis for a wide-body civil aircraft.
Figure 5.29 shows the overall process used to statistically simulate the load-time histories for
the wide-body civil aircraft. It can be seen from Figure 5.29 that the process first requires the
sampling of the manoeuvre occurrences for a flight, followed by the sequencing of the sampled
manoeuvres, prior to randomly sampling the load factors for each manoeuvre within the sequence.
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FIGURE 5.29. Proposed process for the statistical simulation of landing gear load-time
histories.
5.10.1 Random Sampling of Ground Manoeuvre Occurrence and Sequence
Firstly, the occurrence of the manoeuvres for a flight must be randomly sampled based upon
the statistics generated from the ADS-B dataset. The milestone manoeuvres are sampled first
using a process called proportional sampling, which ensures that the proportional share values
shown previously in the pie charts in Section 5.5.5 are represented over repeated MCS iterations.
Table 5.3 shows the proportional share for the runway entry manoeuvre based upon the pie chart
shown previously in Figure 5.23c.
TABLE 5.3. Proportional sampling values for runway entry type based on the pie charts
from Figure 5.23c.
Runway Entry Type Percentage Share Proportional Share Cumulative Proportion Bin
Standard Left (ID = 512) 49.960% 0.49960 [0,0.49960]
Standard Right (ID = 511) 47.194% 0.47194 [0.49960,0.97154]
Backtrack Left (ID = 522) 1.344% 0.01344 [0.97154, 0.98398]
Backtrack Right (ID = 521) 1.502% 0.01502 [0.98398, 1]
In order to randomly sample the runway entry type for a flight, a uniformly-distributed
random number RN is generated between [0,1] and the cumulative proportion ‘bin’ (e.g. for a
standard left entry the bin is [0,0.49960]) that the value of RN falls into provides the runway
entry type to be used for the current flight. This process is repeated for all of the milestone
manoeuvres, therefore providing random samples of the turn directions for the pushback and
turn onto stand manoeuvres, as well as the type and direction for the runway entry and exit
manoeuvres.
The number of turns is then randomly sampled for the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi
phases. In order to represent the correlation between the number of left and right turns for both
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taxi phases, correlated random sampling is used based upon the contingency tables shown in
Appendix C. Appendix F provides a worked example of the correlated random sampling process,
which is based on the random sampling a number of left turns, followed by generating a random
sample for the number of right turns using the conditional probability for the number of right
turns, given the value of the randomly sampled number of left turns. Correlated random sampling
is also performed to randomly sample the number of braking occurrences based upon the total
number of turning manoeuvres for each taxi phase. Appendix F also demonstrates the correlated
random sampling of braking manoeuvres.
Following the use of proportional sampling and correlated random sampling, a flight can then
be defined in terms of the randomly sampled milestone manoeuvres, turning occurrences and
braking occurrences for both taxi phases.
The random sampling of the manoeuvre sequencing can then be performed using proportional
sampling based upon the pie charts shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25 and Appendix D. For
example, using the pie chart for manoeuvres following a tail-left pushback shown in Appendix
D, the cumulative proportion bins in Table 5.4 can be used to randomly sample, using RN ,the
manoeuvre that immediately follows the tail-left pushback.
TABLE 5.4. Proportional sampling values for manoeuvre sequencing after tail-left
pushback from Appendix D.
Following Manoeuvre Percentage Share Proportional Share Cumulative Proportion Bin
Straight Taxi (ID = 66) 70.312% 0.70312 [0,0.70312]
Left Turn (ID = 21) 20.084% 0.20083 [0.70312,0.90396]
Braking (ID = 41) 9.604% 0.09604 [0.90396, 1]
In some instances, not all manoeuvres will be available to follow a certain manoeuvre. For
example if no left turns are available within a taxi sequence, the proportional sampling tables
must be updated to reflect the unavailability of a left turn manoeuvre, as shown in Table 5.5.
TABLE 5.5. Proportional sampling values for manoeuvre sequencing after tail-left
pushback from Appendix D when no left turns are available
Following Manoeuvre Percentage Share Proportional Share Cumulative Proportion Bin
Straight Taxi (ID = 66) 87.591% 0.87591 [0,0.87591]
Braking (ID = 41) 12.409% 0.12409 [0.87591, 1]
The manoeuvre sequence is constructed starting with defining the manoeuvres following and
preceding the milestone manoeuvres using proportional sampling based upon the pie charts in
Appendix D. The following manoeuvre sequence is then constructed using proportional sampling
based upon the sequencing statistics shown previously in the pie charts in Figures 5.24 and
5.25, until all of the randomly sampled turning and braking occurrences have been exhausted.
This results in the generation of a flight strip defined in terms of the manoeuvre ID numbers, as
shown in Figure 5.30 (where ID 111 represents the takeoff roll, ID 333 is the landing touchdown
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and ID 444 represents the landing roll). Appendix F provides a worked example of statistically
simulating the manoeuvre occurrences and sequences for a flight.
32 41 11 41 66 11 41 66 41 12 11 66 41 12 511 111 Flight





FIGURE 5.30. Example of a statistically simulated ground manoeuvre sequence.
5.10.2 Verification of Approach
In order to verify the statistical simulation of the manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing, 250,000
flights were statistically simulated and the resulting flight strips were processed using the algo-
rithms constructed for the ADS-B data processing to evaluate the tally of manoeuvre occurrences
and sequencing. This enabled the construction of contingency tables and pie charts such that
the results from the statistically simulated flights could be compared back to the original ADS-B
derived statistics.
Appendix F provides the complete error metrics when comparing the statistically simulated
occurrence and sequencing statistics with the ADS-B derived values. From Appendix F it can be
observed that the error in manoeuvre occurrences varied from 0.4% up to 32.3%. The maximum
error of 32.3% concerns the correlated random sampling of takeoff turns and braking occurrences,
for a combination of four pre-takeoff turns and two pre-takeoff brake occurrences which occurred
in 2.5% of the statistically simulated flights compared to only 1.9% of flights in the ADS-B dataset.
However, as this difference is small, it is expected that this is as a result of sampling error and
would be reduced over an increased number of statistically simulated flights.
Regarding manoeuvre sequencing, Appendix F also demonstrates that the percentage error
for manoeuvre sequencing statistics varies from 9.4% to 34.6%. The maximum error of 34.6%
occurs for the manoeuvres following a pre-takeoff left turn, where in the statistically simulated
flights, 14.2% of pre-takeoff turns were followed by a right turn, compared to 21.7% of turns in the
ADS-B dataset. Rather than sampling error, this larger percentage difference in the manoeuvre
sequencing is thought to be due to the pre-defining of the manoeuvres that follow and precede
the milestone manoeuvres, resulting in turning and braking manoeuvres being unavailable to
follow a turn or other manoeuvres later in the ground manoeuvre sequence. Future proposed
sequencing simulation approaches that could potentially reduce the error in the manoeuvre
sequencing statistics are discussed at the end of this chapter.
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5.10.3 Random Sampling of Ground Manoeuvre Loading Magnitude
Following the statistical simulation of the manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing for a flight,
the load factors associated with each manoeuvre in the flight can be randomly sampled. The
generation of random samples for load factors is achieved by histogram sampling of the pseudo
datasets generated from the fine blocking of the exceedance curves for wide-body civil aircraft
listed in Appendix E. An example of histogram sampling is shown in Figure 5.31.















































































































































FIGURE 5.31. Demonstration of histogram sampling of load factors: (a) Comparison of
the histograms from histogram sampling and pseudo dataset generated from fine
blocking of the original exceedance curve, (b) comparison of the CDFs generated
from the histograms and (c) a comparison of the exceedance curve generated from
histogram sampling and the original exceedance curve [191].
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The fine blocking of the exceedance curves will result in typically thousands of pseudo data
points, each representing possible values of the load factor for each manoeuvre. By arranging
the pseudo data points from smallest to largest value, a random integer ‘RI ’ can be sampled
from a uniformly-distributed random number generator and the RI value represents the position
in the ordered pseudo dataset. As a result, histogram sampling provides a way of randomly
sampling the load factor magnitude for a manoeuvre based upon the exceedance curve for the
given manoeuvre. Repeated histogram sampling will recover the pseudo data set and the original
exceedance curve, as shown in Figure 5.31. The deviation between the exceedance curves at
low exceedance values (i.e. ‘rare’ high magnitude loads) shown in Figure 5.31 can be reduced
by increasing the number of samples generated from histogram sampling and is expected to be
minimal for the large number of flights to be simulated within a typical landing gear design
safe-life.
The takeoff and landing mass for the flight is also randomly sampled using correlated random
sampling based upon the contingency table that details the mass variability for a wide-body civil
aircraft [191]. The method used for correlated random sampling is the same as the approach for
generating correlated random samples for the turning and braking occurrences, as demonstrated
in Appendix F.
5.10.3.1 Assumed Load Factor-Time Profiles
All ground manoeuvres in the randomly sampled manoeuvre sequence can be represented as
short sections of load-time history. These sections are known as the load-time profile for each
manoeuvre. For example, a braking manoeuvre can be represented as an increase up to the
randomly sampled nx drag load factor, followed by a decrease back to the unloaded stated (i.e.
[0 g→ nx → 0 g]) [188]. Existing practice for the construction of landing gear load-time histories
provides the load-time profiles to be used for each ground manoeuvre type [188].
However, certain manoeuvres result in complicated combinations of loading directions, such
as landing touchdown. During landing touchdown, the landing gear is exposed to vertical nz
loads, drag nx loads (from spin-up and spring-back) and side ny loads (from landing drift) [63].
Therefore, the load-time profiles must be defined across all three loading directions and may span
many positions in the load time history, as visualised in Figure 5.32.
Within the more complicated load-time profiles, such as the touchdown profile in Figure 5.32,
the load factor values are still generated using histogram sampling. In some instances, load
factors are correlated across the loading directions, such as the correlation between spin-up and
spring-back loads [12].
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5.10.4 Output of Load-Time History Statistical Simulation
Following the random sampling of the load factors for each required load-time profile of the
randomly sampled manoeuvre sequence, the load-time history for the statistically simulated
flight can be assembled. The load-time history provides the sequence of nx, ny and nz load factor
values during the pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases. Figure 5.33 shows a statistically
simulated load-time history for a single flight.
It is important to note that whilst the sequence of loads shown in Figure 5.33 is commonly
referred to as a ‘load-time history’, the rainflow counting methods employed for S-N fatigue
analysis do not account for the specific time (e.g. seconds) between loads1 and only account for
the sequence or order in which loads occur [7]. Consequently, the x-axis of all load-time history
plots in this thesis have the unit of ‘load position’, and this integer value represents the position
of a specific load within the overall sequence of loads. Such a definition is required to ensure that
ground manoeuvres which result in combined load factors (e.g. landing drift) apply the required
load factors in the correct sequence in the loading history.
Figure 5.33 demonstrates the primary landing gear manoeuvre load factors, including push-
back, turns, braking, touchdown (including spin-up and spring-back) and bump loads, along
with the randomly sampled takeoff and landing mass. The flight shown in Figure 5.33 consists
of 27 individual manoeuvres (this ranges from between 25 to 60 per-flight) and comprises of
approximately 80 individual load factors (this ranges from 50 to 150 per-flight). It should be noted
that the due to the sampling of load factor magnitudes from existing datasets, the nx drag load
factors within the load-time histories are defined in the opposite direction to the sign convention
shown for the landing gear assembly in Figure 5.1. As a result, the nx drag load factors shown in
the load-time histories must be multiplied by a factor of -1 prior to further analysis, to ensure
that the positive nx direction represents drag loads.
The statistical simulation of flights can be repeated,as shown for five consecutive flights
shown in Figure 5.34. The individual flights can be identified in Figure 5.34 from the changing
mass values and the nz unloading as the aircraft takes off. It should be observed from Figure
5.34 that each flight has a different number of side and drag loads, therefore demonstrating the
random sampling of the turn and braking manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing.
Finally, the statistical simulation process can be used to simulate the load-history for an entire
landing gear design safe-life of 50,000 flights. Figure 5.35 shows the resulting load-time history
for a 50,000 flight design safe-life, which comprises of approximately five million individual load
factor levels. The load time history generated in Figure 5.35 encapsulates the variability in
manoeuvre occurrence, sequencing and the variability in loading magnitude for each manoeuvre.
The CPU run-time required to statistically simulate the load-time history was 6.75 seconds when
implemented in MATLAB® environment2.
1i.e. strain-rate effects are neglected.
2Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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5.10.5 Limitations of Statistical Simulation of Load-Time Histories
Based upon the verification performed for the ADS-B data collection process and the statisti-
cal simulation process in Sections 5.7 and 5.10.2 respectively, there are a number of current
limitations of the ADS-B data collection and load-time statistical simulation processes. These
limitations ultimately reduce the accuracy of the representation of the variability in landing gear
load-time histories included within the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
5.10.5.1 Availability of Data
A number of limitations regarding ADS-B data will result in potential inaccuracy or ‘biasing’ of
the statistics shown in Sections 5.5 and 5.6. Firstly, ADS-B coverage is not currently available
for all routes and operators of the wide-body civil aircraft, and as a result, the statistics shown
within this chapter will be biased towards the available routes. This source of bias may result in
the statistics for landing gear ground manoeuvres failing to represent the complete wide-body
aircraft fleet, especially when major hubs of the aircraft operators do not have ADS-B receiver
coverage. However, ADS-B receivers are continually being activated and therefore, it is expected
that gaps in ADS-B coverage will reduce in the future.
5.10.5.2 Sources of Error in ADS-B Data
As highlighted in Section 5.3.1.1, data smoothing is required to remove ‘noise’ from the ADS-B
data files and 41.5% of flights in the verification dataset were found to contain noisy data files.
ADS-B data files could also contain data jumps, where aircraft rapidly transition from one location
to another. Such behaviour was observed in the ADS-B datasets collected during this study, and
have also been highlighted as a source of ADS-B error by Tabassum and Semke and Ali et al
[215, 216]. The cause of ADS-B data jumps are still under investigation [215, 216]. As data jumps
result in the aircraft latitude and longitude position changing, it is expected that this could
result in errors in the characterisation of ground manoeuvres reliant on latitude and longitude
positions, such as the aircraft pushpack (see Section 5.3.1.2). One way in which data jumps could
be removed during ADS-B dataset processing is to compute the distance (based on latitude and
longitude) between ADS-B broadcast points. If the distance between an ADS-B broadcast point
and the following broadcast point is significantly bigger than the distance between the ADS-B
broadcast points that precede and follow the selected broadcast point, the broadcast point can be
identified as a data jump and removed from the ADS-B dataset.
Another source of error within ADS-B datasets is ‘dropout’ of the ADS-B signal, which can be
considered as a large time difference between broadcasts from the ADS-B transponder on the
aircraft. ADS-B signal dropouts result in ‘missing data points’ in the ADS-B dataset. Missing
data points ultimately reduce the fidelity of the ADS-B dataset and can therefore result in
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ground manoeuvres that occur during the dropout period failing to be identified by the algorithms
detailed in Section 5.3.
Dropouts or missing data points were observed in 45.4% of flights in the verification dataset.
In the work performed by Ali et al, it is suggested that the probability of observing loss or
corruption of ADS-B aircraft position information is approximately 10% [217]. It is proposed
that the significantly higher observed number of flights with missing data points within the
study presented in this chapter is as a result of focusing on aircraft taxi phases. On the ground,
the ADS-B signal may experience increased interference due to other aircraft and sources of
electromagnetic interference [218]. Therefore, it is suggested that ADS-B datasets generated by
aircraft during taxi phases may show larger errors compared to when the aircraft is airborne.
Dropouts can occur for a multitude of technical and operational reasons (e.g. transponder
failure, ground-based interference, errors in the global positioning information provided to the
ADS-B transponder etc. [217]) and therefore, it is easier to assess the fidelity of ADS-B datasets
by quantifying the time between subsequent ADS-B broadcasts, known as the step time.
A review of the ADS-B datasets collected in Section 5.4.1 identified that approximately 60%
of ADS-B broadcasts were within 10 seconds or less of another broadcast. Figure 5.36 shows
a histogram of the frequency of observed step times across the 1,265 collected ground tracks.
Large step times (e.g. > 60 seconds) were observed in situations where the aircraft ground speed
remained zero for an extended period of time.
FIGURE 5.36. Observed frequencies of ADS-B step time between the broadcast points
of 1,265 pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases.
Work performed by Verbraak et al suggested that 90% of ADS-B broadcasts should occur
within 10 seconds or less [219]. One possible cause for the larger step time for the 1,265 ADS-B
datasets collected in Section 5.4.1 is that the work performed in this chapter has focused on the
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processing of ASD-B datasets generated during aircraft taxi, rather than in flight. Verbraak et
al have demonstrated that as the number of aircraft in the coverage area of an ADS-B receiver
increases, so does the broadcast step time [219]. As aircraft taxi phases occur at airports, there
are expected to be significantly more aircraft within the ADS-B receiver coverage area, resulting
in much larger broadcast step times than would be expected once the aircraft is in flight.
Therefore, it is evident that inherent errors present within the ADS-B datasets, from data
jumps, missing data points and dropouts resulting from large broadcast step times, can result in
incorrect ground manoeuvre identification. This is as a result of incorrect manoeuvre identification
from missing data points/location jumps or from ADS-B dropouts. From reviewing previous ADS-
B data quality studies, it is anticipated both these error sources are exacerbated when focusing
specifically on aircraft taxi phases.
It is proposed that future work could aim to further assess the validity of using ADS-B
datasets to identify and characterise aircraft ground manoeuvres by comparing the ground tracks
generated from ADS-B datasets with those generated from existing ground-based radar. Such
an approach has already been demonstrated during flight tests by Zhang et al [220]. Another
proposed approach is to compare the manoeuvres extracted by the processing of ADS-B datasets
for a given flight, with the data from the aircraft flight data recorder sourced from the aircraft
of the specific flight. Such an approach would provide further validation that the algorithms
developed in Section 5.3 can successfully identify and extract aircraft ground manoeuvres.
5.10.5.3 Data Processing Errors and Error Cascade
The algorithms for ADS-B data processing also currently contain limitations regarding accurate
characterisation of the pushback direction and reliably identifying the turn direction for 180°
turns. This is as a result of the compass approach visualised previously in Figure 5.8 failing to
provide sufficient information in all cases to define the direction of the turn. As a result, future
work is proposed that would validate turn directions based upon computing the bearing between
the start and end locations of the aircraft turn, using the latitude and longitude of the aircraft.
The method used to identify the sequence of ground manoeuvres for a flight is also susceptible
to an error cascade, where one incorrectly characterised ground manoeuvre will result in an
incorrect manoeuvre sequence. An example of this is the impact of incorrectly characterising the
pushback direction on the pre-takeoff manoeuvre sequence, as discussed previously in Section
5.7. It is proposed that a way in which to mitigate the error cascade is to continually validate
the extracted manoeuvres from the algorithms defined in Section 5.3 with the approach based
on defining turn directions using bearings computed from latitude and longitude positions. Any
flights showing a disagreement in the two manoeuvre identification processes can then be further
investigated.
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The error cascade present in extracted manoeuvre sequences can also be related to the
inherent errors present within the ADS-B dataset due to dropouts and data jumps as discussed
in the previous subsection. Therefore, in order to mitigate the effect of ADS-B data error sources
on the correct identification of ground manoeuvres, an approach that relates the aircraft position
from ADS-B broadcasts to the known airport geometry could be considered. From this, the
position of the aircraft during the ADS-B dropout can be inferred through comparison with
the possible taxi routes that the aircraft could have taken during the ADS-B dropout. Such an
approach would naturally require a large database of known airport geometries, however, there
has been recent success in relating ADS-B derived ground tracks to known airport geometries, as
described by Brownlee et al [196].
Consequently, it is clear that in order to overcome the existing limitations of identifying
and characterising ground manoeuvres from ADS-B datasets, further work is required in the
following areas:
• Further investigation into ADS-B data error sources specifically concerned with aircraft
taxi phases.
• Validation of ADS-B ground tracks with ground-based radar and data from flight data
recorders from aircraft on specific flights.
• Increased validation and verification within the manoeuvre characterisation algorithms,
through the use of latitude and longitude based manoeuvre characterisation and relating
ADS-B derived ground tracks to known airport geometries.
5.10.5.4 Limitations of Statistical Simulation Process
Concerning the load-time history statistical simulation process, there are a number of limitations
resulting from the use of sampling from contingency tables and histogram sampling. The use of
contingency tables results in the statistical simulation process only being able to randomly sample
turning and braking occurrences that have been previously observed in the assembled ADS-B
dataset and therefore, may not be representative of all of the turning and braking combinations
that could be observed in-service. In a similar nature, the histogram sampling of load factor
values restricts the possible load factor values to those generated from the fine blocking process.
However, both of these areas could be mitigated with increased data collection.
Another limitation of the statistical simulation process are the errors observed in the ma-
noeuvre sequencing in Section 5.10.2 and Appendix F. As the milestone manoeuvres are used
as a starting point for the ground manoeuvre sequences, this can result in unrepresentative
taxi sequences, leading to the larger percentage errors for the manoeuvre sequencing statistics.
An alternative approach that could be considered within future work is to generate a set of
sequencing statistics for every observed combination of turning occurrences (e.g. an individual
set of pie charts would define the manoeuvre sequencing for a flight with two left and two right
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pre-takeoff turns with four braking occurrences). It is anticipated that such an approach would
improve the accuracy of the statistical simulation process by reducing the bias introduced by
pre-assigning the manoeuvres which follow or precede the milestone manoeuvres.
Missing Manoeuvres from Statistical Simulation Process
Additional data is also required to represent the full range of landing gear manoeuvres within
the statistical simulation methodology. Loading resulting from in-service events such RTOs,
towing, braked turns and torsional loads is currently not able to be included within the statistical
simulation process as a result of a lack of data for the occurrence of each of these manoeuvres.
In addition, within the statistical simulation of load-time histories, it is assumed that the load
factors are statistically independent (i.e. uncorrelated). However, it is expected that certain
loading conditions will demonstrate a correlation between the load factors for different ground
manoeuvres. For example, Buxbaum suggests that correlation exists between the nx, ny and
nz load factors during landing touchdown [12], although the quantification of this correlation
would require additional in-service loads monitoring of MLG assemblies. Finally, it is anticipated
that correlation will exist for the manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing between flights, as it is
expected that wide-body aircraft will operate ‘return’ journeys, where they repeatedly operate
from the same airports. Therefore, a much wider ADS-B data collection activity would be required
to characterise any manoeuvre correlation that occurs between flights, by tracking individual
aircraft across a series of consecutive flights.
5.11 Summary
Aircraft landing gear are exposed to cyclic loads from the ground manoeuvres that aircraft
perform in-service. Variability is observed in the magnitude of the loads associated with each
ground manoeuvre, along with the per-flight variability concerning the occurrence and sequencing
of ground manoeuvres. While data is widely available to characterise the variability in loading
magnitude, assumptions are currently required regarding ground manoeuvre occurrence and
sequencing when constructing load spectra and load-time histories for landing gear components.
Big-data sources, such as ‘real-time’ aircraft tracking using ADS-B transponder data, provide
the required information to characterise the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and
sequencing for wide-body civil aircraft. This chapter has presented a novel approach for gener-
ating landing gear ground manoeuvre statistics using ADS-B data files, through detailing the
algorithms developed to identify and characterise ground manoeuvres based upon speed and
heading changes observed in the ADS-B data files. The work presented within this chapter is the




From implementing the algorithms on an assembled dataset of 1,265 flights across a global
wide-body aircraft fleet, the following statistics and observations were generated:
• For wide-body civil aircraft, the mode number of pre-takeoff turns was found to be three
per-flight, and the number of post-landing turns was found to be two per-flight, showing
good agreement with previous studies based upon in-service loads monitoring of wide-body
aircraft.
• For wide-body civil aircraft, the mode number of braking occurrences for both pre-takeoff
and post-landing taxi phases was both found to be three per-flight, showing consistency
with previous studies based upon in-service loads monitoring of wide-body aircraft.
• The share of left and right turn directions across all turning manoeuvre types was found to
be equal.
• For wide-body aircraft, braking manoeuvres are most commonly followed by a straight taxi
manoeuvre and vice versa, as a result of aircraft queuing during taxi.
The statistics generated from the ADS-B datasets were used to evaluate the assumptions
currently required within the construction of load spectra for landing gear components. Firstly,
the observation of an equal share between left and right turn directions across all turning
manoeuvres supports the current practice of assuming an equal number of left and right turns
across flights and design safe-lives for landing gear components. However, from the ADS-B
derived sequencing statistics it was observed that turn-reversals (e.g. a left turn, immediately
followed by a right turn) only occur in 20% to 30% of turning manoeuvres, suggesting that current
practice of assuming every turning manoeuvre is a turn-reversal is potentially conservative.
Finally, existing practice assumes that an average number of turning and braking manoeuvres is
performed for each flight in the load spectra. The histograms for turning and braking occurrences
generated for the wide-body civil aircraft from the ADS-B dataset contradict this assumption
by demonstrating positive skew. The positive skew in the histograms suggests that the current
practice of assuming average manoeuvre occurrences will not adequately account for flights that
demonstrate a large number of manoeuvres, such as when aircraft operate at large international
airports.
Concerning the probabilistic fatigue methodology, the use of a big-data source in the form of
the ADS-B data files has enabled the inclusion of ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing
variability within the probabilistic fatigue methodology. The ground manoeuvre occurrence and
sequencing variability is incorporated into the probabilistic fatigue methodology through the
statistical simulation of load-time histories, which provides a randomly sampled design safe-
life load-time history for a landing gear structural assembly. As a result, the use of big-data
sources within the probabilistic fatigue methodology contributes to overcoming the availability of
data blocker to a probabilistic approach to design, through generating datasets and statistics
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regarding ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing for a global aircraft fleet, which was
not previously feasible using traditional in-service loads monitoring approaches. In addition
the use of a big-data source challenges the accuracy of data characterisation blocker, through
providing a more thorough statistical characterisation of the variability in ground manoeuvre
occurrences, beyond the average values available from previous studies. Finally, characterisation
of the ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing variability from a big-data source helps
to overcome the simplifications/assumptions of deterministic analysis process blocker, through
removing the need to make assumptions regarding the occurrence and sequencing of manoeuvres
within the existing deterministic safe-life fatigue analysis process. Table 5.6 summarises how the
use of big-data sources can help overcome the blockers to a probabilistic approach to design.
TABLE 5.6. The blockers to probabilistic design approaches overcome by exploiting
big-data sources.
Blocker Blockers overcome due to exploitation of big-data sources
Computational Expense N/A
Required Assumptions of Assumptions regarding loading occurrence and sequencing are no
Existing Process longer required in the deterministic and probabilistic fatigue
methodologies.
‘Real-time’ tracking and monitoring of structures enables datasets
and statistics regarding loading occurrence and sequencing to beAvailability of Data
generated, which was not previously feasible.
Accuracy of Data Characterisation of the variability in loading occurrence has been
Characterisation extended beyond the average values previously available, to











SURROGATE MODELLING OF LANDING GEAR LOADS
The computation of landing gear component loads, based upon the global loads applied toa landing gear assembly, is a complex task as a result of the geometry, layout and jointspresent within the structural assembly. Existing practice requires the use of computation-
ally expensive finite element models to convert global landing gear loads into internal component
loads. The utilisation of finite element models represents a significant computational expense in the
existing deterministic fatigue analysis process and as a result, presents a potentially prohibitive
computational expense within a probabilistic fatigue methodology. This expense is particularly
evident when considering the millions of individual loads that will be required to be assessed from
the statistically simulated load-time histories, in order to represent ground manoeuvre occurrence
and sequencing variability in the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
Surrogate modelling methods have been proposed as a route to generating more computationally-
efficient representations of finite element models. This chapter will explore whether it is possible
to generate accurate representations of the input-output relationships of complex landing gear
finite element load models, to ensure that the statistically simulated load-time histories can be
converted into internal component loads within the probabilistic fatigue methodology. Through
using two case studies of differing complexity, this chapter will also identify trends in the accuracy
and required training resource of different types of surrogate models, with a view to providing
guidance to support the wider utilisation of surrogate models in engineering design and analysis.
The following chapter will also conclude by highlighting how the wider adoption of surrogate
modelling methods can help overcome the blockers to a probabilistic approach to design.
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6.1 Landing Gear Beam Models
The landing gear loads introduced in Chapter 5 represent ‘global’ load factors which result in
drag FX , side FY and vertical FZ loads being applied to the tyres of the landing gear [221, 222].
In order to conduct stress analysis of specific components within the landing gear structural
assembly for static and fatigue analysis, the global loads applied at the tyres must be converted
to internal component loads [222].
Whilst landing gear structural assemblies are typically single-load path and statically deter-
minate, the geometry and mechanical joints present within landing gear assemblies results in
analysis complexity when converting the global loads to the internal loads of a specific component.
As a result, linear static FEA models of landing gear structural assemblies are employed to
convert global loads to internal loads. These FEA models typically comprise of 1D beam finite
elements (i.e. capable of carrying axial, shear, bending and torsional loads) and are therefore
referred to as either beam models or ‘stick’ models [63, 221, 222]. An example of an FEA beam
model for a 4-wheel Main Landing Gear (MLG), as typically employed on wide-body aircraft, is










X – Drag 
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Y – Side 
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 6.1. A 1D beam FEA model of a 4-wheel MLG shown with (a) a 3D beam
representation and (b) key structural elements of the assembly.
FEA beam models are required to convert global loads to internal component loads due to the
structural complexity of landing gear assemblies:
• Geometrical Complexity: MLG assemblies comprise of many individual structural com-
ponents, with varying sectional and material properties.
• Loading Complexity: MLG assemblies are exposed to a complex and combined loading of
FX , FY and FZ .
• Joints: To achieve MLG shock absorption, retraction and stowage, MLG assemblies consist
of a large number of mechanical joints.
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• Airframe Attachment/Boundary Conditions: The airframe attachment of the MLG
can result in complex boundary conditions.
The primary dimensions of the MLG assembly are shown in Figure 6.2 and are representative
of the geometry of an in-service wide-body civil aircraft MLG, sourced from public domain
photographs of MLG assemblies. During linear static internal loads analysis, the shock absorber
can be assumed to be fixed for simplicity, and this is represented by the fixed Shock Absorber
Travel (SAT) of 450 mm shown in Figure 6.2. The FEA beam model was constructed in ABAQUS®




























































































































































































FIGURE 6.2. The primary dimensions of the FEA MLG beam model.
Representative sectional properties of the MLG assembly were sourced from scaling public
domain photographs of wide-body civil aircraft MLG. For the modelling of mechanical joints
(predominately pin joints) across the MLG structural assembly, Degree of Freedom (DoF) re-
leases were implemented at each joint using the appropriate ABAQUS® ‘connector’ elements.
DoF releases permit two beam elements (i.e. structural components) in the assembly to move
independently of one another, in a motion that is representative of the actual mechanical joint
[26]. DoF releases permit the load transfer across mechanical joints to be represented within the
FEA beam model. The DoF releases used by van Ginneken [225] were implemented within the
FEA MLG beam model. To represent the boundary conditions of the airframe attachment of the
MLG at the side-stay and main fitting locations, pinned boundary conditions were assumed for
the FEA MLG beam model, as previously performed by Caputo et al and Heerens [221, 226].
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Global loads are applied to the MLG assembly at the tyres, assuming an equal share of the
FX , FY and FZ loads between both MLGs and across all four tyres. The FX , FY and FZ loads are
computed using Equations 5.1 through 5.3 in Chapter 5 based upon the aircraft mass M and the
load factors nx, ny and nz. To introduce loads into the MLG beam model, the loads Fx, Fy and
Fz at each individual tyre are computed, by dividing the global load by a factor of 8, to account
for two MLG and four tyres on each MLG. As the loads within the FEA MLG beam model are
applied at the axle stub, the moments (Mx, My, Mz) resulting from the tyre radius offset from






Loads and Moments 
Applied at each Axle Tip
FIGURE 6.3. The method of loading for the FEA MLG beam model.
The MLG beam model was meshed using seeding conditions from current practice [221] and
B31 type elements (Linear Beam in 3D space) for linear static analysis. A single evaluation of
the FEA MLG beam model was found to require on average 20 seconds of CPU run-time1.
6.1.1 The Need for Surrogate Modelling of Landing Gear Beam Models
The statistical simulation of load-time histories demonstrated in Chapter 5 highlighted that
a single design safe-life of 50,000 flights is composed of approximately five million individual
load-factor levels. As a result of the 20 second CPU run-time for performing a single evaluation
of the linear static FEA MLG beam model, the conversion of global loads to internal component
loads represents a significant computational expense for fatigue design and analysis. This compu-
tational burden is further compounded when considering the probabilistic fatigue methodology
based upon an MCS-SSI approach. An MCS-SSI approach would require thousands of statistically
simulated design safe-life load-time histories to be evaluated using the FEA MLG beam model,
representing a prohibitive and infeasible computational resource burden.
Surrogate models, as introduced across Chapters 1 to 3, enable a model to be constructed that
provides an accurate representation of the input and output relationship of a computationally
expensive model, whilst requiring significantly less computational resource to evaluate [57].
The surrogate model can then be evaluated as a replacement for the original computationally
1Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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expensive model [57]. In the context of the FEA MLG beam model, the surrogate model would
be able to produce predictions of internal component loads based upon given values of the load
factors and aircraft mass, without requiring the direct evaluation of the linear static original
FEA MLG beam model. The use of a surrogate model to replace the linear static FEA MLG
beam model within the probabilistic fatigue methodology would therefore significantly reduce
the computational expense of implementing the MCS-SSI approach.
6.2 Surrogate Modelling Process
In order to construct a surrogate model, a range of candidate surrogate modelling methods are
available. Figure 6.4 shows the process required to generate a surrogate model. Each surrogate
modelling method consists of individual ‘tuneable’ parameters. The purpose of the process in
Figure 6.4 is to identify the specific values of the tuneable parameters that minimise the error
between the predicted output values from the surrogate model and the output of the original
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• Radial Basis Functions
• Gaussian Process Regression
• Artificial Neural Network
• Full Factorial
• Latin Hypercube
• ‘Caged’ Latin 
Hypercube
FIGURE 6.4. An overview of the surrogate modelling process adopted.
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The process for constructing a surrogate model can be decomposed into training and testing.
‘Training’ of the surrogate model is the process of selecting the values of the tuneable parameters,
based upon known input and output values of the original model [134, 143]. ‘Testing’ of the
surrogate model aims to evaluate the accuracy of the predicted output values from the surrogate
model, along with the time required to train and evaluate the surrogate model [134, 143].
An important concept within surrogate modelling is ‘generalisation’ [143]. Generalisation is
the term used to describe how the surrogate model behaves ‘between’ the known input and output
values used to train the surrogate model [144]. The aim of surrogate modelling is to produce a
smooth and accurate interpolation between the known input and output values used for training
[227]. The opposite to generalisation is ‘over-fitting’ whereby the surrogate model is forced to
be accurate at the known input values used for training, at the expense of accuracy for new or
‘unseen’ input values [144].
The remainder of this section aims to describe the surrogate modelling process adopted (as
shown in Figure 6.4) and provides the necessary background on each of the candidate surrogate
modelling methods.
6.2.1 Generation of Training and Validation Data
The first stage of the surrogate modelling process is to generate the input and output values
from the original model to produce the surrogate model training dataset [134, 143]. In order to
generate the training dataset, the maximum and minimum values for all of the model inputs
must be identified to produce the ‘expected input space’. Concerning the FEA MLG beam model,
the maximum and minimum values for the load factors were identified for a wide-body civil
aircraft based on in-service loads monitoring [191]. This resulted in the expected input space
consisting of nx [−0.5 g,+0.5 g], ny [−0.5 g,+0.5 g], nz [−0.5 g,+1.5 g] and the aircraft mass
varying between MTOW and OWE (305,000 kg and 135,000 kg respectively) [191].
Training datasets can be systematically constructed using approaches in common with the
Design of Experiments (DoE) [142]. Full Factorial (FF) design splits the expected input space
into a series of levels and generates a training data point at each intersection between the levels
as shown in Figure 6.5a [46, 142]. Within engineering design, extreme values often provide
important design points (i.e. ‘robust’ design [61]) and as a result, FF design is favourable as it
ensures that minimum and maximum values (and the combination thereof) are included within
the training dataset.
However, FF design suffers from the ‘curse of dimensionality’ whereby the training dataset
size becomes prohibitively large to evaluate using the original model as the number of input
parameters (i.e. dimensionality) increases [142]. As a result, Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
has been proposed to generate training datasets that encompass the expected input space, while
having a smaller sample size than FF design. LHS design is achieved by partitioning the input
space into equal-width bins and generating random samples such that a training data point is
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observed in each bin for each input parameter as shown in Figure 6.5b [131]. LHS for training
data generation is therefore similar to the use of LHS for generating random samples within the
probabilistic analysis methods discussed in Chapter 2.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 6.5. (a) An example of a Full Factorial design with 25 data points. (b) An
example of a Latin Hypercube design with 25 datapoints.
The use of LHS design fails to guarantee that minimum and maximum values will be included
within the training dataset. Therefore, it is proposed that a hybrid approach between FF and
LHS (known a ‘Caged-LHS’), which adds a 2-level FF design to the LHS design training data,
should be used to ensure minimum and maximum input parameter values and combinations
are represented in the training dataset. A visualisation of a Caged-LHS design for three input
parameters is shown in Figure 6.6.
FIGURE 6.6. A demonstration of Caged-Latin Hypercube design for 3 input parameters.
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The definition of the training dataset size was performed by considering the computational
resource (i.e. CPU run-time) required to evaluate the original FEA MLG beam model. An
‘overnight’ resource period was defined (8 hours), during which the computational resource would
not be required for other engineering activities. A ‘full-day’ resource period was also constructed
(approximately 32 hours: two overnight periods and a working day). Based on the CPU run-time
for a single evaluation of the FEA MLG beam model of 20 seconds, this would permit 1,500 and
5,000 evaluations of the FEA MLG beam model for the overnight and full-day resource periods
respectively.
Following the definition and identification of the available resource period, either FF, LHS
or Caged-LHS design is then used to generate the input values of the training dataset. These
input values are then evaluated by the original model (e.g. FEA MLG beam model) to provide
corresponding output values, to complete the generation of the training dataset.
In order to test the trained surrogate model, a validation dataset must also be generated. For
validation datasets, the ‘space-filling’ nature of LHS design should be exploited, to ensure that
the accuracy of the surrogate model is tested at input values away from the training dataset
values [143]. The size of the validation dataset can range from 10% to 25% of the training dataset
[63]. As the validation dataset is not used to train the surrogate model, it is often referred to as
‘unseen’ data. It is conventional to scale the input and output values of the training and validation
datasets between [0,1], to ensure that input parameters with significantly different orders of
magnitude do not dominate the surrogate model [143].
6.2.2 Testing of Surrogate Models
Following the training of the surrogate models, each candidate surrogate model must be tested.
Testing of surrogate models includes evaluating their accuracy, with respect to the original model
and an assessment of the time required to train and generate new predictions from the surrogate
model.
The accuracy of a surrogate model is assessed using error metrics. The error metrics quantify
the difference between the output value of the original model ‘y’ and the predicted output value
‘ ŷ’ from the surrogate model for a given set of input values [134]. The Maximum Absolute Error
(MAE), Maximum Percentage Error (MPE) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) error
metrics are shown in Equations 6.1 to 6.3 and can be generated for either training or validation
datasets of sample size ‘S’. Within Equations 6.1 to 6.3, ‘i’ is an individual data point in the
dataset [136, 228].
MAE =max[| ŷi − yi|] for i = 1 to S (6.1)
MPE =max




for i = 1 to S (6.2)
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RMSE =
√∑S
i=1( ŷi − yi)2
S
(6.3)
Both the MAE and MPE provide an indication of the maximum error within a surrogate
model and as a result, can be used to reject candidate surrogate modelling methods which do
not satisfy a specified error criterion. Significant challenges exist in the definition of ‘acceptable’
error criterion and this chapter will explore the definition of such values. As a starting point,
a target of MPE < 5% is used as an acceptable error criterion, as this represents an accuracy
criterion that is similar to the 5-10% error typically observed in FEA models [61, 229].
Another important element when testing surrogate models is the identification of the time
required to train the surrogate model. The training of surrogate models is often dependent on
complex statistical methods and optimisation processes [143]. Therefore, the time required to
train each candidate surrogate model should be evaluated in order to identify if specific surrogate
modelling methods have a lower overall computational expense. This evaluation metric can be
computed by measuring the CPU run-time required to define the tuneable parameters of the
surrogate model.
The time required to generate predictions from the trained surrogate model should also be
recorded in order to identify whether one candidate model is faster to evaluate than another. As
the surrogate model is to be used within the probabilistic fatigue methodology, within which it
will be required to be evaluated for millions of load factor combinations, any additional reduction
in CPU run-time that can be achieved by selecting a specific surrogate modelling method over
another should be exploited. This evaluation metric can be computed by measuring the CPU
run-time to generate 1,000 predictions for a series of unseen input values.
Following the training and testing, the final candidate surrogate model can be selected with a
view to achieving the smallest error metric values and the shortest CPU run-time to train and
evaluate the surrogate model.
6.2.3 Surrogate Modelling Methods
Candidate surrogate modelling methods span classical ‘curve-fitting’ approaches through to
sophisticated machine learning methods. This subsection aims to provide a brief introduction to
each of the candidate surrogate modelling methods considered for the FEA MLG beam model.
Surrogate models are typically reliant on the generation of large matrices, and these are shown
as bold in equations. Matrices typically take the dimension of S×S and can therefore be large
for the training datasets required for surrogate model training.
6.2.3.1 Response Surface Method
As introduced in Chapter 3, the Response Surface Method (RSM) approach uses an NI dimen-
sional polynomial surface, usually based upon quadratic or cubic surfaces [142]. As the ‘shape’
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of the surface (i.e. quadratic or cubic) must be defined prior to training, RSM is known as a
parametric approach.
A quadratic RSM for two input parameters (NI = 2) is defined by the polynomial in Equation
6.4, where ‘x’ are the input variables and ‘β’ are the coefficients of the RSM. The β coefficients
are the tuneable parameters of the RSM surrogate model and are computed using least squares
regression applied to the training dataset [142].
ŷ=β0 +β1x1 +β2x2 +β3x21 +β4x22 +β5x1x2 (6.4)
6.2.3.2 Radial Basis Functions
Whilst RSM methods are rapid to train and intuitive to understand due to their similarity to
‘curve-fitting’, they can result in inaccurate surrogate models for highly non-linear and highly
dimensional models [142]. To overcome these limitations, non-parametric approaches have been
proposed, which do not rely on an assumed polynomial surface shape [143]. Radial Basis Function
(RBF) surrogate models are based upon the concept of combining a series of ‘basis’ functions
with assigned weights to generate a smooth fit to the training data [143]. An RBF model can be
represented using Equation 6.5, where ‘Ψ’ is known as the ‘gram matrix’ and consists of the basis
functions ‘ψ’ evaluated between each data point in the training dataset. w is the weights vector
and ‘y’ is a column vector of the output values of the training dataset.
y=Ψw (6.5)
A wide range of basis functions are presented within the literature [143] and this thesis
considers the use of the MultiQuadratic (MQ) basis function. The MQ basis function is shown in
Equation 6.6, where ‘re ’ is the Euclidean distance between a pair of data points in the training
dataset and ‘σMQ ’ is the tuneable parameter of the basis function [143]. The process for populating





In order to tune the value of σMQ , the MQ RBF surrogate model must be trained using the
training dataset for different values of σMQ . Optimisation methods, such as Nelder-Mead (NM)
can be used to minimise the MAE metric for the training dataset [144, 230, 231]. The value
of σMQ that minimises the MAE value is selected as the final σMQ for the MQ RBF surrogate
model.
6.2.3.3 Gaussian Process Regression
Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is a non-parametric surrogate modelling method, which
is based upon statistical concepts related to multivariate Normal distributions [63, 134, 227].
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Within GPR, it is assumed that the input-output relationship of a model can be represented using
a Gaussian Process ‘GP ’ as shown in Equation 6.7 [134], where ‘X ’ is a matrix of the training
dataset input values. A GP is essentially a distribution across possible functions [63, 134, 227].
y= f (X )≈GP(µGP ,K) (6.7)
Within Equation 6.7, ‘K ’ is known as the covariance matrix, and controls the shape of the
multivariate Normal distributions that form the GP [134, 227]. µGP in Equation 6.7 is the
basis function of the GP and represents a constant ‘offset’ of the model [134]. Convention in the
literature dictates that this value is typically set to zero and will therefore be neglected as a
tuneable parameter when training GPR surrogate models [134].
The K matrix is composed of ‘kernel’ functions ‘k’, which quantify the correlation between the
data points within the training dataset [227]. In GPR, the kernel functions are used to control
the correlation between data points in the training dataset, such that data points that are close
to one another exhibit a strong correlation (i.e. take similar values), whilst observations which
are distant should demonstrate weaker correlation [227]. The definition of K ultimately results
in generalisation being achieved with a smooth interpolation between training data points (i.e.
observations that are close to one another have similar values, rather than sudden and large
changes in value).
The most commonly applied kernel function is the ‘squared exponential’ function shown in
Equation 6.8, where ‘x j ’ and ‘xk ’ are two different training data points, whilst ‘σ f ’ and ‘l’ are the
tuneable parameters of the GPR [134]. ‘σn’ is an additional term that accounts for noise within
the training dataset [134, 227]. The K matrix is composed of kernel functions for all possible




)=σ2f exp[−(x j − xk)22l
]
+σ2n (6.8)
In order to tune the σ f and l parameters, maximum likelihood methods (as presented in
Rasmussen and Williams [227]) are used to fit the GPR surrogate model to the training dataset.
As the application of surrogate models in this thesis concern deterministic outputs from the FEA
MLG beam model, the value of σn was set to a negligible value (e.g. < 1×10−6) to represent
‘noiseless’ GPR [227].
6.2.3.4 Artificial Neural Networks
The final candidate surrogate modelling method considered are Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs). ANNs are a non-parametric surrogate modelling approach and are considered the
classical approach to ‘machine learning’, whereby a surrogate model ‘learns’ the relationship
between the input and output values for the original model [232].
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ANNs are designed to mimic the human brain using a series of ‘neurons’ linked together, as
shown in Figure 6.7. Each neuron is composed of a transfer function (typically tan-sigmoid). A
weight is a multiplication factor and a bias is an addition factor applied to the links between
neurons. The weight and bias values are the tuneable parameters of the ANN surrogate model
and are found using sophisticated optimisation approaches known as ‘back-propagation’, such as
the Levenberg-Marquardt method [232].
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FIGURE 6.7. A visualisation of a single-layer Artificial Neural Network.
The advantage of ANNs is the flexibility afforded by the architecture of the ANN, as the
number of neurons and layers of neurons can be adjusted [135]. As a result, the architecture of
the ANN is also a tuneable element of the ANN surrogate model. Within the surrogate modelling
of the linear static FEA MLG beam model, it was assumed that only a single layer of tan-sigmoid
neurons was available and therefore, only the number of neurons within the layer was tuneable.
The number of neurons is selected by performing a ‘sweep’ of different numbers of neurons and
selecting the number of neurons that minimises the MAE metric for the training dataset. It
should be noted that the initial values of weight and bias are randomly selected for each training
run, leading to different ANN surrogate models and MAE values for the same number of neurons
[232]. Therefore, two ANNs were constructed at each sweep value and the specific ANN that
resulted in the minimum MAE value was selected.
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6.2.3.5 Previous Utilisation of Surrogate Models
As surrogate modelling methods are general in nature, their demonstrated application within
the literature is vast. As a result, this subsection intends to briefly review the application of
surrogate modelling methods specifically to deterministic and probabilistic fatigue methodologies.
Despite Venter et al demonstrating the application of RSM surrogate models to replace
computationally expensive fatigue analysis processes in the late 1990s [136], the utilisation of
surrogate modelling methods in deterministic fatigue design has only become more common in
the latter half of the 2010s, as highlighted by Teixeira et al [138]. Teixeira et al further support
the need to introduce surrogate modelling on a wider scale within fatigue analysis due to the
various computationally expensive elements present within fatigue analysis, such as FEA stress
analysis and cycle counting [138].
As a result, Teixeira et al have demonstrated the use of GPR in both the deterministic and
probabilistic fatigue methodologies employed for wind turbine components [138, 139, 233]. Within
this recent work, GPR surrogate models were used to represent the input-output relationship
between fatigue design parameters and accumulated damage values and therefore, the GPR
surrogate models were used to represent the entire S-N fatigue analysis process [138, 139,
233]. Brandt et al and Huchet et al have also demonstrated the use of GPR surrogate models
to represent the fatigue analysis process of wind turbine components in deterministic and
probabilistic fatigue methodologies [234, 235].
Other examples of the use of surrogate modelling methods in probabilistic fatigue method-
ologies include the use of GPR for rocket engine components [57, 132], and ANNs for wind
turbine and jet engine components [236, 237]. It is interesting to note that the existing practice
in the literature typically uses surrogate models to represent the entire fatigue analysis pro-
cess, resulting in all stages of the fatigue analysis process being represented by a ‘black-box’.
It proposed in the MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology to construct dedicated surrogate
models of each computationally expensive element of the S-N fatigue analysis process, as it
is hypothesised that this will result in more representative and accurate surrogate models. In
addition, existing guidance on implementing probabilistic approaches to design recommends
that the existing deterministic analysis process is left unchanged to ensure familiarity with
engineers and to increase the ‘buy-in’ to such approaches [46, 54]. As a result, it is proposed
that the use of surrogate modelling for elements of the fatigue analysis process, rather than
generating a ‘black-box’ of the fatigue analysis process, could increase acceptance from engineers
of the probabilistic methodology, as the overall fatigue analysis process can still be used ‘as-is’.
Landing Gear Design
From the review of the literature, it is apparent that surrogate modelling methods have been
predominately applied to wind turbine components in the context of fatigue design. However,
surrogate modelling methods have seen a wider application in the general area of landing gear
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design, focused mainly on using surrogate models to predict landing gear loads from dynamic
drop tests. Holmes et al and Cross et al presented the application of GPR surrogate models to
predict landing gear component loads from measured flight parameters [134, 238]. Cross et al
also demonstrated the utility of ANN methods in the same application [135].
Tartaruga et al have used GPR to construct surrogate models of landing gear assemblies in
order to reduce the computational expense of performing dynamic and vibrational analysis of
landing gear structures [239].
Finally, Sartor et al have used GPR surrogate models to represent the analysis process used
following a hard landing in order to identify design drivers [63, 240]. The use of a surrogate
model supported sensitivity analysis to identify the flight parameters that provided the most
significant contribution to loads and stresses within landing gear components [63, 240]. As a
result, Sartor et al have produced a surrogate model of an analysis process that contains the FEA
MLG beam model [63, 240].
While previous work has therefore considered the application of surrogate models within
the sphere of landing gear design, this thesis presents the first example of surrogate models
that are dedicated solely to the FEA MLG beam model. The development of dedicated surrogate
models for the FEA MLG beam model is also consistent with the desire to produce individual
surrogate models for elements of the safe-life fatigue analysis process, as discussed previously
in the context of utilising surrogate models in probabilistic fatigue methodologies. In addition,
previous work in the literature typically focuses on individual surrogate modelling methods. As a
result, the following sections will compare a range of candidate surrogate modelling methods,
in order to provide an assessment of the accuracy and computational expense of each surrogate
modelling approach. This will be achieved by applying the RSM, RBF, GPR and ANN surrogate
modelling methods to two separate FEA MLG beam model case studies, of differing complexity.
6.3 Surrogate Modelling of Side-Stay Axial Load
The first application of surrogate modelling methods to the FEA MLG beam model concerns
the side-stay component. The side-stay caries FY side loads applied to MLG into the airframe
structure. The lower side-stay for the linear static FEA MLG beam model is shown in Figure
6.8. Due to the joints which mount the lower side-stay to the main fitting, the lower side-stay
is only capable of carrying axial loads along the length of the side-stay. As a result of the MLG
configuration shown previously in Figure 6.1, the only global load that can generate an axial load
‘F1’ in the side-stay is an FY side load resulting from an ny side load factor.
As a result of the loading conditions and side-stay/main fitting joint, the beam model of the
lower side-stay can be reduced to a two-input parameter model (aircraft mass M and ny) with
a single output parameter (axial side-stay load, F1). Due to the beam model sign convention, a
positive value of ny will result in a negative F1 value (i.e. compression in the side-stay).
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FIGURE 6.8. The lower side-stay component within the FEA MLG beam model, high-
lighting the F1 side-stay axial load.
6.3.1 Training Data
For the generation of training and validation datasets from the FEA MLG beam model, an
‘overnight’ resource block was allocated, permitting a maximum of 1,440 evaluations of the
original FEA beam model. The expected input space was defined between the MTOW and OWE
for M and between ±0.5 g for ny [191], as shown in Figure 6.9.
(Full Factorial)
FIGURE 6.9. The Full Factorial training dataset (ST = 900) and Latin Hypercube
validation dataset (SV = 90) for the lower side-stay surrogate model.
An FF design was selected for the training dataset. Based on the permissible number of
original FEA model evaluations, 30 levels were used within the FF design, resulting in a training
dataset sample size of ST = 900. The validation dataset was constructed using LHS design with
a sample size of SV = 90 (i.e. 10% of the training dataset). The input values of the training
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and validation dataset are shown in Figure 6.9. The original FEA MLG beam model was then
evaluated for each data point to provide the F1 side-stay axial load, in order to provide output
values for the training and validation datasets.
6.3.2 Surrogate Models
The quadratic RSM, cubic RSM, MQ RBF, GPR and ANN surrogate models were trained using
the FF training dataset. All training of the surrogate models was performed in a MATLAB®
environment, using dedicated MATLAB® toolboxes for GPR and ANN training, and self-written
code for the RSM and MQ RBF, based upon methods described by Forrester et al [144].
The quadratic RSM was composed of six β coefficients, while the cubic RSM was composed of
nine β coefficients. The value of the β coefficients was identified using least squares regression.
The MQ RBF surrogate model for the lower side-stay was trained using NM optimisation,
resulting in a value of σMQ = 0.171 minimising the MAE for the surrogate model predictions for
the training dataset.
The maximum likelihood approach was used to train the GPR, resulting in σ f = 5.680,
l = 19.090 and the σn noise factor was minimised to a value of 1×10−6.
Finally, a sweep through the number of neurons for the ANN surrogate model identified that
the MAE for the training dataset could be minimised when using between 20 and 60 neurons in
the single layer. This value was further refined to 51 neurons.
6.3.2.1 Error Metrics
The candidate surrogate models were then used to generate predictions ŷ based upon the input
values of the training and ‘unseen’ validation datasets. Table 6.1 shows the MAE and RMSE
for both the training and validation datasets. The minimum values for each error metric are
highlighted in bold.
TABLE 6.1. Error metrics for the surrogate models of the lower side-stay F1 axial load.
Surrogate Model
Training Dataset Validation Dataset
MAE (N) RMSE (N) MAE (N) RMSE (N)
Quadratic RSM 5.016 1.321 4.011 1.394
Cubic RSM 7.482 1.626 5.785 1.697
MQ RBF 10.22 4.184 102.3 12.19
GPR 6.218 1.525 5.068 1.465
ANN 7.866 1.967 6.988 1.974
It can be observed from Table 6.1 that the quadratic RSM, GPR and ANN surrogate models
all provide similar MAE and RMSE values for training and validation datasets. Table 6.1 also
shows that the absolute error in the F1 side-stay axial load is < 10 N for the RSM, GPR and ANN
surrogate models. The RSM, GPR and ANN MAE values were therefore negligible compared
to the typical side-stay loads, which are in the order of 1×105 N. As a result, MPE values were
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not computed as they would also be negligible. The lower RMSE values also suggested that the
RSM, GPR and ANN surrogate models provide low errors across the expected input space. The
quadratic RSM was found to provide the lowest MAE and RMSE values for both the training
and validation datasets.
Table 6.1 shows that the MQ RBF surrogate model provided significantly higher MAE
and RMSE values for the validation dataset when compared to the other surrogate modelling
methods. However, it can be observed that the MQ RBF provides MAE and RMSE values that
are consistent with the other surrogate models for the training dataset. As a result, it can be
suggested that the σMQ value defined during training resulted in an ‘over-fit’ of the MQ RBF
surrogate model to the training data, resulting in poor generalisation and consequently low
accuracy for the validation dataset.
6.3.2.2 Training and Evaluation Time
The CPU run-time2 required to train the different candidate surrogate models is shown in Table
6.2. The training time includes the time required for optimising σMQ values for the MQ RBF
and the time required to optimise the number of neurons in the ANN. The minimum times for
training and generation of 1,000 predictions are highlighted in bold.
TABLE 6.2. Training and evaluation times for the lower side-stay surrogate models
based upon recorded CPU run-time.
Surrogate Model Training Time (seconds) 1,000 Predictions (seconds)
Quadratic RSM 0.026 0.004
Cubic RSM 0.033 0.006
MQ RBF 210.892 0.046
GPR 2.821 0.010
ANN 4.834×103 0.016
It can be seen from Table 6.2 that the quadratic RSM and cubic RSM required the lowest
training time, in the order of 10−2 seconds. The GPR surrogate model required approximately
three seconds to perform the maximum likelihood training of the σ f and l parameters. The MQ
RBF required over 200 seconds to identify the optimum value of σMQ , 1.141 seconds of which
was dedicated to identifying the w weights vector when σMQ = 0.171. Finally, the ANN required
over 4,500 seconds (approximately 1.3 hours) to optimise the number of neurons (≈ 28 seconds
of which was dedicated to training the weights and bias values for the final 51-neuron ANN).
As a result, it can be observed that the MQ RBF and ANN surrogate modelling methods, which
require optimisation of parameter values or architecture prior to training, have a significantly
larger computational expense related to training, when compared to RSM and GPR surrogate
modelling methods.
2Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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Table 6.2 also shows the CPU run-time required to produce 1,000 predictions for unseen
input values. It can be observed from Table 6.2 that all candidate surrogate modelling methods
required less than 10−2 seconds to generate 1,000 predictions, with the quadratic RSM having
the lowest CPU run-time of 4×10−3 seconds.
6.3.2.3 Selection of Surrogate Model
The quadratic RSM was selected as the final surrogate model for computing the F1 axial side-stay
loads. The quadratic RSM was selected due to providing the smallest MAE and RMSE values for
the candidate surrogate models across both the training and validation datasets. The quadratic
RSM also had the shortest CPU run-time for training and generation of 1,000 predictions for
unseen input values. As a result, the quadratic RSM provided both the most accurate surrogate
model, along with the lowest required computational resource burden.
The final quadratic RSM surrogate model is shown in Figure 6.10, along with the training
and validation dataset. It can be seen from Figure 6.10 that there is good visual agreement
between the training and validation data points and the RSM, supporting the low MAE and
RMSE values shown previously in Table 6.1. Figure 6.10 also suggests that the response surface
is planar, infering that the F1 axial side-stay load has a simple linear relationship to both the







FIGURE 6.10. The quadratic RSM surrogate model for the lower side-stay. The training
and validation datasets are also shown.
The β coefficients for the quadratic RSM are shown in Table 6.3, where it can be seen that the
squared terms of M and ny are negligible and these can therefore be neglected from the surrogate
model. This further supports the linear and potentially planar nature of the relationship between
the side-stay F1 axial load and the input values of M and ny. In addition, as it is only FY side
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loads than result in F1 side-stay axial loads, and as the FEA MLG beam model performs linear
static analysis, a linear relationship should exist between F1 and the input parameters ny and
M.
TABLE 6.3. Response surface β coefficients for the lower side-stay F1 axial load
quadratic RSM surrogate model.







Common practice identified within the literature suggests that a linear response should
be considered in the first instance when constructing surrogate models [241, 242]. As Figure
6.10 suggests that a linear relationship exists between F1 and M and ny, a linear RSM was
investigated for the lower side-stay surrogate model. A linear RSM takes the form of a first order
polynomial as shown in Equation 6.9 [242]. For the F1 axial side-stay load, a linear response
surface can be described using Equation 6.10.
ŷ=β0 +β1x1 +β2x2 + ... (6.9)
F1 =β0 +β1M+β2ny (6.10)
Based on least squares regression of the training dataset shown previously in Figure 6.9, the
resulting linear response surface coefficients are shown in Table 6.4. The corresponding MAE
and RMSE values for the linear RSM are shown in Table 6.5.
TABLE 6.4. Response surface β coefficients for the lower side-stay F1 axial load linear
RSM surrogate model.




TABLE 6.5. Error metrics for the linear RSM of the lower side-stay F1 axial load.
Training Dataset Validation Dataset
MAE (N) RMSE (N) MAE (N) RMSE (N)
5.226×105 1.862×105 4.810×105 1.831×105
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Table 6.5 shows that a linear RSM results in significantly higher MAE values compared to
the quadratic RSM as shown previously in Table 6.1. Figure 6.11 shows the linear RSM compared
to the training data, and demonstrates the poor fit to the training dataset. The negligible β value
for the M parameter shown in Table 6.4 from least squares regression is as a result of minimising





FIGURE 6.11. The linear RSM surrogate model for the lower side-stay. The training
dataset is also shown.
The poor fit of the linear RSM (as visualised by the ‘twist’ present in the training dataset
values across the expected input space in Figure 6.11) is as a result of the conversion of aircraft
mass and the ny side load factor into to the global FY side load applied to the MLG beam model.
Based on Equation 5.2, the FY side load is the product of M and ny, rather than a linear or
additive computation. Consequently, a linear response surface should not be expected to provide
accurate modelling of the F1 side-stay axial load, as by definition such a surface is only a linear
combination (i.e. y= ax1 +bx2 + ...) of M and ny and neglects any product terms between M and
ny. The contribution of the product term between M and ny to the F1 axial side-stay load is also
highlighted by the non-zero quadratic RSM β5 value for M×ny as shown previously in Table 6.3.
Consequently, a linear RSM would require the addition of the product term between M and ny.
Such a surface is referred to as a linear response surface with first order interactions [242, 243]3.
For the F1 side-stay axial load, a linear RSM with first order interactions can be presented as
shown in Equation 6.11, where β3 represents the first order interaction. Least squares regression
resulted in the β values shown in Table 6.6 with the corresponding MAE and RMSE values
shown in Table 6.7.
3Across the literature, a linear RSM with first order interactions in inconsistently classified as both a linear and a
quadratic RSM [242].
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F1 =β0 +β1M+β2ny +β3Mny (6.11)
TABLE 6.6. Response surface β coefficients for the lower side-stay F1 axial load linear
RSM surrogate model with first order interactions.





TABLE 6.7. Error metrics for the linear RSM of the lower side-stay F1 axial load with
first order interactions.
Training Dataset Validation Dataset
MAE (N) RMSE (N) MAE (N) RMSE (N)
5.016 1.321 4.012 1.394
It can be observed from Tables 6.6 and 6.7 that the β values and error metrics are consistent
with those for the full quadratic RSM shown previously in Tables 6.1 and 6.3 and therefore, the
F1 side-stay axial load can be represented using a linear RSM with first order interactions.
Alternatively, as the global FY side load could be computed using Equation 5.2 prior to
evaluating the FEA MLG beam model, the surrogate model could ultimately be reduced to only
represent input parameter and one output parameter. The following training datapoints were
generated from the linear static FEA MLG beam model:
1. Maximum FY side load from maximum values of M and ny = 0.5 g.
2. Unloaded condition (i.e. FY = 0 N).
3. Minimum FY side load from maximum values of M and ny =−0.5 g.
A linear response in the form shown in Equation 6.12 was fitted to the three training data
points using least squares regression, resulting in a value of β1 =−1.291 with a zero-valued β0.
Figure 6.12 shows the corresponding linear response, which demonstrates good agreement with
the three training data points.
F1 =β0 +β1FY (6.12)
The linear response in Figure 6.12 was also tested using the global FY side load values
computed using Equation 5.2 from the validation dataset shown previously in Figure 6.9. The
resulting MAE = 6.731 N is consistent with the error metrics for the quadratic RSM shown
previously in Table 6.1. Therefore, by computing the global FY side load prior to evaluating the
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FIGURE 6.12. The linear response between the F1 axial side-stay load and FY global
side load. The training and validation datasets are also shown.
FEA MLG beam model, rather than performing this computation within the FEA MLG beam
model itself, the training dataset sample size can be reduced to just three points due to the linear
response of the FEA MLG beam model.
Therefore, it is recommend when constructing surrogate models that additional focus is placed
on the input parameters to identify if any mathematical operations are required to combine the
input parameters prior to evaluating the computationally expensive FEA model. Such additional
work can reduce the required complexity of the surrogate model and required training dataset
size, compared to including such mathematical operations within the FEA model. In addition,
it is recommended that both a linear RSM and linear RSM with first order interactions are
considered prior to evaluating other more complex surrogate modelling approaches, consistent
with existing common practice [241, 242].
6.4 Surrogate Modelling of Drag Brace Internal Loads
The second application of surrogate modelling methods to the linear static FEA MLG beam model
concerns the lower drag brace of the MLG as shown in Figure 6.13. As the lower drag brace is
part of the single-piece forging of the main fitting, the lower drag brace is able to carry F1 axial
loads, shear loads (F2, F3), bending moments (F4, F5) and a torsional moment ‘F6’. The positive
direction of each of these internal loads is shown in Figure 6.13. As a result of the internal loads
that the drag brace can carry, the global loads that result in internal loads in the drag brace are
FX , FY and FZ , resulting from the nx, ny and nz load factors respectively.
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Sectional Property along Drag Brace in 3-Direction
dbw  = 350 mm, dbh  = 150 mm, dbtw  = 40 mm, dbtf  = 20 mm, dbl  = 108 mm
FIGURE 6.13. The drag brace of the FEA MLG beam model, highlighting the internal
loading directions.
In addition to the load factors, other parameters within the FEA MLG beam model were
considered as potential input parameters. A sensitivity study was conducted, within which all
dimensional parameters and material properties for each component within the MLG structural
assembly were varied between defined maximum and minimum values. Maximum and minimum
values for the dimensional parameters were set at ±3 standard deviations (a typical design
tolerance) using standard deviation values for typical manufacturing processes sourced from
Haugen [31]. Material properties, specifically the 4340 steel elastic modulus (E = 2.05×105 MPa)
for each component [25], were varied between ±6 standard deviations. The aircraft mass and
load factors were assumed to be bounded by the maximum values specified in Section 6.2.1 [191].
The sensitivity study was performed by evaluating the FEA MLG beam model for each maxi-
mum and minimum value of the input parameters, whilst retaining all other input parameters
at their nominal values, resulting in an additional 267 evaluations of the FEA MLG beam model.
Significant input parameters were defined as those that resulted in a greater than 1% change in
the drag brace internal loads when set to minimum or maximum values. The sensitivity study
highlighted that the aircraft mass, load factors, drag brace dimensions (shown in Figure 6.13),
inner and outer radii of both the slider and the main fitting, and the elastic moduli of the slider
and main fitting were significant parameters.
As a result of the sensitivity study, the FEA MLG beam model of the drag brace internal loads
could be represented as a 15-input parameter model (aircraft mass, three load factors, five drag
brace dimensions, two slider dimensions, two main fitting dimensions, slider modulus and main
fitting modulus), with six output parameters (i.e. each of the internal loads shown in Figure 6.13).
Therefore, the dimensionality of the drag brace beam model was significantly higher than that of
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the lower side-stay beam model. In addition, it was expected that the underlying relationship
between the global loads and the internal loads of the drag brace would be significantly more
complex (i.e. non-linear) than the side-stay, as a result of the drag brace geometry, position in the
MLG assembly and the presence of bending and torsional loads.
6.4.1 Training Data
For the generation of the training and validation datasets for the drag brace, a ‘full-day’ resource
block was allocated, permitting a maximum of 5,760 evaluations of the original FEA MLG beam
model. A longer resource block was assigned when compared to the lower side-stay surrogate
model, as it was hypothesised that the increased complexity and dimensionality of the drag brace
warranted a larger training sample size, with a view to producing a more accurate surrogate
model. The maximum and minimum values used in the sensitivity study represented the expected
input space.
An FF design was rejected for generating a training dataset as even a two-level FF design
(i.e. only minimum and maximum values) would require 215 (32,768) FEA MLG beam model
evaluations4 [142]. Therefore, an LHS design of sample size ST = 5,000 was used to generate the
training dataset. The LHS design was ‘caged’ using a two-level FF design of the input variables
which resulted in a ≥ 5% change in the drag brace internal loads during the sensitivity study
(aircraft mass, load factors and main fitting modulus), resulting in 32 further evaluations of the
original FEA MLG beam model.
A validation dataset of sample size SV = 500 was generated using LHS design. The FEA
MLG beam model was then evaluated for each of the training and validation datasets, producing
values for F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 and F6 for each data point.
6.4.2 Surrogate Models
The training of the candidate surrogate models was conducted in the same manner as for the
lower side-stay beam model. However, for the drag brace, as the original FEA MLG beam model
has six output parameters, six RSM, MQ RBF and GPR surrogate models had to be constructed,
one for each internal load of the drag brace. The architecture of the ANN enables the six outputs
to be represented using a single ANN.
The quadratic RSM surrogate model was composed of six surfaces, each defined by 136 β
coefficients, whilst the cubic RSM required 816 β coefficients for each of the six surfaces. The
increase in the number of β coefficients highlights the increase in dimensionality and complexity
of the drag brace component compared to the lower side-stay.
4For FF design, the number of data points is computed using FFNIl , where FFl is the number of levels in the FF
design and NI is the dimensionality of the model [142].
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The MQ RBF surrogate model (comprised of six individual MQ RBF models for each internal
load) was again trained using NM optimisation, resulting in the σMQ values for each internal
load as shown in Table 6.8.









The maximum likelihood approach produced six GPR surrogate models and the corresponding
σ f and l values are shown for each internal load in Table 6.9. In all instances the noise factors
were minimised to a negligible value of σn = 1×10−6.
TABLE 6.9. GPR surrogate model parameters for each internal load of the drag brace
component.
Internal Load σ f l σn
F1 5.660 68.516 1×10−6
F2 5.660 71.952 1×10−6
F3 7.252 39.664 1×10−6
F4 5.597 66.378 1×10−6
F5 4.573 26.660 1×10−6
F6 5.616 45.911 1×10−6
Regarding the ANN, significant difficulty was experienced in achieving successful convergence
for the Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation, potentially as a result of specifying too many
neurons (500) within the ANN architecture, with respect to the training dataset size of ST = 5,000
[244]. An additional complication from such a large number of neurons and ST was the long
training time of 25 hours. Consequently, the ANN was neglected from the remainder of the drag
brace case study. Additional guidance for the future construction of ANNs is provided in Section
6.7.3.
6.4.2.1 Error Metrics
The candidate surrogate models were then used to generate predictions based upon the input
values of the training and validation dataset. Tables 6.10 and 6.11 show the MAE and RMSE
respectively for the training dataset across each of the internal loads. The minimum error metric
values are shown in bold.
Tables 6.10 and 6.11 show that the error metrics for the training dataset are consistently
larger for the drag brace when compared to those in Table 6.1 for the lower side-stay, highlighting
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the increase in complexity of loading on the drag brace component. In addition, it can be observed
that the error metrics for the F4 bending moment are significantly larger than the other internal
loads, regardless of the surrogate modelling method used. This is expected to be as a result of
the increased magnitude of bending moments (108 Nmm) compared to axial or shear loads (105
N), along with the potentially more complex and non-linear relationship between the 15 input
parameters and the F4 bending moment.
TABLE 6.10. MAE error values for the training dataset for the drag brace surrogate
models regarding each internal load.
Surrogate Model
Training Data MAE
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (Nmm) F5 (Nmm) F6 (Nmm)
Quadratic RSM 9.0×103 1.4×103 514.4 1.2×106 7.0×103 2.9×104
Cubic RSM 456.0 22.0 36.0 1.3×104 6.5×103 867.9
MQ RBF 33.8 4.8 0.9 2.1×103 99.4 27.4
GPR 71.8 11.2 0.2 5.9×103 2.1 22.1
TABLE 6.11. RMSE error values for the training dataset for the drag brace surrogate
models regarding each internal load.
Surrogate Model
Training Data RMSE
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (Nmm) F5 (Nmm) F6 (Nmm)
Quadratic RSM 1.3×103 136.3 79.1 1.4×105 1.1×104 4.8×103
Cubic RSM 40.6 2.2 4.8 1.2×103 788.1 112.1
MQ RBF 30.7 1.5 0.8 1.6×103 84.2 7.7
GPR 19.9 2.9 0.1 1.9×103 0.3 5.4
Tables 6.10 and 6.11 also show that for the majority of the training data error metrics across
the internal loads, that either the GPR or the MQ RBF surrogate model provided the minimum
MAE and RMSE values. On the other hand, the quadratic RSM provides the largest error
values for the training dataset, suggesting that a non-parametric surrogate modelling approach
is required to represent the complexity of the drag brace FEA MLG beam model.
Tables 6.12 and 6.13 show the MAE and RMSE values for the validation dataset across each
of the internal loads for each candidate surrogate modelling method. The minimum error metrics
are shown in bold.
It can be observed from Tables 6.12 and 6.13 that the MAE and RMSE values for the
validation dataset are at least an order of magnitude larger than for the training dataset. Tables
6.12 and 6.13 also show that the quadratic RSM provided large MAE and RMSE values for the
F4 internal bending moment. The large error values for the F4 bending moment for the quadratic
RSM suggests that the underlying relationship between the input parameters and the F4 bending
moment is highly non-linear and as a result cannot be approximated using a quadratic surface.
The MAE and RMSE error metrics for the training and validation datasets shown across Tables
6.10 to 6.13 are visualised in Figure 6.14.
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TABLE 6.12. MAE error values for the validation dataset for the drag brace surrogate
models regarding each internal load.
Surrogate Model
Validation Data MAE
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (Nmm) F5 (Nmm) F6 (Nmm)
Quadratic RSM 8.1×103 863.0 664.6 1.1×106 8.5×104 4.3×104
Cubic RSM 6.7×103 769.0 453.2 2.9×105 2.3×104 1.2×104
MQ RBF 6.9×103 786.2 466.3 2.8×105 2.4×104 1.2×104
GPR 6.9×103 781.1 463.9 2.9×105 2.4×104 1.2×104
TABLE 6.13. RMSE error values for the validation dataset for the drag brace surrogate
models regarding each internal load.
Surrogate Model
Validation Data RMSE
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (Nmm) F5 (Nmm) F6 (Nmm)
Quadratic RSM 2.0×103 223.8 154.9 1.7×105 1.3×104 6.2×103
Cubic RSM 1.6×103 185.2 127.3 7.6×104 6.5×103 3.6×103
MQ RBF 1.7×103 185.3 127.7 7.5×104 6.5×103 3.6×103
GPR 1.6×103 185.4 127.5 7.5×104 6.5×103 3.6×103
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
Similar error metrics 
for Cubic RSM, MQ 
RBF and GPR
Increased error for 
Quadratic RSM
Increased error for F4 
bending moment
Similar error metrics 
for Cubic RSM, MQ 
RBF and GPR
FIGURE 6.14. A visualisation of the MAE and RMSE error metrics for the drag brace
candidate surrogate models for each internal load.
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From Figure 6.14 and Tables 6.12 and 6.13 it can be observed that the cubic RSM, MQ RBF
and GPR surrogate models all provide similar MAE and RMSE error values for the validation
dataset. Therefore, the MPE for the validation dataset was also computed for these candidate
surrogate models, resulting in the values shown in Table 6.14. The minimum values for each
drag brace internal load are shown in bold.
TABLE 6.14. MPE error values for the validation dataset for the cubic RSM, MQ RBF
and GPR drag brace surrogate models across the drag brace internal loads.
Surrogate Model
Validation Data MPE (%)
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
Cubic RSM 0.326 1.703 2.325 34.006 26.013 0.879
MQ RBF 0.920 1.102 2.475 27.840 6.065 1.735
GPR 0.578 0.693 2.219 38.907 4.137 0.855
It can be observed from Table 6.14 that the majority of the MPE values for the RSM, MQ
RBF and GPR surrogate models are below the acceptance threshold of 5%. Once again, the F4
bending moment results in the greatest MPE error, with values of approximately 30%. For the
majority of internal loads, the GPR surrogate model was shown to provide the minimum MPE
value (although it did demonstrate the largest MPE value for F4). It should be noted that the
cubic RSM surrogate model results in a larger MPE value for F5 when compared to the MQ RBF
and GPR surrogate models.
6.4.2.2 Training and Evaluation Time
The CPU run-time5 required to train the different candidate surrogate models is shown in Table
6.15, with the minimum values shown in bold. It can be seen from Table 6.15 that again, the
quadratic RSM and cubic RSM required the shortest training time, both below one second. The
training of the MQ RBF required 1.706×104 seconds (≈ 5 hours) in order to optimise the values
of σMQ and compute the values of the w vector for each internal load. The GPR surrogate model
required approximately 25 minutes to train.
TABLE 6.15. Training and evaluation times for the drag brace surrogate models based
upon recorded CPU run-time.
Surrogate Model Training Time (seconds) 1,000 Predictions (seconds)
Quadratic RSM 0.061 0.002
Cubic RSM 0.823 0.719
MQ RBF 1.706×104 19.400
GPR 1.510×103 0.199
5Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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Table 6.15 also shows the CPU run-time required to produce 1,000 predictions for unseen
input values, with minimum values shown in bold. It can be observed from Table 6.15 that the
time required to produce 1,000 predictions has increased for all candidate surrogate modelling
methods, highlighting the increase in complexity of the surrogate models. It can be observed from
Table 6.15 that the MQ RBF surrogate model now requires nearly 20 seconds of CPU run-time to
produce 1,000 predictions.
6.4.2.3 Selection of Surrogate Model
Based upon the error metric values shown previously in Tables 6.10 to 6.13, the quadratic RSM
was rejected as it presented MAE and RMSE values that were significantly higher than the
other candidate methods. As shown previously in Figure 6.14 and Table 6.14, the cubic RSM, MQ
RBF and GPR surrogate models were observed to have similar MAE, RMSE and MPE values
for the validation dataset.
Therefore, the selection of the surrogate modelling method for the drag brace of the FEA MLG
beam model was based upon the time required to produce 1,000 predictions for unseen values.
This selection criteria was chosen because in the context of the probabilistic fatigue methodology,
it is imperative that the reduction in computational expense permitted by the use of surrogate
modelling is maximised, especially considering the millions of load factor levels generated during
the statistical simulation of load-time histories as presented in the previous chapter. As a result,
the 20 seconds required to produce 1,000 predictions from the MQ RBF was deemed unacceptable
as this would still represent a full day of CPU run-time to compute the internal loads of a single
statistically simulated load-time history. Therefore, the MQ RBF surrogate model was rejected as
a candidate surrogate modelling method.
As the GPR surrogate model was approximately three times faster to generate 1,000 pre-
dictions than the cubic RSM, whilst still having similar error metric values to the cubic RSM
surrogate model, the GPR surrogate model was selected as the final surrogate model for the drag
brace FEA MLG beam model.
6.4.2.4 Investigation of Surrogate Model Error
As the error metrics for the drag brace surrogate model were significantly larger than those
observed for the lower side-stay surrogate model, an investigation into the error present within
the drag brace GPR surrogate model was conducted. From Section 6.4.2.1, it was identified
that the F1 axial loads showed an MAE = 103 N, shear loads (F2, F3) showed an MAE = 102 N,
bending moments (F4, F5) showed an MAE = 105 Nmm and the F6 torsional moment showed an
MAE = 104 Nmm.
One of the limitations of using MAE as an error metric is that it is challenging to define the
value of an ‘acceptable’ absolute error, especially if the output from the surrogate model is not
the final output of the overall analysis process within which the surrogate model is intended to
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be used. In the case of the FEA MLG beam model, the internal load value would then be used to
compute a component stress. As a result, component stress values, rather than the magnitude of
the internal loads, represent the ‘practical’ engineering output value from the analysis process.
Therefore, the change in sectional stress within the drag brace component was computed based
upon each of the MAE values, using classical stress analysis methods [245].
Table 6.16 shows the MAE for the GPR surrogate model, along with the corresponding change
in sectional stress (either direct stress ‘σ’ or shear stress ‘τ’). As can be seen from Table 6.16, the
change in stress values resulting from the MAE of the GPR surrogate model is less than 1.5
MPa. As this is a small change in the sectional stress, the MAE values of the GPR surrogate
model were deemed acceptable.
TABLE 6.16. Change in drag brace sectional stress resulting from GPR surrogate model
MAE.
Internal Load Validation Data MAE Change in Sectional Stress (MPa)
F1 6.9×103 N σF1 =±0.563
F2 781.1 N τF2 =±0.064
F3 463.9 N τF3 =±0.038
F4 2.9×105 Nmm σF4 =±0.945
F5 2.4×104 Nmm σF5 =±0.058
F6 1.2×104 Nmm τF6 =±1.345
The other area of error investigated within the GPR surrogate model was the high MPE =
38.907% for the F4 bending moment shown in Table 6.14. Firstly, the validation dataset was
used to identify the region of output values at which the high MPE values occur. Figure 6.15a
shows the percentage error values compared to their associated F4 values and it can be seen
that the largest percentage errors are centred around F4 = 0 Nmm (i.e. an unloaded state in
the drag brace). Due to the MPE formula shown in Equation 6.2, the ‘sensitivity’ of the error
metric increases dramatically for values approaching zero, which can result in challenges when
evaluating a model output that has an output range from 0 Nmm to 1×108 Nmm. In addition,
Figure 6.15 shows that there are only six validation data points that exceed the 5% MPE target.
Figure 6.15b shows the F4 percentage error values with their corresponding absolute error
values. It can be observed from Figure 6.15b that the largest percentage error will not be expected
to produce a large absolute error. For the MPE value of 38.907%, the corresponding absolute
error is 2.2×104 Nmm. Using classical stress analysis [245], this would result in only a sectional
stress change in the drag brace of σF4 =±0.073 MPa. As a result, the 38.907% error in the GPR
surrogate was also deemed acceptable.
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FIGURE 6.15. (a) The F4 percentage errors compared to the corresponding F4 bending
load and (b) the F4 percentage errors compared to the corresponding F4 absolute
error values.
6.5 Utilisation of Surrogate Models within Probabilistic
Fatigue Methodology
The FEA MLG beam model case studies have successfully demonstrated that surrogate modelling
methods can be used to significantly reduce the computational expense of evaluating the original
FEA MLG beam model, whilst still accurately representing the relationship between the input
and output parameters of the original model. For the RSM surrogate model of the lower side-stay,
a single evaluation takes 4×10−6 seconds compared to the 20 seconds required for the original
linear static FEA MLG beam model6. In a similar fashion, the GPR surrogate model for the
drag brace only requires 2×10−4 seconds to produce a prediction for an ‘unseen’ combination
of load factors. Therefore, whilst surrogate models will replace the existing FEA MLE beam
model within the probabilistic fatigue methodology, the accuracy of the surrogate models permits
the full complexity of the FEA MLG beam model to be retained within the probabilistic fatigue
methodology, whilst reducing the computational expense of generating internal component loads.
The dramatic reduction in the CPU run-time required to generate internal component loads
from global MLG assembly loads offered by surrogate modelling will be utilised in the probabilistic
fatigue methodology to convert the statistically simulated load-time histories into internal
component load-time histories. Figure 6.16 shows the axial lower side-stay loads predicted for
a single flight, based upon a statistically simulated load-time history and the utilisation of the
6Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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RSM surrogate model. Figure 6.17 shows the use of the RSM to predict the lower side-stay loads
of 1,000 statistically simulated flights. The definition of the unit of ‘load position’ for the x-axes of
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 is as defined previously in Section 5.10.4. The RSM requires 0.2 seconds
to convert the statistically simulated design safe-life load-time history of 50,000 flights into
internal component loads. This significant reduction in the computational expense of generating
internal loads for components using surrogate models will ultimately facilitate the use of the
load-time history statistical simulation approach within the probabilistic fatigue methodology. As
a result, the use of surrogate models enables the incorporation of ground manoeuvre occurrence
and sequencing variability, along with loading magnitude variability, within the probabilistic
fatigue methodology, increasing the accuracy of estimates of p f and R for safe-life landing gear
components.
Returning to the probabilistic analysis framework defined in Chapter 3, the presented
surrogate modelling methods could also be used to support engineering activities relating to
design optimisation and digital twins, as the surrogate models only represent the input-output
relationship of the FEA MLG beam model and are as a result, general in nature. The surrogate
models could also be used to reduce the computational expense of the existing deterministic
fatigue analysis process, resulting in more optimised designs, as proposed by Teixeira et al [138].
The knowledge developed in this chapter will be exploited for the surrogate modelling of FEA
stress models, as will be shown in the case studies presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
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6.6. SURROGATE MODELLING TRENDS FROM CASE STUDIES
6.6 Surrogate Modelling Trends from Case Studies
Across the application of surrogate models to the lower side-stay and drag brace, a number
of observable trends were identified, concerning surrogate model accuracy, training time and
evaluation time. These trends are expected to be as a result of the increase in complexity and
dimensionality from the lower side-stay to the drag brace component, along with the increased
training sample size used for the drag brace surrogate model. It is important to note that these
trends are observed with respect to the application of surrogate modelling methods to linear
elastic and linear static FEA only.
Firstly, the magnitude of the MAE and RMSE metrics for the validation dataset increased
by at least 2 orders of magnitude from the lower side-stay to the drag brace surrogate models. For
the F1 axial load, the MAE for the validation dataset was seen to increase from 4 N for the linear
RSM to approximately 7×103 N for the GPR surrogate model of the drag brace. This increase in
error is expected to be as a result of an increase in the underlying complexity of the relationship
between the input and output parameters of the FEA MLG beam model when considering the
drag brace component. The increase in complexity is also highlighted by the quadratic RSM
failing to provide an accurate representation of the drag brace internal loads, suggesting that
these loads have a highly non-linear relationship to the input parameters.
It can also be observed across the two case studies that the training time increased for all of
the surrogate modelling methods, by at least an order of magnitude. This increase is as a result
of the increased output dimensionality of the drag brace internal loads (i.e. requiring 6 surrogate
models to be generated, rather than the single model required for the lower side-stay), along with
the increase in the training dataset sample size. With an increase in training dataset sample size,
larger matrices must be constructed and manipulated within the surrogate modelling methods,
increasing the CPU run-time for training. From the evaluation of the training time across the
lower side-stay and drag brace surrogate models, the following generalisation of the training
time for each surrogate modelling method can be made: RSM - seconds, GPR - minutes, RBF -
hours. It is suggested in the literature that the successful definition and training of ANNs can
typically take hours [142]. This trend in training time for each surrogate modelling method can
be used to support other practitioners in the selection of surrogate modelling methods for FEA
models based on the resource period available for training.
A similar trend is also observed for the time to produce 1,000 predictions from each surrogate
model. Again, as the size of the matrices within the surrogate model grew larger, due to dimen-
sionality and increased training dataset sample size, the time required to evaluate the surrogate
model also increased. This is best observed by considering the cubic RSM, which required 0.006
seconds to produce 1,000 predictions from an RSM defined by nine β coefficients. However, for
the drag brace RSM, this increased to 0.719 seconds, due to the RSM being defined by 4,896 β
coefficients. The larger number of β coefficients results in a greater computational expense when
performing the matrix manipulation required to evaluate the RSM surrogate model [46].
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Across the lower side-stay and drag brace FEA MLG beam models, it was observed that the
MQ RBF surrogate modelling method, which required an optimisation process to define tuneable
parameters prior to training, resulted in error values that were larger than the RSM and GPR
surrogate modelling methods. For the lower side-stay, the MQ RBF surrogate model was shown to
provide high error values compared to all of the other candidate methods. It is expected that this
is as a result of the MQ RBF being ‘over-fitted’ to the training dataset, resulting in a poor-fit to
the validation dataset. This suggests that the σMQ value selected may not have been the global
minimum and as a result, the NM optimisation may have converged to a local minimum.
As a result, optimisation-reliant surrogate modelling methods introduce added training
complexity, which not only increases the training time for the surrogate model, but may also
result in an inaccurate surrogate model due to the challenges of the complex matrix manipulation
and optimisation methods required for training. Hence, the expected trade-off between increased
surrogate model accuracy and increased training time has not been observed when developing
surrogate models for the FEA MLG beam model. Therefore, it is proposed that the optimisation-
reliant RBF surrogate modelling method is not considered in the first instance when constructing
surrogate models for linear elastic and static FEA, as it is possible to expend significant time and
computational resource, only to construct an inaccurate surrogate model.
On the other hand, the cubic RSM was shown to provide consistent error metrics with the
GPR and MQ RBF surrogate models, even for the more complex drag brace beam model. This
demonstrates that the comparatively simple and widely-adopted RSM approach can provide
accurate surrogate modelling for higher dimensional and non-linear responses of FEA models.
The RSM approach also provides the shortest training time of all of the candidate surrogate
modelling methods. In addition, RSM’s similarity to curve-fitting methods can increase confidence
in the constructed surrogate model, increasing ‘buy-in’ from engineers, which is especially crucial
when adopting novel analysis methods in new applications [46, 54]. As a result, it is recommended
that when developing surrogate models for linear static FEA, that RSM surrogate models are
constructed in the first instance, prior to implementing more sophisticated approaches, with a
view to minimising the resource required to implement accurate surrogate models.
6.7 Proposed Surrogate Modelling Selection Process for Linear
Static Finite Element Analysis
Based upon the trends observed from applying surrogate modelling methods to the FEA MLG
beam model, a surrogate model selection process for linear static FEA models is proposed to
support practitioners and those new to the field of surrogate modelling. The process is shown
as a flowchart in Figure 6.18 and aims to exploit the simplicity, low required knowledge and
training burden of RSM methods, whilst mitigating the risk of expending significant time and
computational resource on training sophisticated surrogate modelling methods.
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The process shown in Figure 6.18 also aims to capture the knowledge and experience gained
over the lower side-stay and drag brace case studies, including the need to consider linear
surrogate models in the first instance, and mitigating the effects of large training dataset sizes
on surrogate model training and prediction times. The remainder of this section details the
individual steps shown in Figure 6.18. The process shown in Figure 6.18 can also be considered
as a higher-level representation of the surrogate modelling process shown previously in Figure
6.4.
6.7.1 Problem Definition and Initial Model Exploration
The first stage of surrogate model selection as shown in Figure 6.18 is to define the need for
the surrogate model, in terms of the acceptable values for the MAE, MPE and RMSE error
metrics and the permitted evaluation time to generate predictions from the surrogate model. At
this stage, the available resource (i.e. CPU run-time) to generate the training and validation
datasets from the original FEA model should be defined. Where possible, acceptable error metrics
should be defined with respect to the output of the process in which the surrogate model will be
employed, as discussed in Section 6.4.2.4.
As demonstrated for the lower side-stay case study in Section 6.3, it can be useful at this
stage to identify whether any mathematical operations can be applied to the input parameters
prior to their evaluation by the FEA model, as this can simplify the input-output relationship
that the surrogate model must represent.
The existing FEA model is then explored at a limited number of values for the input para-
meters (e.g. maximum and minimum combinations from a 2-level FF design). This will permit
the overall FEA model response to be visualised for low-dimensionality cases, such as for the
lower side-stay component. At this stage, as for the lower side-stay case study in Section 6.3, it
may be observed that a simple linear relationship can be defined between the input and output
parameters of the FEA model.
6.7.2 Surrogate Model Training and Testing
Following the initial exploration of the FEA model, the training and validation datasets must be
constructed. Initially the training dataset sample size will be defined based upon the available
computational resource, as this represents a practical engineering start-point for defining the
sample size. Further steps to reduce and optimise the training dataset will be discussed in the
following subsection. At this stage in the process, the use of either a FF or LHS design must
be selected. It is recommended that LHS design is used, as the ‘space-filling’ nature of LHS
ensures training data points are spread across the expected input space for a given sample size
and model dimensionality [246], whilst FF design will rapidly constrain the training dataset to
contain only maximum/minimum values (i.e. a 2-level FF design) for input parameters as the
dimensionality of the model increases (such as for for the drag brace case study in Section 6.4)
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[142]. As a result, LHS permits greater flexibility in the selection of the training dataset sample
size, potentially reducing the required number of evaluations of the original FEA model and
reduced surrogate model training and prediction times due to a reduced training dataset sample
size [246]. Additional methods available to optimise training datasets are presented in Section
6.7.2.1.
The surrogate model training and testing process progresses from the simplest linear RSM
approach and only increases the complexity of the surrogate model if the current candidate is
found to generate unacceptable error metrics. Such a process is proposed as the lower side-stay
case study demonstrated that the FEA MLG beam model could be represented using a simple
linear RSM, rather than higher order RSMs or non-parametric methods. Consequently, the
process shown in Figure 6.18 ensures that the simplest RSM methods are considered in the first
instance, to prevent the wasting of computational resources on more complex surrogate modelling
methods. As a result, the process shown in Figure 6.18 aims to select the simplest surrogate
model with acceptable error metric and prediction time values for linear static FEA models.
6.7.2.1 Optimisation of Training Datasets
During the drag brace case study, the sensitivity of the surrogate model prediction time to the size
of the training dataset was observed. Whilst larger training datasets will increase training times,
as surrogate models are typically used to reduce the computational expense of evaluating FEA
models, the focus of the process shown in Figure 6.18 is to minimise the prediction evaluation
time of the surrogate model.
Therefore, if a candidate surrogate model is found to provide acceptable error metrics, its
prediction evaluation time is then assessed. Providing the prediction evaluation time is accept-
able, the candidate surrogate model is then selected. In the event that the prediction time is
unacceptable, it is possible that the training dataset sample size is resulting in the manipulation
of large matrices during surrogate model evaluation. Therefore, the training dataset sample size
should be reduced. However, as reducing the training dataset sample size is likely to reduce the
accuracy of the surrogate model, optimisation of the training dataset must also be considered.
Ultimately, training dataset optimisation aims to achieve a uniform distribution of the train-
ing dataset values across the expected input space (as for LHS) or the generation of training
datapoints at carefully selection locations in the expected input space [143, 247].
Training dataset optimisation therefore concerns not only the training dataset sample size,
but also the sampling strategy used to create the training dataset. Beyond FF design, other
classical DoE methods could be explored such as Central Composite design [248]. Whilst the
dimensionality of the lower drag brace case required the use of LHS design rather than FF design,
the sampling design produced by LHS can be further optimised by maximising its ‘space-filling’
nature by maximising the distance between LHS data points or minimising the correlation
between data points across the LHS design [249].
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Alternatively, adaptive sampling (also known as sequential design) methods can be used
to continually populate the training dataset with new evaluations (known as infill points) of
the original FEA model [143, 247]. Adaptive sampling methods continually retrain a surrogate
model based on the generated infill points, which are targeted at areas where the surrogate
model shows the largest errors [247]. Fuhg and Lin et al provide a comprehensive review of
various adaptive sampling approaches for surrogate modelling [247, 248], a number of which
are reliant on various optimisation methods to reduce the surrogate model error and targeted
sampling approaches, such as focusing training data points at locations where the gradient
of the model response is largest, as performed by Singh et al [250]. One evident advantage
of adaptive sampling approaches for training surrogate models is that it does not require the
a-priori definition of the training dataset sample size, as the training dataset is governed by the
error observed within the surrogate model [247]. This is of an advantage as it is often challenging
to predict the impact of training dataset sample size on the accuracy the resulting surrogate
model [247]. Future work could therefore be conducted to assess the suitability and efficiency of
applying optimised training datasets to linear static FEA models.
6.7.2.2 Reflection on Surrogate Modelling Selection and Model Complexity
As the majority of fatigue analysis is performed using linear static and linear elastic FEA models
[7], it is expected that most surrogate models required for probabilistic fatigue analysis will be
RSMs of varying polynomial order. Therefore, it is anticipated that the process shown in Figure
6.18 will be sufficient in guiding future practitioners when performing probabilistic fatigue
analysis.
In the event that all of the RSM types are rejected due to unacceptable error metrics, a
non-parametric GPR surrogate model is trained. In the event that the GPR surrogate model
is also rejected, the training dataset should be revisited. If there is available computational
resource, the training dataset size can be increased, providing dataset optimisation is considered
(as described in the previous subsection) and that acceptable prediction evaluation times are
achieved. More sophisticated surrogate modelling methods (e.g. quartic RSM, RBF or ANN)
should be considered after it has been shown that the surrogate model error does not reduce with
an optimised training dataset.
Whilst it is anticipated that mostly RSMs will be required to support probabilistic fatigue
analysis, the modern engineering sector is often reliant on FEA and simulations that are sig-
nificantly more complex than the linear elastic and linear static FEA presented within this
thesis. For example, computationally intensive non-linear FEA stress analysis which accounts for
material plasticity and complex non-linear dynamic loading simulations are now commonplace
[7, 221]. Consequently, it is anticipated that the development of probabilistic approaches to design
involving such models and simulations will be reliant on sophisticated surrogate modelling. As
the underlying response of such models will be more complicated than linear static FEA models,
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such applications of surrogate modelling may require a further investigation into the performance
of GPR, RBF and ANN surrogate models. Therefore, it is expected that the surrogate modelling
complexity will ‘match’ the increased complexity of the original FEA models.
In addition, non-linear and dynamic FEA models typically present a greater computational
demand than the linear static FEA models considered in this chapter. Therefore it is also
suggested that surrogate modelling in such contexts will also require the employment of the
training dataset optimisation methods described in the previous subsection. It is hoped that
future work in the surrogate modelling field will aim to generate a systematic surrogate modelling
selection process for such cases, similar in nature to the one presented for linear static FEA
models in Figure 6.18.
6.7.3 Current Limitations of Surrogate Models
The load factor values generated within the statistically simulated load-time histories concern the
loads measured at the aircraft Centre of Gravity (CoG) [191]. Due to the lack of data concerning
aircraft CoG position variability with respect to the MLG, it was assumed that the CoG load
factors were applied directly at the MLG tyres. Coupled with the assumption of equal load
distribution between the left and right MLGs and across all four tyres of the MLG, along with the
lack of torsional loading data for landing gear within the literature, the surrogate models do not
account for torsional loads being applied to the MLG. As a result, future work should investigate
the development of surrogate models based upon a linear static FEA MLG beam model that does
account for the application of torsional loads to the landing gear.
Concerning the candidate surrogate modelling methods, it should be noted that the GPR,
RBF and ANN approaches all have different elements of ‘architecture’ that could be varied prior
to training of the surrogate models:
• GPR: Kernel functions other than the squared exponential are available:
– Matérn kernels, which have been suggested to provide good representation of physical
processes [227].
– The incorporation of boundary conditions into kernel functions to better represent
physical constraints [251].
• RBF: Basis functions other than the MQ basis function are available [144]. Rocha suggests
that the basis function should be selected based on minimising the error of the RBF
surrogate model [231].
• ANN: Beyond the number of neurons in each layer, the number of layers can be varied, along
with the transfer function of each neuron and the back-propagation training algorithm
used [232].
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The definition and training of the ANN for the drag brace in Section 6.4 highlighted significant
challenges in selecting the number of neurons within the ANN to achieve an accurate surrogate
model. A large number of ‘rules of thumb’ are presented within reference texts on ANNs, which
provide guidance on selecting the training dataset size based upon the number of weights in the
ANN and vice-versa [244, 252, 253]. It is recommended that in future investigations into the
utilisation of ANNs for surrogate modelling, that such guidance material is used to define ANN
architecture, rather than the neuron number sweep proposed in Section 6.2.3.4.
As a result, future work should consider the down-selection of surrogate model architecture
prior to training, through assessing the error metrics for different kernel, basis and ANN
architectures. Such an approach would also need a systematic process similar to the flowchart
shown previously in Figure 6.18. However, as this chapter has demonstrated the capability of the
RSM approach, it is anticipated that such a process would be required for complex, non-linear and
dynamic FEA models, rather than the linear static FEA models considered within this chapter.
6.8 Summary
Aircraft landing gear loads are typically defined as global loads applied at the landing gear
tyres. In order to perform static and fatigue analysis of landing gear components, the global
loads must be converted into internal component loads. Due to the complexity of landing gear
structural assemblies, which include complex geometries, load paths and many mechanical joints,
linear static FEA models of the structural assemblies (comprised of 1D beam elements) must be
employed to compute internal component loads.
The reliance on an FEA model to compute internal component loads already presents a
significant computational burden in the existing deterministic analysis approach. As a result,
the use of FEA beam models represents a prohibitive computational expense when considering
a probabilistic fatigue methodology, during which millions of load factor levels will have to be
analysed for the thousands of statistically simulated load-time histories. Surrogate modelling
methods have been proposed as an approach that generate an accurate representation of the
input-output relationship of an existing computationally expensive model, whilst requiring
significantly less computational resource to evaluate.
This chapter has demonstrated the application of a wide range of surrogate modelling methods
to predict the internal loads in lower side-stay and drag brace landing gear components, which
would normally by computed using a linear static FEA model. Through considering RSM, RBF,
GPR and ANN surrogate models by using a systematic training and testing process, it was
identified that RSM and GPR surrogate models could accurately predict internal loads for the
lower side-stay and drag brace components respectively. The utilisation of surrogate modelling
methods reduced the CPU run-time required to evaluate internal component loads from 20
seconds to less than a millisecond. As a result, the surrogate models could be employed to
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convert a statistically simulated design safe-life load-time history of 50,000 flights in 0.2 seconds.
This dramatic reduction in computational expense will permit the inclusion of the statistically
simulated load-time histories within the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
The application of surrogate modelling methods to the landing gear beam models also high-
lighted that the RBF approaches, which are reliant on optimisation methods to define surrogate
model parameters or architectures, required a significantly higher computational resource to
train and evaluate. Challenges were also encountered in the training of an ANN surrogate model.
However, the RBF and ANN surrogate models failed to provide a more accurate surrogate model,
when compared to simpler methods such as RSM. As a result, a surrogate model selection process
for linear static FEA models has been proposed, which encourages practitioners and those new to
the field of surrogate modelling to build simple RSM surrogate models prior to considering more
sophisticated methods. The proposed process therefore mitigates the risk of expending significant
time and computational resource on training complex surrogate models that may not actually
provide an accurate representation of the input-output relationship of the original model.
The ‘blockers’ to implementing a probabilistic approach to fatigue design overcome by sur-
rogate modelling are shown in Table 6.17. Firstly, the wider utilisation of surrogate modelling
methods primarily helps to overcome the computational expense blocker, through the dramatic
reduction in computational expense when compared to the original FEA model. The proposed
surrogate model selection process also reduces the overall computational expense required by fo-
cusing on the use of simple surrogate modelling methods, prior to considering more sophisticated
methods which have a higher computational resource burden for training.
TABLE 6.17. The blockers to probabilistic design approaches overcome by the wider
utilisation of surrogate models.
Blocker Blockers overcome due to utilisation of surrogate models
• Surrogate models are significantly faster to evaluate than
ssexisting models, drastically reducing the computational expense
of a probabilistic methodology.Computational Expense
• Proposed surrogate model selection process reduces the risk of
ss‘wasting’ resources on inaccurate surrogate models.
Required Assumptions of Surrogate models permit the full potential complexity of the
Existing Process input-output relationship of computationally expensive models to
be retained within the probabilistic approach.
Availability of Data N/A
Accuracy of Data
N/ACharacterisation
• Surrogate models can be used to support other engineering
ssactivities, increasing the return on the resources required to
ssgenerate surrogate models for a probabilistic approach.Required Knowledge
• Proposed surrogate model selection process consolidates required
knowledge into a single process for new practitioners.
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The use of surrogate models also supports the overcoming of the simplifications/assumptions
of deterministic analysis process blocker, through enabling the full potential complexity of the
input-output relationships of linear elastic and static FEA models to be incorporated into the
probabilistic fatigue methodology, without requiring direct evaluation of the FEA model within
the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method. Finally, as highlighted in Chapter 3, once surrogate
models have been constructed, they can be used in a wide range of other engineering activities.
This increases the useful return on the resources and knowledge required to generate surrogate
models for a probabilistic approach, supporting the overcoming of the required knowledge blocker.
The overcoming of this blocker is also supported by the definition of a systematic surrogate model
testing, training and selection process, which consolidates all of the required methods into a
single process. Table 6.17 summarises the ways in which extensive surrogate modelling can










LOWER SIDE-STAY CASE STUDY
This chapter of the thesis considers the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodologyto the lower side-stay assembly of the main landing gear of a wide-body civil aircraft. Theprobabilistic fatigue methodology described in Chapter 3 is applied to the lower side-stay
assembly in order to compute the probability of fatigue failure for engineering features of the lower
side-stay assembly, along with generating component-level and assembly-level reliability estimates.
Whilst the previous chapters of this thesis have concerned data collection, design parameter
characterisation and surrogate modelling methods, the current chapter focuses on the adaptation
of the existing deterministic safe-life fatigue analysis process within the probabilistic fatigue
methodology and the post processing of results from the probabilistic fatigue methodology. Beyond
generating probability of failure estimates, extensive sensitivity analysis is performed to identify
the fatigue design drivers for the lower side-stay assembly.
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7.1 Introduction to Case Studies
The next two chapters will present the implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology
on landing gear component case studies, along with presenting the subsequent results from the
probabilistic analysis and sensitivity analysis. The case studies considered within the following
two chapters concern an MLG lower side-stay assembly and an MLG drag brace. The use of
two case studies permits the demonstration of the probabilistic fatigue methodology across case
studies of differing dimensional, loading and analysis complexity, including analytical and FEA
stress analysis.
7.1.1 Selection of Monte Carlo Simulation Iterations
As discussed during the definition of the probabilsitic methodology in Section 3.3.1, the implemen-
tation of the MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology requires the definition of the number
of MCS iterations to perform. A common ‘benchmark’ value proposed within the literature for
MCS-based probabilistic analysis methods is NMCS = 1×106 iterations [46]. Other guidelines
recommend utilising an approximation of the expected p f value, whereby the number of MCS
iterations should be in the order of 10k+1, when the expected p f is in the order of 10−k [114].
The expected p f for safe-life landing gear components can be assessed from the literature.
Firstly, Habermann has reviewed the safety factors currently used for the safe-life fatigue design
of military aircraft landing gear components, and has identified that the current safety factors
result in a target of p f = 2×10−4 at the component design safe-life [254]. Schmidt has investigated
the current in-service failure rate of landing gear components due to fatigue, and as a result has
suggested that the current p f per-flight cycle of landing gear components is 4.7×10−8 [16]. For a
50,000 flight design safe-life, this corresponds to a target of p f = 2.3×10−3.
Based upon the expected p f of safe-life landing gear components, the minimum number
of MCS iterations that would need to be considered is NMCS = 1× 105, based on the 10k+1
criterion. In order to verify this value of NMCS, Equations 3.2 and 3.3 from Chapter 3 can be
used to estimate the statistical uncertainty in P fMCS for different values of NMCS, based upon the
expected value of p f = 2×10−4. Table 7.1 shows the P fMCS+2σ values for a number of NMCS values.
TABLE 7.1. Convergence of MCS P fMCS for different numbers of NMCS iterations, as-
suming an expected p f value of p f = 2×10−4.
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Table 7.1 demonstrates that the statistical error in P fMCS reduces rapidly between NMCS =
2×104 and NMCS = 1×105. It can also be observed that doubling the number of iterations from
NMCS = 5×105 to NMCS = 1×106 only resulted in a 5% reduction in the statistical uncertainty
from P fMCS estimates. As a result, the conventional benchmark of NMCS = 1×106 was rejected,
as this represented a significant increase in CPU run-time for limited reduction in statistical
uncertainty.
As the P fMCS results are only to be used for validation of the P fdist results from the MCS-
SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology, the selected benchmark was NMCS = 1×105, in order to
minimise the CPU run-time of the case studies, whilst still satisfying the 10k+1 criterion. It
should be noted that the opportunity to reduce the value of NMCS for the MCS-SSI probabilistic
fatigue methodology and the impact on the accuracy of P fdist estimates will be explored in Section
8.2.
7.1.2 Feature-Based Approach
Due to the use of FEA models to perform linear elastic stress analysis of landing gear components
[9], discrete locations on the FEA models must be selected at which to perform the probabilistic
fatigue analysis. The locations within the FEA models can be identified and selected using a
‘feature-based’ approach, which ensures that specific engineering features are represented within
the probabilistic fatigue analysis. Engineering features include elements of geometry that are
expected to act as ‘stress-raisers’ in a component, leading to an increased accumulation of DT
damage at such locations. These locations are also known as ‘hot-spot’ locations [9]. A down-
selection process to identify which engineering features are to be included in the probabilistic
analysis is also required to reduce the computational memory requirement and run-time as
discussed during the definition of the probabilistic fatigue methodology in Section 3.3.1. A
thorough demonstration of the methodology is presented later in this thesis in Section 8.1.4.
A systematic feature down-selection process was implemented for the FEA models, in order
to identify the features to include in the probabilistic fatigue analysis:
1. Highlight all stress-raising features within the component.
2. Highlight stress hot-spots under maximum loading cases from FEA.
3. If the number of features to include in the probabilistic fatigue analysis from Steps 1 and 2
exceeds the available computational resource:
• Perform deterministic fatigue analysis using a PoS = 99% S-N curve and retain all
damaged features (these are features that would accumulate damage within existing
deterministic safe-life fatigue analysis).
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4. If the number of features to include the probabilistic fatigue analysis from Steps 1 to 3
exceeds the available CPU resource:
• Perform a ‘short’ MCS (NMCS = 1,000) and statistically characterise the variability in
DT . Only retain features that demonstrate a quantifiable value of P fdist .
Figure 7.1 summaries the feature down-selection process as a flowchart, and the down-
selection process is demonstrated for the lower side-stay case study and drag brace case study in
Sections 7.2.3 and 8.1.2 respectively.
e.g. pf  = 2x10
-5 
Select all stress-raising 
features within the 
component
Select all stress hot-
spots from maximum 
loading case(s)
Down-select locations which accumulate 
damage under deterministic analysis





Limited-iteration MCS and 
statistical characterisation of 
damage variability
Down-select to final analysis 
locations based on locations 
with quantifiable pf
Perform probabilistic fatigue 
analysis for down-selected 
locations
e.g. fillet/radii 
e.g. max tensile stress 
e.g. DT  = 0.2 
Down-Select
e.g. DT  = 0









FIGURE 7.1. The feature down-selection process for the probabilistic fatigue methodol-
ogy.
7.2 Lower Side-Stay Assembly Case Study
This section of the present chapter will detail the implementation of the probabilistic fatigue
methodology to the MLG lower side-stay assembly of a civil wide-body aircraft. The following
case study considers the application the probabilistic fatigue methodology to components that are
analysed using both analytical and FEA stress analysis methods. The probabilistic results and
sensitivity analysis cases will also be presented following the implementation of the probabilistic
fatigue methodology.
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7.2.1 Assembly Overview
The side-stay assembly is attached to the main fitting of the MLG and the landing gear attachment
points within the airframe, as shown in Figure 7.2. The purpose of the side-stay is to react side
loads applied to the MLG during landing and ground manoeuvres. The side-stay assembly also
provides down-locking of the MLG and must also fold to achieve MLG stowage. The side-stay




Lower Side-Stay/Main Fitting Pin




FIGURE 7.2. The location of components in the side-stay assembly, shown on (a) a
typical wide-body aircraft landing gear and (b) an FEA MLG beam model.
(a) Original image attributed to Julian Herzog and is used under the GNU Free Documentation License Version
1.2 GFDL and Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License CC-BY-4.0. Source: Wikimedia Commons
The case study concerning the side-stay assembly focuses on the lower side-say assembly,
which comprises of the lower side-stay, lower side-stay/main fitting pin and the lower side-
stay/upper side-stay pin. The design safe-life for the lower side-stay assembly is 50,000 flights.
Loading
As discussed in Chapter 6 and shown previously in Figure 6.8, the lower side-stay only carries F1
axial loads along the length of the side-stay, as a result of global FY side loads from the side load
factor ny. A positive value of ny results in compression in the side-stay assembly (i.e. negative
F1). Within deterministic analysis, the linear static FEA MLG beam model described in Chapter
6 is employed to convert global loads at the MLG tyres to F1 side-stay loads.
Lower Side-Stay Component
The lower-side stay component is formed of a simple geometry consisting of a constant H-section,
as shown in Figure 7.3. The overall dimensions of the lower side-stay are also shown overleaf
in Figure 7.3 and the component is symmetric about the centre lines of the assembly and the
H-section. Component dimensions have been sourced from scaling public domain photographs of
MLG components. A 3D visualisation of the lower side-stay component is provided in Figure 7.4.
The lower side-stay component is manufactured from high-tensile strength 4340 steel [25].
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F1










Constant ‘H’ Section 
for Side-Stay Body
FIGURE 7.4. A 3D model of the lower side-stay component.
At the end of the H-section, the vertical webs are extended to produce a pair of lugs as shown
in Figure 7.4. The lugs have an increased thickness and depth compared to the webs of the
H-section (see Section B and C in Figure 7.3). The lower side-stay is loaded through the pair of
lugs which are in contact with the lower side-stay/main fitting pin joint, as highlighted in Figure
7.4. The loads in the lower side-stay are reacted at the opposite pair of lugs, which are in contact
with the lower side-stay/upper side-stay pin joint.
Lower Side-Stay Pins
The lower side-stay component is joined to both the main fitting and the upper side-stay using
pin joints, which are both in a clevis (or double shear) arrangement, whereby the lower side-stay
provides the outermost lugs as shown in Figure 7.5. Due to the clevis arrangement, both pins are
loaded in pure shear resulting from the F1 axial tension/compression loads. Pure shear loading
assumes that no pin bending occurs. In addition, it is assumed that both pins carry the same
shear loading, as the side-stay assembly is the only load path in the MLG assembly that can react
side loads (see Chapter 6). Figure 7.5 also demonstrates the shear loading on the pins, whereby
the F1 side-stay axial load acts across the circular face of the pins. Due to the clevis arrangement,
the maximum shear load occurs at the interface between the two lugs of the clevis joint, and is
equal to half the side-stay axial load (i.e. S = F12 ) [245, 255].
The geometry for both side-stay pins is shown in Figure 7.6. Both pins are hollow and are
defined by an outer radius ‘OR’ and an inner radius ‘IR’ and the length of the pins is equal to
the width of the lower side-stay. Component dimensions have been sourced from scaling public
domain photographs of MLG components. The pins are manufactured from high-tensile strength
4340 steel [25].
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The lower side-stay/upper side-stay pin is a ‘fuse pin’, which is designed to fail through
static overload (i.e. at a specific ultimate ‘S’ shear load) [255]. Fuse pins are used within landing
gear assemblies to ensure that in the event of an overload (e.g. hard landing), the landing gear
separates from the airframe in a controlled manner, to ensure the structural integrity of other
aircraft structural components and fuel tanks [255]. The control of the overload failure at a given
static load is achieved by machining circumferential grooves on the inner surface of the pin at
the maximum shear plane location. These grooves result in a stress concentration K t, and the
geometry of the groove (defined by width - ‘wg ’, depth - ‘dg ’ and radius - ‘rg ’) dictates the value of
K t at the fuse groove [256]. The lower side-stay/main fitting pin is not a fuse pin and is therefore










FIGURE 7.5. A clevis / double shear pin joint as typically used in landing gear assem-















Lower Side-Stay/Main Fitting Smooth Pin
OR  = 32.5 mm
IR  = 25 mm
Lower Side-Stay/Upper Side-Stay Fuse Pin
OR  = 32.5 mm
IR  = 19.5 mm
Lower Side-Stay/Upper Side-Stay 
Fuse Pin
rg  = 2 mm
wg  = 10 mm
dg  = 5 mm
FIGURE 7.6. The dimensions of the (a) smooth and (a, b) fuse pins in the lower side-stay
assembly.
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7.2.2 Stress Analysis
Within the probabilistic fatigue methodology, the load-time histories of individual components (as
computed using the linear static FEA MLG beam model surrogate model based upon the global
load-time history) must be converted to stress-time histories using stress analysis. Cyclic stress
amplitudes σa can then be extracted from the stress-time history using rainflow counting. The
stress analysis employed for the components of the lower side-stay will now be presented. Linear
elastic stress analysis methods are used exclusively throughout this case study, consistent with
existing practice [6, 7] and all loads modelling is based upon a linear static FEA model.
7.2.2.1 Classical Analysis: Lower Side-Stay Pins
Landing gear pins are typically assessed using classical or analytical stress analysis methods




A key challenge of performing fatigue analysis of pins is the need to convert from shear stresses
to uniaxial stresses, which are typically used to derive S-N datasets and curves. In addition, the
shear loading applied to pins can result in complex and multi-axial stress states. Narayan et
al and Le-The provide an overview of recent advancements in the multi-axial stress analysis of
landing fuse pins [255, 257]. However, for simplicity, the existing practice of employing a shear to
uniaxial stress transformation was adopted, such that fatigue analysis could be performed based
upon the uniaxially-derived S-N dataset for 4340 steel [25, 255, 257].
The multi-axial stress correction employed within the lower side-stay case study was the “von
Mises Equivalent Uniaxial Stress” correction as described by Narayan et al [257]. Assuming pure
shear and no pin bending as a result of the clevis arrangement, the shear stress τ in the pin can




The σeq value therefore represents the σ stress value to be used in the stress-time history for
the pins. In order to estimate the K t for the fuse pin, Equation 7.3, sourced from Pollack [256]
and ESDU data item 79032 [258], can be used in conjunction with the fuse groove geometry. K t
is applied to the value of σeq and at the nominal fuse dimensions is K t = 3.17.
[REDACTED] (7.3)
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7.2.2.2 Finite Element Analysis: Lower Side-Stay Component
The stress analysis of the lower side-stay component is performed using full-field FEA linear
elastic stress analysis. The lower side-stay component geometry was constructed as a 3D solid
model in ABAQUS®, comprising of linear quadratic 8-node brick elements (C3D8R elements),
resulting in the FEA model shown in Figure 7.7. C3D8R elements are first order (i.e. linear)
elements with a single integration point at the centre of the element1, rather than an integration
point at every element node (i.e. reduced integration) [259]. A reduced integration element type
was selected to reduce the CPU run-time of the linear elastic FEA stress model.
18,151 8-node Linear 
Brick Elements 
(C3D8R)
FIGURE 7.7. The linear elastic FEA model of the lower side-stay component.
In order to apply loading to the lower side-stay, the lower side-stay pins and clevis lugs (i.e.
main fitting and upper side-stay attachments) were modelled as solid and stiff components. A
uniformly-distributed pressure load, equivalent to the required F1 load, was applied to the main
fitting stiff lug, as shown in Figure 7.8a. The corresponding lugs on the lower side-stay are
identified as the ‘loaded’ lugs within the remainder of this thesis. Within ABAQUS®, ‘contact
pairs’ are used to represent the interactions between different components within a structural
assembly [259], and a friction coefficient of µ f = 0.1 was used to represent the typical friction
present in landing gear pin joints with bushings [260].
Boundary conditions were applied to the upper side-stay clevis lug to represent the load
transfer from the lower side-stay to the upper side-stay. In order to simplify the stress analysis
for the probabilistic fatigue methodology case study, the upper side-stay clevis lug was assumed
to be pinned, constraining displacements along the direction of loading as shown in Figure 7.8b.
The corresponding lugs on the lower side-stay are identified as the ‘constrained’ lugs within the
remainder of this thesis. Whilst it would be expected that the upper side-stay clevis lug would
demonstrate displacement under loading, this would require the displacements from the FEA
MLG beam model to be captured, rather than the F1 axial load, complicating the stress analysis.
1‘Hourglass’ control is applied to C3D8R elements to constrain non-physical element deformation.
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Improved approaches to representing boundary conditions for landing gear components will be
presented for the drag brace case study in Section 8.1. A visualisation of the lower side-stay FEA
stress model under tensile loading is shown in Figure 7.9.
Lower Side-Stay/Main Fitting 
Pin Joint
(Stiff Pin)






(x, y, z, translation 
constrained)
Upper Side-Stay Clevis Lug
(Stiff Lug)




FIGURE 7.8. The (a) loading and (b) boundary conditions of the FEA model of the lower
side-stay component.
F1
Lower Side-Stay/Main Fitting 
Pin Joint
(Loaded Lug)
Lower Side-Stay/Upper Side-Stay 
Pin Joint
(Constrained Lug)
FIGURE 7.9. The deformed lower side-stay component under tensile loading.
Regarding the mesh density of the linear elastic FEA stress model, the mesh density was
selected such that it resulted in converged stress estimates at the top and bottom of each lug
within the lower side-stay. These locations were selected as they were expected to result in
the maximum stresses of the lower side-stay, as maximum or ‘hot-spot’ stresses occur in such
locations when under axial tensile loading, as shown in Figure 7.10.
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FIGURE 7.10. Hot-spot stresses as a result of tensile loading of the lower side-stay
component computed using linear elastic FEA.
In order to verify the mesh density and validate the lower side-stay FEA model, the stress
concentration K t at the loaded lugs was compared to classical estimates for K t values of round
lugs filled with pins from Schijve and Peterson [6, 261]. The K t from the FEA model was computed
by comparing the loaded lug hot-spot stress to a nominal stress value away from the lug under
tensile loading as shown in Figure 7.11. The analytical and FEA K t values are shown in Table 7.2.
As can be seen from Table 7.2, there is good agreement between the analytical and FEA-derived
K t values, therefore validating the FEA model. The corresponding mesh density resulted in the
lower side-stay comprising of 18,151 C3D8R brick elements, requiring a CPU run-time of 20
seconds2 to generate σ stress values (using maximum principal stress for the multi-axial stress
correction [255]) for a single F1 axial load3. A stress concentration of K t = 1.5 was also applied to
the lower side-stay to account for surface finishes applied to the component [27].





2Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
3Reduced integration elements can provide inaccurate modelling of stress concentrations as the stress value
is provided at the centre of the element, rather than on the element surface. However, Table 7.2 shows that good
agreement was achieved between the C3D8R elements and analytically derived K t values.
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FIGURE 7.11. Lug K t based upon the lower side-stay component FEA model.
7.2.3 Feature Down-Selection
Based upon the feature down-selection process defined in Section 7.1.2, features of the lower
side-stay component were first identified considering all stress-raising features of the component
(e.g. lugs, sectional/thickness changes, etc). Hot-spot stress locations were also identified through
applying maximum tensile and compressive F1 loads to the lower side-stay. Figures 7.12 and
7.13 highlight the stress-raising and hot-spot stress locations of the lower side-stay under tensile
and compressive loading respectively. The feature down-selection process resulted in each of the
following features:
1. a) top, b) bottom, c) body edge and d) free edge locations on all lugs4.
2. The lug exterior in-line with the F1 loading at all lugs.
3. The side-stay body in the H-section.
4. Both ends of the horizontal flange.
5. The centre of the thickness increase for the lugs.
6. The web locations where the thickness change occurs between the lugs and side-stay
H-section.
4i.e. when viewing the lower side-stay from the side, the 12, 6, 9 and 3 o’clock positions on the lug. Under axial
tension/compression these were identified to be the locations of maximum and minimum stresses.
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Change
Web at Thickness 
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F1
Lug Free Edge 






FIGURE 7.12. Selected features from the lower side-stay component due to tensile
loading.
Flange at Constrained End
(Lower Side-Stay/
Upper Side-Stay Joint)







FIGURE 7.13. Selected features from the lower side-stay component due to compressive
loading.
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Each of the pins also had two features, in-line with the lug interface at the location of
maximum shear. Due to the symmetry of the lower side-stay and of the pins, not every feature
had to be retained within the feature down-selection process. For example, the stresses at the
bottom of the left and right lugs that are loaded by the smooth pin will be the same in both lugs.
As a result, only a single lug needs to be analysed, and the probabilistic results can be used
to estimate p f values for both of the lugs. This is the case for all lug features, web thickness
changes and the two maximum shear locations in the pins. Figure 7.14 shows the symmetry in
stress values across the lower side-stay component. The feature down-selection process ultimately
resulted in 19 features being assessed by the probabilistic fatigue methodology, each requiring
the generation of an individual stress-time history, rainflow counting results and statistically
generated S-N curve for every MCS iteration.
Lug Top: 777.4 MPa (Elm #4054)
F1
Lug Top: 781.6 MPa (Elm #5481)
Lug Bottom: 777.6 MPa (Elm #4175)
Lug Bottom: 781.4 MPa (Elm #5811)
Thickness Change Web Stress: 
526.2 MPa
(Elms #17, #107, #1441, #1511)
Thickness Change Web Stress: 
526.2 MPa
(Elms #1532, #1622, #4713, #5032)
Lug Bottom: 790.3 MPa 
(Elm #4083)
Lug Top: 790.6 MPa 
(Elm #3914)
Lug Bottom: 781.1 MPa 
(Elm #5469)





FIGURE 7.14. A visualisation of the symmetric stresses across the lower side-stay
component.
Concerning the lower side-stay linear elastic FEA model, the 20 second CPU run-time for
each stress evaluation resulted in a prohibitive computational cost. As a result, a surrogate model
for the lower side-stay FEA model was required to predict the stress at each feature for a given F1
loading. An initial investigation into the stress response at each feature (based upon the surrogate
modelling process shown in Figure 6.18) highlighted that due to the use of linear elastic stress
analysis and the component loading only being a result of F1, that a bi-linear stress response
about the unloaded state was observed with respect to F1. As a result, the bi-linear relationships
shown in Figure 7.15 could be used to predict feature stress values within the probabilistic
fatigue methodology, without having to evaluate the original lower side-stay FEA model for every
applied F1 in the load-time history. This approach is similar to the linear superposition approach
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proposed by Halfpenny et al [61]. For the side-stay pins, the classical stress analysis defined
in Equations 7.1 to 7.3 was directly performed due to the negligible computational expense
compared to lower side-stay FEA model.
Figure 7.16 demonstrates how the linear static FEA MLG beam model surrogate model and
the lower side-stay stress bi-linear relationships were used to convert a global load-time history
into stress-time histories for the down-selected features of the lower side-stay assembly.
(a) Loaded Lug Top (b) Loaded Lug Free Edge
(c) Loaded Lug Bottom
(d) Loaded Lug Body Edge
(e) Constrained Lug Top
(f) Constrained Lug Body Edge
(g) Constrained Lug Bottom (h) Constrained Lug Free Edge
(i) Side-Stay Body (j) Flange Loaded End
(k) Flange Constrained End
(m) Loaded Lug Exterior (n) Constrained Lug Exterior
(o) Loaded Lug Thickness Increase
(p) Constrained Lug Thickness 
      Increase
(q) Loaded Web Thickness
      Change
(r) Constrained Web Thickness
      Change
FIGURE 7.15. The bi-linear stress responses for the lower side-stay component features,
generated from the linear elastic FEA stress model.
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It is important to note in Figure 7.16 that the definition of the x-axis unit of ‘load position’
is as described in Section 5.10.4. As rainflow counting does not account for the actual time (e.g.
seconds) between loads, once the load sequence has been converted into a stress sequence using
the bi-linear relationships shown in Figure 7.15, only the sequence of stress values is required.
Therefore, the x-axes of the stress sequences shown Figure 7.16 refer to the ‘stress position’ which
is the integer value that identifies the order in which each stress value occurs in the sequence.
Again, such a sequence is commonly referred to as a ‘stress-time history’, but it is important to
clarify that no time-based effects are accounted for during S-N fatigue analysis. In addition, it is
important to note that the stress sequence is pre-processed prior to rainflow counting to remove
any stresses that remain at a constant value for more than one step in the stress sequence.
Therefore, the stress position number is not guaranteed to be the same as the load position
number that results in the stress.
7.2.4 Design Parameter Statistical Characterisation
The variability present within the design parameters of the lower side-stay assembly concern
variability within the loading applied to the side-stay assembly, the material properties of the
down-selected features and the dimensional parameters of the lower side-stay pins.
As all components within the side-stay assembly are loaded by F1 axial loads, the statistical
characterisation of loading variability was the same for all components within the lower side-
stay assembly. Loading variability was represented in the lower side-stay case study using the
statistical simulation of global load-time histories as described in Chapter 5. As a result, loading
variability was accounted for considering the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and
sequencing, as well as the variability in the load factor magnitude for each ground manoeuvre
and the aircraft mass at pre-takeoff and post-landing taxi phases.
Regarding material property variability, as all components were manufactured from 4340
high-tensile strength steel, the process of statistically generating S-N curves, as demonstrated in
Chapter 4, was used to account for variability in S-N datasets. It was assumed that the variability
for N f in the S-N dataset was characterised using the 2P Log-Normal distribution and the σFL
was statistically characterised using a Normal distribution with a mean value of 457 MPa and a
standard deviation of 13 MPa [25]. The σUTS of the high-tensile strength steel was characterised
as a Normal distribution with a mean of 1,200 MPa with cv = 0.0122 [29, 262].
The variability in the dimensional parameters of the lower side-stay pins were all charac-
terised using Normal distributions, based on the variability observed for typical manufacturing
processes described by Haugen [31]. The variability in the OR and IR parameters of the pins was
characterised as a Normal distribution with the mean dimensional values shown previously in
Figure 7.6, with cv = 0.003 [31]. The variability in groove dimensions from machining of the fuse
pins resulted in the use of Normal distributions, with the mean dimensions shown in Figure 7.6b
and a standard deviation of 0.0423 mm [31]. Due to the complexity of incorporating dimensional
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changes within the FEA stress model of the lower side-stay component, dimensional variability
was not accounted for regarding the lower side-stay component.
7.2.5 Implementation of Probabilistic Fatigue Methodology
The purpose of this section is to briefly demonstrate how the probabilistic fatigue methodology
detailed across Chapters 2 and 3 was implemented specifically for the lower side-stay case study.
The flowchart of the proposed probabilistic fatigue methodology shown previously in Figure 3.4
in Chapter 3 has been updated in Figure 7.17.
Figure 7.17 highlights how the RSM surrogate model of the linear static FEA MLG beam
model is utilised to convert ny side load factors into F1 side-stay loads. Figure 7.17 also demon-
strates how classical stress analysis for the lower side-stay pins and the bi-linear stress response
surrogate models for the lower side-stay component are employed to generate a stress-time his-
tory for each down-selected feature. This ultimately results in 19 ‘channels’ of stress-time history,
which each must be individually processed using rainflow counting, prior to computing the DT
accumulated damage in each feature at the design safe-life of 50,000 flights. It is important to
note that for each MCS iteration, a different S-N curve is statistically generated for each feature
(i.e. 19 independent S-N curves are statistically generated during each MCS iteration).
The process visualised in Figure 7.17 is repeated for each MCS iteration, each time storing the
DT accumulated damage values. As described in Chapter 3, statistical characterisation methods
are then used to compute p f estimates for each of the 19 down-selected features.
As justified in Section 7.1.1, NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations were performed within the
probabilistic fatigue methodology for the lower side-stay case study. Parallel processing across
a 4-core processor was used to reduce the computational expense of the probabilistic fatigue
methodology, through performing four MCS iterations simultaneously. Through using parallel
processing, the CPU run-time to perform NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations required 4 days, resulting
in each MCS iteration requiring approximately 3.5 seconds5.
5Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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Statistical Simulation 
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FIGURE 7.17. Flowchart demonstrating the implementation of the probabilistic fatigue
methodology to the lower side-stay case study.
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7.2.6 Probabilistic Results
The implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology enabled the computation of p f
estimates for the various features of the lower side-stay assembly. This subsection presents the
results of the probabilistic fatigue methodology for the lower side-stay assembly.
Lower Side-Stay Pins
Following the NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations, the DT accumulated damage values were collected
for both the smooth pin and fuse pin maximum shear location features. Figures 7.18a and
7.18b show the DT histograms for the smooth pin and fuse pin respectively. The histograms
have been normalised such that the area under the histogram is equal 1, to enable a direct
visual comparison with the fitted candidate distributions (see Appendix B). All DT histograms
throughout the remainder of this thesis show the maximum observed DT value as the maximum
limit of the DT x-axis.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.18. DT histograms for the lower side-stay (a) smooth and (b) fuse pin maxi-
mum shear locations at a design safe-life of 50,000 flights.
It can be observed from Figure 7.18 that both the smooth pin and fuse pin maximum shear
location DT values demonstrate positive skew with similar magnitudes of DT at the 50,000 flight
design safe-life. The systematic statistical characterisation process detailed in Chapter 4 was
employed to statistically characterise the variability in the DT values, considering candidate
distributions capable of showing positive support and positive skew: 2P Log-Normal, 3P Log-
Normal, 2P Weibull, 3P Weibull, Gumbel Maximum and Log-Logistic (All distributions types
are defined in Appendix B). It is important to note that due to the large sample size resulting
from the MCS, the alternative systematic statistical characterisation process shown previously
in Figure 4.1 must be employed (i.e. using r and RMSE for GoF testing as described in Steps A,
B and C in Section 4.2.2).
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Table 7.3 shows the PPLR and MLE distribution parameter estimates for the candidate
distributions of the variability in DT for the smooth pin maximum shear location. The 3P Log-
Normal distribution estimated a negative threshold δ value for DT , inferring negative damage
accumulation, which is not physically representative of fatigue as a failure mode. Therefore, the
3P Log-Normal distribution was rejected due to failing to represent the correct support.
TABLE 7.3. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the smooth pin
maximum shear location.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.284
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Gumbel) - -1.480 0.409 Y 0.003 0.9999
MLE - -1.480 0.409 Y 0.003 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.275 3.050 N 0.041 0.9731
MLE - 0.279 2.475 N 0.039 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Hazen) 0.040 0.231 2.449 N 0.028 0.9892
MLE 0.040 0.234 2.102 N 0.028 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (EV) - 0.081 0.200 Y 0.005 0.9996
MLE - 0.079 0.201 Y 0.006 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -1.480 0.227 N 0.015 0.9961
MLE - -1.478 0.234 N 0.010 -
When comparing the fitted CDFs to the ECDF of the smooth pin maximum shear location
DT values, it was observed that only the 2P Log-Normal and Gumbel Maximum distributions
provided an acceptable visual fit to the ECDF, as highlighted by the Good CDF Fit? column in
Table 7.3. It can also be observed from Table 7.3 that the RMSE values are significantly smaller
for the 2P Log-Normal distribution and Gumbel Maximum when compared to the other candidate
distributions, supporting the rejection of the other candidate distributions.
Considering the r correlation coefficient from the PPLR distribution parameter estimation
process, it can be seen from Table 7.3 that the 2P Log-Normal distribution provided the best-fit to
the variability in the smooth pin maximum shear location DT values. As a result, the statistical
characterisation values shown in Table 7.3 suggest that the 2P Log-Normal distribution provides
the best-fit to the DT damage values at the smooth pin maximum shear location. Table 7.3
also shows that there is a negligible percentage difference between the distribution parameter
estimates for the 2P Log-Normal distribution from PPLR and MLE, therefore validating the
distribution parameter estimates of the statistical characterisation of the smooth pin maximum
shear location DT values.
The fitted 2P Log-Normal distribution for the smooth pin maximum shear location DT values
is shown in Figure 7.19. It can be seen from Figure 7.19 that the 2P Log-Normal distribution
provides an acceptable visual fit to both the histogram and ECDF of DT values.
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.19. Fitted 2P Log-Normal distribution to smooth pin maximum shear location
DT damage variability compared to (a) the DT histogram and (b) the ECDF.
The statistical characterisation process was repeated for the DT values at the maximum
shear location of the fuse pin, shown previously as a histogram in Figure 7.18b. Table 7.4 shows
the resulting distribution parameter estimates and RMSE values. Table 7.4 shows that both the
2P Log-Normal distribution and Gumbel Maximum distribution also provided acceptable fits to
the variability in the fuse pin maximum shear location DT values.
TABLE 7.4. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the fuse pin maxi-
mum shear location.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.157
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Mean) - -1.400 0.396 Y 0.003 0.9998
MLE - -1.400 0.396 Y 0.003 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.296 3.153 N 0.041 0.9736
MLE - 0.300 2.579 N 0.038 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Hazen) 0.044 0.249 2.527 N 0.030 0.9890
MLE 0.044 0.252 2.177 N 0.028 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (Mean) - 0.084 0.218 Y 0.003 0.9999
MLE - 0.083 0.218 Y 0.005 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -1.399 0.219 N 0.015 0.9956
MLE - -1.397 0.226 N 0.010 -
It should be observed from Table 7.4 that the Gumbel Maximum distribution provides the
largest r value from PPLR and the 2P Log-Normal distribution provides the lowest RMSE values.
Therefore, in order to down-select the final distribution type for the fuse pin maximum shear
location DT values, P fdist (see Equation 3.1 in Chapter 3) values were computed for both candidate
distributions at D f ail = 1. For the Gumbel Maximum distribution, P fdist = 8.038×10−5, whilst for
the 2P Log-Normal distribution P fdist = 2.048×10−4, a difference of 60%.
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The large difference between the two P fdist estimates is as a result of ‘tail-sensitivity’, whereby
P fdist estimates are highly sensitive to the selected probability distribution type, especially when
the selected failure criterion lies in the tail of the distributions. Figure 7.20 demonstrates the
tail-sensitivity of the P fdist estimates for the fuse pin maximum shear location DT values. As the
2P Log-Normal distribution provided the most conservative P fdist value, it was selected as the
final distribution to characterise the variability in DT values for the fuse pin maximum shear
location as shown in Figure 7.21. Figure 7.21 shows that the 2P Log-Normal distribution provides
a good visual fit to the histogram and ECDF of the fuse pin maximum shear location DT values.
CDF  = 0.9998
Pf  = 2.048x10
-4
CDF  = 0.9999









FIGURE 7.20. A demonstration of tail-sensitivity for the fuse pin maximum shear
location DT values, from comparing (a) PDFs, (b) CDFs and (c) the change in P fdist
values.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.21. Fitted 2P Log-Normal distribution to fuse pin maximum shear location
DT damage variability compared to (a) the DT histogram and (b) the ECDF.
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Consistent with the probabilistic fatigue methodology defined in Chapter 3, GPD tail-fitting
was also performed based on the upper tails of the DT histograms shown in Figure 7.18, assuming
a tail dataset of Nt = 474 (based on the 1.5
√
NMCS criterion [159, 160]). Table 7.5 shows the
MLE GPD distribution parameter estimates for the pin maximum shear location DT values.
TABLE 7.5. GPD distribution parameters for the DT values of the smooth and fuse pin
maximum shear locations of the lower side-stay assembly.
Feature
GPD Parameters
Threshold t Shape λ Scale σ
Smooth Pin Max Shear 0.647 0.036 0.088
Fuse Pin Max Shear 0.667 -0.042 0.088
The DT values from the MCS iterations were also inspected to identify the number of N f ail
‘failure’ iterations (i.e. DT ≥ 1) for both the smooth and fuse pin maximum shear locations. Table
7.6 show the number of failure observations observed for the pin features after NMCS = 1×105
MCS iterations.
TABLE 7.6. Number of failure MCS iterations observed for the smooth and fuse pin
maximum shear locations from NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations.
Feature N f ail
Smooth Pin Max Shear 12
Fuse Pin Max Shear 8
Following the statistical characterisation of the pin maximum shear location DT values, the
p f estimates could be generated using the methods described in Chapter 3. Table 7.7 shows the
p f estimates for the maximum shear locations of both the smooth and fuse pin.
TABLE 7.7. The p f estimates for the maximum shear locations on the smooth and fuse
pin of the lower side-stay assembly.
Feature
p f estimation method
P fdist P fdist 95% CI P f tail P fMCS P fMCS+2σ
Smooth Pin Max Shear 1.485×10−4 1.586×10−4 1.131×10−4 1.200×10−4 1.893×10−4
Fuse Pin Max Shear 2.048×10−4 2.181×10−4 7.697×10−5 8.000×10−5 1.366×10−4
Concerning the smooth pin maximum shear location, it can be observed that the P fdist estimate
is larger than both the P f tail and P fMCS estimates. When accounting for statistical uncertainty
in p f estimates, Table 7.7 demonstrates that the 95% confidence interval (CI) value for P fdist is
closer to the P fdist value (≈ 7% increase) compared to the +2σ P fMCS value, which is an ≈ 58%
increase of the P fMCS value.
Regarding the fuse pin maximum shear location, Table 7.7 again demonstrates that the
P fdist estimate is more conservative than the p f estimates generated using P f tail and P fMCS . It is
important to highlight that the P fMCS for the fuse pin is significantly lower than the P fMCS for
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the smooth pin as shown in Table 7.7. This observation is in contradiction to the P fdist estimates,
which suggest that the fuse pin maximum shear location should have a higher p f than the
smooth pin. A higher p f should also be expected due to the pin geometry and presence of the fuse
groove K t in the fuse pin, which would result in higher stress values and DT values in otherwise
identically loaded pins.
Figure 7.22 shows the superimposition of the original DT histograms for the smooth and fuse
pin maximum shear locations. It can be observed from Figure 7.22 that the fuse pin maximum
shear location DT histogram demonstrates a higher mean value and a heavier right-hand tail,
suggesting that a higher p f would be expected for the fuse pin maximum shear location compared
to the smooth pin maximum shear location. These observations suggest that in this instance,
P fMCS estimates cannot be used as a reliable estimate for the pin p f values. As the P f tail estimates
are consistent with the P fMCS estimates in Table 7.7, it can also be suggested that the P f tail
estimates cannot be reliably used to generate p f estimates for the smooth and fuse pin.
The histograms in Figure 7.22 also provide support for selecting the 2P Log-Normal distri-
bution over the Gumbel Maximum distribution to characterise the variability in the fuse pin
maximum shear location DT values. The use of a Gumbel Maximum distribution would have
resulted in the fuse pin maximum shear location having a lower P fdist estimate than the smooth
pin maximum shear location, which again contradicts the histograms shown in Figure 7.22.
Fuse Pin has higher mean 
value and greater variance.
FIGURE 7.22. A comparison of the DT histograms for the smooth and fuse pins maxi-
mum shear locations.
Component-level p f estimates can be generated for the pins in the lower side-stay assembly
using Equation 3.6 in Chapter 3. As there are two maximum shear planes in each pin, and as
the damage accumulation is assumed to be independent at each shear plane (as the material
properties and dimensional variability are assumed to be statistically independent across the
features), the component-level p f estimates are simply twice the p f estimates shown in Table
7.7. Table 7.8 shows the component-level p f estimates for the smooth and fuse pins.
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TABLE 7.8. The component-level p f estimates for the smooth and fuse pin of the lower
side-stay assembly.
Component
Component-level p f Estimation Method
P fdist P fdist 95% CI P f tail P fMCS P fMCS+2σ
Smooth Pin 2.971×10−4 3.721×10−4 2.261×10−4 2.400×10−4 3.786×10−4
Components per Failure 3,366 3,152 4,421 4,166 2,641
Fuse Pin 4.095×10−4 4.361×10−4 1.539×10−5 1.600×10−4 2.731×10−4
Components per Failure 2,441 2,292 6,496 6,250 3,661
Table 7.8 also shows the ‘components per failure’, which is simply the inverse of the p f
estimate (i.e. a value of 3,000 represents that, on average, 1 in 3,000 components would be
expected to fail by the design safe-life). A typical global fleet size (i.e. all of the aircraft of a
given type produced) for a civil wide-body aircraft is between 1,000 and 2,000 aircraft [263]. This
suggests that the components per failure values in Table 7.8 demonstrate that less than one pin
would be expected to fail in the global fleet of aircraft.
Finally, it can be seen from Table 7.8 that the same observations regarding the maximum
shear location p f estimates in Table 7.7 are applicable to the component-level p f estimates.
Again, when not accounting for statistical uncertainty in p f estimates, the P fdist estimates
provide the most conservative p f estimates for both the smooth and fuse pins.
Lower Side-Stay Component
Following the NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations, the histograms of the DT accumulated damage
values were constructed for each of the features of the lower side-stay component as down-selected
in Section 7.2.3. The resulting DT histograms are shown overleaf in Figure 7.23 and are also
shown in relation to their location on the lower side-stay component in Figure 7.24.
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96.3% of MCS iterations resulted 
in zero damage.
FIGURE 7.23. Histograms of the DT variability at the lower side-stay component
features.
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It can be observed from Figure 7.23 that the majority of features demonstrate a positive
skew and that the order of magnitude of the DT damage values varies significantly across the
features, from 10−1 at the lugs to 10−3 at the side-stay body. Of note is Figure 7.23f, which is
representative of the damage DT at either end of the horizontal flange, in which it can be seen
that the majority of MCS iterations resulted in zero fatigue damage being accumulated (i.e. all of
the applied stress amplitudes were below the σFL of the statistically generated S-N curves). In
addition, any damage that was accumulated by the horizontal flange ends was in the order of
10−6 and as a result, it was assumed that the horizontal flange end features did not contribute to
the p f of the lower side-stay component.
Table 7.9 shows the maximum DT damage values observed for each feature across the
NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations. The wide range in the order of magnitude of the damage values
across the features is highlighted by Table 7.9, and it can also be seen that the lug free edges, lug
body edges and lug exteriors failed to accumulate any fatigue damage across the NMCS = 1×105
MCS iterations.
TABLE 7.9. Maximum DT damage values observed for the lower side-stay component
over NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations.
Feature Maximum DT Value Observed
Loaded Lug Top 1.121
Loaded Lug Free Edge 0
Loaded Lug Bottom 0.885
Loaded Lug Body Edge 0
Constrained Lug Top 0.890
Constrained Lug Free Edge 0
Constrained Lug Bottom 0.029
Constrained Lug Body Edge 0
Side-Stay Body 1.361×10−3
Loaded Flange Edge 1.921×10−6
Constrained Flange Edge 2.011×10−6
Loaded Lug Exterior 0
Constrained Lug Exterior 0
Loaded Web Thickness Change 0.046
Constrained Web Thickness Change 0.046
The DT damage histograms for the lower side-stay component features were then statistically
characterised using the same approach as used for the lower side-stay pins. As each of the
histograms in Figure 7.23 show positive support and skew, 2P Log-Normal, 3P Log-Normal,
2P Weibull, 3P Weibull, Gumbel Maximum and Log-Logistic distributions were considered as
candidate distributions to characterise the DT variability.
Table 7.10 shows the statistical characterisation results of the loaded lug top feature and it
can be observed that both the 2P Log-Normal distribution and the Gumbel Maximum distribution
provided acceptable visual fits to the histogram and ECDF. As the 2P Log-Normal distribution
had the lowest RMSE values and the highest PPLR r correlation coefficient, the 2P Log-Normal
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distribution provided the best-fit to the DT variability at the loaded lug top feature.
The resulting 2P Log-Normal distribution for the DT values at the loaded lug top feature is
shown in Figure 7.25, where the fitted distribution can be seen to provide an acceptable visual fit
to both the histogram and ECDF.
TABLE 7.10. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the loaded lug top
feature of the lower side-stay component.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.302
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Hazen) - -1.762 0.425 Y 0.005 0.9997
MLE - -1.762 0.425 Y 0.005 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.209 2.939 N 0.039 0.9749
MLE - 0.212 2.400 N 0.037 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (EV) 0.023 0.183 2.493 N 0.030 0.9872
MLE 0.024 0.186 2.120 N 0.029 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (EV) - 0.064 0.151 Y 0.005 0.9994
MLE - 0.062 0.151 Y 0.006 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -1.762 0.235 N 0.015 0.9960
MLE - -1.758 0.243 N 0.010 -
(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.25. Fitted 2P Log-Normal distribution to the loaded lug top feature DT
damage variability compared to (a) the DT histogram and (b) the ECDF.
The remaining features were statistically characterised using the same approach and it was
found that the 2P Log-Normal distribution provided the best-fit to the variability in DT damage
values at all of the lower side-stay component features. The full statistical characterisation
results are shown in Appendix G and Table 7.11 shows the selected probability distributions.
It can be seen from Table 7.11 that the 2P Log-Normal distribution provided the best-fit at all
features due to low RMSE values and high r values.
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TABLE 7.11. Statistical characterisation of the DT variability at each feature of the
lower side-stay component.
Feature
2P Log-Normal Parameters RMSE r
Scale σ Shape λ
Loaded Lug Top -1.762 0.425 0.005 0.9997
Loaded Bottom Lug -1.753 0.423 0.004 0.9997
Constrained Lug Top -2.017 0.415 0.004 0.9998
Constrained Lug Bottom -5.071 0.356 0.001 1
Side-Stay Body -8.583 0.497 0.006 0.9994
Loaded Web Thickness Change -4.473 0.345 0.001 1
Constrained Web Thickness Change -4.407 0.345 0.001 1
Table 7.12 shows the GPD parameter estimates from MLE of the tail datasets extracted from
the DT histograms for each feature, with a tail dataset size Nt = 474.




Threshold t Scale σ Shape λ
Loaded Lug Top 0.501 0.062 0.135
Loaded Lug Bottom 0.503 0.065 0.026
Constrained Lug Top 0.378 0.043 0.132
Constrained Lug Bottom 0.016 0.002 0.041
Side-Stay Body 6.311×10−4 9.611×10−5 0.050
Loaded Web Thickness Change 0.028 0.003 -0.026
Constrained Web Thickness Change 0.030 0.004 -0.126
The MCS damage values were also inspected for each feature to identify the number of
‘failure’ (i.e. DT ≥ 1) iterations. Table 7.13 shows that failure iterations were only observed for
the loaded lug top feature within the NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations.
TABLE 7.13. Number of failure MCS iterations observed for the lower side-stay compo-
nent features from NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations.
Feature N f ail
Loaded Lug Top 2
Loaded Lug Bottom 0
Constrained Lug Top 0
Constrained Lug Bottom 0
Side-Stay Body 0
Loaded Web Thickness Change 0
Constrained Web Thickness Change 0
The p f estimates for the lower side-stay component features were computed using the
methods shown previously in Chapter 3. The resulting p f estimates are shown for each feature
of the lower side-stay component in Table 7.14. It can be observed from Table 7.14 that the only
features that demonstrated a quantifiable p f for the lower side-stay component were the loaded
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lug top, loaded lug bottom and constrained lug top features, as all other features demonstrated a
p f equal to zero for all estimation methods.
TABLE 7.14. The p f estimates for the lower side-stay component features.
Feature
p f Estimation Method
P fdist P fdist 95% CI P f tail P fMCS P fMCS+2σ
Loaded Lug Top 1.717×10−5 1.867×10−5 2.052×10−5 2.000×10−5 4.828×10−5
Loaded Lug Bottom 1.722×10−5 1.872×10−5 4.949×10−6 0 0
Constrained Lug Top 5.954×10−7 6.658×10−7 1.488×10−6 0 0
It can be observed from Table 7.14 that the order of magnitude of the p f values varies across
the component features, from 10−5 for the loaded lug features to 10−7 for the constrained lug top
feature. This variation in p f values is consistent with the maximum observed damage values
shown in Table 7.9, where the most highly damaged values show the greatest p f values. It can
also be observed from Table 7.14 that the order of magnitude of p f values are significantly lower
than the p f values for the smooth and fuse pins shown previously in Table 7.8. Such a result
is also anticipated in the deterministic fatigue analysis of landing gear components, as landing
gear pins are typically fatigue critical components which accumulate significantly higher levels
of fatigue damage compared to ‘bulk’ component sections, such as the lower side-stay component
[255].
Table 7.14 also shows that there is good agreement in the P fdist , P f tail and P fMCS estimates for
the loaded top lug feature, therefore providing validation of the P fdist estimate. However, when
reviewing the p f estimates for the loaded lug bottom feature and the constrained lug top feature,
the P f tail estimates differ from the P fdist estimates by an order of magnitude, whilst a nil p f value
is estimated using P fMCS . Table 7.14 highlights that the P fdist estimates were consistent between
the loaded lug top feature and loaded lug bottom feature and therefore, it would be expected that
the P f tail and P fMCS estimates would also be consistent between the two features. However, Table
7.14 demonstrates that the P f tail and P fMCS estimates differ significantly between the loaded lug
top and loaded lug bottom feature, suggesting that P f tail and P fMCS estimates are sensitive to the
observation of high DT values within the MCS iterations and as a result, are sensitive to the
specific DT values generated during the probabilistic analysis.
Concerning the significantly lower P fdist value for the constrained lug top feature compared
to the loaded lug top feature, this observation contradicts the expectation that the p f estimates
would be similar between the two features, due to the similar maximum damage values shown
previously in Table 7.9 and the similar geometry and loading of the lugs. The smaller P fdist
estimates at the constrained lug top feature can be explained by considering the histograms and
ECDF of the DT values at the feature, as shown in Figure 7.26.
Figure 7.26 shows that smaller p f values should be expected for the constrained lug top
feature due to the variability in DT demonstrating a smaller mean and lower variance compared
to the loaded lug top feature. The reduced variability in the DT values of the constrained lug
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top feature is expected to be as a result of the assumed ‘pinned’ boundary conditions at the
constrained lugs of the lower side-stay. Therefore, Figure 7.26 demonstrates the sensitivity of
results from the probabilistic fatigue methodology to the assumptions made within the original
deterministic fatigue analysis process.
Constrained Lug has 
lower mean value and 
smaller variance.
Constrained Lug has 
plateau at smaller 
damage value
(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.26. A comparison of the (a) DT histograms and (b) CDFs for the loaded lug
top and constrained lug top features.
The p f estimates for each feature can then be combined into a component-level ‘p fcomponent ’
estimate for the lower side-stay component, using Equation 3.6 shown previously in Chapter
3. Based on the symmetry of the lower side-stay component as discussed in Section 7.2.3, the
features to account for in the p fcomponent estimate are:
• 2 × Loaded Lug Top Feature
• 2 × Loaded Lug Bottom Feature
• 2 × Constrained Lug Top Feature
• 2 × Constrained Lug Bottom Feature
• 1 × Side-Stay Body Feature
• 4 × Loaded Web Thickness Change Feature
• 4 × Constrained Web Thickness Change Feature
Table 7.15 shows the resulting lower side-stay component p fcomponent estimates for each p f
estimation method. It can be observed from Table 7.15 that when not accounting for statistical
uncertainty, the P fdist estimates provide the most conservative p fcomponent for the lower side-stay
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component. When accounting for statistical uncertainty, Table 7.15 demonstrates that P fMCS+2σ
provides the most conservative estimate. However, it is important to note that the P fMCS+2σ
estimate for p fcomponent only accounts for the loaded lug top feature, as this was the only feature
to demonstrate failure MCS iterations, as shown previously in Table 7.13. Therefore, the P fMCS -
derived estimates fail to account for the quantifiable p f observed in other features of the lower
side-stay component.
TABLE 7.15. The component-level p f estimates for the lower side-stay component.
Component
Component-level p fcomponent Estimation Method
P fdist P fdist 95% CI P f tail P fMCS P fMCS+2σ
Lower Side-Stay 6.998×10−5 7.611×10−5 5.391×10−5 4.000×10−5 9.657×10−5
Components per Failure 14,290 13,139 18,547 25,000 10,355
Table 7.15 also shows the components per failure for the lower side-stay component. Compar-
ing the p f estimates and components per failure values with the lower side-stay pins in Table 7.8
demonstrates that the probability of failure due to fatigue in the lower side-stay component is
significantly lower than that for the lower side-stay pins.
Lower Side-Stay Assembly
The component p f estimates for the smooth pin, fuse pin and lower side-stay component could
then be combined to produce an estimate of the p fassembl y . This could be achieved using Equation
3.7 shown in Chapter 3, as the lower side-stay assembly is a single load path assembly and is as
a result, a ‘series’ reliability system. The resulting assembly-level p fassembl y estimates are shown
in Table 7.16.
TABLE 7.16. The assembly-level p f estimates for the lower side-stay assembly.
Assembly
Assembly-level p fassembl y Estimation Method
P fdist P fdist 95% CI P f tail P fMCS P fMCS+2σ
Lower Side-Stay 7.766×10−4 8.295×10−4 4.340×10−4 4.400×10−4 7.483×10−4
Reliability R 0.9992 0.9992 0.9996 0.9996 0.9993
Assemblies per Failure 1,287 1,205 2,304 2,272 1,336
It can be observed from Table 7.16 that there is good agreement of the p fassembl y estimate of
the lower side-stay assembly across the different p f estimation methods, which all show the
same order of magnitude of 10−4. Table 7.16 also shows the lower side-stay assemblies per failure
value and as a result, it would be expected to observe approximately one failure of the assembly
in the typical fleet size of a wide-body civil aircraft of 1,000 to 2,000 aircraft [263].
The p fassembl y generated using P fdist provides the most conservative estimate of the lower
side-stay assembly at P fdist = 8.295×10−4 (at the 95% confidence level), corresponding to an
assembly reliability of R = 0.9992. As P fdist provides the most conservative estimate of the lower
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side-stay p fassembl y , both when accounting for and neglecting statistical uncertainty, it should be
used as the final estimate for the lower side-stay p fassembl y .
Whilst the values in Table 7.16 suggest that the P f tail and P fMCS estimates provide validation
for the P fdist values, it should be recalled that the p fassembl y estimates based on P f tail and P fMCS
fail to account for all of the features within the lower side-stay component with a quantifiable p f
value. As a result, the P f tail and P fMCS again fail to generate p f estimates that are representative
of all the potential locations of fatigue failure in the assembly.
7.2.7 Sensitivity Analysis
As introduced in Chapter 3, sensitivity analysis methods provide further information to support
fatigue design decisions, by ranking design parameters with respect to their relative contribution
to the variability observed in the DT accumulated damage values. The design parameters
providing the greatest contribution are known as ‘design drivers’.
The density-based K-L sensitivity analysis method introduced in Chapter 3 was applied to the
lower side-stay assembly case study. In order to perform K-L sensitivity analysis, repeated MCS-
SSI probabilistic analyses had to be performed, each time fixing a specific design parameter to a
nominal value. In order to reduce the computational expense of conducting the sensitivity analysis,
a reduced number of MCS iterations was used for each sensitivity analysis case. NMCS = 1×104
MCS iterations (10% of the NMCS used for the estimation of p f values) was used to conduct
the K-L sensitivity analysis. In order to ensure NMCS = 1×104 iterations would still result in
accurate sensitivity analysis results, the distribution parameter estimates for the DT damage
and the resulting P fdist estimates were compared between NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 1×104
for the fuse pin maximum shear location and loaded lug top feature, as shown in Table 7.17.
TABLE 7.17. Comparison of distribution parameters and P fdist at NMCS = 1×105 and




NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 1×104 % Difference
Fuse Pin 2P Log-Normal σ -1.399 -1.400 0.050
Max Shear 2P Log-Normal λ 0.396 0.397 0.311
P fdist 2.048×10−4 2.210×10−4 3.516
Loaded Lug Top
2P Log-Normal σ -1.762 -1.761 0.025
2P Log-Normal λ 0.425 0.424 0.323
P fdist 1.717×10−5 1.627×10−5 5.242
Table 7.17 shows that the percentage difference between the distribution parameter estimates
and P fdist for the DT accumulated damage only differ by approximately 5% for both features. As a
result, NMCS = 1×104 provides a sufficient number of MCS iterations to perform K-L sensitivity
analysis. The remainder of this section will present the sensitivity analysis results for the fuse
pin maximum shear location and the loaded lug top feature of the lower side-stay component.
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These features were selected as they provided the most highly damaged features within their
respective sections of the lower side-stay assembly.
Fuse Pin
The sensitivity analysis of the fuse pin maximum shear location considered each of the design
parameters statistically characterised for the fuse pin case study as described previously in
Section 7.2.4. The following sensitivity analysis cases were therefore considered:
• Mean aircraft mass assumed for pre-takeoff taxi and take-off (2.262×105 kg [191]) and for
landing and post-landing taxi (1.835×105 kg [191]).
• Fixed ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequence based on the standardised loading
spectrum described in Appendix E.
• All side load factors fixed to ny =±0.1 g.
• Mean S-N curve (i.e. all S-N curves are set to PoS = 50% , with a mean σFL = 457 MPa.)
• Mean σUTS = 1,200 MPa.
• Mean outer radius OR = 32.5 mm.
• Mean inner radius IR = 19.5 mm.
• Mean groove radius rg = 2 mm.
• Mean groove depth dg = 5 mm.
• Mean groove width wg = 10 mm.
The output from each MCS sensitivity analysis case was statistically characterised using the
same process as used in the probabilistic analysis in Section 7.2.6 and the resulting distributions
are shown in Table 7.18. It can be observed from Table 7.18 that the removal of variability in
specific design parameters can result in a significant change in the probability distribution shape
(e.g. an Exponential distribution) compared to the original ‘parent’ 2P Log-Normal distribution
when all design parameter variability is accounted for.
Figure 7.27 shows the deviation from the fuse pin maximum shear location DT parent
distribution for the sensitivity analysis cases concerning the loading on the lower side-stay
assembly. It can be observed from Figure 7.27a that the mean aircraft mass values only result in
a slight deviation from the parent distribution. The fixing of the variability in the manoeuvre
occurrence and sequencing resulted in a Gumbel Maximum distribution that demonstrated
increased deviation from the parent distribution, as highlighted by Figure 7.27b. Figure 7.27c
shows that the Exponential distribution representing the removal of variability in the ny load
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factor magnitude demonstrated a significant deviation from the parent distribution, qualitatively
suggesting that variability in ny loading magnitude provides a significant contribution to the
variability in DT values at the fuse pin maximum shear location.
TABLE 7.18. Statistical characterisation results for the fuse pin maximum shear loca-
tion sensitivity analysis cases.
Sensitivity Analysis Case Distribution Type
Distribution Parameter Estimate
Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ
Mean Aircraft Mass Gumbel Maximum - 0.076 0.202
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence Gumbel Maximum - 0.034 0.086
Fixed ny Exponential - 0.005 -
Mean S-N Curve 3P Log-Normal 0.017 -1.464 0.079
Mean σUTS 2P Log-Normal - -1.405 0.400
Mean OR 2P Log-Normal - -1.394 0.396
Mean IR 2P Log-Normal - -1.398 0.397
Mean rg 2P Log-Normal - -1.409 0.393
Mean dg 2P Log-Normal - -1.402 0.395
Mean wg 2P Log-Normal - -1.396 0.397
Parent Distribution 2P Log-Normal - -1.400 0.396
(a)
(b) (c)
FIGURE 7.27. DT probability distributions resulting from fuse pin maximum shear
location loading sensitivity analysis cases: (a) mean take-off and landing mass, (b)
fixed manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing and (c) fixed ny side load factors.
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The distributions of the fuse pin maximum shear location DT values resulting from the
sensitivity analysis cases concerning material properties are shown in Figure 7.28. It can be seen
from Figure 7.28a that the use of a mean S-N curve results in a large departure from the original
parent distribution, with a significant reduction in the observed skew and variance. On the other
hand, Figure 7.28b suggests that removal of the variability in σUTS only results in a limited
change to the DT distribution, suggesting that σUTS only has a limited impact on the variability
in the fuse pin maximum shear location DT values.
(b)(a)
FIGURE 7.28. DT probability distributions resulting from fuse pin maximum shear
location material property sensitivity analysis cases: (a) mean S-N curve and (b)
mean σUTS.
Figure 7.29 shows the distributions resulting from the sensitivity analysis cases that con-
sidered the fuse pin dimensional design parameters. It can be observed from Figure 7.29 that
there is minimal visual difference between the parent distribution and the distributions from the
dimensional parameter sensitivity analysis cases, suggesting that the variability in dimensional
design parameters provides a very limited contribution to the variability in the fuse pin maximum
shear location DT values.
In order to quantify the difference between the parent distribution and each of the resulting
distributions for the sensitivity analysis cases, the K-L total effect TE sensitivity value can be
computed using the K-L sensitivity analysis method described in Chapter 3 and Equation 3.8.
The resulting TE values are shown in Table 7.19, where a larger TE value implies that a design
parameter provides a greater contribution to the variability in DT values (i.e. identifying a more
‘significant’ design parameter or design driver).
Table 7.19 shows that based on K-L sensitivity analysis, the variability in the side load
factor ny for each ground manoeuvre results in the largest TE value and therefore, provides the
greatest contribution to the variability in the DT values for the fuse pin maximum shear location.
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This TE value is also significantly larger than any of the other TE values, suggesting that the
ny load factor variability is the primary contributor to the variability in DT values. As a result,
ny is the fatigue design driver for the fuse pin maximum shear location. As the typical shape of
the ny load factor distributions is Exponential [12], this suggests that it is also the upper-tail
and rare or ‘extreme’ loading events that contribute significantly to the variability in fuse pin
maximum shear location DT values.
FIGURE 7.29. DT probability distributions resulting from fuse pin maximum shear
location dimensional parameter sensitivity analysis cases: (a) mean rg, (b) mean
dg, (c) mean wg, (d) mean OR and (e) mean IR.
The results in Table 7.19 also show that the variability present in the S-N curves also
contributes a significant amount of variability to the fuse pin maximum shear location DT damage
values. This result is to be expected due to the significant variability that is present within S-N
datasets and N f values [6]. The removal of manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing variability
also resulted in a TE value of a similar magnitude to using mean S-N curves, suggesting that
manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing also introduces significant variability in the fuse pin
maximum shear location DT damage values.
The remaining design parameters, including all those related to the dimensional parameters
of the fuse pin, demonstrated negligible TE values and therefore provided a limited contribution
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to the variability in DT damage values. As a result, in future probabilistic analyses, there is the
potential to ‘screen’ dimensional variability, by fixing such values to their mean or deterministic
values, potentially reducing the computational expense of the probabilistic analysis.
TABLE 7.19. Total Effect TE values for the fuse pin maximum shear location sensitivity
analysis cases, computed using the K-L sensitivity analysis method.
Sensitivity Analysis Case TE
Fixed ny 54.674
Mean S-N Curve 5.894
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence 3.240







Loaded Top Lug Feature
Sensitivity analysis was also performed for the loaded lug top feature of the lower side-stay com-
ponent. The following K-L sensitivity analysis cases based upon NMCS = 1×104 were performed
for the loaded lug top feature:
• Mean aircraft mass assumed for pre-takeoff taxi and take-off (2.262×105 kg [191]) and for
landing and post-landing taxi (1.835×105 kg [191]).
• Fixed ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequence based on the standardised loading
spectrum described in Appendix E.
• All side load factors fixed to ny =±0.1 g.
• Mean S-N curve (i.e. all S-N curves are set to PoS = 50%, with a mean σFL = 457 MPa).
• Mean σUTS = 1,200 MPa.
The output from the MCS sensitivity analysis cases was then statistically characterised using
the same approach as for the fuse pin sensitivity analysis cases and the resulting distributions
are shown in Table 7.20. It should be noted that the sensitivity analysis case concerning fixing
all side load factors to ny =±0.1 g only resulted in three MCS iterations accumulating fatigue
damage in the loaded lug top feature and as a result, a distribution could not be fitted.
Figure 7.30 shows the distributions for the loaded lug top sensitivity analysis cases related to
the lower side-stay loading. Figure 7.30a shows that the removal of variability in aircraft mass
only results in a limited deviation from the parent distribution, compared to when the variability
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in manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing is removed as shown in Figure 7.30b. Therefore, Figure
7.30 qualitatively suggests that variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing
provides a greater contribution to the DT damage value variability compared to the variability in
the aircraft mass. As only a limited number of MCS iterations resulted in accumulated damage in
the sensitivity analysis case in which ny side load factor variability was removed, it is therefore
suggested that the ny variability is the design driver for the loaded lug top feature.
TABLE 7.20. Statistical characterisation results for the loaded lug top sensitivity analy-
sis cases.
Sensitivity Analysis Case Distribution Type
Distribution Parameter Estimate
Scale σ Shape λ
Mean Aircraft Mass Gumbel Maximum 0.051 0.129
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence 2P Log-Normal -2.551 0.434
Mean S-N Curve 2P Log-Normal -1.754 0.061
Mean σUTS 2P Log-Normal -1.759 0.418
Parent Distribution 2P Log-Normal -1.762 0.425
(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.30. DT probability distributions resulting from loaded lug top loading sensi-
tivity analysis cases: (a) mean take-off and landing mass and (b) fixed manoeuvre
occurrence and sequencing.
The sensitivity analysis cases concerning the mean S-N curve and mean σUTS are shown
in Figures 7.31a and 7.31b respectively. It can be seen from Figure 7.31 that the mean S-N
curve results in a significant deviation from the parent distribution, especially when compared
to the limited deviation of the mean σUTS case. This qualitatively suggests that the mean S-N
curve may also be fatigue design driver, whilst the variability in σUTS only provides a limited
contribution to the variability in the loaded lug top DT damage values.
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.31. DT probability distributions resulting from loaded lug top material
property sensitivity analysis cases: (a) mean S-N curve and (b) mean σUTS.
K-L TE sensitivity values were computed for the loaded lug top sensitivity analysis cases and
are shown in Table 7.21. It can be observed from Table 7.21 that the variability in the S-N curve
and variability in the manoeuvre occurrence and sequence resulted in greater TE values and
hence provided a greater contribution to the variability in the loaded lug top DT damage values.
TABLE 7.21. Total Effect TE values for the loaded lug top sensitivity analysis cases,
computed using the K-L sensitivity analysis method.
Sensitivity Analysis Case TE
Mean S-N Curve 10.718
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence 2.004
Mean Aircraft Mass 0.332
Mean σUTS 0.018
Summary of Lower Side-Stay Assembly Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis performed for the fuse pin maximum shear location and loaded lug top
feature of the lower side-stay assembly highlighted that the following design parameters were
design drivers for both features:
• Side load factor ny for ground manoeuvres.
• S-N curve variability.
• Manoeuvre Occurrence and Sequencing.
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The variability in ny for ground manoeuvres was found to provide the greatest contribution to
the variability in the lower side-stay DT values and therefore, future work would be required to
better control or characterise the variability in ny. Whilst variability in landing gear loads cannot
be directly reduced due to the operational environment of aircraft landing gear, future work
could be performed to better characterise the variability in ny side load factors for landing gear,
beyond the existing studies presented in the literature [12, 14, 191, 214]. In a similar manner,
the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing could be further characterised
and incorporated into the existing deterministic safe-life fatigue analysis process, based upon
data collection from ADS-B data files as described in Chapter 5.
The variability in S-N datasets and their subsequent S-N curves were also found to be fatigue
design drivers for the lower side-stay assembly features. Whilst the inherent scatter in N f
within S-N datasets cannot be reduced, improved statistical characterisation of S-N datasets, as
performed in Chapter 4, could reduce the variability in N f represented within analysis, such as
through the use of a 3P Weibull distribution for N f . This would have the potential to reduce the
variability in accumulated DT damage values and will be explored in the following subsection.
7.2.8 3-Parameter Weibull P-S-N Curves
Chapter 4 demonstrated that whilst the variability in N f for 4340 steel could be statistically
characterised using a 2P Log-Normal distribution, an improved fit to the N f values in the S-N
dataset could be achieved using a 3P Weibull distribution. In order to investigate the impact on
the probabilistic analysis and results for the lower side-stay assembly of assuming a 3P Weibull
distribution for N f instead of a 2P Log-Normal distribution, additional MCS iterations were
performed of NMCS = 1×104 using a 3P Weibull distribution for N f at each σ0 stress level. The
methodology used to statistically simulate 3P Weibull S-N curves was as described previously in
Section 4.5.1.
Figure 7.32 shows the resulting DT histograms for the fuse pin maximum shear location and
loaded lug top feature when assuming a 3P Weibull distribution for N f , compared to the original
‘parent’ distribution when assuming a 2P Log-Normal distribution for N f . In both instances the
variability in all other design parameters was retained.
The histograms shown in Figures 7.32b and 7.32d show the DT histograms when assuming
a 3P Weibull distribution for N f for the fuse pin maximum shear location and loaded lug top
feature respectively. It can be observed from Figure 7.32 that the resulting histograms from
the 3P Weibull S-N curves can be characterised as negatively (i.e. left) skewed with a sharp
right-hand tail. The histogram also shows a flattening of the peak of the distribution, compared to
the sharp peak of probability density (i.e. central tendency) of the parent distributions in Figures
7.32a and 7.32c.
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Parent Distribution
Parent Distribution
3P Weibull S-N Curve




Maximum DT  = 1.215
Maximum DT  = 1.121
Maximum DT  = 0.510
Maximum DT  = 0.349
FIGURE 7.32. (a, c) DT probability distributions resulting from using 2P Log-Normal
S-N curves for fuse pin maximum shear location and loaded lug top feature and
(b, d) DT probability distributions resulting from using 3P Weibull S-N curves for
fuse pin maximum shear location and loaded lug top feature.
The complex shape of the DT histograms when employing a 3P Weibull N f distribution for
the S-N curve is expected to be as a result of the shape and support of the 3P Weibull distribution,
which features a non-zero δ threshold value and a sharp increase to the maximum value of
probability density (see Figure 4.6 in Chapter 4). It should also be noted from Figures 7.32b and
7.32d that the maximum DT damage values observed were significantly lower when assuming a
3P Weibull N f distribution. This reduction in maximum damage compared to when using a 2P
Log-Normal N f distribution is as a result of the non-zero δ threshold, which infers that there is
a minimum N f value at each σ0 stress level, whereas 2P distributions theoretically infer that
failure could occur at zero cycles. As a result, it can be suggested that a 3P Weibull distribution
could result in reduced p f estimates, providing the 3P Weibull distribution provides the most
accurate fit to the variability in N f .
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In order to identify the change in p f for the fuse pin maximum shear location and loaded lug
top feature when using 3P Weibull N f distributions, candidate distributions capable of negative
skew and positive support were considered to characterise the DT histograms in Figures 7.32b





Figure 7.33 shows the candidate distributions fitted to the loaded lug top feature DT histogram
and ECDF. It can be seen from Figure 7.33 that none of the candidate distributions provided an
acceptable visual fit the DT histogram or ECDF when 3P Weibull N f distributions were used, due
to the complex shape of the histogram. As a good-fit to the DT variability could not be achieved,
p f estimates when assuming a 3P Weibull N f distribution could not be generated. As a result,
and in a similar manner to the complexities of employing 3P Weibull distributions to construct
P-S-N curves for deterministic fatigue design as described in Section 4.4, the utilisation of 3P
Weibull distributions introduces significant complexity in the post processing of the probabilistic












FIGURE 7.33. A visualisation of how all candidate distributions provided a poor-fit to
the DT (a) histogram and (b) ECDF for the loaded lug top feature when using an




This chapter has demonstrated the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology defined
in Chapter 3 to the smooth pin, fuse pin and lower side-stay components of a lower side-stay
assembly for a wide-body civil aircraft MLG. The implementation of the probabilistic fatigue
methodology permitted p f estimates to be generated for the various engineering features of
the lower side-stay components, along with component-level and assembly-level estimates. The
MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue methodology was successfully applied to components which
are analysed using both classical/analytical and linear elastic FEA stress analysis methods.
From the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to the lower side-stay assembly,
additional observations beyond the successful generation of p f estimates were made:
• The P fdist estimates provided the most conservative p f values, whilst the P f tail and P fMCS
estimates were found to be sensitive to the specific DT values observed during the MCS
iterations.
• The utilisation of sensitivity analysis methods during the post processing of the results
from the case studies identified the following design parameters as fatigue design drivers:
– Variability in ny side load factors.
– Variability in the S-N curve.
– Variability in the ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing.
• The p f estimates of assemblies are typically dominated by specific components (e.g. the
side-stay pins within the lower side-stay assembly) and the p f estimates of components
are typically dominated by specific features (e.g. the lug features of the lower side-stay
component). As a result, from the perspective of fatigue reliability, many features of the
lower side-stay assembly are potentially over-designed and could be further optimised to
reduce component mass.
Due to the relative simplicity of the axial tension/compression loading applied to the lower
side-stay assembly, the stress fields resulting in the lower side-stay component and pins were
simple to assess and incorporate within the probabilistic fatigue methodology. As a result, an
additional case study comprising of a component with a complex geometry that is exposed to
complex loading is required in order to perform a critical assessment of the MCS-SSI hybrid
probabilistic fatigue methodology defined in Chapter 3. Therefore, the following chapter considers
an additional case study concerning a lower drag brace component, which will be assessed using












DRAG BRACE CASE STUDY
The current chapter aims to further extend the application of the probabilistic fatiguemethodology to a landing gear component that demonstrates increased geometrical, load-ing and stress analysis complexity compared to the lower side-stay assembly assessed in
Chapter 7. To further investigate the utility and performance of the probabilistic fatigue method-
ology defined Chapter 3, the methodology is applied to the assessment of a lower drag brace
component, which is subjected to a complex combination of global landing gear loads. Beyond
performing the probabilistic and sensitivity analysis of the engineering features of the lower
drag brace component, this chapter also explores the further exploitation of surrogate modelling
methods during the implementation of probabilistic fatigue methodologies. This chapter concludes
by identifying observations made across both the lower side-stay assembly and lower drag brace
case studies, to support the critical evaluation of the methodology to be performed in Chapter 9.
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8.1 Lower Drag Brace Case Study
This chapter of the thesis will detail the implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology
to the MLG lower drag brace component of a civil wide-body aircraft. The following case study
considers the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to a component that is loaded
in a complex fashion and is analysed using linear elastic FEA stress analysis methods. The proba-
bilistic results and sensitivity analysis cases will also be presented following the implementation
of the probabilistic fatigue methodology.
8.1.1 Component Overview
The drag brace is part of the main fitting of the MLG as highlighted in Figure 8.1. The drag brace
runs from the main fitting to the forward airframe attachment point as shown in Figure 8.1b and









FIGURE 8.1. Overview of the lower drag brace component: (a) drag brace location within
main fitting forging, (b) drag brace within FEA MLG beam model and (c) a close-up
of the lower drag brace component.
The purpose of the drag brace is to react drag loads applied to the MLG during landing and
ground manoeuvres. Drag loads are experienced during braking, pushback, and spin-up/spring-
back loads following landing touchdown as described in Chapter 5.
The case study within this section focuses on the lower drag brace component, which is the
region of the drag brace highlighted in Figures 8.1c and 8.2. The design safe-life for the lower
drag brace component is 50,000 flights.
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Lower Drag Brace
Cross Member
FIGURE 8.2. The lower drag brace component within the MLG assembly.
Loading
As the function of the drag brace is to react drag loads during landing and ground manoeuvres,
the drag brace predominately carries loads related to the global drag load factor nx. However, as
the drag brace is part of the single-piece forging of the main fitting, a share of the global vertical
FZ load is also carried by the drag brace. As described extensively in Chapter 6, linear static FEA
MLG beam models are used to convert global loads into internal loads at the lower drag brace.
As shown previously in Figure 6.13, the internal loads of the lower drag brace consist of axial
(F1), shear (F2, F3), bending (F4, F5) and torsional (F6) loads, relative to the T-section of the drag
brace. These loads are applied at the base of the lower drag brace and are then transmitted along
the drag brace, ultimately being reacted at the forward airframe attachment point.
Component Dimensions
The lower drag brace component is shown in Figure 8.3, comprising of a constant T-section
which runs from the main fitting to the first main fitting cross member as shown previously in
Figure 8.2. The lower drag brace therefore forms a ‘slice’ of the overall drag brace component
and single-piece main fitting forging. The overall dimensions of the lower drag brace component
are shown in Figure 8.4. Component dimensions have been sourced from scaling public domain
photographs of MLG components. The drag brace features a number of fillets and radii, along
with through-flange thickness holes which serve as accessory mounting holes. Accessory mounts
permit items such as landing gear doors and wiring harnesses to be secured to the drag brace.
The lower drag brace component is to be manufactured from 4340 high-tensile strength steel [25].
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Hole 1 Hole 2
Hole 3 Hole 4
FIGURE 8.3. 3D model of the lower drag brace component aligned to the global coordi-
nate system of the FEA MLG beam model: (a) an overview, (b) side view, (c) front
view and (d) rear view.
8.1.2 Stress Analysis: Sub-Modelling and Surrogate Modelling
Within the probabilistic fatigue methodology, the load-time history of individual components
must be converted to a stress-time history using stress analysis. This subsection details the stress
analysis performed for the lower drag brace.
Finite Element Model
Due to the complexity of the lower drag brace loading and geometry, a linear elastic FEA stress
analysis model was used to compute the stresses across the lower drag brace, consistent with
existing practice [6, 7]. The lower drag brace component was constructed as a 3D solid model in
ABAQUS®, comprising of linear quadratic 8-node brick elements (C3D8R elements), resulting in
the linear elastic FEA model shown in Figure 8.5. The justification for using reduced integration
elements was to reduce the evaluation time of the FEA model, as described previously in Section
7.2.2.2.
For simplicity, a constant mesh density was used across the component. The mesh density
was selected such that it resulted in converged stresses at the accessory holes and fillet locations.
These locations were selected as they were expected to be the hot-spot stress locations for the
lower drag brace. The resulting mesh density produced an FEA model of the lower drag brace
comprised of 69,500 C3D8R elements.
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 8.5. The 3D linear elastic FEA stress model of the lower drag brace: (a) the
overall component and (b) the mesh surrounding an accessory mounting hole
showing the elements through the thickness of the flange.
Sub-Modelling Approach
As a result of the complex loading of the drag brace component, coupled with the MLG configura-
tion that results in cross members interrupting the drag brace along its length, it was expected
that the boundary conditions at the lower and upper locations of the lower drag brace (i.e. the
main fitting attachment and first cross member location respectively) would be challenging to
define. It was also expected that the boundary conditions on the lower drag brace section would
be dependent on the applied global loading, as the main fitting, drag brace and cross members all
carry loads resulting from the nx and nz load factors as a result of the single-piece forging used
for these components.
Therefore, the approach used for the surrogate modelling of the lower drag brace in Chapter
6 could not be used to directly compute the lower drag brace stresses resulting from global MLG
loading. As a result, an alternative approach known as ‘sub-modelling’ was required.
Sub-modelling is an approach widely used in FEA stress analysis, whereby a specific compo-
nent feature is modelled as a separate ‘detailed’ FEA model within a ‘coarse’ FEA model1 [265].
Within the lower drag brace case study, the coarse FEA model is the linear static FEA MLG beam
model and the detailed or ‘sub’ model is the 3D linear elastic FEA stress model of the lower drag
brace component, as visualised in Figure 8.6. It should be noted that the 3D FEA stress model for
the lower drag brace is aligned with the global coordinate system of the FEA MLG beam model.
Within sub-modelling, the displacements and rotations at the interface between the coarse
and detailed models are first computed using the coarse model and then ‘passed’ to the detailed
1Sub-modelling permits finer mesh densities at specific model locations or can be used to interface different
element types [265].
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model [265]. For the lower drag brace component, the displacements and rotations are computed
at the lower and upper locations within the linear static FEA MLG beam model and are then
passed to the 3D linear elastic FEA stress model of the lower drag brace. Multi Point Constraints
(MPCs) were used to apply the displacements and rotations from the FEA MLG beam model to
the 3D FEA stress model, as shown in Figure 8.7.
At both the lower and upper locations of the lower drag brace component, there are three
displacement values (U1, U2 and U3 - along the X , Y and Z directions of the FEA MLG beam
model coordinate system) and three rotation values (R1, R2 and R3 - about the X , Y and Z
directions of the FEA MLG beam model coordinate system). When a set of displacement and
rotation values are applied at the lower and upper locations of the lower drag brace component,
the 3D linear elastic FEA stress model can be evaluated to compute stress values across the
model. The maximum principal stress was used to account for multi-axial stress effects [255],
and the stress response for various global loading conditions are visualised in Figure 8.8. It was
identified that a single evaluation of the 3D solid linear elastic FEA stress model required ≈ 50
seconds of CPU run-time2. Due to the utilisation of two FEA models to convert the statistically
simulated load-time histories to stress-time histories in the lower drag brace case study, two
independent surrogate models were required to reduce the computational expense of performing
the probabilistic analysis of the lower drag brace to a feasible CPU run-time.
FEA MLG Beam Model
‘Coarse’ Model




FIGURE 8.6. Sub-modelling approach for the lower drag brace component showing the
3D FEA stress model within the FEA MLG beam model.
2Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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8.1. LOWER DRAG BRACE CASE STUDY
(a) nx  = - 0.5g (b) nx  = 0.5g
(c) ny  = - 0.5g (d) ny  = 0.5g
(e) nz  = - 0.5g (f) nz  = 1.5g











FIGURE 8.8. Example linear elastic FEA stress responses of the lower drag brace
component: (a, b) maximum global drag loads, (c, d) maximum global side loads
and (e, f) maximum global vertical loads. Peak stress locations are also shown.
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FEA MLG Beam Model Surrogate Modelling
The first surrogate model required for the lower drag brace case study was concerned with the
linear static FEA MLG beam model. The purpose of this surrogate model was to represent the
input-output relationship between the global loading of the MLG (defined by the three global
load factors and aircraft mass) and the three displacements and three rotations at the lower and
upper locations of the lower drag brace. This resulted in the need to generate a surrogate model
with four input parameters and 12 output parameters.
Following the surrogate modelling training process defined in Figure 6.4 in Chapter 6, a
training dataset was generated from evaluations of the linear static FEA MLG beam model using
a ‘caged-LHS’ approach of size ST = 3,000 (i.e. a ‘half-day’ resource block). A validation dataset of
SV = 600 was also constructed using an LHS design.
Based on the surrogate modelling selection process proposed in Figure 6.18 in Chapter 6, a
cubic RSM surrogate model was proposed for use on the linear static FEA MLG beam model,
especially considering the high accuracy achieved by the cubic RSM in the case studies in Chapter
6. Due to the 12 outputs of the FEA MLG beam model, 12 cubic response surfaces were required
and each surface was defined by 35 β coefficients. The total training time of the cubic RSM
surrogate model was 0.5 seconds using least squares regression3.
Error metrics (as defined in Chapter 6) are shown for each of the displacements and rotations
for both the lower and upper locations of the lower drag brace in Table 8.1. The error metrics
are provided for both training and validation datasets, denoted by the subscripts ‘T ’ and ‘V ’
respectively.
TABLE 8.1. Error metrics for both the training and validation datasets of the FEA MLG
beam model cubic RSM for displacements and rotations at the lower and upper
locations of the lower drag brace.
Error Metric
Lower Location Displacement Lower Location Rotation
U1 mm U2 mm U3 mm R1 rad R2 rad R3 rad
MAET 5.029×10−5 3.997×10−5 9.672×10−6 3.106×10−8 2.697×10−8 2.290×10−8
MPET 0.118% 0.047% 10.647% 0.032% 0.198% 0.020%
MAEV 4.863×10−5 4.019×10−5 9.554×10−6 3.048×10−8 2.374×10−8 2.046×10−8
MPEV 0.051% 0.003% 0.084% 0.009% 0.014% 0.002%
Error Metric
Upper Location Displacement Upper Location Rotation
U1 mm U2 mm U3 mm R1 rad R2 rad R3 rad
MAET 2.530×10−5 2.700×10−5 1.092×10−6 2.753×10−8 2.641×10−8 1.717×10−8
MPET 0.015% 0.601% 1.136% 0.096% 0.647% 0.020%
MAEV 2.571×10−5 2.696×10−5 1.384×10−6 2.812×10−8 2.431×10−8 1.588×10−8
MPEV 0.019% 0.553% 0.011% 0.135% 0.012% 0.002%
Table 8.1 shows that the MAE values are low and that the MPE values are less than
approximately 10%. 10% was considered an acceptable surrogate modelling error, as FEA models
are often only capable of achieving an accuracy of between 5 and 10% [61, 229].
3Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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The cubic RSM surrogate model was then assessed for the time required to generate 1,000
predictions for the 12 displacement and rotation values. On average, the cubic RSM required
0.012 seconds of CPU run-time to generate 1,000 predictions4. For the approximately 5×106
load levels within the statistically simulated 50,000 flight load-time history, 1.071 seconds were
required to generate the corresponding displacement and rotation values. This CPU run-time
represented a dramatic reduction in the 20 seconds required to evaluate the original linear static
FEA MLG beam model.
Initial Feature Down-Selection
In order to select the features of the lower drag brace component to be included within the
probabilistic analysis, the feature down-selection process defined in Section 7.1.2 was employed.
All stress raising features (e.g. radii, fillets, accessory mounting holes, etc.) were identified.
Consistent with the feature down-selection process, stress hot-spots were identified by executing
the analysis of the linear elastic FEA stress model at maximum load factor values (i.e. nx =±0.5
g, ny =±0.5 g and nz = [−0.5 g,+1.5 g]) at the maximum aircraft mass. A two-level Full Factorial
design was also used to produce maximum and minimum combinations of the load factors to be
evaluated by the FEA stress model.
The accessory mounting holes were segregated into slices based upon the FEA stress model
mesh as highlighted in Figure 8.9a. The 16 strips around each accessory mounting hole also
consisted of four elements through the thickness of the lower drag brace flange, as shown in
Figure 8.9b. In order to reduce the number of features within the probabilistic analysis for the
sake of computational expense, it was assumed that the maximum absolute stress identified
through the flange thickness represented the stress of the specific slice around the accessory hole.
This process is demonstrated in Figure 8.9b. Such an assumption was also considered appropriate
as due to the short critical crack lengths of high-tensile strength steel, any crack initiation at the
hole features would result in a through-flange thickness crack propagating [6, 21].
All slices around the accessory holes were initially selected as features of interest, as the
hot-spot stress analysis highlighted complex stress fields around the holes. Combined with the
other stress raising features and hot spots on the lower drag brace, this resulted in 95 features;
64 of which were related to the accessory mounting holes. Figure 8.10 highlights the features
that were initially down-selected for the lower drag-brace.
4Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM
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Drag Brace Top
Stress for Hole Strip Selected as largest out of 
maximum tensile or maximum compressive 






e.g. Hole 1 Slice 4 (H1S4) = 828 MPa
(a) (b)
FIGURE 8.9. FEA mesh around the accessory mounting holes of the lower drag brace:
(a) the 16 ‘slices’ that partition the holes circumferentially and (b) the identification
of the maximum absolute stress from the four through-thickness elements at each
slice.
3D FEA Stress Model Surrogate Modelling
In order to negate the 50 second CPU run-time of a single evaluation of the lower drag brace solid
linear elastic FEA stress model, a surrogate model was required to convert the displacements
and rotations from the linear static FEA MLG beam model to stress values at the 95 lower drag
brace features. The surrogate model for the linear elastic FEA stress model would be required to
represent 12 inputs (three displacements and three rotations at the lower and upper locations of
the lower drag brace) and 95 outputs (i.e. each down-selected feature).
For the generation of training data for the FEA stress surrogate model, a ‘full-day’ resource
block was defined, permitting 3,000 evaluations of the original linear elastic FEA stress model. In
order to produce a training dataset that was representative of the combinations of displacement
and rotations that could be applied to the lower drag brace, an LHS design of ST = 3,000 was
generated for the four input parameters of the FEA MLG beam model (nx, ny, nz and aircraft
mass). The corresponding displacement and rotation values were then computed using the FEA
MLG beam model surrogate model developed previously in this chapter. This resulted in the
generation of the input training dataset to be used to train the surrogate model of the FEA
stress model. An example of the input training data can be seen in Figure 8.11 for different
combinations of displacements and rotations. The original linear elastic FEA stress model was
then evaluated to produce the output values of the training data. Examples of such values are
shown in Figure 8.12.
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CHAPTER 8. DRAG BRACE CASE STUDY
(a) (b) (c)





































































FIGURE 8.11. Load factor training data for the lower drag brace FEA stress model
surrogate model, based on an LHS design of the global nx, ny, and nz load factors.
Lower U1  [mm]
FIGURE 8.12. Stress training data for the lower drag brace linear elastic FEA stress
model surrogate model, based on results from the linear static FEA MLG beam
model and the LHS design of the global nx, ny, and nz load factors.
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In accordance with the surrogate modelling selection process shown previously in Figure 6.18,
a quadratic RSM surrogate model was considered as the first candidate for the linear elastic FEA
stress model. The quadratic RSM consisted of 91 β coefficients for each component feature and
the training of the 95 quadratic RSM surfaces required 0.5 seconds of CPU run-time.
MAE and MPE error metrics were computed for both the training and validation datasets
for the quadratic RSM and are shown in Figures 8.13a and 8.13b. The ‘Feature ID’ values shown
in Figure 8.13 correspond to the ID labels shown previously in Figure 8.10. Figure 8.13a shows
that the majority of features have MAE < 20 MPa, whilst certain specific features show larger
MAE values in excess of 50 MPa. Further investigation highlighted that the higher MAE errors
were as a result of accessory mounting hole slices where the maximum stress would constantly
move across the four through thickness-elements, whilst the lower MAE errors represented
accessory mounting hole slices which always demonstrated the maximum stress value at the
same through-thickness location. It is expected that this behaviour is observed as a quadratic
RSM aims to provide a smooth representation of the stress response, and it is hypothesised that
the movement of the maximum stress location across the four through-thickness elements would
result in discontinuities in the stress response. In future work, the use of regression trees can
be considered to account for discontinuous responses, by providing a different RSM for each
through-thickness element [266].
Figure 8.13b shows that the majority of features have MPE values in excess of MPE > 100%.
Whilst at first this may appear to be an unacceptable error, plotting the PE values against the
predicted stress value, as shown in Figure 8.14 demonstrates that the highest PE values occur
around the ‘unloaded’ or zero-stress state. Therefore, the large MPE values observed for the
quadratic RSM are as a result of the sensitivity of the MPE error metric to values close to zero,
rather than inaccuracy in the surrogate model.
With a view to reducing the MAE and MPE values, both cubic RSM and GPR surrogate
models were trained and evaluated consistent with the proposed surrogate modelling process in
Chapter 6. However, it was identified that the cubic RSM and GPR surrogate models resulted
in similar MAE and MPE values as the quadratic RSM for each feature. The quadratic RSM
required approximately 0.11 seconds of CPU run-time5 to generate 1,000 predictions, demonstrat-
ing a significant reduction in computational expense compared to the original 50 second CPU
run-time of the FEA stress model. As a result, the quadratic RSM was selected as the surrogate
model for the lower drag brace FEA stress model.
5Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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Large Percentage 
Errors Clustered 






FIGURE 8.14. Example error results for the lower drag brace linear elastic FEA stress
quadratic RSM surrogate model: (a) quadratic RSM predictions superimposed on
the original training data, (b) AE values and (c) PE values.
8.1.3 Design Parameter Statistical Characterisation
The variability present within the design parameters of the lower drag brace component concern
the variability within the loading applied to the component and the material properties of the
component. The representation of loading variability is as performed for the lower side-stay case
study in Section 7.2, using the statistical simulation of load-time histories described in Chapter
5. The variability in the 4340 steel S-N curve was as characterised in Chapter 4, with variability
in N f being characterised using a 2P Log-Normal distribution at each σ0 stress level and a
Normally-distributed σFL, with a mean value of 457 MPa and standard deviation of 13 MPa [25].
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The σUTS of the high-tensile steel was characterised as Normally-distributed with a mean of
1,200 MPa with cv = 0.0122 [29, 262].
For the features of the lower drag brace related to the accessory mounting holes, it was
assumed that a stress concentration factor K t was present relating to the surface finish resulting
from the machining required to form the holes. Based on work performed by Shigley and Mischke,
the variability in K t was taken as 2P Log-Normally distributed with σ= 1 and λ= 0.058 [27].
8.1.4 Implementation of Probabilistic Fatigue Methodology
The purpose of this subsection is to briefly demonstrate how the probabilistic fatigue methodology
employed for the lower side-stay case study was adapted for the lower drag brace component. The
updated flowchart of the probabilistic analysis framework is shown in Figure 8.15. The similarity
between the general probabilistic analysis framework, the framework employed for the lower
side-stay case study and the framework for the lower drag brace case study shown in Figure 8.15,
highlights the general and application-independent nature of the MCS-SSI methodology.
Figure 8.15 highlights how the cubic RSM surrogate model of the linear static FEA MLG beam
model is used to convert the statistically simulated load-time history into displacement/rotation-
time histories. The displacement/rotation-time histories are then converted to stress-time histo-
ries for each feature using the quadratic RSM surrogate model of the lower drag brace linear
elastic FEA stress model. Figure 8.16 demonstrates this process. It should be recalled that the
load-time histories are defined as a sequence of load factor values at a given ‘load position’
as discussed in Section 5.10.4. The loads are then converted into a corresponding sequence of
displacement and rotation values. The sequence of these values must be retained across the 12
displacement and rotation values and therefore the sequence is defined using a displacement or
rotation ‘position’, which is an integer value detailing the order of the displacement or rotation
value in the overall sequence. Following the conversion of the displacement and rotation values
into feature stresses, the resulting stress-time history is only representative of the order in
which stresses occur (rather than the actual time been stress values), as described previously in
Section 7.2.3. The individual stress-time history for each feature is then processed using rainflow
counting, the statistically generated S-N curve for the feature and Miner’s rule, to produce an
accumulated DT damage value at the 50,000 flight design safe-life for each MCS iteration.
Parallel processing was again employed to reduce the computational expense of the prob-
abilistic analysis. However, as a result of the large matrices required to store the stress-time
histories for each of the features (≈ 5×106 stress levels per time-history), parallel processing
across four CPU cores would effectively represent 380 feature stress-time histories being assessed
simultaneously, exceeding the available memory capacity of the hardware used for the case
studies of 16 GB RAM. As a result, the number of features to include in the probabilistic analysis
of the lower drag brace had to be reduced, following the feature down-selection process defined
previously in Section 7.1.2.
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FIGURE 8.15. Flowchart demonstrating the implementation of the probabilistic fatigue
methodology to the lower drag brace case study.
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8.1. LOWER DRAG BRACE CASE STUDY
Final Feature Down-Selection
In order to further down-select the features for the lower drag brace component using the
feature down-selection process, deterministic fatigue analysis was performed with a PoS = 99%
S-N curve, as this would highlight features that would remain undamaged during the existing
deterministic analysis process. The deterministic analysis highlighted that only 22 of the 95
features accumulated fatigue damage. Unfortunately, this number of features still exceeded the
available 16.0 GB RAM memory capacity.
As previously shown in the down-selection process in Figure 7.1, a short probabilistic fatigue
analysis (without parallel processing) was performed of NMCS = 1,000 iterations. The resulting
DT values for each feature were then statistically characterised as shown in Table 8.2. From
Table 8.2 it can be observed that 13 features demonstrated a quantifiable p f and as a result,
these features were the final features to be down-selected and included within the probabilistic
fatigue analysis of the lower drag brace. The final features are shown overleaf in Figure 8.17
TABLE 8.2. Statistical characterisation and P fdist at NMCS = 1,000 for lower drag brace
feature down-selection from 95 to 22 features. U = Upper, UL = Upper Left, UR =
Upper Right.
Feature ID Feature Distribution
Distribution Parameter Estimate P fdistScale σ Shape λ
2 Lower Web 2P Log-Normal -1.930 0.375 1.3625×10−7
3 Flange Tip UL 2P Weibull 1.529×10−7 0.432 2.032×10−5
4 Flange Tip UR 2P Log-Normal -12.101 0.830 0
7 Flange Surface U 2P Log-Normal -11.015 0.815 0
23 Hole 1 Slice 3 2P Log-Normal -7.662 1.157 1.745×10−11
24 Hole 1 Slice 4 2P Log-Normal -3.636 0.868 1.413×10−5
25 Hole 1 Slice 5 2P Log-Normal -5.379 0.946 6.550×10−9
26 Hole 1 Slice 6 2P Weibull 4.112×10−8 0.478 0
31 Hole 1 Slice 11 2P Log-Normal -8.902 1.306 4.597×10−12
32 Hole 1 Slice 12 2P Log-Normal -4.138 0.905 2.424×10−6
33 Hole 1 Slice 13 2P Log-Normal -5.519 0.999 1.672×10−8
34 Hole 1 Slice 14 2P Weibull 1.122×10−7 0.398 0
39 Hole 2 Slice 3 2P Weibull 1.783×10−6 1.163 0
40 Hole 2 Slice 4 2P Log-Normal -4.914 0.979 2.568×10−7
41 Hole 2 Slice 5 2P Log-Normal -3.493 0.875 3.260×10−5
42 Hole 2 Slice 6 2P Log-Normal -7.773 1.177 2.028×10−11
47 Hole 2 Slice 11 2P Weibull 1.122×10−7 0.398 0
48 Hole 2 Slice 12 2P Log-Normal -4.962 0.948 8.255×10−8
49 Hole 2 Slice 13 2P Log-Normal -3.121 0.838 9.823×10−5
50 Hole 2 Slice 13 2P Log-Normal -6.725 1.009 1.314×10−11
73 Hole 4 Slice 5 2P Weibull 1.022×10−6 10.578 0
81 Hole 4 Slice 13 2P Weibull 1.054×10−6 4.572 0
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The final 13 features shown in Figure 8.17 to be included in the lower drag brace probabilistic
fatigue analysis were as follows:
• Lower Web (Feature 2)
• Hole 1 Slice 3 (Feature 23)
• Hole 1 Slice 4 (Feature 24)
• Hole 1 Slice 5 (Feature 25)
• Hole 1 Slice 11 (Feature 31)
• Hole 1 Slice 12 (Feature 32)
• Hole 1 Slice 13 (Feature 33)
• Hole 2 Slice 4 (Feature 40)
• Hole 2 Slice 5 (Feature 41)
• Hole 2 Slice 6 (Feature 42)
• Hole 2 Slice 12 (Feature 48)
• Hole 2 Slice 13 (Feature 49)
• Hole 2 Slice 14 (Feature 50)
The down-selection to 13 lower drag brace features reduced the memory demand to the extent
that parallel processing over two CPU cores was possible. This enabled two MCS iterations to be
performed simultaneously. Using parallel processing, the CPU run-time6 to perform the required
NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations for the probabilistic fatigue analysis was 17.5 days. This resulted
in each MCS iteration requiring approximately 15.2 seconds of CPU run-time. The greater CPU
run-time for each MCS iteration compared to the lower side-stay case study was as a result of the
need to use two surrogate models to generate the stress-time histories.
Finally, returning to the quadratic RSM surrogate model of the FEA stress surrogate model,
Table 8.3 overleaf shows the MAE values for the final 13 features for both the training and
validation dataset. It can be observed from Table 8.3 that the MAE values are all less than 10
MPa, demonstrating that the quadratic RSM provides sufficient accuracy when representing
the FEA stress surrogate model in the probabilistic fatigue analysis of the lower drag brace
component.
6Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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TABLE 8.3. MAE values for the final 13 features of the lower drag brace stress model
quadratic RSM surrogate model.
Feature ID Feature MAET (MPa) MAEV (MPa)
2 Lower Web 0.759 0.718
23 Hole 1 Slice 3 6.676 6.530
24 Hole 1 Slice 4 4.059 3.036
25 Hole 1 Slice 5 5.403 3.840
31 Hole 1 Slice 11 5.824 6.776
32 Hole 1 Slice 12 4.290 2.660
33 Hole 1 Slice 13 5.660 4.771
40 Hole 2 Slice 4 9.584 7.597
41 Hole 2 Slice 5 5.520 3.893
42 Hole 2 Slice 6 7.497 4.871
48 Hole 2 Slice 12 8.949 6.300
49 Hole 2 Slice 13 8.601 3.302
50 Hole 2 Slice 14 9.254 3.740
8.1.5 Probabilistic Results
Following the NMCS = 1×105 iterations, the DT accumulated damage values were collected for
the 13 features of the lower drag brace component. Figure 8.18 shows the histograms of the DT
values at 50,000 flights for the Lower Web (Feature 2), Hole 1 Slice 11 (Feature 31) and Hole 2
Slice 13 (Feature 49) in subplots (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The maximum x-axis value shown
for all histograms within this chapter represents the maximum DT value observed for the given
feature.
From reviewing Figure 8.18, it can be observed that all features demonstrated positive skew.
However, when comparing Hole 1 Slice 11 (Figure 8.18b) to the Lower Web feature (Figure
8.18a), it can be seen that the DT histogram for the Hole 1 Slice 11 feature appears to start at
a maximum value of probability density, whereas the histogram for the Lower Web DT values
shows an increase up to the maximum probability density from zero.
The statistical characterisation process based upon r and RMSE for GoF testing was em-
ployed for the lower side-stay case study in Section 7.2.6 and defined previously in Figure 4.1 was
also used to down-select candidate distributions for the lower drag brace DT values. Due to the
complex and varying histogram shapes shown in Figure 8.18, additional candidate distributions
were considered, including Birnbaum Saunders, Burr and Gamma distributions7 (All distribu-
tion types are fully defined in Appendix B). For DT histograms where the histogram starts at
the maximum probability density value, the Exponential distribution was also considered for
down-selection.
7All of these additional candidate distributions can only be fitted using MLE methods.
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(c)
(a) (b)
FIGURE 8.18. Examples of DT damage histograms for features of the lower drag brace:
(a) Lower Web, (b) Hole 1 Slice 11 and (c) Hole 2 Slice 13.
Table 8.4 shows the PPLR and MLE distribution parameter estimates for the Lower Web
feature. The 3P Log-Normal distribution was rejected due to estimating a negative δ threshold
value, which inferred negative fatigue damage accumulation which is not physically represen-
tative of fatigue as a failure mode. The GoF for each candidate distribution was assessed using
RMSE values between the ECDF and the fitted CDF. PPLR r correlation coefficients were also
computed where possible.
Table 8.4 shows that only the 2P Log-Normal, Gumbel Maximum and Birnbaum Saunders
distributions provided an acceptable visual fit between the CDF and the ECDF, as supported by
the RMSE values which are significantly lower than the other candidate distributions. Table
8.4 demonstrates that the 2P Log-Normal distribution provided the lowest RMSE value and the
highest PPLR r value, suggesting that it should be selected as the distribution to characterise the
variability in the Lower Web DT values. Figure 8.19 shows the fitted 2P Log-Normal distribution
compared to the DT histogram and ECDF for the Lower Web feature. A good-fit can be observed
for the 2P Log-Normal distribution for both the histogram and the ECDF in Figure 8.19.
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TABLE 8.4. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Lower Web
feature of the lower drag brace.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.151
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Gumbel) - -1.931 0.371 Y 0.002 1
MLE - -1.931 0.371 Y 0.002 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.172 3.262 N 0.042 0.9717
MLE - 0.174 2.723 N 0.039 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Hazen) 0.028 0.142 2.669 N 0.030 0.9876
MLE 0.028 0.144 2.276 N 0.029 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (EV) - 0.046 0.129 Y 0.004 0.9999
MLE - 0.046 0.129 Y 0.004 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -1.931 0.205 N 0.015 0.9960
MLE - -1.930 0.377 N 0.010 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - -0.145 0.377 Y 0.003 -
Burr MLE 1.189 0.154 4.462 N 0.010 -
Gamma MLE - 0.021 7.478 N 0.014 -
(a) (b)
FIGURE 8.19. Statistical characterisation of the DT variability in the Lower Web
feature of the lower drag brace component using a 2P Log-Normal distribution
compared to (a) the DT histogram and (b) the ECDF.
The histogram for the DT values of the Hole 1 Slice 11 feature shown previously in Figure
8.18b shows the greatest positive skew for all of the lower drag brace features, with γ= 5.537.
Therefore, an Exponential distribution was also considered as a candidate distribution as shown
in Table 8.5. Table 8.5 shows that the Burr distribution was the only candidate distribution
type to provide an acceptable visual fit to the ECDF, as supported by the RMSE value, which
is significantly smaller for the Burr distribution than any of the other candidate distributions.
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Table 8.5 also shows that the Exponential distribution failed to provide a good-fit to the DT value
for the Hole 1 Slice 11 feature due to the high RMSE value and low r value.
Figure 8.20 shows the fitted Burr distribution to the DT histogram and ECDF for the Hole 1
Slice 11 feature. It can be seen from Figure 8.20 that the Burr distribution provides a good-fit to
both the histogram and the ECDF.
TABLE 8.5. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 1 Slice 11
feature of the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 5.537(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -8.903 1.498 N 0.029 0.9435MLE - -8.903 1.413 N 0.023 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Hazen) - 2.644×10
−4 0.869 N 0.036 0.9573
MLE - 2.568×10−4 0.837 N 0.028 -
3P Weibull PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Weibull distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 6.586×10
−5 3.812×10−4 N 0.449 0.8817
MLE - 1.499×10−4 1.883×10−4 N 0.146 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -8.903 0.820 N 0.022 0.9500MLE - -8.843 0.741 N 0.012 -
Exponential PPLR (EV) - 4.587×10
−4 - N 0.433 0.9396
MLE - 2.859×10−4 - N 0.443 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE failed to converge. Birnbaum Saunders distribution rejected
Burr MLE 2.277 3.913×10−4 1.100 Y 0.005 -
Gamma MLE - 3.577×10−4 0.799 N 0.044 -
(a) (b)
FIGURE 8.20. Statistical characterisation of the DT variability in the Hole 1 Slice 11
feature of the lower drag brace component using a Burr distribution compared to
(a) the DT histogram and (b) the ECDF.
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The final DT histogram shown previously in Figure 8.18 is for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature
of the lower drag brace. Table 8.6 shows the statistical characterisation results for this feature.
It can be observed from Table 8.6 that the 2P Log-Normal distribution provides the lowest
RMSE and highest PPLR r values and as a result, was selected as the candidate distribution
to characterise the variability in the Hole 2 Slice 13 DT damage value. Figure 8.21 shows the
corresponding good-fit between the fitted 2P Log-Normal distribution and the DT histogram and
ECDF for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature.
TABLE 8.6. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 2 Slice 13
feature of the lower drag brace.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 2.926
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Hazen) - -3.114 0.830 Y 0.007 0.9992
MLE - -3.114 0.829 Y 0.007 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.065 1.513 N 0.037 0.9783
MLE - 0.067 1.259 N 0.034 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) 3.410×10−4 0.065 1.497 N 0.038 0.9801
MLE 3.452×10−4 0.066 1.251 N 0.032 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (EV) - 0.045 0.036 N 0.065 0.9637
MLE - 0.032 0.040 N 0.044 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -3.114 0.459 N 0.017 0.9952
MLE - -3.102 0.474 N 0.011 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 0.044 0.908 N 0.017 -
Burr MLE 1.470 0.060 1.881 N 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.037 1.670 N 0.028 -
(a) (b)
FIGURE 8.21. Statistical characterisation of the DT variability in the Hole 2 Slice 13
feature of the lower drag brace component using a 2P Log-Normal distribution
compared to (a) the DT histogram and (b) the ECDF.
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The statistical characterisation process was repeated for all remaining features of the lower
drag brace components, and the full results are presented in Appendix H. Table 8.7 provides a
summary of the final distributions used to characterise the variability in DT damage values at
each of the lower drag brace features. It can be observed from Table 8.7 that the features are
best characterised by either a 2P Log-Normal distribution or a Burr distribution. The statistical
characterisation results in Appendix H demonstrate how for most features, that the 2P Log-
Normal distribution and Burr distribution had similar RMSE GoF results. Therefore, it is
expected that the p f estimates for the lower drag brace features may be susceptible to ‘tail-
sensitivity’, as demonstrated for the lower side-stay case study previously in Figure 7.20. A
further discussion of tail-sensitivity will be presented in Chapter 9.
TABLE 8.7. Statistical characterisation results for the DT values of the lower drag
brace features.
Feature Distribution
Distribution Parameter Estimate RMSE
Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ
Lower Web 2P Log-Normal - -1.931 0.371 0.002
Hole 1 Slice 3 Burr 1.664 8.285×10−4 1.309 0.008
Hole 1 Slice 4 2P Log-Normal - -3.629 0.872 0.006
Hole 1 Slice 5 2P Log-Normal - -5.373 0.985 0.008
Hole 1 Slice 11 Burr 2.277 3.913×10−4 1.100 0.005
Hole 1 Slice 12 2P Log-Normal - -4.169 0.905 0.008
Hole 1 Slice 13 2P Log-Normal - -5.477 0.993 0.008
Hole 2 Slice 4 2P Log-Normal - -4.929 0.954 0.007
Hole 2 Slice 5 2P Log-Normal - -3.523 0.857 0.007
Hole 2 Slice 6 Burr 1.677 7.882×10−4 1.314 0.008
Hole 2 Slice 12 2P Log-Normal - -4.956 0.960 0.009
Hole 2 Slice 13 2P Log-Normal - -3.114 0.829 0.007
Hole 2 Slice 14 Burr 1.581 0.002 1.420 0.009
Consistent with the probabilistic fatigue methodology described in Chapter 3, GPD tail-fitting
was performed using MLE methods based on a tail dataset of size Nt = 474. The resulting GPD
distribution parameter estimates are shown in Table 8.8.
Finally, the ‘raw’ MCS DT damage values were inspected for all features to identify the
number of ‘failure’ (i.e. DT ≥ 1) MCS iterations ‘N f ail ’. It was observed that N f ail = 2 for the
Hole 2 Slice 13 feature across the NMCS = 1×105 iterations. No other lower drag brace features
demonstrated failure iterations during the NMCS = 1×105 MCS.
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TABLE 8.8. Tail-fitting results for the DT values of the lower drag brace features.
Feature
GPD Parameters
Threshold t Scale σ Shape λ
Lower Web 0.374 0.044 0.058
Hole 1 Slice 3 0.007 0.002 0.170
Hole 1 Slice 4 0.230 0.056 0.189
Hole 1 Slice 5 0.050 0.015 0.171
Hole 1 Slice 11 0.003 9.453×10−4 0.166
Hole 1 Slice 12 0.142 0.043 0.090
Hole 1 Slice 13 0.046 0.013 0.175
Hole 2 Slice 4 0.073 0.022 0.128
Hole 2 Slice 5 0.240 0.072 0.074
Hole 2 Slice 6 0.007 0.003 0.115
Hole 2 Slice 12 0.072 0.021 0.080
Hole 2 Slice 13 0.331 0.078 0.145
Hole 2 Slice 14 0.017 0.006 0.088
Following the statistical characterisation of the MCS probabilistic analysis results, the p f
estimates for the lower drag brace component features could be generated using the methods
described in Chapter 3. Table 8.9 shows the P fdist , P f tail and P fMCS estimates for each feature of
the lower drag brace included in the probabilistic analysis. Table 8.9 shows that the Hole 1 Slice
4, Hole 2 Slice 5 and Hole 2 Slice 13 features are the features with the highest p f values for the
lower drag brace component, with P fdist estimates in the order of 10
−5. Figure 8.22 visualises the
location of the P fdist values.
It can be observed from Table 8.9 that only three of the lower drag brace features have P fdist
estimates higher than the order of 10−7. This therefore suggests the many of the remaining
features of the lower drag brace component are over-designed due to their low and in some cases,
negligible (i.e. 10−9) p f estimates8. The consequence of over-designing of components will be
discussed in Chapter 9. It should be noted that the P fdist values in Table 8.9 demonstrate that
specific features of components tend to dominate the overall component-level p f .
Table 8.9 also shows that the Hole 1 Slice 4, Hole 2 Slice 5 and Hole 2 Slice 13 features
also have the highest P f tail estimates using GPDs, with P f tail values in the order of 10
−6. The
only feature to demonstrate failure MCS iterations was the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature, which is
supported by this feature also having the highest P fdist and P f tail estimates. The features showing
the highest p f values in Table 8.9 correlated with the features showing the highest hot-spot
stresses previously in Figure 8.8.
8It is of course noted that component geometry and features may be driven by other design considerations such as
stiffness requirements and manufacturing constraints.
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TABLE 8.9. The p f estimates for the features of the lower drag brace.
Feature (ID)
p f Estimation Method
P fdist P fdist 95% CI P f tail P fMCS P fMCS+2σ
Lower Web (2) 9.395×10−8 1.067×10−7 1.535×10−7 0 0
Hole 1 Slice 3 (23) 1.946×10−7 2.526×10−7 4.796×10−14 0 0
Hole 1 Slice 4 (24) 1.589×10−5 1.729×10−5 5.258×10−6 0 0
Hole 1 Slice 5 (25) 2.480×10−8 2.849×10−8 2.623×10−9 0 0
Hole 1 Slice 11 (31) 2.923×10−9 4.454×10−9 1.110×10−16 0 0
Hole 1 Slice 12 (32) 2.068×10−6 2.289×10−6 5.287×10−8 0 0
Hole 1 Slice 13 (33) 1.767×10−8 2.036×10−8 1.587×10−9 0 0
Hole 2 Slice 4 (40) 1.190×10−7 1.349×10−7 2.212×10−9 0 0
Hole 2 Slice 5 (41) 1.992×10−5 2.163×10−5 1.924×10−6 0 0
Hole 2 Slice 6 (42) 1.438×10−7 1.888×10−7 0 0 0
Hole 2 Slice 12 (48) 1.205×10−7 1.365×10−7 2.443×10−11 0 0
Hole 2 Slice 13 (49) 8.621×10−5 9.247×10−5 1.827×10−5 2.000×10−5 4.828×10−5
Hole 2 Slice 14 (50) 8.765×10−7 9.553×10−7 1.110×10−16 0 0
From comparing the results from the various p f estimation methods across Table 8.9, it can
be observed that there is a significant difference between the P fdist and P f tail values for each
feature by up to 7 orders of magnitude for specific features (e.g. Hole 1 Slice 3). However, at other
features that show higher p f values (e.g. Hole 2 Slice 13), the P f tail values show a much better
agreement with the P fdist values, with both estimates displaying the same order of magnitude.
In a similar manner to the lower side-stay case study, this is expected to be as a result of the
sensitivity of P f tail estimates to the specific DT values observed during the MCS. For features
with a higher P fdist value, the GPD tail dataset will contain more higher-magnitude DT values,
resulting in P f tail estimates that are similar to the P fdist values. P fdist estimates will show reduced
sensitivity to the specific DT values generated during the MCS compared to P f tail and P fMCS , as
P fdist estimates are generated using the whole range of DT values, rather than a few specific DT
values as for P f tail and P fMCS .
The sensitivity of the P f tail estimates can be further highlighted by considering the Hole 2
Slice 5 feature from Table 8.9. Hole 2 Slice 5 lies directly opposite the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature, and
therefore, it was expected that the estimated p f values for the two features would be similar, due
to the similar stress states at the two locations on Hole 2, as highlighted in Figure 8.23. From
Table 8.9, it can be seen that the P fdist estimates show the same order of magnitude for the two
features (10−5), whilst the P f tail estimates result in an order of magnitude difference for p f of
10−6 and 10−5 for the Hole 2 Slice 5 and Hole 2 Slice 13 features respectively. The difference in
P f tail estimate values for the two features, despite their similar stress states shown in Figure
8.23, is expected to be directly as a result of the sensitivity of P f tail estimates to the specific DT
values observed during the MCS.
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Slice 5 Stress under Maximum 
Drag Load: σ = 808 MPa
Slice 13 Stress under Maximum 
Drag Load: σ = 836 MPa
FIGURE 8.23. Approximately equal stresses at opposing hole slices for the accessory
mounting holes.
As a result, if P fdist estimates are shown to provide good agreement with the P fMCS and P f tail
estimates for a feature with a higher p f (e.g. at Hole 2 Slice 13 all p f estimation methods resulted
in a p f with the order of 10−5) , it is expected that the P fdist values will also provide accurate p f
estimates at other features. This effect is due to the lack of sensitivity of P fdist estimates to the
specific DT values observed during the MCS. However, P f tail estimates, will always demonstrate
sensitivity to the specific DT values observed during the MCS. Therefore, GPD-derived P f tail
values do not provide a reliable method for generating p f estimates during the probabilistic
fatigue analysis of safe-life components.
Concerning the P fMCS values from Table 8.9, it can be seen that only the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature
provides a quantifiable p f estimate, due to Hole 2 Slice 13 being the only feature to demonstrate
failure iterations during the MCS at NMCS = 1×105. As a result, the P fMCS estimates infer that
there is a nil p f for all other features, which contradicts both the P fdist and P f tail estimates.
Therefore, as was the case for the lower side-stay case study, the use of P fMCS estimates would
fail to account for the quantifiable p f of all features within the component at NMCS = 1×105.
An interesting observation from both Figure 8.16 and Table 8.9 is that the Hole 2 Slice 13
feature demonstrates a significantly higher P fdist compared to the Lower Web feature, despite the
Lower Web feature demonstrating a higher mean DT value as shown previously in Figure 8.16a.
As a result, it would be expected that the Lower Web feature could potentially have a higher p f
value than the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature.
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However, this observation can be supported by superimposing the two DT histograms for
the Lower Web and Hole 2 Slice 13 feature, as shown in Figure 8.24. It can be seen from Figure
8.24 that whilst the Lower Web feature does display a higher mean DT value, greater variability
is observed for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature, which can be supported by the 2P Log-Normal
distribution λ shape parameter (which controls the ‘spread’ of the distribution). Considering the
value of the shape parameter, λ= 0.371 for the Lower Web feature, whilst λ= 0.829 for the Hole
2 Slice 13 feature and as a result, the greater variability in the Hole 2 Slice 13 DT values would
lead to a higher p f value compared to the Lower Web feature. Deterministic design approaches
would often consider the feature with the higher mean DT value to the be the damage hot-spot of
the component and as a result, the Lower Web feature would typically drive the lower drag brace
safe-life. However, Figure 8.24 demonstrates an important advantage of probabilistic analysis
methods in that through accounting for the variability in design parameters and assessing
the component safe-life based on p f values, the true design drivers or damage hot-spots for a
component can be identified.
Higher Mean Damage for 
Lower Web
Greater Variability in Damage 
for Hole 2 Slice 13
FIGURE 8.24. Comparison of the Lower Web and Hole 2 Slice 13 DT histograms.
Finally, the results in Table 8.9 demonstrate that again the P fdist estimates provide the most
conservative p f values. When accounting for statistical uncertainty, the values in Table 8.9 also
highlight the limited statistical uncertainty in the P fdist estimates
9, especially compared to the
statistical uncertainty in the P fMCS estimate for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature.
92P Log-Normal 95% CI values could be computed using closed-form equations [33], whilst parametric bootstrap
methods were required to generate the 95% CI values for the P fdist estimates resulting from Burr distributions
[156, 267].
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Component-Level Results
The p f estimates for each feature can then be combined into a component-level ‘p fcomponent ’
estimate for the lower drag brace component, using Equation 3.6 shown previously in Chapter 3.
As the lower drag brace is a safe-life and single load path component, it is assumed that failure
(i.e. crack initiation) of any feature in the component results in the failure of the component,
therefore satisfying the ‘series’ reliability system definition [30, 161]. As a result, the p fcomponent
estimates are simply the summation of the p f estimates for each feature. Table 8.10 shows the
p fcomponent values for the lower drag brace, along with the components per failure values.
TABLE 8.10. The component-level p f estimates for the lower drag brace component.
Component
Component-level p fcomponent Estimation Method
P fdist P fdist 95% CI P f tail P fMCS P fMCS+2σ
Lower Drag Brace 1.257×10−4 1.335×10−4 2.567×10−5 2.000×10−5 4.828×10−5
Components per Failure 7,956 7,380 38,960 50,000 20,712
Table 8.10 highlights that the P fdist estimates provide a more conservative result than the
P f tail and P fMCS results. As a result, it is further recommended that P f tail and P fMCS estimates
are not used to generate p fcomponent estimates, as they may produce significantly unconservative
estimates, especially for limited values of NMCS. Compared to the lower side-stay assembly
assessed in Chapter 7, the lower drag brace can be observed to demonstrate a lower value of p f .
8.1.6 Sensitivity Analysis
As for the lower side-stay case study, K-L sensitivity analysis was also performed for the lower
drag brace component, in order to identify the design drivers which provide the greatest contribu-
tion to the variability in DT values. Due to the increased computational expense of performing
the MCS iterations of the lower drag brace case study, the number of MCS iterations to perform
the K-L sensitivity analysis (as introduced in Chapter 3) was reduced to NMCS = 2,500. To ensure
that NMCS = 2,500 would still result in accurate K-L sensitivity analysis results, the distribution
parameter estimates computed for the DT damage values were compared between NMCS = 1×105
(the original probabilistic analysis) and NMCS = 2,500, as shown in Table 8.11.
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TABLE 8.11. Comparison of distribution parameters and P fdist values at NMCS = 1×105




NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 2,500 % Difference
Lower Web
2P Log-Normal σ -1.931 -1.939 0.400
2P Log-Normal λ 0.371 0.370 0.044
P fdist 9.395×10−8 8.290×10−8 11.759
Hole 2 Slice 13
2P Log-Normal σ -3.114 -3.094 0.670
2P Log-Normal λ 0.829 0.812 2.103
P fdist 8.621×10−5 6.911×10−5 19.838
The Lower Web and Hole 2 Slice 13 features were selected for the lower drag brace sensitivity
analysis cases due to being the most highly damaged features and because the two features
demonstrate significantly different histogram shapes and skewness, as shown previously in
Figures 8.18a and 8.18c. Table 8.11 shows that the distribution parameter estimates only differ
by less than 3% for the two features. As the distribution parameter estimates control the ‘shape’
of probability distributions fitted to the DT histograms, the K-L TE sensitivity values will show
a limited difference between NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 2,500. As a result, NMCS = 2,500
provided a sufficient number of MCS iterations to perform accurate sensitivity analysis.
Lower Web Feature
The following NMCS = 2,500 sensitivity analysis cases were considered for the Lower Web
feature10:
• Mean S-N curve (i.e. all S-N curves are set to PoS = 50%, with a mean σFL = 457 MPa).
Additional sub-cases were also performed:
– Mean N f values with varying σFL.
– Mean σFL with varying N f .
• Mean aircraft mass assumed for pre-takeoff taxi and takeoff (2.262×105 kg [191]) and for
landing and post-landing taxi (1.835×105 kg [191]).
• Fixed ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequence based on the standardised loading
spectrum described in Appendix E.
• Fixed nx, ny and nz load factors for each ground manoeuvre type as described in Appendix
E.
10Variability in σUTS was shown to provide a negligible contribution to the DT variability during the lower
side-stay case study and was therefore ‘screened’ from the lower drag brace sensitivity analysis.
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The output from each sensitivity analysis case was statistically characterised using the same
method as for the probabilistic fatigue analysis and the resulting distributions for the Lower Web
sensitivity analysis cases are shown in Table 8.12.
TABLE 8.12. Statistical characterisation results for the Lower Web sensitivity analysis
cases.
Sensitivity Analysis Case Distribution Type
Distribution Parameter Estimate
Scale σ Shape λ
Mean S-N 2P Log-Normal -1.930 0.037
Mean N f Gamma 9.320×10−4 155.658
Mean σFL 2P Log-Normal -1.935 0.305
Mean Aircraft Mass 2P Log-Normal -2.178 0.365
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence 2P Log-Normal -1.923 0.364
Fixed Load Factors Gamma 0.003 3.067
Parent 2P Log-Normal -1.931 0.371
Figure 8.25 shows the distributions for the sensitivity analysis cases relating to the variability
in the S-N curve for the Lower Web feature. As can be seen from Figure 8.25, the greatest
deviation from the parent distribution is when all variability is removed from the S-N curve.
When removing only the variability in N f , Figure 8.25 shows that a symmetric distribution is
formed, suggesting that the skewness observed in DT values is a result of the skewness of the
2P Log-Normal distributions used to characterise the variability of N f within the S-N dataset.
Figure 8.25 also shows that removing the variability in σFL only results in a limited deviation
from the parent distribution, qualitatively suggesting that the variability in N f provides the
greatest contribution to DT variability when considering the sources of variability present in S-N
curves.
FIGURE 8.25. DT distributions resulting from the Lower Web S-N curve sensitivity
analysis cases.
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The distributions shown in Figure 8.26 relate to the loading sensitivity analysis cases for
the Lower Web feature. Figure 8.26 shows that fixing the variability in the load factors for each
ground manoeuvre resulted in the greatest deviation from the parent distribution, suggesting that
the load factor variability is a fatigue design driver for the Lower Web feature. Fixing the aircraft
mass to mean values resulted in a reduced deviation from the parent distribution as shown in
Figure 8.26. Of note from Figure 8.26 is that removing the variability in ground manoeuvre
occurrence and sequencing results in a negligible deviation from the parent distribution.
FIGURE 8.26. DT distributions resulting from the Lower Web loading sensitivity analy-
sis cases.
K-L TE values for each of the Lower Web sensitivity analysis cases were computed and are
shown in Table 8.13. It can be observed that the sensitivity analysis cases with the highest TE
values are for the mean S-N curve and fixed load factors. As a result, both the variability in the
S-N curve and in the load factors can be considered as fatigue design drivers for the Lower Web
feature. Table 8.13 also shows the insensitivity of the DT values to variability in the ground
manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing due to the negligible TE value.
TABLE 8.13. Total Effect TE values for the Lower Web sensitivity analysis cases,
computed using the K-L sensitivity analysis method.
Sensitivity Analysis Case TE
Mean S-N Curve 47.263
Fixed Load Factors 47.223
Mean Aircraft Mass 0.575
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence 0.018
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Accessory Hole Feature
The following NMCS = 2,500 sensitivity analysis cases were also considered for the Hole 2 Slice
13 feature:
• Mean S-N curve (i.e. all S-N curves are set to PoS = 50%, with a mean σFL = 457 MPa).
Additional sub-cases were also performed:
– Mean N f values with varying σFL.
– Mean σFL with varying N f .
• Mean aircraft mass assumed for pre-takeoff taxi and takeoff (2.262×105 kg [191]) and for
landing and post-landing taxi (1.835×105 kg [191]).
• Fixed ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequence based on the standardised loading
spectrum described in Appendix E.
• Fixed nx, ny and nz load factors for each ground manoeuvre type as described in Appendix
E.
• Mean K t from accessory mounting hole machining surface finish (K t = 1.7).
Table 8.14 shows the probability distributions fitted to characterise the variability in DT
for each of the sensitivity analysis cases. Table 8.14 highlights that for the fixed load factor
sensitivity analysis case, no DT damage was accumulated in the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature. This
result suggests that the variability in load factors provides the greatest contribution to the DT
variability in the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature, as large loading magnitudes are required to accumulate
damage in the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature.
TABLE 8.14. Statistical characterisation results for the Hole 2 Slice 13 sensitivity
analysis cases.
Sensitivity Analysis Case Distribution Type
Distribution Parameter Estimate
Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ
Mean S-N 2P Log-Normal - -3.087 0.743
Mean N f Burr 1.694 0.065 2.071
Mean σFL 2P Log-Normal - -3.092 0.787
Mean Aircraft Mass 2P Log-Normal - -3.445 0.875
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence 2P Log-Normal - -3.083 0.795
Fixed Load Factors No observed damage.
Mean K t 2P Log-Normal - -2.785 0.356
Parent 2P Log-Normal - -3.114 0.829
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Figure 8.27 shows the DT distributions resulting from the sensitivity analysis cases related
to removing variability in the S-N curve. From Figure 8.27 it can be seen that removing the
variability in N f and σFL resulted in a limited deviation from the parent distribution. A limited
deviation is also observed when removing all of the variability present in the S-N curve. Figure
8.27 therefore suggests that the variability in the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature DT values is insensitive
to the variability in the S-N curve.
FIGURE 8.27. DT distributions resulting from the Hole 2 Slice 13 S-N curve sensitivity
analysis.
The distributions shown in Figure 8.28 represent the sensitivity analysis cases related to
the loading applied to the lower drag brace component. Figure 8.28 shows that removing the
variability in the aircraft mass resulted in a deviation from the parent distribution, whilst
removing the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing failed to result in
a deviation, as also observed for the Lower Web feature. Figure 8.28 also demonstrates that
removing the variability in the hole surface finish K t resulted in a significant departure from
the parent distribution, suggesting that the surface finish K t may be a fatigue design driver. As
the removal of variability in the nx, ny and nz load factors failed to result in any DT damage
accumulation at the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature within the sensitivity analysis case, load factor
variability can be considered as a fatigue design driver for the Hole 2 Slice 13 load factor.
K-L TE sensitivity values were computed to support the qualitative observations from Figures
8.27 and 8.28 as shown in Table 8.15. Table 8.15 highlights that the hole surface finish is a
fatigue design driver for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature due to having a higher TE value than the
other design parameters.
Of specific interest from Table 8.15 is the low TE value for the mean S-N curve sensitivity
analysis case, which when coupled with Figure 8.27 suggests that the variability in DT values for
the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature is insensitive to the variability in the S-N curve. As this observation
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contradicts the expected result from the sensitivity analysis due to the large variability present
in S-N datasets, along with contradicting the sensitivity analysis results for the lower side-
stay assembly and the Lower Web feature of the lower drag brace, an investigation into the
insensitivity of the DT variability at the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature to the variability in the S-N
curve was performed.
FIGURE 8.28. DT distributions resulting from Hole 2 Slice 13 S-N curve sensitivity
analysis, including the surface finish K t sensitivity analysis case.
TABLE 8.15. Total Effect TE values for the Hole 2 Slice 13 sensitivity analysis cases,
computed using the K-L sensitivity analysis method.
Sensitivity Analysis Case TE
Fixed Load Factors No Observed Damage.
Mean K t 2.359
Mean Aircraft Mass 0.303
Mean S-N Curve 0.118
Fixed Occurrence and Sequence 0.050
From reviewing the stress-time histories generated for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature, it was
identified that fatigue damage would only be accumulated in cases where the MCS sampling
resulted in a large surface finish K t. As a consequence, the K t value would result in fully-reversed
stress amplitudes σ0 of a sufficient amplitude to localise damage accumulation to regions of the
S-N curve where the variability in N f is minimal (i.e. less than the two orders of magnitude
variability typically observed [6]), as shown in Figure 8.29. It can be observed from Figure 8.29
that as DT damage accumulation only occurs when the nominal stresses (which are below σFL)
are scaled by a high K t value, the resulting variability in DT values is a complex interaction
between the variability in the load factor values, variability in N f and the S-N curve shape
geometry.
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Mean S-N Curve
High PoS  S-N Curve




Limited variability in Nf  at high stress values. 
Hole damage localised at high stress values.
FIGURE 8.29. Insensitivity of the Hole 2 Slice 13 DT variability to S-N curve variability.
In a similar manner to the K t resulting from surface finishing, residual stresses are an
additional form of stress that is present in unloaded components, which exists directly as a result
of the various process required to manufacture the component [6, 22, 29]. The residual stresses
present within a component can be expected to show variability [29, 268] and as a result, could be
included in future probabilistic analysis cases, as has been performed for the probabilistic crack
propagation assessment of engine turbine components by Millwater et al [268]. It is anticipated
that the incorporation of residual stresses into the probabilistic fatigue methodology will result
in complex interactions with the S-N curve shape, therefore demonstrating similar behaviour
to the surface finish K t shown in Figure 8.29. The inclusion of residual stress variability into
the probabilistic fatigue methodology may be of significant importance to safe-life landing gear
components, due to the shot-peening and other residual stress inducing manufacturing process
used in the construction of landing gear components [9, 269].
Lack of Sensitivity to Manoeuvre Occurrence and Sequence Variability
The identification of the insensitivity of the variability in the DT values of the lower drag brace
features to the variability in ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing contradicts the
observation that this source of variability was a fatigue design driver for the lower side-stay
component features. Therefore, an investigation into the apparent insensitivity of the lower drag
brace to ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing variability was conducted.
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As the lower drag brace features were insensitive to the ground manoeuvre occurrence
and sequencing variability, it was hypothesised that the lower drag brace features were only
accumulating DT damage for the following loading conditions:
• As a result of ground manoeuvres that occur for every single flight with the same frequency
(i.e. no occurrence variability).
• As a result of ground manoeuvres that occur in the same ‘order’ or ‘position’ within every
flight (i.e. no sequencing variability).
The ground manoeuvres that satisfy the above criteria for the MLG load-time histories were
related to pushback, landing touchdown and the landing roll:
• Pushback:
– nx drag load factor when being pushed by tug.
• Landing Touchdown:
– nz vertical load factor on touchdown.
– ny load factor during touchdown drift.
– nx spin-up load factor.
– nx spring-back load factor.
• Landing Roll:
– nz lift dump load factor.
– nx landing roll braking load factor.
From reviewing the feature stress-time histories, it was observed that σ0 stress amplitudes
that were sufficiently large enough to accumulate DT damage (i.e. σ0 ≥ σFL) could be traced
back to specific peaks in the load-time histories. These peaks were then identified to be as a
result of the manoeuvres listed above. In order to identify the specific load factors which provided
the greatest contribution to the variability in DT values, additional NMCS = 2,500 sensitivity
analysis cases were performed for the Lower Web and Hole 2 Slice 13 features of the lower drag
brace. Each sensitivity analysis case removed the variability in one of the load factors listed
above. Table 8.16 shows the resulting probability distributions for each sensitivity analysis case
(the parent distributions are as shown previously in Tables 8.12 and 8.14).
Figure 8.30 shows the resulting distributions for the load factor sensitivity analysis cases
for the Lower Web feature and Hole 2 Slice 13 feature in subplots (a, b) and (c, d) respectively.
It can be observed from Figures 8.30a and 8.30b that the touchdown nz, touchdown drift ny
and pushback nx provide the greatest deviation from the parent distribution for the Lower Web
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Scale σ Shape λ
Lower Web Feature
Pushback nx 2P Log-Normal -2.193 0.375
Touchdown nz 2P Log-Normal -2.267 0.359
Touchdown Drift ny 2P Log-Normal -1.823 0.362
Spin-up nx 2P Log-Normal -1.954 0.370
Spring-back nx 2P Log-Normal -1.927 0.356
Lift Dump nz 2P Log-Normal -1.922 0.364
Landing Braking nx 2P Log-Normal -1.954 0.370
Hole 2 Slice 13 Feature
Pushback nx 2P Log-Normal -3.356 0.848
Touchdown nz 2P Log-Normal -3.588 0.931
Touchdown Drift ny 2P Log-Normal -3.087 0.867
Spin-up nx 2P Log-Normal -3.510 0.819
Spring-back nx 2P Log-Normal -3.222 0.897
Lift Dump nz 2P Log-Normal -3.106 0.827
Landing Braking nx 2P Log-Normal -3.135 0.844
feature, whilst Figure 8.30c and 8.30d show that only the touchdown nz and pushback nx load
factors result in a deviation in the parent distribution for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature.
The K-L TE values for the load factor sensitivity cases are shown in Table 8.17 for both the
Lower Web and Hole 2 Slice 13 feature. It can be observed that the TE values suggest that for the
lower drag brace features, the touchdown nz and pushback nx load factors are the fatigue design
drivers due to having the highest TE values. The investigation into the load factor variability has
therefore highlighted the utility of K-L sensitivity analysis at different levels of design parameter
granularity. K-L sensitivity analysis therefore enables specific design parameters to be identified
as design drivers from groups composed of a large number of individual design parameters, such
as the load factors within the statistically simulated load-time histories.
TABLE 8.17. Total Effect TE values for the load factor sensitivity analysis cases, com-
puted using the K-L sensitivity analysis method.
Load Factor Lower Web TE Hole 2 Slice 13 TE
Pushback nx 0.587 0.227
Touchdown nz 0.837 0.410
Touchdown Drift ny 0.244 0.047
Spin-up nx 0.050 0.036
Spring-back nx 0.042 0.112
Lift Dump nz 0.025 0.009
Landing Braking nx 0.049 0.025
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Lower Web Damage Lower Web Damage
Hole 2 Slice 13 Damage Hole 2 Slice 13 Damage
FIGURE 8.30. Load factor sensitivity analysis cases for (a, b) Lower Web feature and (c,
d) Hole 2 Slice 13 features of the lower drag brace component.
A final result of interest from Table 8.17 is the high TE value for the touchdown drift ny
load factor for the Lower Web feature. Due to the configuration of the MLG assembly and
corresponding linear static FEA MLG beam model shown in Chapter 6, it would be expected that
all ny side load factors and corresponding FY global side loads would be reacted solely through
the lower side-stay. As a result, ny load factors were not expected to result in loads or stresses
in the main fitting component and therefore, loads originating from ny load factors should not
accumulate DT damage in the lower drag brace features. However, the fact that the variability in
the Lower Web and Hole 2 Slice DT values changes when the variability in the landing drift ny
is fixed highlights that in fact, side loads were resulting in loading of the drag brace.
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From reviewing the linear static FEA MLG beam model under various loading conditions,
it was observed that under large ny load factors, the displacement of the lower and upper
side-stay components would result in a load transfer along the lock link component back to
the drag brace. This would result in stresses being generated locally in the drag brace and
lower drag brace component due to torsional loading. This load redistribution is highlighted in
Figure 8.31. This observation also highlights the importance being aware that limitations in the
existing deterministic analysis process can impact the probabilistic results from implementing
the probabilistic fatigue methodology and this will be discussed further in Chapter 9.
1) Large Global Side Loads
2) Large Side-Stay Displacements
3) Lock Link Displacement
4) Torsional Loading of Drag 
Brace
FIGURE 8.31. Demonstration of lock link loading of lower drag brace.
Summary of Lower Drag Brace Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis cases performed for the Lower Web and Hole 2 Slice 13 features of the
lower drag brace highlighted that the load factor variability (specifically for the touchdown nz
and pushback nx load factors) was the fatigue design driver for the lower drag brace component.
As a result, future work could be targeted at better characterising the variability in the load
factors associated with the touchdown and pushback ground manoeuvres, with the view to better
characterising the variability in the DT values of the lower drag brace.
For the Lower Web feature, S-N curve variability was shown to provide a significant contri-
bution to the DT variability. However, this observation was not the case for the Hole 2 Slice 13
feature and this result therefore highlights that sensitivity analysis results cannot be gener-
alised across individual components and must be performed on a feature-by-feature basis. The
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sensitivity analysis cases for the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature also highlighted that surface finish K t
values are a fatigue design driver and as a result, future work should aim to better characterise
the variability in K t values resulting from machining and finishing activities.
When comparing between the sensitivity analysis results for the lower side-stay assembly
features and the lower drag brace features, the most significant difference is that the DT
variability in the lower drag brace features was insensitive to the variability in the ground
manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing, whilst this source of variability was identified as a design
driver for the lower side-stay assembly features. This is as a result of the lower drag brace only
accumulating DT damage for manoeuvres which occur with the same frequency every flight.
However, the ny side-load factors that cause loading of the lower side-stay are mostly as a result
of turning manoeuvres, which as described in Chapter 5, show significant variability in their
per-flight occurrence and sequencing. As a result, the sensitivity analysis cases performed for
the lower side-stay assembly and lower drag brace features have demonstrated that sensitivity
analysis results also cannot be generalised across different components of the MLG assembly.
8.1.7 3-Parameter Weibull P-S-N Curves
As for the lower side-stay assembly in Section 7.2.8, an additional probabilistic analysis for the
lower drag brace was conducted using the 3P Weibull distribution to statistically characterise
the variability in N f due to its better fit to the S-N dataset as identified previously in Chapter 4.
Figure 8.32 shows the resulting DT histogram from an NMCS = 2,500 probabilistic analysis for
the Lower Web feature of the lower drag brace when using a 3P Weibull S-N curve.
FIGURE 8.32. Lower Web feature DT histogram when using a 3P Weibull S-N curve.
It can be observed from Figure 8.32 that the DT histogram again demonstrates negative skew
with a sharp right-hand tail and a flat distribution peak, as was observed for the lower side-stay
assembly features in Section 7.2.8.
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As a result, the utilisation of the 3P Weibull distribution to characterise N f values has
again resulted in a complex histogram shape that cannot be characterised accurately by existing
candidate distributions. A further discussion of how the complex DT histogram shapes resulting
from employing 3P Weibull S-N curves can be assessed is presented in Chapter 9.
8.2 Evaluation of Convergence
As described in Section 7.1.1, the NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations were selected for the case
studies in order to satisfy the 10k+1 MCS convergence criterion [114]. As the highest p f values
observed for all features across the lower side-stay and lower drag brace were in the order of
10−4, the 10k+1 criterion was therefore satisfied for the most critical features in the case studies.
However, in order to further investigate the convergence of the p f estimates, the lower side-stay
assembly case study was repeated for NMCS = 5×105. It was assumed as both the lower side-
stay features and lower drag brace features showed similar p f values, that any observations
resulting from increasing the value of NMCS for the lower side-stay assembly case study were
also applicable to the lower drag brace case study. It is important to note that any conclusions
relating to convergence are constrained to the computational resource available for the presented
case studies and the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to components that are
assessed using linear static and linear elastic FEA models.
Tables 8.18, 8.19 and 8.20 show the P fdist , P f tail and P fMCS values at NMCS = 1×105 and
NMCS = 5× 105 for the lower side-stay assembly features, along with component-level and
assembly-level p f estimates. These tables also show the percentage difference in the p f estimates
between the NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 5×105 probabilistic analysis cases. For cases where the
percentage error metric exhibits a high sensitivity due to the small order of magnitude of the p f
values, a more representative metric based on the order of magnitude shift in the p f estimates
between NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 5×105 is given.
It can be observed from Table 8.18 that the feature, component-level and assembly-level P fdist
values all demonstrated a low percentage error, therefore suggesting that the P fdist estimates had
converged at NMCS = 1×105. On the other hand, Table 8.19 shows that the percentage errors
for the P f tail estimates are large between NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 5×105, with some specific
feature p f values differing by three orders of magnitude. As a result, the sensitivity of P f tail
estimates to the specific values observed during the MCS has again been highlighted.
Finally, from Table 8.20, the P fMCS values can be seen to vary significantly between NMCS =
1×105 and NMCS = 5×105, therefore suggesting that the P fMCS estimates had not converged at
NMCS = 1×105. Despite the low percentage error for the overall lower side-stay assembly P fMCS ,
it should be recalled that the P fMCS results fail to account for all features of the lower side-stay
that demonstrate a quantifiable p f .
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TABLE 8.18. Convergence of the feature, component-level and assembly-level P fdist
estimates for the lower side-stay case study at NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 5×105.
Feature
P fdist
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Smooth Pin Max Shear 1.485×10−4 1.422×10−4 2.991 0
Fuse Pin Max Shear 2.048×10−4 2.175×10−4 5.847 0
Loaded Lug Top 1.717×10−5 1.689×10−5 1.670 0
Loaded Lug Bottom 1.722×10−5 1.727×10−5 0.305 0
Constrained Lug Top 5.954×10−7 5.835×10−7 2.043 0
Component
P fdist
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Smooth Pin 2.917×10−4 2.884×10−4 2.991 0
Fuse Pin 4.095×10−4 4.349×10−4 5.847 0
Lower Side-Stay 6.998×10−5 6.949×10−5 0.695 0
Assembly
P fdist
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Lower Side-Stay 7.766×10−4 8.015×10−4 3.113 0
TABLE 8.19. Convergence of the feature, component-level and assembly-level P f tail
estimates for the lower side-stay case study at NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 5×105.
Feature
P f tail
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Smooth Pin Max Shear 1.313×10−4 1.053×10−4 7.391 0
Fuse Pin Max Shear 7.697×10−5 8.598×10−5 10.479 0
Loaded Lug Top 2.052×10−5 6.386×10−6 221.306 1
Loaded Lug Bottom 4.949×10−6 6.421×10−6 22.914 0
Constrained Lug Top 1.488×10−6 8.319×10−9 1.8×104 3
Component
P f tail
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Smooth Pin 2.261×10−4 2.106×10−4 7.391 0
Fuse Pin 1.539×10−4 1.720×10−4 10.479 0
Lower Side-Stay 5.391×10−5 2.563×10−5 110.351 0
Assembly
P f tail
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Lower Side-Stay 4.340×10−4 4.082×10−4 6.328 0
The order shift values shown in Tables 8.18, 8.19 and 8.20 also highlight that the P fdist values
were the only p f estimates converged at NMCS = 1×105, as the both the P f tail and P fMCS estimates
showed changes in the p f order of magnitude for at least one feature between NMCS = 1×105
and NMCS = 5×105.
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TABLE 8.20. Convergence of the feature, component-level and assembly-level P fMCS
estimates for the lower side-stay case study at NMCS = 1×105 and NMCS = 5×105.
Feature
P fMCS
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Smooth Pin Max Shear 1.200×10−4 1.120×10−4 7.143 0
Fuse Pin Max Shear 8.000×10−5 9.800×10−5 18.367 0
Loaded Lug Top 2.000×10−5 6.000×10−6 233.333 1
Loaded Lug Bottom 0 0 - -
Constrained Lug Top 0 0 - -
Component
P fMCS
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Smooth Pin 2.400×10−4 2.240×10−4 7.143 0
Fuse Pin 1.600×10−4 1.960×10−4 18.367 0
Lower Side-Stay 4.000×10−5 1.200×10−5 233.333 0
Assembly
P fMCS
NMCS = 1×105 NMCS = 5×105 % difference Order Shift
Lower Side-Stay 4.400×10−4 4.320×10−4 1.852 0
As the P fdist estimates were shown to be converged at NMCS = 1×105, the question of at
what value of NMCS do the P fdist estimates converge can be raised. Based upon the reduced
NMCS used for the lower side-stay and lower drag brace sensitivity analysis cases, it can be
suggested that less than NMCS = 1×105 iterations may be required for converged P fdist estimates.
As shown previously in Table 7.17, reducing the number of MCS iterations to NMCS = 1×104
for the lower side-stay case study resulted in a maximum error of ≈ 5% for the P fdist values.
Likewise, Table 8.11 demonstrated that reducing the number of MCS iterations to NMCS = 2,500
produced a maximum error of ≈ 20% in the P fdist values. However, the P fdist values generated
during feature down-selection as shown in Table 8.2 suggest that there is a lower bound for the
value of NMCS to achieve convergence, as the P fdist estimates generated at NMCS = 1,000 show
P fdist values that differ from the converged values by two or more orders of magnitude. These
results therefore suggest that accurate and useful p f estimates could be generated from the
probabilistic fatigue methodology with significantly fewer MCS iterations than NMCS = 1×105.
This reduction in NMCS = 1×105 would ultimately reduce the cost of executing the probabilistic
fatigue methodology and the consequences of this will be discussed in Chapter 9.
8.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology defined in
Chapter 3 (supported by the technical content of Chapters 4 to 6) to a case study concerning
the lower drag brace component of a wide-body civil aircraft MLG. The implementation of the
MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue methodology to the lower drag brace component permitted
the successful implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to compute p f estimates
for a component with a complex geometry subjected to complex loading as assessed using linear
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elastic FEA stress analysis. As a result, it can be concluded that the MCS-SSI probabilistic
fatigue methodology can be used to generate p f estimates for safe-life landing gear components of
differing geometrical, loading and analysis complexity. Beyond the probabilistic fatigue analysis
results, a series of additional observations were made, as identified below. It is interesting to note
that the additional observations are similar to those identified for the lower side-stay assembly
case study in Chapter 7. This further suggests that the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue
methodology is insensitive to the specific component under assessment and the complexity of the
existing deterministic analysis process. The additional observations from the lower drag brace
case study were:
• The probabilistic fatigue methodology was able to generate p f estimates for various compo-
nent features, as well as providing a component-level estimate. As a result, the probabilistic
fatigue methodology provides a route for accounting for all component features when defin-
ing a component safe-life, which is not currently possible in the deterministic approach as
it relies on the identification of a single ‘hot-spot’ damage.
• The P fdist estimates generated for the hybrid MCS-SSI method provided the most con-
servative estimates across both case studies and were also found to be converged at
NMCS = 1×105.
• The P f tail and P fMCS estimates were found to be sensitive to the specific DT values observed
during the MCS iterations.
• The successful implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology was only feasible
as a result of the extensive use of surrogate modelling methods to replace the component
linear elastic FEA stress analysis model.
• The utilisation of sensitivity analysis methods during the post processing of the results
from the lower drag brace case study identified the following design parameters as fatigue
design drivers:
– Variability in the nx, ny and nz load factors.
– Variability in the S-N curve, specifically the N f variability at different σ0 stress levels.
• The employment of complicated distribution types (e.g. 3P Weibull) to characterise design
parameter variability can result in complex DT histogram shapes that cannot be currently
characterised using probability distributions.
• The p f estimates of components are typically dominated by specific features (e.g. the upper
hole features of the lower drag brace component). As a result, from the perspective of fatigue
reliability, many features of the lower drag brace component are potentially over-designed
and could be further optimised to reduce component mass.
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The observations listed above and shown previously in Section 7.3 will be used to support the
critical evaluation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology in Chapter 9. The wider consequences
for probabilistic design and analysis approaches from the observations made during the case
studies will also be discussed in the following chapter, along with the identification of how the
results from the case studies contribute to resolving the research questions posed at the start of
this thesis in Chapter 1.
Finally, the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology has demonstrated how the
definition of a probabilistic analysis framework in Chapter 3 has further supported the aim of
overcoming the blockers to a probabilistic design approach. Despite applying the probabilistic
fatigue methodology across two case studies of differing complexity, the overall framework and
analysis flow/architecture remained consistent across the two case studies, requiring very little
modification for the different landing gear components. Therefore, the probabilistic fatigue
methodology is general in nature and can be applied to different analysis and assessment cases.
This general nature helps to overcome the required knowledge blocker as shown in Table 8.21, by
providing a single methodology and framework that be implemented regardless of the specific
analysis task required.
TABLE 8.21. The blockers to probabilistic design approaches overcome from applying
the probabilistic analysis framework to the landing gear component case studies.




Availability of Data N/A
Accuracy of Data
N/ACharacterisation
Framework can be applied to different case studies with minimal
Required Knowledge modification. This enables the probabilistic fatigue methodology to











The preceding chapters of this thesis have presented the novel technical work performedduring the development, implementation and demonstration of a probabilistic fatiguemethodology for safe-life landing gear components. The penultimate chapter of this thesis
aims to highlight how the work performed has answered the original research aim and questions
defined in Chapter 1. This chapter also intends to explore the wider impact of the work on the
future implementation of probabilistic design approaches, through both the overcoming of the
‘blockers’ to probabilistic design approaches and the future research and engineering effort required
to develop a practical probabilistic fatigue design approach for safe-life landing gear components.
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9.1 Critical Evaluation of Probabilistic Fatigue Methodology
The overall research aim of the work presented in this thesis was to “develop a probabilistic
fatigue methodology to support the fatigue design of safe-life components”. This aim was also
captured by the first research question posed in Chapter 1:
• Can a probabilistic fatigue methodology be successfully applied to safe-life landing gear
components, in order to compute the probability of failure related to a component safe-life?
To answer this question, this section aims to critically assess the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic
fatigue methodology presented in Chapter 3, based upon the application of the methodology to
the landing gear component case studies in Chapters 7 and 8. It is important to note that critical
evaluation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology is performed with respect to the performance
of the methodology when applied to S-N fatigue analysis consisting of linear static loads FEA
model and either analytical or linear elastic FEA stress analysis.
Ultimately, the research aim and research question stated above have been satisfied by
the successful implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to the landing gear
component case studies. During the case studies, the MCS-SSI hybrid methodology produced
converged p f estimates at NMCS = 1× 105 MCS iterations, using the P fdist estimates. The
P fdist estimates were derived from the SSI method of fitting a probability distribution to the
variability present in the DT damage values resulting from the MCS. The probabilistic fatigue
methodology was also shown across both case studies to be capable of generating p f estimates
across different engineering features, as well as providing component-level and assembly-level
reliability estimates. In addition, the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue methodology was
shown to be successfully able to generate p f estimates for differing component geometrical,
loading and analysis complexity (i.e. across analytical and linear elastic FEA stress analysis).
Therefore, this thesis has presented a probabilistic fatigue methodology that can be used to
support the fatigue design of safe-life components, through computing p f values related to a
component safe-life.
Beyond achieving the research aim, the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue methodology
was also demonstrated on a novel application of such approaches, through implementing the
methodology on safe-life landing gear component case studies. Consequently, the work presented
in this thesis has demonstrated the wider utility of probabilistic fatigue methodologies, beyond
their more common employment in wind energy, automotive and turbine engine assessments
[87, 94, 119]. In addition, as widely discussed in Chapter 2, the most recent applications of
probabilistic fatigue methodologies have required the extensive modification or simplification of
the existing fatigue analysis approach, either through the adoption of Limit State Approximation
(LSA) methodologies or assumptions such as the Equivalent Fatigue Cycle (EFC) [57, 104, 115].
However, the probabilistic fatigue methodology developed within this thesis has been applied
directly to the S-N safe-life fatigue analysis process in its original form. The only modification to
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the existing process required for the probabilistic fatigue methodology was the representation
of FEA loads and stress models using accurate surrogate models. As a result, this thesis has
also demonstrated novelty in applying a probabilistic fatigue methodology to an existing and
complete analysis process. This is especially the case due to the retention of the complexity of the
original analysis processes within the methodology, without making the simplifications required
in previous applications of probabilistic fatigue methodologies.
9.1.1 Limitations of Probabilistic Fatigue Methodology
Despite the conclusion that the original research aim has been satisfied by the development
and demonstration of the probabilistic fatigue methodology, there are a number of limitations
currently present within the proposed MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue methodology. These
limitations are representative of the challenges faced within the constraints of this work, that is,
the available computational resource for the case studies and the application of the methodology
to S-N fatigue analysis comprising of linear static FEA loading models and linear elastic FEA
stress models.
Firstly, during the definition of the probabilistic fatigue methodology in Chapter 3, it was
intended that p f estimates would also be generated from the ‘pure’ MCS (i.e. P fMCS ) and GPD
tail-fitting methods (i.e. P f tail ), in order to provide validation of the P fdist estimates provided by
SSI.
The estimates generated by P fMCS failed to converge at NMCS = 1×105 iterations, suggesting
that additional MCS iterations would be required in order to produce reliable P fMCS estimates.
This was not feasible due to the significant increase in computational expense that would be
incurred, considering that NMCS = 1×105 required 4 days and 18 days of CPU run-time for the
lower side-stay and lower drag brace case studies respectively. Therefore, reliable P fMCS estimates
could not be generated, even when satisfying the 10k+1 criterion for the component features that
demonstrated the highest p f values (in the order of 10−4). This suggests that a more appropriate
convergence criteria for P fMCS is to set NMCS to the order of 10
k+2 to guarantee convergence,
which is in agreement the with recommendations of Sudret [270].
The use of ‘pure’ MCS P fMCS estimates also failed to provide reliable p f estimates at a
component-level and assembly-level, due to estimating nil p f values for features which were
shown to possess a quantifiable p f using either P fdist or P f tail methods. As a result, P fMCS results
should only be employed for ‘hot-spot’ probabilistic fatigue analysis of single critical features.
Therefore, P fMCS values should not be used to estimate component and assembly p f estimates
when components demonstrate multiple features with quantifiable p f values that span a wide
range of orders of magnitude (e.g. from 10−7 to 10−4 for the lower side-stay assembly).
The other alternative approach to generating p f estimates was the GPD tail-fitting values
represented by P f tail . The p f estimates resulting from P f tail values were shown to be sensitive
to the specific DT damage values observed during the MCS iterations and as a result, would
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provide inconsistent and unreliable p f estimates as discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. The P f tail
estimates, in a similar manner to the P fMCS estimates, also failed to account for all features that
demonstrated a quantifiable p f estimate from P fdist values. It is suggested by Acar that the
incorrect definition of the GPD t threshold parameter can significantly affect the P f tail results
from GPD tail-fitting and therefore, future work could be performed to investigate the impact of t
within the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue methodology [271].
As a result, it is recommended that the GPD P f tail method is not used to generate p f estimates
within a probabilistic fatigue methodology. This recommendation is supported by the limited
application of GPD methods for probabilistic fatigue analysis in the literature beyond the original
recommendation of the utilisation of tail-fitting methods for p f estimation by Ramu and Kim
[159, 160]. Only three cases of the utilisation of GPD tail-fitting to generate P f tail values have
been identified in the literature:
• Wind turbine fatigue analysis by Norouzi [272].
• Fatigue design optimisation performed by Tüten and Acar [273].
• Probabilistic fatigue analysis of steel bridges by Nesterova et al [274].
Whilst Norouzi demonstrates the successful application of GPD P f tail estimates, the work
performed by Tüten and Acar and Nesterova et al [273, 274] highlights that currently there has
been insufficient experience and validation activities performed on GPD P f tail estimates to assess
their reliability and suitability for probabilistic design.
Therefore, validation could not be performed for the P fdist values from the MCS-SSI proba-
bilistic fatigue methodology at all component features. However, it was identified that for the
most critical features from a fatigue failure standpoint (i.e. those that demonstrated the highest
p f values), there was good agreement between the P fdist , P f tail and P fMCS estimates. Examples of
these critical features are the smooth pin maximum shear location and loaded lug top features
of the lower side-stay assembly (see Tables 7.7 and 7.14) and the Hole 2 Slice 13 feature of the
lower drag brace (see Table 8.9). As a result, only a limited amount of validation of the P fdist
estimates has been performed. Coupled with the observation that the P fdist values were the only
p f estimates to be converged at NMCS = 1×105, as well as providing the most conservative p f
values at all features, P fdist estimates should be used as the approach to generate p f values
using the MCS-SSI hybrid probabilistic fatigue methodology. However, the MCS-SSI hybrid
probabilistic fatigue methodology in its current form does also contain further limitations, which
will now be discussed.
Computational Expense
The computational expense of the MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology is currently too
large to serve as a practical design tool, due to requiring 4 days to generate converged p f
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estimates for the lower side-stay assembly and 18 days to produce converged p f estimates for the
lower drag brace component1. The currently excessive computational expense of the probabilistic
fatigue methodology could be reduced by minimising the NMCS MCS iterations required to
generate the P fdist estimates. This could be achieved using P fdist convergence studies as described
in Section 8.2.
An alternative route to reducing the computational expense of the probabilistic fatigue
methodology would be to investigate stratified or targeted sampling approaches, such as Latin
Hypercube Sampling (LHS) as performed by Halfpenny et al [61] or Importance Sampling (IS)
methods, such as the methods used for the probabilistic fatigue analysis of rotorcraft components
by Frewen et al [133]. Convergence studies for P fdist could then be performed to identify the
reduction in computational expense for employing these targeted sampling approaches. However,
such approaches require additional abstract statistical concepts and as a result, care must be
taken to ensure that targeted sampling methods are described and demonstrated in an accessible
way for practicing engineers.
Ultimately, if the computational expense could be reduced to such an extent that a ‘pure’
MCS could generate converged P fMCS estimates for all component features, it is proposed that
the SSI element of the methodology could be removed in favour of a pure MCS approach. Such
an approach would overcome the existing limitations of the MCS-SSI approach discussed in
the following subsections of tail-sensitivity and complex ‘stress’ distribution types. However, in
order to further investigate the convergence of a pure MCS approach, either the computational
resource (i.e. allowable run-time) for the case studies would have to be dramatically increased, or
the employment of increased computational hardware (such as increased memory and processor
specifications or use of High Performance Computing methods) would have to be considered.
Tail-Sensitivity
As highlighted during the lower side-stay case study in Chapter 7, tail-sensitivity can result
in significantly different P fdist estimates from two candidate distributions that both provide
similar Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) results for the variability in DT values. Whilst the presence of
tail-sensitivity has been widely reported across the previous three decades [42, 45, 275, 276],
there has been limited work to identify routes to mitigating tail-sensitivity. Currently, the only
recommendation within the literature is to assess the impact of assuming one valid distribution
type over another [45, 275]. In the context of the fatigue design of safety-critical structures, it is
suggested that this infers that the candidate distribution that provides the most conservative
P fdist should be selected.
However, based on the work performed in this thesis, it is proposed that future work by the
probabilistic analysis community in developing GoF tests for large sample sizes (i.e. equal to the
NMCS values used for the MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology) could help mitigate tail-
1Computer Specifications: 4-core processor (3.40 GHz) with 16.0 GB RAM.
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sensitivity. Large sample GoF tests would permit the full systematic statistical characterisation
process defined in Chapter 4 to be applied to the DT histograms generated by the probabilistic
fatigue methodology. One potential large sample GoF test that could be investigated is the use of
K-L entropy (as used for sensitivity analysis as described in Section 3.5.2) to assess the GoF of
fitted distributions to datasets with a large sample size [277]. The application of the systematic
statistical characterisation process would therefore provide more evidence for selecting one
candidate distribution over another to characterise the DT variability, as performed for the S-N
dataset in Chapter 4.
Complex ‘Stress’ Distribution Types
Despite Chapter 4 detailing and demonstrating a systematic statistical characterisation process
that selected a 3P Weibull distribution to represent the variability of N f within S-N datasets,
it was observed in Chapters 7 and 8 that the improved statistical characterisation of the input
design parameter variability resulted in complex histogram shapes for the variability in DT
values. Ultimately, the DT histograms could not be characterised using common candidate
distribution types and as a result, it can be concluded that the consequence of the enhanced
statistical characterisation of design parameters is the need to increase the sophistication of
the post processing of the output (i.e. the ‘stress’ distribution within the SSI approach) from
the MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology. The balance of the research focus of this thesis
between design parameter characterisation and post processing of the methodology output will
be discussed further in Section 9.3.
‘Kernel’ or ‘non-parametric’ distributions have been proposed as a method to fit a probability
distribution to a dataset, without needing to assume a candidate distribution type [278]. Similar
to the non-parametric surrogate modelling methods described in Chapter 6, Kernel distributions
provide a ‘smooth’ fit to the dataset histogram and could therefore be used to fit a probability
distribution to DT values that demonstrate complex histogram shapes. However, from a review
of the literature, it is surprising to observe that Kernel distributions are yet to be used for
probabilistic fatigue analysis and as a result, it is recommended that such approaches are
investigated as a priority for the probabilistic analysis field.
Combining Features and FEA Models
The system reliability approach used to generate component-level and assembly-level p f esti-
mates demonstrates a limitation when applied to FEA stress models of components. As series
system reliability approaches (see Equation 3.6) summate the p f values of every feature included
in the probabilistic analysis, the p fcomponent value effectively becomes sensitive to the mesh density
of the FEA model2. As a result, future implementation of the probabilistic fatigue methodology
2i.e. as the mesh density increases, the p fcomponent will also increase.
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would require the application of the approach proposed by Leverant et al [161], which groups
FEA elements with a similar p f into zones of equal p f , prior to summating the p f zones to
produce p fcomponent .
Another challenge raised by FEA models within the probabilistic fatigue methodology is
how to account for dimensional variability within FEA models. Whilst it is technically feasible
to update FEA model geometries to reflect dimensional variability, it is not currently clear at
which location stress values should be taken, either by recording stresses at specific element
locations, or as defined in ‘free-space’ by the FEA model global coordinate system. However,
as the sensitivity analysis results for the lower side-stay fuse pin in Chapter 7 suggested
that dimensional variability provides only a negligible contribution to the variability in DT
values, the representation of dimensional variability in FEA models may not be necessary when
performing probabilistic fatigue analysis. Despite this, the impact of dimensional variability on
the magnitude of K t stress concentration factors should not be ignored, especially in design cases
where multiple stress concentrations occur at the same location on a component [261]. Therefore,
future applications of the probabilistic fatigue methodology should explore the sensitivity of the
DT variability to dimensional variability in such design cases.
‘Strength’ Distribution Failure Criterion
The MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology developed and demonstrated in this thesis has
assumed that the Miner’s rule failure criterion D f ail is deterministic. As a result, the ‘strength’
distribution within the SSI approach has been modelled as a single value of D f ail = 1. However,
it has been suggested that the due to limitations and assumptions within Miner’s rule, such as
neglecting the effect of loading sequence, variability is present in D f ail [83]. Whilst a probabilistic
failure criterion has not been represented within the MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology,
this could be easily implemented by using closed-form, numerical integration or MCS approaches
to evaluating the SSI equation shown previously in Equation 2.1 [29, 44].
Unfortunately, there is currently limited data available to quantify the variability in D f ail
and the statistical characterisation of the variability in D f ail has resulted in significantly
different results. For example, Ocampo et al recommend that a Normal distribution should
be used to characterise D f ail variability [39], whilst Wirsching proposed the use of a Log-Normal
distribution [83, 279]. Therefore, in order for the MCS-SSI probabilistic fatigue methodology to
be truly representative of fatigue as a failure mode, the fatigue design community must make a
conscious effort to characterise the variability in D f ail .
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9.1.2 Exploitation of Probabilistic Fatigue Methodology within
Deterministic Fatigue Design and Analysis
The second research question defined in Chapter 1 considered the impact of probabilistic fatigue
methodologies on the existing deterministic analysis process and how probabilistic methodologies
can support fatigue design activities, in line with the overall research aim:
• Can a probabilistic fatigue methodology be used to support the existing safe-life fatigue
analysis process and fatigue design?
The fatigue design community has had to account for, and mitigate the effects of, variability
in fatigue design parameters since its inception [6, 22, 35], as highlighted by the wide range of
conservatism approaches identified previously in Chapter 2. Consequently, the fatigue design
process comprises of significant amounts of data generation and design parameter characterisa-
tion [6, 35]. As a result, the work performed within this thesis concerning dataset generation
and design parameter characterisation can be used to directly support the existing deterministic
safe-life fatigue analysis process.
Firstly, the systematic statistical characterisation process defined and demonstrated in
Chapter 4 facilitated the selection of a more accurate distribution type for the variability in N f
values within S-N datasets. By providing additional evidence to select a 3P Weibull distribution
over the commonly-assumed 2P Log-Normal distribution, it was demonstrated in Section 4.4
that the safe-life of a component designed using 3P Weibull P-S-N curves could be increased
by 20%. Such an increase in design life is even more important for safe-life components, which
are retired based on usage rather than observation of fatigue crack initiation and propagation,
and as a result, cannot benefit from the maintenance actions available for damage tolerant
components. Therefore, the robust and systematic statistical characterisation processes required
to support a probabilistic fatigue methodology can also be used to directly improve the statistical
characterisation required in the existing deterministic fatigue design and analysis process,
potentially yielding more efficient components with longer safe-life values.
In addition, Chapter 5 demonstrated how big-data sources could be used to challenge the
conservatism currently required in the assumed landing gear load spectra for deterministic
fatigue design. Big-data sources permit the relaxation of the often conservative assumptions
required in deterministic design through providing data and statistics that were previously
unavailable. As big-data sources are becoming more readily available across all engineering
sectors [59, 280, 281], it is anticipated that the careful handling of such data sources could be used
to challenge assumptions and reduce conservatism throughout the fatigue design community.
As a result, the novel technical work presented in Chapters 4 and 5 has highlighted the
direct utility of the methods and approaches required to implement a probabilistic fatigue
methodology in supporting the existing deterministic safe-life fatigue design and analysis process.
The exploitation of such methods to support existing fatigue design and analysis processes is
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expected to provide the most immediate impact on the fatigue design community. Guidance
and best practice for successfully implementing probabilistic design and analysis approaches
typically recommends that probabilistic methodologies are to be introduced into existing design
and analysis processes incrementally [46, 54]. Due to the significant cultural and ‘mindset’
change required by engineers to adopt probabilistic approaches [23, 30], the demonstration of
how probabilistic methods can support the existing design and analysis process provides the first
step to increasing the ‘buy-in’ from engineers that is so vital for the successful implementation
and survival of probabilistic methodologies and approaches to design [45, 46]. [REDACTED].
It is also interesting to note that when using the probabilistic fatigue methodology to sup-
port the existing deterministic design process, it is epistemic uncertainty that is predominately
challenged. Concerning big-data sources, the real-time tracking of aircraft provided the required
data to overcome the lack-of-knowledge that requires potentially conservative assumptions re-
garding ground manoeuvre sequencing to be made during deterministic design. In a similar
manner, Kiureghian and Ditlevsen highlight that the assumption of a distribution type for design
parameters can lead to epistemic uncertainty [42]. Therefore, the systematic statistical charac-
terisation process developed in Chapter 4 helps to reduce epistemic uncertainty in fatigue design
approaches, through ensuring a more accurate characterisation of the variability (or aleatoric
uncertainty) present in S-N datasets. Ultimately, the support provided by the probabilistic fatigue
methodology to the existing deterministic process blurs the distinction between aleatoric and
epistemic uncertainty, further supporting the view of Kiureghian and Ditlevsen that it is often
challenging to assign sources of uncertainty into either aleatoric or epistemic sources [42].
Concerning landing gear design in general, Chapter 1 highlighted how landing gear are
mass-critical structures within aerospace structural design [3, 4]. During the introduction to
probabilistic methods in Chapter 1, it was suggested that probabilistic design approaches could
reduce over-design and hence, component mass, through challenging the conservatism present
in safety factors [8, 45, 48]. Whilst this has not been explicitly performed within this thesis, the
application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to the landing gear component case studies
in Chapters 7 and 8 did highlight that component-level p f estimates were typically dominated by
a few specific engineering features. These features demonstrated significantly higher p f values
than the other features on the component. Examples of such fatigue-critical features are the
pins in the lower side-stay assembly and the upper hole locations of the lower drag brace. This
observation suggests that from the perspective of fatigue reliability, many features on landing
gear components are over-designed, resulting in negligible p f values. As a result, the component
geometry at such features could be optimised following the probabilistic analysis, by reducing
the component sectional areas in the over-designed features, ultimately reducing the component
mass. This in turn would increase the overall efficiency of the landing gear assembly [8].
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9.2 Overcoming Blockers to Probabilistic Design
Beyond generating p f estimates for safe-life landing gear components, the novel technical work
performed over Chapters 2 to 8 explored how probabilistic methodologies can be used to overcome
the inhibiting factors (or ‘blockers’) that currently prevent the wider utilisation of probabilistic
approaches to design. The blockers to probabilistic design were highlighted in Chapter 1. Figure
9.1 overleaf summarises how the novel elements of the technical work performed in this thesis
contribute to overcoming the various blockers to probabilistic design approaches, based on the
tables presented in the summary of each chapter (Tables 2.2, 3.1, 4.11, 5.6, 6.17 and 8.21). Whilst
the probabilistic fatigue methodology was demonstrated using case studies related to safe-life
landing gear components, the summary points presented in Figure 9.1 are general in nature and
could apply to any implementation of probabilistic design and analysis. The remainder of this
section aims to answer the remaining research questions posed in Chapter 1.
9.2.1 Method Selection and Framework Definition
The penultimate research question defined in Chapter 1 aimed to identify whether the character-
istics of the implemented probabilistic analysis method and the probabilistic analysis framework
could help to overcome the blockers to probabilistic design approaches:
• Can careful selection of a probabilistic analysis method, along with the construction of a
systematic probabilistic analysis framework, result in a probabilistic fatigue methodology
that overcomes the blockers to probabilistic design approaches?
During the literature review performed in Chapter 2, it was observed that there is limited
guidance currently available for selecting the probabilistic analysis method to implement for a
new probabilistic analysis case. As a result, the selection of the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis
method could only by driven by the need to overcome the blockers to a probabilistic design
approach. Consequently, the selection of an MCS-based probabilistic analysis method enabled the
full complexity of the existing safe-life fatigue analysis process and design parameter variability
to be retained in the probabilistic methodology. Therefore, the selection of the MCS-SSI proba-
bilistic analysis method contributed to overcoming the required simplifications/assumptions and
accuracy of data characterisation blockers. Likewise, the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method
was capable of being applied to case studies of varying complexity without modification. This
demonstrated that only a single probabilistic fatigue methodology is required to support fatigue
design, reducing the knowledge required to perform probabilistic fatigue analysis in different
design cases. This is a vital observation, as it is often stated that novel design and analysis
methodologies fail to be successfully implemented due to their ‘bespoke’ nature when created
for a specific analysis case [54]. Therefore, the careful selection of the MCS-SSI probabilistic
analysis method has helped to overcome the blockers to a probabilistic design approach. Through-
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out the development of the methodology, [REDACTED]. However, as the probabilistic fatigue
methodology presented in this thesis provides an MCS-SSI method than can be employed when
the convergence of a ‘pure’ MCS cannot be guaranteed, the computational expense blocker was
also overcome through the selection of an MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method.
Concerning the novel probabilistic analysis framework defined in Chapter 3, it is important
to highlight that such a framework is required to fully exploit the advantages of each element of
the methodology. For example, whilst the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method can incorporate
any distribution type to characterise the variability in design parameters, this is only of benefit if
a robust and accurate statistical characterisation process is also available. This thesis has also
demonstrated that tens of methods are required to implement a probabilistic methodology and
the framework presented in Chapter 3 will help practicing engineers understand how each of the
required methods interact with one another.
The consequence of requiring such a large number of individual methods to perform prob-
abilistic fatigue analysis is the large resource burden that would be required to understand,
implement and test the required methods within an industrial engineering environment. How-
ever, the probabilistic fatigue analysis framework presented in this thesis also demonstrates
how each of the individual methods can be utilised to support other engineering activities. This
ultimately would increase the return from the resources required to implement a probabilistic
approach through facilitating other novel design approaches. The maximisation of the return
on resources for implementing the probabilistic fatigue methodology would increase the ‘buy-in’
from engineers. Therefore, the probabilistic analysis framework developed during this work has
helped to overcome the required knowledge blocker to probabilistic design approaches.
Finally, it is hoped that the systematic processes for statistical characterisation, surrogate
model selection and MCS-SSI implementation defined in this thesis will support other practition-
ers during the future implementation of probabilistic methodologies to both fatigue and general
engineering design and analysis. It is intended that the definition of such processes will make the
required methods more accessible for engineers, specifically those who are new to the field or who
have a limited statistical background, through consolidation of the vast amount of knowledge





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9.2. OVERCOMING BLOCKERS TO PROBABILISTIC DESIGN
9.2.2 Exploitation of Recent Advances
Over the past decade, new mathematical and statistical approaches have been developed that
offer opportunities to increase the accuracy of probabilistic methodologies, along with methods
that can reduce the computational expense of such methodologies. Therefore, the final research
question of this work was:
• Can recent advances in probabilistic approaches and aerospace structural design, such as
surrogate modelling and ‘big-data’ sources, assist probabilistic fatigue methodologies in
overcoming the blockers to probabilistic design approaches?
Whilst the most recent applications of probabilistic fatigue methodologies have focused on
targeted sampling approaches [57, 133], since the last major interest in the wider implementation
of probabilistic design approaches during the 1990s and 2000s [23, 45, 46], the recent advances of
big-data sources and surrogate modelling have become available. As a result, the implementation
of a probabilistic fatigue methodology to the safe-life fatigue analysis of landing gear components
provided an opportune context in which to investigate the utility and exploitation of these recent
advances within probabilistic methodologies.
Firstly, Chapter 5 investigated how landing gear ground manoeuvre statistics could be
generated from the ADS-B transponder big-data source. Ultimately, the exploitation of a big-data
source within the probabilistic fatigue methodology permitted the statistical characterisation of
design parameter variability that was not previously characterised due to a lack of available data.
As a result, beyond overcoming the availability of data blocker, the utilisation of big-data sources
can also greatly increase the accuracy of a probabilistic methodology by incorporating design
parameter variability which otherwise would have to be neglected or assumed. By a similar
nature, the exploitation of big-data sources within probabilistic methodologies greatly increases
the accuracy of the characterisation of design parameter variability, by providing larger datasets
than would be have been previously available (e.g. global aircraft fleet tracking via ADS-B
compared to the in-service monitoring of only a few aircraft). As lack of data and inaccuracy in
data characterisation represent a major cause of the scepticism in the results from probabilistic
methodologies [23, 45, 46], the employment of big-data sources permits a large number of the
blockers to probabilistic design approaches to be easily overcome. Therefore, big-data sources will
become a significant part of the future development and implementation of probabilistic design
approaches.
Concerning the exploitation of surrogate modelling within the probabilistic fatigue method-
ology, the successful implementation of the methodology on the landing gear component case
studies would simply not have been possible without surrogate modelling. Due to the CPU
run-times for single evaluations of the linear static and linear elastic FEA models developed in
Chapters 6 to 8, surrogate modelling (specifically RSM approaches) was required to mitigate the
prohibitive computational expense of the MCS-SSI probabilistic analysis method. As a result, the
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utilisation of surrogate modelling methods is an unavoidable element of performing probabilistic
analysis of the complex and simulation-based deterministic analysis approaches employed in the
modern engineering sector.
The RSM surrogate models generated within this thesis were for linear static FEA loads
and linear elastic FEA stress models, which are the type of FEA models most routinely used for
fatigue analysis [7]. It is therefore intended that the extensive utilisation of surrogate modelling
methods within this thesis, coupled with the surrogate modelling selection process and simplicity
of RSM approaches, will support the wider employment of surrogate modelling methods for
structural analysis, across static and fatigue domains, in both deterministic and probabilistic
approaches. However, it is also recommended that the linear superposition approaches proposed
by Draper and Halfpenny et al are explored further as a route to representing linear FEA models
within probabilistic analysis [7, 61].
Beyond reducing the computational expense of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to a
feasible level, surrogate modelling methods also permitted the full complexity of the FEA MLG
beam model and lower drag brace linear elastic FEA stress model to be incorporated into the
probabilistic fatigue methodology. The utilisation of surrogate modelling methods therefore en-
abled the existing deterministic analysis process to be used ‘as-is’ within the probabilistic fatigue
methodology. As a result, surrogate modelling methods predominately overcome the required
simplifications/assumptions blocker to a probabilistic design approach. It is an interesting obser-
vation that surrogate modelling was vital to facilitate a probabilistic methodology for application
to an S-N analysis process that consists of relatively simple FEA models (i.e. linear, static and
elastic). Consequently, the need for surrogate modelling is even more critical in the future when
considering probabilistic approaches for more complicated design and analysis processes, which
may be reliant on non-linear FEA or dynamic loading simulations.
However, the recent advances of big-data sources and surrogate modelling could only support
the overcoming of the blockers to probabilistic design approaches through the definition of
systematic processes for data collection, surrogate model training and surrogate model selection,
along with their inclusion within the probabilistic analysis framework from Chapter 3. As a
result, the importance of systematic methods to implement probabilistic methodologies has once
again been highlighted. Finally, both big-data sources and surrogate modelling are expected
to perform major roles in the ever-growing employment of ‘digital twins’ for the monitoring of
in-service components [58, 282, 283]. The development of digital twins for components should be
aligned with the implementation of probabilistic approaches in order to maximise the utility of
the resource burden required to develop these two novel design and assessment approaches.
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9.3 Outlook for Probabilistic Design Approaches: Future
Blockers
The previous sections of this chapter have demonstrated how the probabilistic fatigue methodology
and its supporting methods can overcome the following blockers to a probabilistic design approach:
• Computational Expense.
• Required Simplifications/Assumptions of the Existing Deterministic Analysis Process.
• Availability of Data.
• Accuracy of Data Characterisation.
• Required Knowledge.
It is interesting to observe that the novel work performed to overcome these blockers is
predominately focused at the ‘input’ stage of the probabilistic methodology, concerning data
generation, statistical characterisation and the adoption of surrogate modelling to represent the
existing analysis process. The ‘front-loading’ of the work performed in this thesis has therefore
highlighted that future blockers to probabilistic approaches concern the post processing of the
results from the probabilistic fatigue methodology, especially concerning tail-sensitivity and
lack-of-fit for candidate distributions as discussed in Section 9.1.1.
In a similar manner, the scope of this thesis has been limited to considering the probabilistic
fatigue methodology and has therefore not discussed how the p f results from the methodology
could be used in probabilistic design. To perform probabilistic design, p f estimates are compared
to probabilistic design criteria in order to establish whether a design satisfies the reliability
requirements placed upon it [45]. For safe-life components, probabilistic design would set com-
ponent safe-life values based upon the component demonstrating an acceptable probability of
failure ‘p facc ’ (i.e. the probability of the component failing to achieve its design safe-life).
Probabilistic design criteria are also known as reliability targets ‘RT ’. The definition of RT
values represents one the greatest future challenges in implementing a probabilistic approach
to design, as a result of the large number of legal, technical and socioeconomic considerations
that must be factored into the development of such values [30, 45]. This is especially the case for
safety-critical components and a significant cultural and ‘mindset’ change is required to accept
the finite probability of failure for such components [30].
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Currently, p facc and RT values do not exist for safe-life landing gear components and therefore,
the implementation of a probabilistic fatigue design approach would require extensive engineering
effort to define these values. However, the following approaches to defining reliability targets are
proposed as future work:
• Assessing the intended reliability derived from existing safety factors, which are based on
the safe-life variability from full scale component testing. Habermann suggests that this
would represent a p facc of between 1×10−3 and 2×10−4 at the component safe-life [254].
• Developed from certification guidelines, such as EASA CS25 for large civil aircraft, which
requires systems that could result in a catastrophic failure (i.e. loss of the aircraft) to have
a failure rate of no greater than p facc = 1×10−9 per-flight hour [24]. CS25 also defines that
landing gear structural components should demonstrate an acceptably low probability of
failure due to fatigue, although this value is not currently quantified within the certification
specifications [24].
• Based on the number of parts in service, such that the p facc is less than observing one
part failure within the aircraft fleet. This was performed for military helicopters under the
‘six-nines’ reliability target [114].
• Based on the current in-service failure rate (if deemed to be acceptable), as identified by
Schmidt, who showed that the current probability of a civil aircraft landing gear failure
due to fatigue is p f = 4.7×10−8 per-flight cycle [16].
• As part of the reliability ‘budget’ from Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) [29].
It is expected that the definition of RT values for safe-life landing gear components would use
all of the routes listed above and would require input from aerospace manufacturers, aircraft
operators and regulatory bodies. In addition, it is anticipated that there will be numerous
challenges regarding the assumptions within RT values, such as the assumption of an average
p f per-flight cycle, along with how reliability targets are distributed across the components
within MLG assemblies. [REDACTED]. Consequently, it is expected that the definition of such
values will be the most significant remaining blocker to implementing probabilistic approaches
in different industrial sectors. However, despite the challenges facing the future definition of RT
values, they should not be considered insurmountable as reliability targets are included in the
regulatory material for Eurocode3 steel structures [77] and the UK nuclear sector is encouraging
the adoption of probabilistic approaches for structural integrity based on reliability targets [51].
Over the past four decades, during which the various methods required for probabilistic
design approaches have come to maturity, the blockers and inhibiting factors that prevent
the wider implementation of such approaches have concentrated on the areas concerning the
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probabilistic methodology and the characterisation of design parameter variability. However,
the final novel contribution of this thesis is the conclusion that these areas are no longer the
blockers to implementing probabilistic design approaches. As discussed throughout this chapter,
the development of big-data sources and surrogate modelling methods has greatly reduced the
technical challenges related to implementing probabilistic design approaches since the last period
of significant interest in probabilistic approaches during the 1990s and 2000s. As a result, the
findings of this thesis represent a ‘step change’ which highlights that whilst technical challenges
no longer inhibit probabilistic approaches to design, challenges related to the implementation
activities (e.g. definition of reliability targets) and the cultural ‘mindset’ change required to
perform design using p f estimates remain the final blockers to probabilistic design approaches.
The importance of facilitating the ‘mindset’ change required to implement probabilistic ap-
proaches on a wider scale was demonstrated previously during the 1990s when the SAE guidelines
for implementing probabilistic approaches identified that the development of probabilistic design
approaches and reliability targets was “behind the actual possibilities based on new hardware
and software developments” [46]. This statement is even more representative of the blockers to
probabilistic design approaches in the present day due to the highly accurate and sophisticated
characterisation of design parameter variability that can now be performed, coupled with the
retention of the full deterministic analysis complexity achievable with the use of MCS methods.
To further facilitate the mindset change required to successfully implement a probabilistic
fatigue design approach, there are additional implementation considerations that must be
addressed in order to evolve the probabilistic fatigue methodology into a complete probabilistic
design approach. Firstly, extensive training will be required to educate engineers in the utilisation
of probabilistic design approaches and the probabilistic fatigue methodology. It is surprising
that there is limited guidance in the literature, beyond those cited in this thesis, regarding the
training requirements for implementing novel design approaches in industrial environments
[23, 46, 54]. The consolidation of knowledge performed by the systematic processes for statistical
characterisation, surrogate modelling and probabilistic methodologies developed during this
thesis could greatly ease the training burden required to implement a probabilistic approach.
In a similar manner, such systematic processes could reduce the cultural and ‘mindset’ change
required to adopt probabilistic approaches. This would be achieved by the various ways in
which the processes developed within the presented work increase the ‘buy-in’ to probabilistic
approaches from engineers and management as highlighted throughout the current chapter.
Despite the significant challenges of evolving the probabilistic fatigue methodology to a
practical design approach based on reliability targets, there has been recent work in the aerospace
sector that has demonstrated the sector’s aspiration to transition to a probabilistic approach
for structural design. Rosario et al have questioned the conservatism present in the current
design criteria used within civil aircraft static structural design using statistical and probabilistic
arguments [284]. In addition, Larsen and Raju have also stated the benefits to aerospace static
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structural design of transitioning from the existing deterministic process [285]. Concerning
fatigue design and analysis, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have recently published
probabilistic methodologies for the fatigue assessment of light aircraft structures and engine
turbine components [286, 287]. It is hoped that the work performed within this thesis can further
support the implementation of probabilistic design approaches within the aerospace structural
design community, especially regarding the systematic processes defined for performing statistical
characterisation and surrogate modelling, along with the systematic framework for the MCS-SSI
probabilistic fatigue methodology.
9.4 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated how the novel contributions of the work presented in this thesis
have achieved the research aim. The research questions posed in Chapter 1 were also answered
by the following novel elements of work:
• Development and demonstration of a probabilistic fatigue methodology for safe-life landing
gear components.
• Development of a systematic statistical characterisation process for design parameters.
• Improved characterisation of landing gear ground manoeuvre variability from ‘real-time’
tracking of aircraft using a big-data source.
• Extensive surrogate modelling of landing gear linear static FEA loads models and linear
elastic FEA stress models.
• Definition of systematic processes for implementing the probabilistic fatigue methodology,
including the MCS-SSI analysis framework and surrogate model selection.
When combined, the novel elements of work supported the overcoming of the computational
expense, required simplifications/assumptions, availability of data, accuracy of data characteri-
sation and required knowledge blockers to a probabilistic design approach. However, this chapter
has also highlighted that a number of limitations also exist within the presented methodology.
These limitations predominately concern the post processing of results from the methodology and
the required engineering and research effort required to mature the methodology into a practical
probabilistic fatigue design approach. Due to the enhanced design parameter data generation
and characterisation approaches presented in this thesis, the final blockers to probabilistic design
approaches that now remain are the generation of reliability target values and the facilitation




Regardless of the remaining blockers to probabilistic approaches, the probabilistic fatigue
methodology has supported the future implementation of a probabilistic fatigue design approach
for safe-life landing gear components, by providing the mathematical methods and framework
required to compute the p f values required for probabilistic design. The work presented in this
thesis has therefore satisfied the research aim to “develop a probabilistic fatigue methodology
to support the fatigue design of safe-life components”. Based on the discussion presented in
this chapter, it has been shown that the probabilistic fatigue methodology has supported both
deterministic and probabilistic approaches for safe-life fatigue design, as a result of the work
required to satisfy the research aim and research questions.
Finally, throughout this work it has been assumed that the existing safe-life fatigue analysis
process is physically representative of fatigue as a failure mode. Therefore model-based uncer-
tainties (i.e. the assumptions present within S-N fatigue analysis) have not been challenged as
they were considered outside the scope of this thesis. Such examples of model-based uncertain-
ties (also known as epistemic uncertainty [42]) include the type of S-N curve shape used and
the assumed correlation between N f values and σFL values as discussed in Chapter 4. Other
sources of model-based uncertainty include the assumptions present within Miner’s rule and
any modelling errors present in the original FEA models, as highlighted in Section 8.1.6 [6, 83].
As a result, future investigations into these areas are required, as supported by the extensive











CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
10.1 Conclusions
This thesis has presented the development and demonstration of a probabilistic fatigue method-
ology for safe-life landing gear components. A hybrid methodology consisting of Monte Carlo
Simulation and Stress-Strength Interference approaches was successfully implemented on case
studies consisting of different levels of component and analysis complexity. The probabilistic
fatigue methodology was constructed with the aim of overcoming the inhibiting factors, known as
‘blockers’, that currently prevent the wider implementation of probabilistic design approaches.
The blockers to probabilistic design include:
• Computational Expense.
• Required Simplifications/Assumptions of the Existing Deterministic Analysis Process.
• Availability of Data.
• Accuracy of Data Characterisation.
• Required Knowledge.
This thesis has presented the novel utilisation of big-data sources to generate landing gear
loading statistics in order to challenge the availability of data blocker. Extensive employment
of surrogate modelling methods also reduced the computational expense of conducting analysis
using the probabilistic fatigue methodology. Coupled with the development of a probabilistic
analysis framework and a systematic process for statistical characterisation, the exploitation of
the recent developments of big-data sources and surrogate modelling within the fields of aerospace
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structural design and probabilistic analysis, resulted in a probabilistic fatigue methodology that
overcame the blockers to probabilistic design.
In order to summarise the findings and research contributions of this thesis concerning
probabilistic methodologies in general, and number of conclusions can be drawn out from the
presented research. It is important to note that such conclusions are made within the constraints
of the work performed within this thesis, that is, based upon on the available compuational
resource for the case studies and the application of the probabilistic fatigue methodology to
stress-life fatigue analysis comprising of linear static and linear elastic finite element models.
The conclusions of this thesis are as follows:
• A probabilistic fatigue methodology was successfully defined and developed based upon
a hybrid probabilistic analysis method consisting of both Monte Carlo Simulation and
Stress-Strength Interference approaches.
• The probabilistic fatigue methodology can be used to produce probability of failure estimates
for safe-life landing gear components at a feature, component and assembly-level.
• The proposed probabilistic fatigue methodology is insensitive to the specific assessment
case as a result of the probabilistic analysis framework and the use of the Monte Carlo
Simulation based method.
• Probability of failure estimates based on ‘pure’ Monte Carlo Simulation results or tail-fitting
approaches fail to provide reliable probability of failure estimates when compared with
those generated from Stress-Strength Interference methods.
• Probabilistic fatigue methodologies and their supporting methods can be used to support
existing fatigue design practices:
– Identification of component features that are sub-optimal from the standpoint of
fatigue reliability.
– Use of enhanced statistical characterisation to reduce the conservatism in design
parameters relating to material properties.
– Use of big-data sources to reduce conservatism in the load spectra used for determin-
istic fatigue analysis.
• The use of systematic statistical characterisation processes, surrogate modelling and big-
data sources can overcome the following blockers to probabilistic design approaches:
– Computational Expense.
– Required Simplifications/Assumptions of the Existing Deterministic Analysis Process.
– Availability of Data.
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– Accuracy of Data Characterisation.
– Required Knowledge.
• The remaining blockers to a probabilistic design approach concern the development of
probabilistic design criteria and the cultural and ‘mindset’ change required to perform
design based upon fatigue reliability values.
• Surrogate modelling is vital for implementing probabilistic methodologies on simulation-
based analysis processes.
• The knowledge required to implement probabilistic methodologies must be exploited in
other engineering activities to reduce the resource burden of developing such approaches.
• Systematic processes, from data collection through to design criteria development, will
support the future and wider implementation of probabilistic design approaches.
There are of course conclusions which can also be drawn regarding landing gear fatigue
design and analysis based upon the specific case study results presented within this thesis:
• The fatigue design drivers for landing gear components are: variability in stress-life mate-
rial datasets, variability in ground manoeuvre load factors and variability in the occurrence
and sequencing of ground manoeuvres.
• Many engineering features of landing gear components are over-designed from the stand-
point of fatigue reliability.
• Extensive research and engineering effort will be required to define fatigue reliability
targets for safe-life landing gear components.
10.2 Further Work
This thesis has comprehensively presented the development of a probabilistic fatigue methodology
for safe-life landing gear components. Whilst the presented methodology has overcome a large
number of the blockers to probabilistic approaches, additional research and engineering activities
are required to evolve the methodology into a successfully implemented probabilistic fatigue
design approach. As this thesis has focused predominately on data generation, characterisation of
design parameter variability and the incorporation of the existing deterministic analysis process
into the probabilistic methodology, the recommended further work is aimed at the post processing
and utilisation of the results from the probabilistic methodology.
Firstly, due to presence of tail-sensitivity or lack-of-fit when characterising the variability in
damage values generated by the probabilistic methodology, further work should consider how
probability distributions can be accurately selected and fitted in such cases. It is proposed that
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the investigation into, and development of, large sample size Goodness-of-Fit tests could greatly
support the characterisation of variability in the probabilistic output. This further work would
support the accurate post processing of the probabilistic output, in order to fully benefit from the
enhanced statistical characterisation of design parameters afforded by the work shown in this
thesis. The utilisation of non-parametric ‘Kernel’ distributions within probabilistic methodologies
could also be explored to combat tail-fitting and lack-of-fit [278].
The greatest challenge remaining for probabilistic approaches is the definition of probabilistic
design criteria in the form of reliability targets. Further work must define a systematic and
traceable process for generating such values. It is anticipated that the definition of reliability
targets will be based upon the existing reliability achieved using safety factors, observed in-service
failure rates and extensive dialogue with the relevant regulatory authorities.
Specifically regarding the fatigue design of safe-life landing gear components, the future
implementation of a probabilistic design approach should account for the variability in residual
stresses and stress concentrations resulting from manufacturing and surface finishing pro-
cesses. In addition, the fatigue design community must make an active effort to characterise the
variability in the failure criterion for Miner’s rule.
Finally, it is hoped that the experience and knowledge consolidated within the systematic
processes presented within this thesis will support other engineers and practitioners in im-
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APPENDIX A: CONSERVATISM CASE STUDY
Please note: This appendix contains material sourced from “Evaluating the Impact of Conser-
vatism in Industrial Fatigue Analysis of Life-Limited Components” as highlighted in Section
1.3.1.
SAE Keyhole Benchmark Case Study
In order to quantify the reduction of a component safe-life resulting from the different conser-
vatism approaches shown in Section 2.2 in Chapter 2, a case study was developed. The case study
is identical to the SAE keyhole benchmark shown previously in Figure 4.8 in Chapter 4 [181]
and applies the ‘transmission’ load-time history to the SAE keyhole geometry. The ESDU S-N
dataset for 4340 steel was used to represent the material properties [25].
The component safe-life was computed for each conservatism approach shown in Figure 2.3
in Chapter 2 using an S-N analysis approach. Where PoS/CL P-S-N curves were required, the
appropriate curve coefficient ‘P ’ and exponent ‘q’ were sourced from Table A.1. The corresponding
S-N curves were shown previously in Figure 2.2.
Table A.1. Statistically reduced 4340 PoS/CL P-S-N curves.
PoS/CL P Coefficient q Exponent σFL
50/50 Mean 15,020 -0.425 457.0
99/95 4,523 -0.328 421.6
97.7/95 5,073 -0.338 426.5
97.7/75 6,206 -0.352 429.3
95/75 6,993 -0.362 434.1
Impact of Conservatism Approach on Component Safe-Life
The case study component safe-life values (e.g. the number of times that the ‘transmission’
load-time history can be applied) resulting from each conservatism approach is shown in Table
A.2. The total accumulated damage from Miner’s rule ‘DT ’ and the percentage reduction in the
safe-life from the ‘baseline’ case (i.e. the mean S-N curve and no conservatism applied) is also
shown.
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Table A.2. Safe-Life reduction for the SAE keyhole geometry.
Industrial Sector DT Safe-Life Reduction in Safe-Life
Baseline 3.02×10−5 33,157 -
Large Aircraft 1.02×10−4 3,273 90.13%
Light Aircraft 2.41×10−4 4,144 87.50%
Nuclear 1.06×10−2 94 99.72%
Wind Turbines 2.47×10−3 404 98.78%
Offshore 7.00×10−4 1,428 95.69%
Steel Structures 1.63×10−3 615 98.15%
Discussion
As can be seen from Table A.2, the baseline component safe-life of 33,157 cycles is significantly
reduced following the application of the conservatism approaches, with a maximum safe-life of
4,144 cycles for light aircraft structures, whilst the minimum safe-life was 94 cycles for nuclear
components under the ASME III conservatism approach. Therefore, the conservatism approach
that has the largest impact on the component safe-life is that used by the nuclear sector, reducing
the safe-life by 99.7%. It is interesting to note that the conservatism impact for both large aircraft
and light aircraft structures are similar in magnitude, producing a reduction in the component
safe-life of 90.1% and 87.5% respectively.
These results from the aerospace sector contrast with the results from the remaining ‘land’
based sectors, which all show consistency in the percentage reduction of the safe-life value. These
values range from 95.7% for offshore steel structures, 98.1% for Eurocode 3 steel structures, 98.8%
for wind turbine components and 99.7% for nuclear components. This trend suggests that the
conservatism approaches of the aerospace sectors introduce a smaller magnitude of conservatism
compared to all other sectors. This may result from the requirement to minimise weight and
the stringent characterisation of materials and loading data performed within aerospace design
[245].
In addition, the aerospace sectors are the only sectors that require a full-scale test of the
complete structure, whilst due to the structural size and economic considerations in other sectors,
only full-scale testing of components (e.g. welded joints in the offshore sector) is performed [288].
As the full-scale test provides a “safety-net” for the fatigue analysis, this could also permit the
aerospace sectors to introduce reduced conservatism.
Previous work by Sutherland [183] highlights that the different industrial sectors have
different fatigue design cases. For example, wind turbine components have long target design
lives (30+years) and are exposed to many fatigue cycles due to the rotational nature of components
(e.g. blade hubs) [183]. Offshore structures, with a 20-year design life, are exposed to significant
cyclic loading from wave and wind loads [75]. Nuclear components can have longer design lives
(40 years) and are also safety-critical [73]. On the other hand, aerospace structural components,
whilst having typical design lives of 20 years [245] (which is lower than all other sectors), will
also be exposed to a lower level of cycling, due to the reduced rotational nature of components.
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These comparisons are shown in Figure A.1, after [183]. As can be seen in Figure A.1, a
trend exists between the more severe fatigue design cases (i.e. long design lives and highly cycled
components) and the conservatism introduced by each sector. Superimposed on Figure A.1 are
the percentage reductions in safe-life, showing that as the target design life or the cyclic nature
of loading increases, the percentage reduction in the component safe-life also increases. It can
therefore be suggested that sectors which anticipate more severe fatigue design cases introduce
increased conservatism into S-N fatigue analysis. A final trend that could be explored in the
future is the link between the conservatism impact and the production volumes of each sector,
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Figure A.1. A comparison of the fatigue design case and percentage reduction in safe-life for each
sector, modified from [183].
Deterministic Safety Factors vs. Statistical Reduction Factors
As discussed in Chapter 2, a number of the industrial sectors reviewed in Figure 2.3 use a mixture
of both safety factors and statistical reduction factors within their conservatism approaches.
Figure A.2 shows the breakdown of the percentage reduction in the safe-life between the safety
factors and statistical reduction factors.
Figure A.2 shows that for large aircraft, offshore structures and steel structures, the majority
of the safe-life reduction originates from the use of PoS/CL P-S-N curves. Wind turbine compo-
nents however, receive 97.7% of the safe-life reduction from deterministic safety factors applied
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to stress values. This shows the significant impact that a safety factor applied to cyclic stress
magnitudes can have. This impact is as a result of increasing the number of stress amplitudes
that will lie above the fatigue limit ‘σFL ’. A similar effect is introduced through reducing σFL
by using either a PoS/CL P-S-N curve or a deterministic safety factor on the S-N curve. This
effect is highlighted in Table A.3, whereby the different conservatism approaches are compared
regarding the number of damaging stress cycles above σFL extracted from rainflow counting.
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Figure A.2. Breakdown of safe-life reduction into contribution from statistical reductions and
safety factors.
Table A.3. Impact on reduction in safe-life of deterministic safety factors on stress.
Industrial Sector Safety Factor on Stress
Number of Reduction in
Damaging Cycles Safe-Life
Baseline - 10 -
Large Aircraft Statistically reduced σFL 21 90.13%
Nuclear Stress factor on S-N curve 112 99.72%
Wind Turbines Factor on applied stress, Statistically reduced σ 66 98.78%
Offshore Statistically reduced σFL 19 95.69%
Steel Structures Statistically reduced σFL, Stress factor on S-N curve 57 98.15%
Regarding safety factors and statistical reductions in general, statistical reductions are a more
‘flexible’ approach to applying conservatism than deterministic safety factors. This is because
they are based upon the datasets of the specific component design and parameters, rather than
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the ‘general’ nature of deterministic safety factors. It is interesting to note that the two industrial
sectors that produced the minimum and maximum safe-life reductions (light aircraft and nuclear
respectively) are both sectors that use only deterministic safety factors. This suggests that the
introduction of conservatism through statistical reductions will be more representative of the
specific design case at hand, potentially reducing the risk of under or over-conservative design.
As a result, increased use of statistical reductions as conservatism approaches within fatigue
design is recommended to mitigate against un-safe or inefficient components.
Identifying the Most Influential Area of Variability
From the share of the reduction in component safe-life between deterministic safety factors and
statistical reductions shown in Figure A.2, it can be seen that in most instances the statistical
reductions accounted for at least 50% of the reduction in the component safe-life. Referring back
to the conservatism approaches in Figure 2.3, it can be seen that statistical reductions are only
applied to account for variability within S-N datasets. It can also be observed that when PoS/CL
P-S-N curves are used in conjunction with safety factors, the safety factors are applied to account
for multiple areas of variability.
As a result, these observations demonstrate that for most industrial sectors, the majority
of design conservatism is applied to account for S-N dataset variability. This suggests that the
various industrial sectors consider S-N dataset variability to be the most influential source of
variability within fatigue design. Therefore, improved and enhanced statistical characterisation of
S-N datasets, as performed in Chapter 4, could support a potential reduction in the conservatism
currently required in the fatigue design of safe-life components.
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APPENDIX B: STATISTICAL PRIMER
This appendix aims to provide the necessary statistical background required to understand and
implement the probabilistic fatigue methodology defined in this thesis. The statistical primer in
this appendix aims to cover essential information regarding variability, probability distributions
and Goodness-of-Fit testing.
Data, Random Variables and Probability
Design parameters demonstrate variability as a result of the variability or ‘scatter’ observed
in the raw data used to define the value of the design parameter [33]. Raw data is known as a
dataset and is composed of individual data points ‘xi ’. Design parameters that can take a range
of values (with an associated probability of a given value being taken) are known as random
variables [156]. The simplest way of characterising the variability in a dataset or random variable
is to compute the mean ‘µ’ and standard deviation ‘σ’ of the dataset. The parameters µ and σ are
known as statistics of the dataset, as they quantify different attributes of the dataset variability
[156]. The µ and σ of a dataset can be computed using the following equations, where ‘N ’ is the












The value of µ is a measure of the average value of the dataset and the standard deviation
represents the ‘spread’ or variability within the dataset [156]. The coefficient of variation ‘cv’ can
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Often within statistical characterisation, a dataset must be ordered from the smallest value to
the largest value. This results in the dataset being defined as ‘x1, x2, ..., xi, ...’ where ‘i’ represents
the ith order statistic [164, 170]. The ordered dataset is known as a ranked dataset and therefore,
‘i’ is also known as the rank of the data point [29].
Probability
Probability is the measure of the likelihood (or ‘chance’) of a given event occurring. Probability
can take any value between zero (i.e. the event will never happen) and 1 (i.e. the event will
certainly happen). Equation B.4 demonstrates how probability is mathematically represented.
Probability of event ‘X ’ occurring = P[X ] (B.4)
The ‘event’ in Equation B.4 could represent the probability of observing a given value within
a dataset, or the probability of a random variable taking a specific value. The probability of two
events (e.g. ‘X ’ and ‘Y ’) occurring follows a set of different conditions [156]:
• P[X |Y ] - Conditional probability: The probability that ‘X ’ occurs given that event ‘Y ’ has
occurred.
• P[X ∪Y ] - Union: The probability that either event ‘X ’ or ‘Y ’ will occur.
• P[X ∩Y ] - Intersection: The probability that both event ‘X ’ and ‘Y ’ will occur.
• Mutually Exclusive: Events ‘X ’ and ‘Y ’ cannot both occur (i.e. the result of a coin toss cannot
be both heads and tails).
• Statistically Independent: The occurrence of event ‘Y ’ does not influence the probability of
event ‘X ’ occurring (i.e. P[X |Y ]= P[X ]). For statistically independent events:
1. P[X ∪Y ]= P[X ]+P[Y ]
2. P[X ∩Y ]= P[X ]×P[Y ]
Continuous Probability Distributions
Whilst µ and σ provide an initial characterisation of the variability in a dataset, the most common
way to represent variability is in the form of a probability distribution. Probability distributions
represent how the probability of a random variable or dataset taking a specific value varies [33].
Histograms and Probability Density Functions
In order to visualise the variability in datasets, histograms can be used to demonstrate how the
frequency of observed data points within the dataset varies with the value of the data point [29].
An example of a histogram is shown in Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1. A histogram of 7 bins for a sample size of N = 50.
Histograms are constructed by partitioning the range of values within the dataset into ‘bins’.
Various rules are available for defining the number of bins ‘nbin’ and within this thesis, Equation
B.5 has been used [29]:
nbin = 1+3.22log10(N) (B.5)
From the definition of nbin, the width of each bin is computed assuming an equal bin width
across the range of values within the dataset [29]. The dataset is then worked through and the
data points are placed into the bin which contains the data point value. Figure B.1 therefore shows
the frequency of observed data points within each bin. Histograms enable qualitative properties
of the dataset variability to be established, such as skewness, support and any multi-modal
behaviour.
Histograms can be normalised by the total observed frequency, to give a histogram of relative
frequency for each bin, as shown in Figure B.2a [29]. Histograms can be further normalised
by dividing the area of the bar for each bin by the total histogram area, as shown in Figure
B.2b. This normalisation process results in the histogram representing the frequency density of
observations.
Figure B.2b therefore gives rise to the definition of probability density. Probability density
represents how the relative probability of observing a specific value for a random variable varies
with the value of the random variable. Probability density is often defined using a Probability
Density Function (PDF), which is a continuous mathematical function, as shown in Figure B.3
[33]. PDFs are often referred to directly as probability distribution types or ‘shapes’, such as
the Normal distribution shown in Figure B.3. The PDF for the Normal distribution is shown in
Equation B.6 and consists of the µ and σ parameters defined in Equations B.1 and B.2 [29, 33].
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(a) (b)
Figure B.2. (a) Relative frequency and (b) frequency density normalised histograms from the
histogram shown previously in Figure B.1.










Different probability distribution types and PDFs can display different variability characteris-
tics. Firstly, skewness is a quantification of how unsymmetrical a distribution is [33]. For example
the Normal distribution shown previously in Figure B.3 is symmetric about the mean value and
therefore has zero skewness [33]. However, distributions such as the Weibull distribution shown
in Figure B.4 can demonstrate either positive skew or negative skew. Positive skew results in a
long right-hand tail to the distribution, whilst negative skew results in a long left-hand tail to













Figure B.4. A visualisation of probability distribution skew behaviour.
Support is the definition of the possible range of values that a PDF can represent. Outside
of the support, a PDF will be equal to zero [33]. The Normal PDF shown in Figure B.3 has a
support of [−∞,+∞] as a random variable defined by a Normal PDF can theoretically take any
value. However, many engineering design parameters are not able to take negative values and
known bounds or limits may exist for specific design parameters [29, 33]. As a result, commonly
required PDF supports are (examples of the supports are shown in Figure B.5) [29, 33]:
• [0,+∞]: The PDF and random variable can only take positive values.
• [a,+∞]: The PDF can only take values from ‘a’ to +∞. ‘a’ is known as the threshold of the
PDF and random variable.
• [a,b]: The PDF and random variable can only take values between ‘a’ and ‘b’.
The continuous functions used to define PDFs typically consist of one or more of the following
types of parameters (an example of each parameter type is shown in Figure B.6) [29, 33]:
• Location/Threshold: These parameters can represent where the ‘peak’ of the PDF lies,
such as the value of µ for a Normal distribution. For distributions that represent a [a,+∞]
support, the location parameter can also define the ‘a’ threshold value.
• Scale: This parameter represents the ‘spread’ of the PDF, such as the value of σ for the
Normal distribution.
• Shape: This parameter controls the overall shape of the distribution and PDF, such as the
skewness of the distribution. For certain distribution types, shape parameters also define
the ‘peak’ location of the PDF.
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Figure B.6. A visualisation of probability distribution behaviour for a change in: (a) location
parameter, (b) scale parameter and (c) shape parameter.
Cumulative Frequencies and Cumulative Density Functions
The relative frequency values shown in Figure B.2a can be used to produce a histogram that
represents cumulative relative frequency ‘Rc ’ [29]. An example of an Rc histogram is shown in
Figure B.7 and it can be observed that the values for Rc run from zero to one.
The histogram of Rc is equivalent to the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of a probability
distribution [29]. The CDF is a mathematical function whose value is equivalent to the area
under the corresponding PDF for the probability distribution [33, 156]. An example of a Normal
CDF generated from a Normal PDF is shown in Figure B.8. The area under a PDF can be used to
compute the probability of random variable ‘X ’ taking a value that is equal to or less than the
specified value ‘x’. Therefore, a CDF can be used to compute P[X ≤ x]. Mathematically, the CDF
is the integral of the PDF [29, 33].
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Figure B.8. A demonstration of the relationship between an (a) PDF and (b) CDF.
Whilst the histogram of Rc provides an indication of the dataset CDF, it has been suggested
that ranking equations can be used to give a better approximation of the Rc for data points within
a dataset under different conditions [29, 35]. Ranking equations take the form shown in Equation
B.7, using the f1 and f2 coefficients given in Table B.1 [29]. When employing ranking equations,
the dataset must be ordered from the smallest data point to the largest data point. An example of
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Table B.1. Ranking equations and f1 and f2 values to be used to compute relative frequency [29].
Ranking Equation (Abbreviation) f1 f2
Large Sample (LS) 0 0
Hazen Formula (Hazen) 0.5 0
Mean Rank (Mean) 0 1
Gumbel (Gumbel) 0.4 0.2
Extreme Value (EV) 0.35 0
Median Rank (Median) 0.3 0.4
Normal (Normal) 0.3175 0.365
Figure B.9. A visualisation of how Mean Rank values can be compared with the fitted CDF and
the ECDF of a dataset.
For large datasets, the Empirical Cumulative Density Function (ECDF) can be plotted as a
step-function to provide a representation of the CDF. It is useful to note that the ECDF produces
equivalent ranking values to employing the Large Sample ranking equation for a dataset.
Distribution Fitting
In order to estimate the location/threshold, shape and scale parameters of a chosen probability
distribution type, distribution fitting methods must be employed. Distribution fitting methods
generate distribution parameter estimates based directly on the values of data points contained
within the dataset.
The first form of distribution fitting is Probability Plotting and Linear Rectification (PPLR).
As PPLR is discussed and demonstrated extensively in Chapter 4, this section only intends to
highlight the transformation equations and linear rectification equations required to generate
probability distribution estimates when performing PPLR.
In order to perform PPLR and uncover the linear relationships between data point values
and Rc, transformation equations must be used. For example, considering a 2-Parameter (2P)
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Weibull distribution, the data point values ‘xi ’ must be transformed using Equation B.8a, whilst
the Rci values for each data point must be transformed using Equation B.8b [29]. Transformation
equations are available for different distribution types in reference texts [29, 33, 35].









Once the linear regression for the xti and Rc,ti transformed values has been performed, the
A0 intercept and A1 slope values must be converted to distribution parameter estimates using
linear rectification equations. For example, the σ scale and λ shape parameters for the 2P Weibull
distribution can be computed using Equations B.9a and B.9b respectively [29]. Linear rectification








An alternative to PPLR is Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). MLE selects distribution
parameter estimates that maximise the probability of randomly sampling (or ‘observing’) the
available dataset from the fitted distribution [33]. The probability of observing the dataset is
known as the likelihood [33, 156]. The likelihood for a given dataset and set of distribution
parameter estimates is given by the Likelihood Function (LF) of the chosen distribution type
[33]. An example of an LF for a Normal distribution is shown in Equation B.10 [33]:











The maximum likelihood value can be identified by differentiating Equation B.10 with respect
to each distribution parameter type and setting the resulting equation to zero. This process
results in Maximum Likelihood (ML) equations, such as those for a Normal distribution shown











It is interesting to note that the ML equations for a Normal distribution are identical to the
formulas used to compute the µ and σ of a dataset shown previously in Equations B.1 and B.2.
ML equations are available in reference texts for a wide range of distribution types [33, 164]. It
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should be noted however, that some distributions are defined by three or more ML equations,
which must be solved simultaneously [164]. Such situations are reliant on complex optimisation
and numerical solution approaches [33].
Confidence Intervals
It should be noted that the true purpose of fitting a distribution to a dataset is to infer the
statistical characteristics of a population [33, 156]. A population represents a complete set of
‘items’. However, within engineering, it is often uneconomical, or even impossible to work with
the population, so the datasets used to characterise design parameter variability are typically a
sample of the population [29].
Figure B.10 shows how a sample, such as the datasets used to characterise the variability
in N f within an S-N datasets relates to a population (i.e. all of the specific material ever
manufactured). Often when constructing S-N curves, only a single sample dataset is available
from the coupon test results of a single test campaign. However, if the coupon testing was
repeated, a completely different sample dataset would be generated (i.e. the coupons would fail
at different values of N f compared to the first sample). Therefore, the distribution parameter
estimates for the second sample would be expected to differ slightly from the first. Subsequent
datasets would also show different distribution parameter estimates.
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Figure B.10. A demonstration of why distribution parameter estimates exhibit variability.
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As a result, distribution parameter estimates only ever provide an estimate of the statisti-
cal characteristics of a population [33]. Therefore, when fitting distributions to a dataset, the
distribution parameter estimates must also be expected to show variability. The statistical char-
acterisation of the variability in distribution parameter estimates is often called sample statistics
[156].
As only one sample from a population is typically available, the distribution parameter
estimates generated by PPLR and MLE fitting methods are known as point estimates [156]. The
error between the sample distribution parameter estimates and those of the population is known
as bias [33, 156]. Ideally, it is preferable to generate unbiased estimates.
Confidence Intervals (CI) can be used to highlight and quantify the variability present in
distribution parameter estimates [33, 156]. The CI provides a plausible range of the sample
distribution parameter estimates that bracket the true population distribution parameters [156].
CIs can be constructed using closed-form equations or numerical simulation approaches such as
parametric bootstrapping [33, 176]. The CI is constructed at a Confidence Level (CL). A CL = 95%
represents that if many samples could be drawn from a population, the computed CI would
bracket the population distribution parameter for 95% of the sample datasets [156].
Goodness-of-Fit Testing
Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) tests provide a selection of methods that enable the assessment and
quantification of how well a specific distribution type fits a sample dataset [29].
The first example of a GoF test is the Anderson-Darling (A-D) test, which compares between
the expected frequency from the dataset and the fitted CDF [33, 173]. The A-D test statistic ‘A2’








The A2 statistic is then compared to a critical value ‘A2c ’, which is available in tabulated form
or via parametric bootstrap methods [173, 176]. The fitted distribution is rejected if A2 ≥ A2c .
Critical values for GoF tests are defined at a specific significance level ‘α’. In a similar case to
the variability present in distribution parameter estimates, GoF test statistics would also show
variability if multiple samples were available from the same population [156]. Therefore, the A2
statistic will also demonstrate variability, as highlighted by the probability distribution in Figure
B.11.
As the A2 test statistic demonstrates variability, setting a single-valued critical value of A2c
will result in the potential that a ‘correct’ distribution type is rejected as its A2 test statistic
could lie within the rejected tail area of Figure B.11. The probability of falsely rejecting a correct
distribution is known as the significance level [156]. A typical significance level value is 5%,
presenting a probability of P = 0.05 for falsely rejecting the correct distribution type.
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Figure B.11. A visualisation of the definition of the α significance level.
The other GoF test presented within this thesis is the Chi-Squared (χ2) test. The χ2 test is
similar to the A-D GoF test as it compares the observed frequency of values within a dataset with
the expected frequency of the same values from the fitted CDF [156, 173]. Again, a test statistic
is generated ‘χ2s ’ and compared to a critical value ‘χ
2
c ’, which must also be defined at a specific
significance level, conventionally α= 5%.
The χ2 GoF test differs from the A-D GoF test as the dataset is first partitioned into bins. It
is recommended that the number of bins nbin is computed using Equation B.13 when performing




The width of each bin is then defined such that each bin range represents a value range that
has an equal probability of being observed (i.e. a set of parameter ranges that result in the area
under the fitted PDF being divided into equal portions) [173]. The required probability in each
bin is computed using Equation B.14. The minimum and maximum values (bmin and bmax) of
each bin can be identified using Equation B.15, where ‘F−1’ is the Inverse Cumulative Density






bmax = F−1(Pbin)+F(bmin) (B.15)
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The data points in the sample dataset are then sorted into each bin ‘ j’ and the observed
frequency ‘O j ’ of data points in each bin is identified [156, 173]. It is a common requirement to
have at least five data points in each bin (i.e. O j ≥ 5) [173] and therefore, bins are often merged
with neighbouring bins. Following the binning of data points, the χ2s test statistic can be computed
using Equation B.16, where ‘E j ’ represents the expected frequency for the bin based upon the




(O j −E j)2
E j
(B.16)
E j = N[F(bmax j )−F(bmin j )] (B.17)
The χ2s statistic is then compared to tabulated values of the χ
2
c critical value [156]. The χ
2
c
value is defined at an α significance level. The χ2c value is also based on the ‘degrees of freedom’ of
the χ2 GoF test ‘ν’, which can be computed using Equation B.18 [156, 173]. The fitted distribution
is rejected if χ2s ≥ χ2c [156, 173].
ν= nbin −Number of distribution parameters estimated (B.18)
Probability of Failure Estimates from Tail-Fitting
Generation of P f tail estimates using Generalised Pareto Distributions (GPDs) was conceptually
described in Section 3.5.1.1. This section provides the equations required to generate P f tail
estimates from the output of an MCS [159, 160]. The process is also visualised in Figure B.12.
Following an MCS, a tail dataset is extracted from the MCS output by defining a lower
threshold to the tail ‘t’, such that the sample size of the dataset ‘Nt’ is equal to 1.5
√
NMCS as
shown in Figures B.12a and B.12b. The proportion of the of the MCS output that lies in the tail




A GPD is then fitted to the tail dataset using maximum likelihood estimation methods, as
shown in Figure B.12c. The GPD is evaluated at the failure criterion (e.g. D f ail) to give the value
of ‘FGPD(D f ail)’, as shown in Figure B.12d. Consequently, an estimation of the proportion of the
MCS output that lies above the failure criterion (i.e. above D f ail) ‘F(D f ail ’ can be generated
using Equation B.20.
F(D f ail)= FGPD(D f ail)[1−F(t)]+F(t) (B.20)
The probability of failure estimate ‘P f tail ’ is then computed using Equation B.21.
P f tail = 1−F(D f ail) (B.21)
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Area of MCS Output Histogram 
above ‘t ’: = 1-F(t)
Area of Original MCS Histogram that lies between t  and Failure Criterion = 
Area of Original MCS Histogram above t  multiplied by
Area of Tail Histogram below Failure Criterion
Probability of Failure = 1 – (Area of Original MCS Histogram that lies 
between t  and Failure Criterion + Area of MCS Output Histogram below ‘t ’)
Figure B. 12. Computation of the P f tail estimate by (a, b) defining the tail dataset, (c) fitting a
GPD to the tail dataset and (d) evaluating FGPD using the fitted GPD.
Distribution Type Catalogue
This section presents the PDFs, CDFs, support and skew of the distributions presented within
this thesis, sourced from various reference texts [29, 33, 289]. The PDFs and CDFs require
additional mathematical functions such as the error function ‘erf ’, the gamma function ‘Γ’, the
SND PDF ‘φSND ’ and Owen’s T function ‘T ’. The distribution catalogue also includes figures
showing key properties of each distribution type. Reference texts provide the origin and typical
application of each distribution type [29, 33, 289]. Distribution catalogue has been redacted due
to copyright. Please see reference texts.
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APPENDIX C: GROUND MANOEUVRE CONTINGENCY TABLES
This appendix provides the contingency tables generated to investigate the correlation between
the occurrence of turning and braking manoeuvres for wide-body civil aircraft. The contingency
tables in this appendix support Figures 5.21 and 5.22 in Chapter 5 and show the frequency of
specific combinations of turning and braking occurrences observed in the 1,265 flights of the
ADS-B dataset.
Table C.1. Observed frequency of flights with specific combinations of pre-takeoff left turn and
pre-takeoff right turn occurrences.
Table C.2. Observed frequency of flights with specific combinations of pre-takeoff turn and
pre-takeoff braking occurrences.
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Table C.3. Observed frequency of flights with specific combinations of post-landing left turn and
post-landing right turn occurrences.
Table C.4. Observed frequency of flights with specific combinations of post-landing turn and
post-landing braking occurrences.
APPENDIX D: MILESTONE MANOEUVRE SEQUENCING STATISTICS
This appendix presents the ADS-B results from the identification of manoeuvres following and
preceding the milestone manoeuvres as described in Chapter 5:
• Manoeuvre after pushback.
• Manoeuvre before runway entry.
• Manoeuvre after runway exit.
• Manoeuvre before turn onto stand.
Figure D.1a shows the proportion of manoeuvres after a tail-left pushback, where the majority
of following manoeuvres are straight taxi. This observation is also made for the manoeuvres
following a tail-right pushback in Figure D.1b. Figure D.1 shows that the proportional share of
manoeuvres following pushback is insensitive to the pushback direction.













Figure D.1. Proportional share of manoeuvres following a (a) tail-left pushback and (b) tail-right
pushback.
Figure D.2 shows the proportional share of manoeuvres occurring before a standard runway
entry. For both left and right standard runway entry turns, Figure D.2 shows that the majority of
manoeuvres preceding the runway entry are straight taxi manoeuvres. This observation could
be as a result of typical airport geometries, where the runway entry taxiway is perpendicular to
the runway. A significant number of the preceding manoeuvres to the runway entry are braking
manoeuvres, as shown in Figure D.2 and this is expected to be as a result of aircraft braking to
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‘hold-short’ of the runway at the designated hold-short locations. Figure D.2 also shows that the
proportional share of manoeuvres preceding a runway entry is insensitive to the runway entry
direction.













Figure D.2. Proportional share of manoeuvres before a (a) left standard runway entry and (b)
right standard runway entry.
The manoeuvres preceding backtrack runway entries are shown in Figure D.3. It can be
observed from Figure D.3 that for the majority of both left and right 180° backtrack turns, that
the preceding manoeuvre was a turn in the opposite direction. This is expected to be the turn
that offsets the aircraft from the runway centreline prior to performing the 180° turn.










Figure D.3. Proportional share of manoeuvres before a (a) left backtrack runway entry and (b)
right backtrack runway entry.
The manoeuvres occurring after a standard runway exit are shown in Figure D.4. Figure
D.4 demonstrates that the proportional share of manoeuvres occurring after a standard runway
exit is insensitive to the runway exit direction. The greatest proportion of manoeuvres following
standard runway exits are straight taxi and braking. This is as a result of airport geometries,
which typically have taxiways perpendicular to the runway and ‘hold-short’ locations prior to the
aircraft joining the taxiway after vacating the runway.
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Figure D.4. Proportional share of manoeuvres after a (a) left standard runway exit and (b) right
standard runway exit.
Figure D.4 also shows that in less than 1% of cases for each runway exit direction that the
aircraft was able to turn directly onto the arrival stand. A turn onto stand following a runway
exit is only possible at smaller airports, which represent a small proportion of the airports that
the wide-body civil aircraft studied in this thesis operates at.
Figure D.5 shows the manoeuvres occurring after a high speed runway exit. It can be observed
that for both left and right high speed exits that the proportional share of manoeuvres following
the exit is in good agreement with the values shown for standard runway exits in Figure D.4.
The manoeuvre sequencing following runway exits is therefore insensitive to the runway exit
direction regardless of whether a standard or high speed exit is performed. This is to be expected
as airport geometries tend to result in standard and Rapid Exit Taxiways (RETs) leading the
aircraft to the same taxiway parallel to the runway.













Figure D.5. Proportional share of manoeuvres after a (a) left high speed runway exit and (b) right
high speed runway exit.
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Finally, Figure D.6 shows the proportional share of manoeuvres preceding both a left and
right turn onto stand. It can be seen from Figure D.6 that the two pie charts are visually indistin-
guishable, suggesting that the proportional share of manoeuvres preceding a turn onto stand is
insensitive to the turn onto stand direction. The greater proportion of braking manoeuvres occur-
ring before the turn onto stand is expected to be as a result of the aircraft typically decelerating
before performing the tight/pivot turn onto stand.
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Figure D.6. Proportional share of manoeuvres preceding a (a) left turn onto stand and (b) right
turn onto stand.
Summary
This appendix has demonstrated the sequencing variability of manoeuvres following and pre-
ceding the milestone manoeuvres. It has been demonstrated that airport geometries dictate the
sequencing of such manoeuvres. The most important observation from this appendix is that
the proportional share of manoeuvres following or preceding a given milestone manoeuvre is
insensitive to the direction of the milestone manoeuvre.
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APPENDIX E: STANDARDISED LOADING SPECTRUM
This appendix details the loading spectrum (i.e. manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing) and load
factors used to support the sensitivity analysis cases presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
Standard Loading Spectrum
The standard loading spectrum is used to provide a landing gear load-time history that has
a fixed manoeuvre sequence of a constant number of manoeuvre occurrences, which does not
vary from flight-to-flight during the statistical simulation of load-time histories. The occurrences
for the ground manoeuvres within the standard loading spectrum are based upon the mode
occurrence values identified for turning and braking manoeuvres in Chapter 5. The sequencing
of manoeuvres is based upon existing design practice [188]. The standard loading spectrum is as
follows:
1. Pushback (tail-left or tail-right).
2. Straight Taxi.
3. Pre-takeoff Turn (left or right).
4. Straight Taxi.
5. Pre-takeoff Turn (left or right).






7. Runway Entry Turn (left or right).
8. Takeoff Roll.
9. Landing Touchdown (left or right drift).
10. Landing Roll and Braking.
11. Runway Exit Turn (left or right).
12. Braking.
13. Post-landing Turn (left or right).
14. Straight Taxi.
15. Braking.
16. Post-landing Turn (left or right).
17. Straight Taxi.
18. Braking.
19. Turn onto Stand (left or right).
The standard loading spectrum sequence shown above still provides the possibility that
turning manoeuvres may either be to the left or to the right. As it was observed in Chapter 5 that
the turning direction for all manoeuvres was equally shared between left and right turns, the
above sequence was generated for all possible combinations of turning directions, resulting in
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512 different flight types. The sequence of 512 flights was then repeated until the design safe-life
of 50,000 flights was achieved.
Available Landing Gear Load Exceedance Curves
This appendix section provides the full list of the exceedance curves used within the statistical
simulation of load-time histories for each of the ground manoeuvre load-time profiles, as discussed
in Chapter 5. The exceedance curves listed below are sourced from the in-service loads monitoring
of different types of wide-body civil aircraft:
FAA Statistical Loads Programme [191]
• Longitudinal (drag) load factor during taxi-out (pre-takeoff) and taxi-in (post-landing):
– used to provide nx braking drag load variability.
• Longitudinal (drag) load factor during landing roll with thrust reversers:
– used to provide nx braking drag load variability during first section of landing roll:
• Longitudinal (drag) load factor during landing roll without thrust reversers:
– used to provide nx braking drag load variability during second section of landing roll
or for flights where thrust reversers are not deployed.
• Lateral (side) load factor at touchdown:
– used to provide ny side load variability during landing drift.
• Lateral (side) load factor during runway turnoff (exit):
– used to provide ny side load variability during runway exits (standard and high speed).
• Lateral (side) load factor during ground turns for taxi-out (pre-takeoff) and taxi-in (post-
landing):
– used to provide ny side load variability during turns (including runway entry, pushback
turn and turn onto stand).
• Vertical load factor during taxi-out (pre-takeoff) and taxi-in (post-landing):
– used to provide nz vertical load factor variability for bump load during taxiing.
• Vertical load factor during takeoff roll:
– used to provide nz vertical load factor variability for bump load during takeoff roll.
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• Vertical load factor at touchdown:
– used to provide nz vertical load factor variability at landing touchdown.
• Vertical load factor at spoiler deployment:
– used to provide nz vertical load factor variability at lift dump.
• Vertical load factor during landing roll:
– used to provide nz vertical load factor variability for bump load during landing roll.
Ladda and Struck, Buxbaum [12, 14]
• Longitudinal (drag) load factor during spin-up and spring-back:
– used to provide nx drag load variability for spin-up and spring-back loads at touch-
down.
Fixed Load Factor Values
In order to remove the load factor variability in the sensitivity analysis cases shown in Chapters
7 and 8, nominal load factor values were defined for each of the ground manoeuvres in the
statistically simulated load-time histories. Nominal load factors were defined by identifying the
approximate load factor that resulted in an FECDF = 0.5 value for the histogram generated by fine
blocking for each exceedance curve. The nominal load factors are as follows (note: drag nx load
factors are defined in the opposite sense in the FEA MLG beam model as described in Chapter 6):
Longitudinal, drag, nx, load factors:
• Pushback: −0.25 g
• Taxi braking: −0.02 g
• Spin-up: −0.1 g
• Spring-back: 0.1 g
• Landing braking with thrust reversers: −0.25 g
• Landing braking without thrust reversers: −0.15 g
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Lateral, side, ny load factors:
• Pre-takeoff turn and runway entry turn: ±0.05 g
• Touchdown drift: 0.1 g
• Runway exit turn: ±0.075 g
• Post-landing turn: ±0.05 g
Vertical, nz load factors:
• Taxi bump: 0.01 g
• Takeoff roll bump: 0.025 g
• Touchdown: 0.25 g
• Lift dump: 0.1 g
• Landing roll bump: 0.05 g
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APPENDIX F: STATISTICAL SIMULATION OF MANOEUVRE
SEQUENCE
This appendix details the necessary processes required to statistically simulate the occurrences
and sequencing of ground manoeuvres within the statistical simulation of load-time histories
described in Chapter 5. The processes required to statistically simulate ground manoeuvre
occurrences and sequencing were reliant on correlated random sampling and conditional sampling.
This appendix provides worked examples of both correlated sampling and conditional sampling
using the pie charts and contingency tables across Chapter 5 and Appendices C and D. The
processes detailed in this section were performed using MATLAB® scripts during the statistical
simulation of load-time histories. This section relies on assuming values for random numbers
‘RN ’, which naturally would vary with every statistically simulated flight.
Correlated Random Sampling from Contingency Tables
Correlated random sampling is required to represent the correlation shown in Chapter 5 that
exists between the occurrences of left and right turns, along with the correlation that exists
between the total number of turns and total number of braking occurrences, within each taxi
phase. Correlated random sampling is also required for the takeoff and landing mass of the
aircraft.
Correlated random sampling can be performed using the contingency tables shown in Ap-
pendix C. To represent the correlation between the number of left and right turns in the post-
landing taxi phase, the contingency table in Table C.3 can be converted to a joint probability table
[156], as shown in Table F.1. Table F.1 shows the probability of observing a specific combination
of left and right turn occurrences in the post-landing taxi phase, and is generated by dividing the
contingency table values by the total observed frequency (e.g. the 1,265 flights collected during
the ADS-B study in Chapter 5).
At the bottom of the joint probability table in Table F.1, the ‘marginal probability’ for the
number of left turns during the post-landing taxi phase is shown. This value represents the
probability of observing a post-landing taxi phase with the given number of left turns, irrespective
of what the number of right turns is. The marginal probability is simply the sum of the joint
probability values for each column representing a specific number of left turns [156].
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Table F.1. Joint probability table for left and right turns in the post-landing taxi phase.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 0.043 0.086 0.030 0.011 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 0.066 0.193 0.111 0.025 0.010 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.000
2 0.021 0.079 0.076 0.051 0.021 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.000
3 0.005 0.020 0.027 0.031 0.010 0.006 0.001 0.000 0.000
4 0.000 0.003 0.009 0.012 0.007 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.006 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.001
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000
Marginal Probability 0.136 0.381 0.258 0.139 0.059 0.019 0.005 0.002 0.001
Cumulative Marginal 
Probability
0.136 0.517 0.775 0.914 0.973 0.992 0.997 0.999 1.000





























The marginal probability values can then be converted into cumulative marginal probability
values [156]. A random number ‘RN ’ is then generated from a uniform random number generator.
For example, RN = 0.690. This value can then be used to identify the number of left turns, through
identifying the cumulative marginal probability bin that it falls into [156]. As 0.517< RN ≤ 0.775,
the randomly sampled number of left turns is 2.
Knowing that the number of post-landing left turns is 2, a conditional probability table
can be constructed to randomly sample the corresponding number of right turns. Conditional
probabilities represent the probability of observing an event, when the value (or outcome) of
an additional event is already known [156]. Concerning the original contingency table in Table
C.3, the column of right turn frequencies relating to the case where there are 2 left turns are
isolated, as shown on the left-hand side of Table F.2. These frequencies are then normalised by
the frequency of flights observed to contain two left turns in the post-landing phase, irrespective
of the number of right turns (e.g. 326 flights). This results in the ‘conditional probability’ column
in Table F.2 [156], which shows the probability of observing a specific number of right turns,
knowing that the taxi phase also contains 2 left turns.
Table F.2. Conditional probability table for right turns in the post-landing taxi phase, when the






































































The conditional probability values in Table F.2 can then be converted to cumulative conditional
probability values [156]. An additional RN value can be generated, for example RN = 0.250.
This value is then used to randomly sample the number of right turns to be included with the
2 left turns for the post-landing taxi phase. As 0.117 < RN ≤ 0.546, the value of RN falls into
the 1 right turn bin. Consequently, a correlated random sample for the post-landing turning
occurrences has been generated consisting of 2 left turns and 1 right turn. Random sampling in
this manner retains the correlation structure observed for the turning occurrences (see Chapter
5) by accounting for the conditional probability values [156].
Correlated random sampling is also performed to identify the number of braking occurrences
within the statistically simulated manoeuvre sequence. In the example above, the total number
of turns in the post-landing taxi phase is 3. A conditional probability table for the number of
post-landing braking occurrences when there are 3 post-landing turns can be constructed based
upon the contingency table in Table C.4.
Statistical Simulation of Manoeuvre Sequence: Worked Example
This section will provide a worked example of how a ground manoeuvre sequence is statistically
simulated based on the ground manoeuvre statistics shown in Chapter 5 and Appendices C and D.
Using the demonstration of correlated random sampling in the previous section, the post-landing
ground manoeuvre sequence will be simulated. An identical process is used for the statistical
simulation of the pre-takeoff taxi phase ground manoeuvre sequence.
Number of Post-Landing Braking Manoeuvres
The previous section used a correlated random sample to generate the number left and right turns
for the post-landing taxi phase (2 left turns and 1 right turn). This random sampling resulted in a
total of 3 post-landing turns to be included in the sequence. The number of post-landing braking
occurrences can be randomly sampled from the contingency table shown previously in Table C.4.
A correlated random sample for the number of braking occurrences is generated based on the
value of 3 post-landing turns. Table F.3 shows the conditional probability table for post-landing
braking occurrences when the total number of post-landing turns is 3, based on the frequencies
shown in Table C.4.
An RN value is generated, which in this example is RN = 0.200. As 0.185< RN ≤ 0.377, the
RN value falls into the 3 braking manoeuvres bin. Therefore, the correlated random sample
has resulted in the post-landing taxi phase consisting of 2 left turns, 1 right turn and 3 braking
manoeuvres.
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Table F.3. Conditional probability table for post-landing braking occurrences when the total


































































Post-Landing Milestone Manoeuvres and Initial Sequencing
The next step is to randomly sample the milestone manoeuvres of the post-landing taxi phase,
which includes the runway exit type and turn onto stand direction. An RN value is generated for
each of these cases. Based on the cumulative probability values shown in Tables F.4 and F.5, the
milestone manoeuvres can be identified. The cumulative probability values in Tables F.4 and F.5
are sourced from the pie charts for the milestone manoeuvres shown in Chapter 5.
Table F.4. Runway exit type cumulative probability table based on the pie chart shown in Figure
5.23d.
Runway Exit Type % Share Probability Cumulative Probability
Standard Left Exit 38.7% 0.387 0.387
Standard Right Exit 42.1% 0.421 0.808
High Speed Left Exit 10.8% 0.108 0.916
High Speed Right Exit 7.8% 0.078 0.994
Left Backtrack Exit 0.6% 0.006 1
Table F.5. Turn onto Stand direction cumulative probability table based on the pie chart shown
in Figure 5.23b.
Turn onto Stand Direction % Share Probability Cumulative Probability
Left 54.3% 0.543 0.543
Right 45.7% 0.457 1
For the runway exit type, the RN value is 0.850, therefore selecting a high speed left runway
exit from Table F.4 as 0.808 < RN ≤ 0.916. For the turn onto stand Direction, RN = 0.050,
resulting in a left turn onto stand from Table F.5 as 0≤ RN ≤ 0.543. The post-landing phase is
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now defined as containing a high speed left runway exit, 2 left turns, 1 right turn, 3 braking
occurrences and a left turn onto stand.
The initial sequencing of manoeuvres is then performed. This stage identifies the manoeuvres
preceding or following the post-landing milestone manoeuvres using the pie charts shown in
Appendix D. Table F.6 shows the cumulative probability of the manoeuvres following a high
speed left runway exit, based on the pie chart shown in Figure D.5a. An RN = 0.575 results in a
braking manoeuvre being sequenced after the high speed left runway exit. This also reduces the
number of available braking manoeuvres for the remainder of the post-landing taxi phase to 2.
Table F.6. Cumulative probability table of manoeuvre following a high speed left runway exit
based on the pie chart shown in Figure D.5a.
Manoeuvre Following
% Share Probability Cumulative Probability
High Speed Left Exit
Straight Taxi 46.3% 0.463 0.463
Braking 36.8% 0.368 0.831
Right Turn 16.9% 0.169 1
The manoeuvre preceding the left turn onto stand is then identified using the cumulative
probability values shown in Table F.7. An RN value of 0.690 results in a right turn preceding the
left turn onto stand, reducing the number of available right turns in the post-landing taxi phase
to zero. The number of available right turns is therefore exhausted.
Table F.7. Cumulative probability table of manoeuvre preceding a left turn onto stand based on
the pie chart in Figure D.6a.
Manoeuvre Preceding
% Share Probability Cumulative Probability
Left Turn onto Stand
Straight Taxi 23.2% 0.232 0.232
Braking 41.1% 0.411 0.643
Right Turn 35.7% 0.357 1
As a result, an initial manoeuvre sequence can be defined for the post-landing taxi phase, as
shown by the sequence in Figure F.1. The manoeuvres have been replaced with their respective
ID codes, where: 11 - right turn, 41 - braking, 722 - high speed left exit, 82 - left turn onto stand,
333 - landing touchdown and 444 - landing roll.
111 333 722 41 11 82Manoeuvre ID Post-landing Taxi333 444
Figure F.1. Initial ground manoeuvre sequence generated from milestone manoeuvres.
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Remaining Manoeuvre Sequence
Following the initial post-landing taxi phase manoeuvre sequence, the remaining post-landing
taxi manoeuvres can be sequenced. This is performed in a sequential manner starting from the
manoeuvre following the runway exit (in this example a braking manoeuvre), until all of the
remaining turn and braking manoeuvres are exhausted. Within this example, there are 2 left
turns and 2 braking manoeuvres remaining to populate the post-landing taxi.
Starting with the braking manoeuvre following the runway exit, Table F.8 shows the cumula-
tive probability for manoeuvres following a post-landing braking manoeuvre, based upon the pie
chart shown in Figure 5.25d. As no right turns are available, and there is a taxi phase prior to
the turn onto stand, the pie chart in Figure 5.25d must be modified such that it only contains
straight taxi and left turn options, as shown in Table F.8.
Table F.8. Cumulative probability table of manoeuvre following post-landing braking with zero
right turns and no turn onto stand.
Manoeuvre Following
Original % Share Modified % Share Probability
Cumulative
Post-landing Braking Probability
Straight Taxi 63.7% 80.3% 0.803 0.803
Left Turn 15.6% 19.7% 0.197 1
An RN = 0.900 is sampled, resulting in a left turn following the braking manoeuvre. This
reduces the number of available left turns to 1, whilst there are still 2 braking manoeuvres
available. In order to sample the manoeuvre following the left turn, the pie chart shown in Figure
5.24c must be modified to account for the unavailable right turns and turn onto stand, as shown
in Table F.9. A random sample of RN = 0.150 results in a straight taxi manoeuvre following the
left turn.
Table F.9. Cumulative probability table of manoeuvre following post-landing left turn with zero
right turns and no turn onto stand.
Manoeuvre Following
Original % Share Modified % Share Probability
Cumulative
Post-landing Left Turn Probability
Straight Taxi 49.1% 69.8% 0.698 0.698
Braking 21.3% 30.2% 0.302 1
Table F.10 shows the cumulative probability of manoeuvres following a post-landing straight
taxi when no right turns are available and the turn onto stand has already been defined. An RN
sample of 0.445 results in a braking manoeuvre following the straight taxi manoeuvre, reducing
the number of available braking occurrences to 1.
To sample the manoeuvre following the braking manoeuvre, the cumulative probability values
in Table F.8 can be used again as left turns are still available. An RN = 0.125 results in a straight
taxi manoeuvre. As 1 braking manoeuvre and 1 left turn are still available, Table F.10 can also
be used to identify the manoeuvre following the most recent straight taxi manoeuvre.
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Table F.10. Cumulative probability table of manoeuvre following post-landing straight taxi with
zero right turns and no turn onto stand.
Manoeuvre Following
Original % Share Modified % Share Probability
Cumulative
Post-landing Straight Taxi Probability
Braking 68.3% 82.5% 0.825 0.825
Left Turn 14.5% 17.5% 0.175 1
An RN = 0.500 results in a braking manoeuvre, exhausting the available braking manoeuvres
for the post-landing taxi phase. To sample the manoeuvre following the final braking manoeuvre,
Table F.8 can be used as a single left turn is still available. An RN = 0.960 results in the selection
of a left turn.
As this exhausts the turn manoeuvres available for the post-landing taxi phase, and as
the right turn and braking manoeuvres have been previously exhausted, the sequencing of the
ground manoeuvres has been completed. To summarise the results above, the post-landing taxi
manoeuvre sequence becomes:
1. 12 - Left Turn
2. 66 - Straight Taxi
3. 41 - Braking
4. 66 - Straight Taxi
5. 41 - Braking
6. 12 - Left Turn
The post-landing taxi ground manoeuvre sequence listed above can then be inserted into the
initial post-landing ground manoeuvre sequence, as shown in Figure F.2. This ultimately defines
the post-landing taxi manoeuvre sequence and the subsequent load-time history can then be
statistically simulated based upon this sequence as described in Chapter 5.
111 333 722 41 12 66 41 66







Figure F.2. Final post-landing taxi phase ground manoeuvre sequence.
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Manoeuvre Occurrence and Sequencing Statistical Simulation Errors
Tables F.11 and F.12 provide the percentage errors for the verification of the statistical simula-
tion of ground manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing respectively. The percentage errors were
computed by comparing the values in the pie charts and contingency tables across Chapter 5
and Appendices C and D to the statistics generated from 250,000 statistically simulated flights.
For example, in the original pie chart in Figure 5.24a, it is shown that a left turn followed a pre-
takeoff straight taxi in 14.2% of cases, whilst the 250,000 statistically simulated flights resulted
in a left turn following a pre-takeoff straight taxi in 17.6% of cases. This would correspond to a
percentage error of 23.9% (i.e. the error in the percentage of cases).
Within Tables F.11 and F.12, ‘sampling error’ is used to highlight error values that could
be reduced with a greater number of simulated flights. For example, specific occurrences and
combination of manoeuvre occurrences were rarely observed within the original contingency
tables (see Appendix C) and as a result, the percentage error results for each category can be
highly sensitive to the under or over-observation of these manoeuvre occurrences. Within the
case studies presented in Chapters 7 and 8, 5×109 individual flights were statistically simulated,
due to the use of NMCS = 1×105 MCS iterations of 50,000 flights. Therefore, it expected that the
percentage errors for manoeuvre occurrence and sequencing will be significantly lower for the
case studies. Critical analysis of the percentage errors of the statistical simulation approach is
provided in Chapter 5.





Takeoff and Sampling error. Maximum percentage error occurs for an event
Landing Mass
10.70%
with a probability of 0.033. All other errors are below 10%.
Takeoff Left and Sampling error. Maximum percentage error occurs for an event
Right Turns
12.50%
with a probability of 0.0174. All other errors are below 10%.
Total Takeoff Sampling error. Maximum percentage error occurs for an event
Turns and Braking
32.20%
with a probability of 0.0190.
Landing Left and Sampling Error. Maximum percentage error occurs for an event
Right Turns
28.40%
with a probability of 0.0213.
Total Landing Sampling error. Maximum percentage error occurs for an event
Turns and Braking
18.40%



















After Left Error regards left turns occurring after left pushback. Lower
Pushback
12.20%
error value suggests sampling error.
After Right Error regards right turns occurring after right pushback. Lower
Pushback
9.40%
error value suggests sampling error.
Before Left Error regards right turns occurring before a left runway entry.
Runway Entry
11.40%
Lower error value suggests sampling error.
Before Right Error regards left turns occurring before a right runway entry.
Runway Entry
15.50%
Lower error value suggests sampling error.
After Left Error regards right turns occurring after a left runway exit.
Runway Exit
17.50%
Lower error value suggests sampling error.
After Right Error regards left turns occurring after a right runway exit.
Runway Exit
13.50%
Lower error value suggests sampling error.
After Left High Error regards right turns occurring after a left high speed
Speed Exit
16.10%
runway exit. Lower error value suggests sampling error.
After Right High Error regards left turns occurring after a right high speed
Speed Exit
13.90%
runway exit. Lower error value suggests sampling error.
Error regards straight taxi occurring before left turn onto stand.
Before Left Turn Error expected as a result of separating same-direction turns
onto Stand
20.10%
with a ‘straight’ taxi manoeuvre resulting in an over-sample of
straight taxi manoeuvres before a left turn onto stand.
Error regards straight taxi occurring before right turn onto stand.
Before Right Turn Error expected as a result of separating same-direction turns
onto Stand
17.80%
with a ‘straight’ taxi manoeuvre resulting in an over-sample of
straight taxi manoeuvres before a right turn onto stand.
After Pre-takeoff Error regards right turns occurring after straight taxi (23.70% error
Straight Taxi for left turns). Error expected to be as a result of the separation of26.80%
turns in the same direction with a straight taxi manoeuvre.
Error regards right turns occurring after left turns. Error
After Pre-takeoff (under-sampling of right turns) is expected to be as a result of pre-
Left Turn defining turn manoeuvres after and before ‘milestone’ manoeuvres,
34.60%
removing the availability of turns within the pre-takeoff taxi phase.
Error regards left turns occurring after right turns. Error
After Pre-takeoff (under-sampling of left turns) is expected to be as a result of pre-
Right Turn defining turn manoeuvres after and before ‘milestone’ manoeuvres,
37.50%
removing the availability of turns within the pre-takeoff taxi phase.
Error regards left turns occurring after braking. Error
After Pre-takeoff (under-sampling of left turns) is expected to be as a result of pre-
Braking defining turn manoeuvres after and before ‘milestone’ manoeuvres,
34.50%
removing the availability of turns within the pre-takeoff taxi phase.
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After Post-landing Error regards right turns occurring after straight taxi (11.90% error
Straight Taxi
11.90%
for right turns). Lower error value suggests sampling error.
Error regards right turns occurring after left turns. Error
After Post-landing (under-sampling of right turns) is expected to be as a result of pre-
Left Turn defining turn manoeuvres after and before ‘milestone’ manoeuvres,
31.70%
removing the availability of turns within the post-landing taxi phase.
Error regards left turns occurring after right turns. Error
After Post-landing (under-sampling of left turns) is expected to be as a result of pre-
Right Turn defining turn manoeuvres after and before ‘milestone’ manoeuvres,
31.20%
removing the availability of turns within the post-landing taxi phase.
Error regards left turns occurring after braking. Error
After Post-landing (under-sampling of left turns) is expected to be as a result of pre-
Braking defining turn manoeuvres after and before ‘milestone’ manoeuvres,
34.20%
removing the availability of turns within the post-landing taxi phase.
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APPENDIX G: LOWER SIDE-STAY STATISTICAL
CHARACTERISATION
This appendix presents the statistical characterisation results for the remaining features of the
lower side-stay component to support the case study presented in Chapter 7.
Table G.1. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the loaded lug bottom feature
of the lower side-stay component.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.255
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Gumbel) - -1.753 0.423 Y 0.004 0.9997
MLE - -1.753 0.423 Y 0.004 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.211 2.954 N 0.040 0.9751
MLE - 0.214 2.419 N 0.037 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (EV) 0.023 0.185 2.511 N 0.030 0.9872
MLE 0.024 0.188 2.138 N 0.029 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (Hazen) - 0.064 0.152 Y 0.005 0.9997
MLE - 0.062 0.153 Y 0.006 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -1.753 0.234 N 0.015 0.9960
MLE - -1.749 0.242 N 0.010 -
Table G.2. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the constrained lug top feature
of the lower side-stay component.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.243
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Gumbel) - -2.017 0.415 Y 0.004 0.9998
MLE - -2.017 0.415 Y 0.004 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.161 3.008 N 0.040 0.9743
MLE - 0.164 2.460 N 0.038 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (EV) 0.022 0.138 2.463 N 0.029 0.9889
MLE 0.022 0.139 2.114 N 0.028 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (EV) - 0.048 0.117 Y 0.006 0.9997
MLE - 0.047 0.117 Y 0.004 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -2.017 0.230 N 0.015 0.9957
MLE - -2.014 0.237 N 0.010 -
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Table G.3. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the constrained lug bottom
feature of the lower side-stay component.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.116
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Hazen) - -5.071 0.356 Y 0.001 1
MLE - -5.071 0.415 Y 0.001 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.007 3.497 N 0.044 0.9702
MLE - 0.007 2.824 N 0.041 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Hazen) 0.001 0.006 2.819 N 0.033 0.9847
MLE 0.001 0.006 2.378 N 0.031 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (Hazen) - 0.002 0.006 Y 0.002 1
MLE - 0.002 0.006 Y 0.003 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -5.071 0.197 N 0.015 0.9958
MLE - -5.071 0.204 N 0.010 -
Table G.4. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the side-stay body feature of
the lower side-stay component.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.436(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -8.583 0.497 Y 0.006 0.9994MLE - -8.583 0.497 Y 0.006 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 2.355×10
−4 2.521 N 0.040 0.9773
MLE - 2.394×10−4 2.085 N 0.034 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 1.166×10
−5 2.225×10−4 2.343 N 0.034 0.9836
MLE 1.179×10−5 2.260×10−4 1.974 N 0.030 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 8.404×10
−5 1.628×10−4 N 0.012 0.9982
MLE - 7.825×10−5 1.664×10−4 Y 0.013 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -8.583 0.275 N 0.016 0.9956MLE - -8.583 0.284 N 0.011 -
Table G.5. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the loaded web thickness
change feature of the lower side-stay component.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.087
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Mean) - -4.473 0.345 Y 0.001 1
MLE - -4.473 0.345 Y 0.001 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.013 3.608 N 0.043 0.9701
MLE - 0.014 2.911 N 0.041 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Hazen) 0.003 0.011 2.720 N 0.030 0.9884
MLE 0.003 0.011 2.329 N 0.028 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (Mean) - 0.003 0.010 Y 0.003 1
MLE - 0.003 0.010 Y 0.002 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -4.473 0.191 N 0.015 0.9960
MLE - -4.473 0.197 N 0.010 -
Table G.6. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the constrained web thickness
change feature of the lower side-stay component.
Distribution
Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 1.043
(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal
PPLR (Mean) - -4.407 0.345 Y 0.001 1
MLE - -4.407 0.345 Y 0.001 -
3P Log-Normal
PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.
MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull
PPLR (Mean) - 0.014 3.609 N 0.043 0.9711
MLE - 0.014 2.927 N 0.040 -
3P Weibull
PPLR (Hazen) 0.002 0.012 2.831 N 0.032 0.9868
MLE 0.002 0.012 2.411 N 0.029 -
Gumbel Max
PPLR (Mean) - 0.004 0.011 Y 0.004 0.9998
MLE - 0.004 0.011 Y 0.003 -
Log-Logistic
PPLR (Mean) - -4.407 0.191 N 0.015 0.9958
MLE - -4.406 0.197 N 0.010 -
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This appendix presents the statistical characterisation results for the remaining features of the
lower drag brace component to support the case study presented in Chapter 8.
Table H.1. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 1 Slice 3 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 4.711(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -7.667 1.170 N 0.011 0.9973MLE - -7.667 1.167 N 0.011 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 7.981×10
−4 1.082 N 0.035 0.9843
MLE - 8.269×10−4 0.914 N 0.031 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 5.658×10
−8 7.980×10−4 1.082 N 0.035 0.9844
MLE 6.280×10−8 8.270×10−4 0.914 N 0.031 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.001 2.765×10
−4 N 0.104 0.9019
MLE - 5.486×10−4 4.780×10−4 N 0.077 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -7.667 0.647 N 0.017 0.9951MLE - -7.639 0.661 N 0.011 -
Exponential PPLR (EV) - 0.001 - N 0.139 0.9554
MLE - 8.687×10−4 - N 0.046 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 4.016×10−4 1.476 N 0.056 -
Burr MLE 1.664 8.285×10−4 1.309 Y 0.008 -
Gamma MLE - 9.239×10−4 0.940 N 0.041 -
Table H.2. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 1 Slice 4 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 3.504(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -3.629 0.873 Y 0.006 0.9994MLE - -3.629 0.872 Y 0.006 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.040 1.437 N 0.041 0.9775MLE - 0.041 1.188 N 0.036 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 3.641×10
−4 0.039 1.408 N 0.035 0.9811
MLE 3.663×10−4 0.040 1.173 N 0.032 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.031 0.020 N 0.079 0.9496MLE - 0.021 0.024 N 0.049 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -3.629 0.483 N 0.015 0.9956MLE - -3.618 0.498 N 0.010 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 0.026 0.965 N 0.018 -
Burr MLE 1.407 0.035 1.810 N 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.025 1.515 N 0.032 -
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Table H.3. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 1 Slice 5 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 4.015(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -5.373 0.986 Y 0.008 0.9989MLE - -5.373 0.985 Y 0.008 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.007 1.275 N 0.028 0.9799MLE - 0.008 1.064 N 0.046 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 3.582×10
−5 0.007 1.259 N 0.028 0.9825
MLE 3.600×10−5 0.007 1.058 N 0.025 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.007 0.003 N 0.099 0.9318MLE - 0.004 0.004 N 0.043 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -5.373 0.546 N 0.017 0.9952MLE - -5.355 0.562 N 0.011 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 1.123 0.004 N 0.025 -
Burr MLE 1.533 0.007 1.570 N 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.006 1.235 N 0.034 -
Table H.4. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 1 Slice 12 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 3.518(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -4.169 0.906 Y 0.008 0.9991MLE - -4.169 0.905 Y 0.008 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.023 1.386 N 0.032 0.9788MLE - 0.024 1.152 N 0.032 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 2.259×10
−4 0.023 1.354 N 0.032 0.9830
MLE 2.275×10−4 0.024 1.152 N 0.032 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.019 0.012 N 0.080 0.9459MLE - 0.013 0.014 N 0.049 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -4.169 0.502 N 0.016 0.9954MLE - -4.154 0.517 N 0.011 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 1.010 0.015 Y 0.020 -
Burr MLE 1.490 0.022 1.719 Y 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.016 1.427 N 0.031 -
Table H.5. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 1 Slice 13 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 4.210(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -5.477 10.995 Y 0.008 0.9989MLE - -5.477 0.993 Y 0.008 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.007 1.264 N 0.051 0.9795MLE - 0.007 1.503 N 0.038 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 1.432×10
−5 0.007 1.256 N 0.050 0.9807
MLE 1.459×10−5 0.007 1.049 N 0.038 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.006 0.003 N 0.090 0.9286MLE - 0.004 0.004 N 0.064 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -5.477 0.550 N 0.017 0.9954MLE - -5.460 0.567 N 0.011 -
Exponential PPLR (EV) - 0.008 - N 0.065 0.9723MLE - 0.007 - N 0.034 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 0.004 1.139 Y 0.026 -
Burr MLE 1.504 0.006 1.564 Y 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.005 1.214 N 0.035 -
Table H.6. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 2 Slice 4 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 3.752(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Gumbel) - -4.929 0.995 Y 0.007 0.9991MLE - -4.929 0.954 Y 0.007 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.011 1.316 N 0.032 0.9790MLE - 0.012 1.095 N 0.041 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 6.974×10
−5 0.011 1.295 N 0.033 0.9820
MLE 7.010×10−5 0.011 1.084 N 0.027 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.010 0.005 N 0.091 0.9380MLE - 0.006 0.007 N 0.065 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -4.929 0.529 N 0.016 0.9953MLE - -4.914 0.545 N 0.011 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 0.007 1.077 Y 0.022 -
Burr MLE 1.490 0.010 1.631 Y 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.009 1.301 N 0.033 -
Table H.7. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 2 Slice 5 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 3.249(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -3.523 0.858 Y 0.007 0.9993MLE - -3.523 0.857 Y 0.007 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.044 1.462 N 0.039 0.9779MLE - 0.045 1.210 N 0.035 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 4.868×10
−4 0.043 1.428 N 0.034 0.9819
MLE 4.893×10−4 0.044 1.193 N 0.032 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.033 0.023 N 0.075 0.9541MLE - 0.022 0.027 N 0.049 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -3.523 0.475 N 0.015 0.9956MLE - -3.511 0.489 N 0.010 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 0.029 0.945 Y 0.018 -
Burr MLE 1.424 0.039 1.837 Y 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.027 1.565 N 0.030 -
Table H.8. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 2 Slice 6 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 4.923(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -7.723 1.162 Y 0.012 0.9975MLE - -7.723 1.160 Y 0.012 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 7.520×10
−4 1.088 N 0.034 0.9842
MLE - 7.790×10−4 0.918 N 0.030 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 2.350×10
−7 7.517×10−4 1.087 N 0.034 0.9845
MLE 2.410×10−7 7.786×10−4 0.918 N 0.030 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 9.676×10
−4 2.575×10−4 N 0.104 0.8991
MLE - 5.137×10−4 4.507×10−4 N 0.076 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -7.723 0.643 N 0.017 0.9952MLE - -7.695 0.657 N 0.011 -
Exponential PPLR (EV) - 0.001 - N 0.139 0.9526
MLE - 8.161×10−4 - N 0.045 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 3.908×10−4 1.435 Y 0.049 -
Burr MLE 1.677 7.882×10−4 1.314 Y 0.008 -
Gamma MLE - 8.599×10−4 0.949 N 0.040 -
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Table H.9. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 2 Slice 12 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 3.618(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -4.956 0.961 Y 0.009 0.9988MLE - -4.956 0.960 Y 0.009 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.011 1.310 N 0.037 0.9803MLE - 0.011 1.095 N 0.028 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 2.369×10
−5 0.011 1.302 N 0.037 0.9814
MLE 2.430×10−5 0.011 1.080 N 0.029 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.010 0.005 N 0.092 0.9405MLE - 0.006 0.007 N 0.071 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -4.956 0.532 N 0.017 0.9952MLE - -4.938 0.547 N 0.011 -
Exponential PPLR (EV) - 0.012 - N 0.048 0.9803MLE - 0.011 - N 0.037 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 6.765×10−3 1.088 Y 0.025 -
Burr MLE 1.556 0.011 1.607 Y 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 8.370×10−3 1.297 N 0.032 -
Table H.10. Statistical characterisation of the variability in DT for the Hole 2 Slice 14 feature of
the lower drag brace.
Distribution Fitting Type Distribution Parameter Estimate Skewness γ= 4.283(Rank Equation) Threshold δ Scale σ Shape λ Good CDF Fit? RMSE r
2P Log-Normal PPLR (Hazen) - -6.690 1.084 Y 0.009 0.9985MLE - -6.690 1.083 Y 0.009 -
3P Log-Normal PPLR predicts zero threshold. 2P Log-Normal distribution fitted.MLE predicts negative threshold. Reject distribution.
2P Weibull PPLR (Mean) - 0.002 1.162 N 0.031 0.9812MLE - 0.002 0.975 N 0.025 -
3P Weibull PPLR (Mean) 6.474×10
−6 0.002 1.150 N 0.031 0.9836
MLE 6.520×10−6 0.002 0.969 N 0.025 -
Gumbel Max PPLR (EV) - 0.002 8.190×10
−4 N 0.094 0.9166
MLE - 0.001 0.001 N 0.048 -
Log-Logistic PPLR (Mean) - -6.690 0.600 N 0.017 0.9952MLE - -6.669 0.617 N 0.011 -
Exponential PPLR (EV) - 0.003 - N 0.100 0.9656MLE - 0.002 - N 0.034 -
Birnbaum Saunders MLE - 0.001 1.275 Y 0.032 -
Burr MLE 1.581 0.002 1.420 Y 0.009 -
Gamma MLE - 0.002 1.055 N 0.037 -
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